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Abstract

Low-Power Architectural Design Methodologies

by

Paul Eric Landman

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering -
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of Californiaat Berkeley

Professor Jan M. Rabaey, Chair

In recent years, power consumption has become a critical design concern for many

VLSI systems. Nowhere is this more true than for portable, battery-operated

applications, where power consumption has perhaps superceded speed and area as the

overriding implementation constraint. This adds another degree of freedom - and

complexity - to the design process and mandates the need for design techniques and

CAD tools that address power, as well as area and speed. This thesis presents a

methodology and a set of tools that support low-power system design. Low-power

techniques at levels ranging from technology to architecture are presented and their

relative merits are compared. Several case studies demonstrate that architecture and

system-level optimizations offer the greatest opportunities for power reduction. A

survey of existing power analysis tools, however, reveals a marked lack of power-

conscious tools at these levels. Addressing this issue, a collection of techniques for

modeling power at the register-transfer (RT) level of abstraction is described. These

techniques model the impact of design complexity and signal activity on datapath,

memory, control, and interconnect power consumption. Several VLSI design examples

are used to verify the proposed tools, which exhibit near switch-level accuracy at RT-

level speeds. Finally, an integrated design space exploration environment is described

that spans several levels of abstraction and embodies many of the power optimization

and analysis strategies presented in this thesis.
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Committee Chairman
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Engineering is not an exact science. For a given engineering problem there is rarely (if ever)

an "optimum" solution that is ideal in all respects. Instead, given a set of objectives and

constraints, the engineer must constantly make trade-offs, balancing often conflicting

requirements to arrive at a solution that best meets the project objectiveswhile still satisfying the

constraints. In the context of integrated circuit design, this often translates to maximizing the

system performance while minimizing cost.The exactbalance between these conflictinggoalswill

depend on the particular system beingdesigned. For low-end consumerelectronics, low costmight

be the key objective. In thatcase, the task of the designer wouldlikely be to minimize the product

cost, while still achieving the required performance. In contrast, the designer of a high-end

componentmight be mainly concerned with obtaining the maximum possible performance within

a less stringent cost requirement. In both cases the objective is to achieve maximum performance

at minimum cost.



1.1 Historical Perspective

But by what metric should "performance" be measured, and what factors will influence

"cost"? Historically, system performance has been synonymous with circuit speed or processing

power. For example, in the microprocessor world, performance is often measured in Millions of

Instructions PerSecond (MIPS) or Millions of FLoating pointOperations PerSecond (MFLOPS).

In other words, the highest "performance" system is the one that can perform the most

computations in a given amountof time. Likewise, in the analog domain, bandwidth (a frequency-

domain measure of circuit speed) is a common performance metric. The question of cost really

depends on the implementation strategy beingconsidered. For integrated circuits there is a fairly

direct correspondence between silicon area andcost Increasing the implementation area tends to

result in higherpackaging costs as well as reduced fabrication yield with both effects translating

immediately to increased product cost Moreover, improvements in system performance generally

come at the expense of silicon real estate. So, historically, the task of the VLSI designerhas been

to explore the Area-Time (AT) implementation space, attempting to strike a reasonable balance

between these often conflicting objectives.

But area and time are not the only metrics by which we can measure implementation quality.

Powerconsumption is yet another criterion. Until recently, power considerations were often of

only secondary concern - taking the back seat to both area and speed. Of course, there are

exceptions to this rule; for example, designers of portable devices such as wrist watches have

always placed considerable emphasis on minimizing power in order to maximize battery life. For

the most part, however, designers of mainstream electronic systems have considered power

consumption only as an afterthought- designing for maximum performance regardless of the

effects on power.



1.2 Motivation for Low Power

In recent years, however, this has begun to change and, increasingly, power is being given

equal weight to area and speed considerations. Several factors have contributed to this trend.

Perhaps the most visible driving factor hasbeen the remarkable success and growth of the portable

consumer electronics market [Man91][May92][Mel93][Mob94][Wil92]. Lap-top computers,

Personal Digital Assistants (PDA's), cellular phones, and pagers have enjoyed considerable

success among consumers, and the market for these and other portable devices is only projected to

increase in the future.

For these applications, power consumption has become a critical design concern and has

perhaps superceded speed and area as the overriding implementation constraint [Cas94][Col93].

The reason for this is illustrated by Figure 1-1, which depicts the projected power budget for a

future portable communications terminal were it implemented using off-the-shelf componentsnot

designed for low-power operation [Cha92a]. The total power consumption for such a system

hovers around 40W. With modem Nickel-Cadmium battery technologies offering around 20 Watt-

hours/pound (Figure 1-2) this terminal would require 20 pounds of batteries for 10 hours of

operation between recharges [Eag92][Mal92]. Even more advanced battery technologies, such as

Nickel-Metal-Hydride at 30-35 Watt-hours/pound, would only bring battery weights down to 7

pounds. In the absence of low-power design techniques, then, current and future portable devices

will suffer from eithervery short battery life or unreasonably heavy battery packs. As a result, the

portable electronics market provides a very strong motivation for low-power design.

Still, portability is not the sole driving force behind the push for low-power. There is also

pressure on producers of high-end products to reduce power consumption. Figure 1-3 shows the

current trend in microprocessor power consumption compiled from results reported at the

International Solid-States Circuits Conference over the last 15 years [Rab94]. The figure

demonstrates that contemporary high performance processors are dissipating as much as 30W
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[Dob92], The cost associated with packaging and cooling such devices is becoming prohibitive.

Since core power consumption must be dissipated through the packaging, increasingly expensive

packaging and cooling strategies are required as chip power consumption increases [Piv94].

Consequently, there is a clear financial advantage to reducing the power consumed by high

performance systems.

In addition to cost, there is the issue of reliability. High power systems tend to run hot, and

hightemperature tends to exacerbate several silicon failure mechanisms. Every 10°C increase in

operating temperature roughly doubles a component's failure rate [Sma94]. Figure 1-4 illustrates

this very definite relationship between temperature and the various failure mechanisms such as

electromigration, junction fatigue, and gate dielectric breakdown.

1.3 Motivation for Power-Conscious Design Tools

So for avariety of reasons, designers are increasingly ledto consider power asamajor system

design criterion. Now, instead of considering only area-time (AT) trade-offs, designers are
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Figure 1-4: Onsettemperatures of various failure mechanisms (after [Sma94]).

encouraged to explorethe full area-time-power (ATP) implementation space. This adds another

degree of freedom - and complexity - to the design process, and with transistor counts of modem

integrated circuits in the millions, designers mustresort to computer-aided design (CAD) tools to

manage the sheer volume of data involved. Since area and speed have for many years been the

primary concern of system designers, many tools already exist to help thedesigner analyze and

optimize his design in these dimensions. As power is a relatively new optimization criterion,

however, few tools exist to facilitate low-power design. Soif there is aneed for low-power design

tools, the next logical question is what kinds of tools areneeded.

As in the case of area and speed, two of the most useful classes of design aids are analysis

tools and optimization (or synthesis) tools. Actually, these two classes of tools are closely related.

In fact, many optimization tools employ iterative improvement schemes and rely on embedded

estimation oranalysis routines to gauge progress at each step of the optimization process. Other

optimization approaches may rely onheuristics, which have empirically demonstrated success at

reducing system power consumption. Often the heuristics themselves will have been developed

with the aid of analysis tools that indicate which low-power techniques might be the most



effective. Thus, whether directly orindirectly, optimization tools (forpower orother criteria) tend

to rely heavily on the existence of estimation and analysis tools. So a logical progression from

analysis to optimization is evident in the evolution of CAD tools.

With low-power design still in its infancy, the focus has been primarily on tools for analyzing

power. Even so, there are relatively few commercial tools available for this important task.

Moreover, most contemporary power analysis tools operateat relatively low levels of abstraction

such as the gate or circuit levels. Design decisions made at these lower levels tend to have a

limited, local impact on powerconsumption. Typically, the decisions made at the highest levels

(architecture and system) offer the most global and dramatic power reductions [Cha92b]. So,

while offering good accuracy, gate- andcircuit-level analysis tools provide feedbacktoo latein the

design process to be particularly useful in either the optimization of a specific design or in the

development of generic low-power heuristics. Moreover, the large number of gate- and circuit-

level componentsmakes rapid analysis of large systems difficult, if not impossible, at these levels.

These facts suggest that high-level power exploration and analysis tools might prove

extremely useful. Despite this, few such high-level tools are currently available. Those that do

exist, while providing rapid results, suffer from significantinaccuracies - a weakness stemming

from flaws in the underlying models [Lan94].

1.4 Research Objectives

The research presented in this thesis is an attempt to remedy this situation. The specific

contributions area methodology for low-powerdesignspaceexploration, as well as a set of tools

that supportthis methodology. The approach relies heavily on a novel technique for architectural

power analysis, which allows the user to generate black-box power models for architecture-level

components. These models preserve the accuracy associated with the gate or circuit levels, while

retaining the estimation speeds more commonly associated with the higher levels of abstraction.



1.5 Overview

This thesis divides into nine chapters. This chapter has presented a motivation for and

introduction to the low-power methodologies and tools that will be presented in subsequent

chapters. Too often, methodologies and tools are developed in the abstract, with little regard for

what is practical or useful from a design standpoint. In contrast, this research was completely

motivated anddriven by low-power design considerations. In accordance with this philosophy,

Chapter 2 will describe techniques for low-power design at levels ranging from process

technology to system and will motivate theneed forhigh-level power exploration tools. Chapter 3

will then describe the stateof the artin powerestimation andin doing so will demonstrate a lack of

power-conscious tools at the higher levels.

This will lead to a proposal for an architectural power analysis technique in Chapter 4. The

chapter will discuss power estimation strategies for each of the key chip components: datapath,

memory, control, and interconnect. It will do so in ageneral context, however, withoutreferring to

any particular tool thatimplements the strategy. The tools implementing this power analysis

methodology will bedescribed in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 will describe atool targeted atDSP

applications and architectures, while Chapter 6 discusses amore generic tool applicable to awide

range of general-purpose andapplication-specific architectures.

As stated above, the contribution of this research is notjust a tool for power analysis, but

rather a low-power methodology along with a setof supporting tools. Chapter 7 presents this

methodology, using acase study to illustrate thekey aspects of design space exploration for low

power. Finally, Chapters 8 and 9 present topics for future research and conclusions regarding low-

power tools and low-power design.



CHAPTER 2

Low-Power Design

The purpose of CAD tools is to aid and support the designer in the process of implementing

complex systems. While thismay seem like anobvious statement, it is surprising how often CAD

development occurs in a vacuum with little influence from designers. Consequently, while

undertaking this research a good deal of emphasis was placed on ensuring that the design

techniques and methodologies drove the tool development - rather than the other way around.

In accordance with this philosophy, we present acomprehensive overview of low-power

design before attempting adiscussion ofany tools or design environments. This chapter describes

low-power design techniques at abstraction levels ranging from layout and technology to

architecture and system. In reading this chapter, it should become clear that high-level design

decisions - those made at the architecture or system level - have the most dramatic impact on

power consumption.

Increasingly, this fact is forcing low-power designers to take asystem-level perspective and

place asubstantial amount of effort into high-level design issues. This observation was amajor
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Figure 2-1: Current flow in CMOS inverter

motivating factor in the development of the high-level power analysis and exploration techniques

presented in this thesis.

This chapter, then, presents the state of the art in low-power digital design and divides into

nine main sections. Sections 2.1-2.3 provide background, discussing the power consumption

mechanism in CMOS, as well as recurring themes in low-power design. Next, Sections 2.4-2.9

cover specific low-power design techniques from the technology to the algorithm level of

abstraction.

2.1 Power Consumption in CMOS Circuits

Before entering into a discussion of low-power design techniques and tools, we must first

discuss the mechanics of power consumption in CMOS circuits. Consider the CMOS inverter of

Figure 2-1. The power consumed when this inverter is in use can be decomposed into two basic

classes: static and dynamic.
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2.1.1 Static Power

Ideally, CMOS circuits dissipate no static (DC) powersince in the steady state there is no

direct path from Vdd to ground. This scenario can never berealized in practice, however, since in

reality the MOS transistor is not a perfect switch. There will always be leakage currents,

subthreshold currents, and substrate injection currents, which give rise to a static componentof

CMOS powerdissipation. For a submicron NMOS device with an effective W/L = 10/0.5, the

substratecurrent is on the order of l-100uA for a V^ of 5V [Wat89]. Since the substrate current

reaches its maximum for gate voltages near0.4V^ [Wat89] and since gate voltages are only

transiently in this range as devices switch, theactual power contribution of the substrate current is

several orders of magnitude below other contributors. Likewise, the junction leakage currents

associated with parasitic diodes in the CMOS device structure are on the order of nanoamps and

will have little effect on overall power consumption [Wes88].

Anotherform of static power dissipation occurs forso-called ratioed logic. Pseudo-NMOS, as

depicted in Figure 2-2 is an example of aratioed CMOS logic family. In this example, thePMOS

pull-up is always on and acts asa load device for the NMOS pull-down network. Therefore, when

the gate output is in the low-state, there is adirect path from Vdd to ground and static currents flow.
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In this state, the exact value of the output voltage depends on the strength ratio of the PMOS and

NMOS networks. The static power consumed by these logic families can be considerable. For this

reason, logic families that experience static power consumption should be avoided for low-power

design. With that in mind, the static component of power consumption in low-power CMOS

circuits should be negligible, and the focus shifts primarily to dynamic power consumption.

2.1.2 Dynamic Power

The dynamic component of power dissipation arises from the transient switching behavior of

the CMOS device. At some point during the switching transient, both the NMOS and PMOS

devices inFigure 2-1 will be turned on. This occurs for gates voltages between Vm and Vdd-\Vtp\.

During this time, a short-circuit exists betweenVdd andground andcurrents areallowedto flow. A

detailed analysis of this phenomenon by Veendrick reveals that with careful design for balanced

input and output rise times this component can be kept below 10-15% of the total power [Vee84].

Thus, although it cannot always be completely neglected, it is certainly not the dominant

component of power dissipation in CMOS circuits.

Instead, dynamic dissipation due to capacitive switching consumes most of the power used by

CMOS circuits. This component of dynamic power dissipation is the result of charging and

discharging parasitic capacitances in the circuit. The situation is modeled in Figure 2-1 wherethe

parasitic capacitances have been lumped at the output in load capacitance C. Consider the

behavior of the circuit over one full cycle of operation with the input voltage going from V^ to

ground and back to Vdd again. As the input switches from high to low, the NMOS pull-down

network is cut off and PMOS pull-up network is activated, charging load capacitance Cup to VM.

This charging process draws an energy equal to CVdd2 from the power supply. Half of this is

dissipated immediately in the PMOS transistors, while the other half is stored on the load

capacitance. Then, when the input returns to Vdd the process is reversed and the capacitance is

discharged, itsenergy being dissipated in theNMOS network. In summary, everytime acapacitive
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node switches from ground to Vdd, an energy ofCVdd2 isconsumed.

This leads to theconclusion that CMOS power consumption depends on the switching activity

of the signals involved. In this context, we can define activity, a, as the expected number of

transitions perdata cycle. If this is coupled with the average data-rate,/, which may be the clock

frequency in a synchronous system, then the effective frequency of switching is given by the

product of the activity and the data rate: of. Halfof thesetransitions charge the nodal capacitance,

whilethe other halfdischarge it.This leads to the following formulation foraverage CMOS power

consumption:

^« =(!CVLV (EQD
This result illustrates that the dynamic poweris proportional to switching activity, capacitive

loading, and the square of the supply voltage. In CMOS circuits, this component of power

dissipation is by far the most important, typically accounting for at least 90% of the total power

dissipation [Vee84].

2.2 Degrees of Freedom

The previous section revealed the three degrees of freedom inherent in the low-power design

space: voltage, physical capacitance, and activity. Optimizing for power invariably involves an

attempt to reduceone or more of these factors. Unfortunately, these parameters arenot completely

orthogonal and cannot be optimized independently. This section briefly discusses each of the

factors, describing their relative importance, as well as the interactions thatcomplicate the power

optimization process.

2.2.1 Voltage

With its quadraticrelationship to power, voltage reduction offers the most direct and dramatic

meansof minimizing energy consumption. Without requiring any special circuits or technologies,
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Figure 2-3 : Energy and delay as a function of supply voltage

a factor of two reduction in supply voltage yields a factor of four decrease in energy (see Figure 2-

3a).Furthermore, this power reduction is a globaleffect, experienced not only in one sub-circuitor

block of the chip, but throughout the entire design. Because of this quadratic relationship,

designers of low-power systems are often willing to sacrifice increased physical capacitance or

circuit activity for reduced voltage. Unfortunately, supply voltage cannot be decreased without

bound. In fact, several factors otherthanpowerinfluence selection of a system supplyvoltage. The

primary factors are performance requirements and compatibility issues.

As supply voltage is lowered, circuit delays increase (see Figure 2-3b) leading to reduced

system performance. To the first order, device currents are given by:

'« = 2 L (y«-y,r (EQ2)

This leads to circuit delays of the order:

t =
CVdd dd

l" (vdd-vty
(EQ3)
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So, for Vdd» Vt delays increase linearly with decreasing voltage. In order to meet system

performance requirements, these delay increases cannot go unchecked. Some techniques mustbe

applied, either technological or architectural, in order to compensate for this effect. As Vdd

approaches the threshold voltage, however, delay penalties simply become unmanageable,

limiting theadvantages of going below a supply voltage of about 2V(.

Performance is not,however, the only limiting criterion. When going to non-standard voltage

supplies, there is also the issue of compatibility and interoperability. Most off-the-shelf

components operate from either a 5V supply or, more recently, a 3.3V supply [Bry93][Bur92b]

[Swe93]. Unless the entiresystem is beingdesigned completely from scratch it is likely that some

amountof communicationswill be required with componentsoperating at a standard voltage. This

dilemma is lessened by the availability of highly efficient (>90%) DC-DC level converters, but

still there is some cost involved in supporting several different supply voltages [Str94]. This

suggests that it might be advantageous for designers to support only a small number of distinct

intrasystem voltages. Forexample, custom chips in the system could be designed to operate off a

single low voltage (e.g. 2Vt) with level shifting only required for communication with the outside

world. To account for parameter variations within andbetween chips, the supply would need to be

setrelative to the worst-case threshold, Vti/nax.

To summarize, reducing supply voltage is paramount to lowering power consumption, and it

often makes sense to increase physical capacitance and circuit activity in order to further reduce

voltage. There are, however, limiting factors such as minimum performance and compatibility

requirements that limit voltage scaling. These factors will likely lead designers to fix the voltage

within a system. Once the supply has been fixed, it remains to address the issues of minimizing

physical capacitance and activity at that operating voltage. The next two sections address these

topics.
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2.2.2 Physical Capacitance

Dynamic power consumption depends linearly on the physical capacitance being switched.

So, in addition to operating at low voltages, minimizing capacitance offers another technique for

reducing power consumption. In order to properly evaluate this opportunity we must first

understand what factors contribute to the physical capacitance of a circuit. Then we can consider

how those factors can be manipulated to reduce power.

The physical capacitance in CMOS circuits stems from two primary sources: devices and

interconnect. For devices, the most significant contributions come from the gate and junction

capacitances as shown in Figure 2-4. The capacitance associated with the thin gate oxide of the

transistor is usually the larger of the two. This term can be approximated as a parallel-plate (area)

capacitance between die gate and the substrate or channel:

C„ = WLCnt = WL—8 ox .
'ox

(EQ4)

In addition, source/drain junction capacitances contribute to the overall device capacitance. These

capacitances have both an area and a perimeter component and are non-linear with the voltage

across the junction:

'•,n- - ''-^r-M^r (EQ5)
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Figure 2-5 : Sources of interconnect capacitance

where Aand P are the source/drain area and perimeter, CjQ and Cjsw0 are equilibrium bottomwall

and sidewall capacitances, <j>o is the junction barrier potential, and m is the junction grading

coefficient. Often, this non-linear capacitance is approximated by a large-signal equivalent

linearized capacitance given by:

dV

jeq v,-v0
(EQ6)

where V0 and V] describe the range of typical operating voltages for the junction. In the remainder

of this thesis, we will often make the approximation that all circuit capacitances are fixed. In these

cases, we assume that linearized, effective values are used to replace any non-linear capacitances.

In past technologies, device capacitances dominated over interconnect parasitics. As

technologies continue to scale down, however, this no longer holds true and we must consider the

contribution of interconnect to the overall physical capacitance. For the interconnect, there is the

capacitance between each metallization layer and the substrate, as well as coupling capacitances

between the layers themselves (see Figure 2-5). Each of these capacitances in turn has two
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components: a parallel-plate component and a fringing component:

Cw= WLCp + 2(W+L)Cf (EQ7)

Historically, the parallel-plate component, which increases linearly with both the width and the

length of the wire, has been dominant. The fringing component starts to become significant,

however, as the interconnect width becomes narrower and narrower relative to the wire thickness

[Bak90].

With this understanding, we can now consider how to reduce physical capacitance. From the

previous discussion, we recognize that capacitances can be kept at a minimum by using small

devices and short wires. As with voltage, however, we are not free to optimize capacitance

independently. For example, reducing device sizes will not only reduce physical capacitance, but

will also reduce the current drive of the transistors, making the circuit operate more slowly. This

loss in performance might preventus from lowering Vdd asmuch as we might otherwise be ableto

do. In this scenario, we are giving up a possible quadratic reduction in power through voltage

scaling for a linear reduction through capacitance scaling. So, if the designer is free to scale

voltage it does not make sense to minimize physical capacitance without considering the side

effects. Similar arguments can be applied to interconnect capacitance. If voltage and/or activity

can be significantly reducedby allowing some increase in physical interconnectcapacitance, then

this may resultin anet decrease in power. The key pointto recognize is that low-powerdesign is a

joint optimization process in whichthe variables cannot be manipulated independently.

2.2.3 Activity

In additionto voltage and physical capacitance, switching activity also influences dynamic

power consumption. A chip can contain a huge amount of physical capacitance, but if it does not

switch then no dynamic power will be consumed. The activity determines how often this

switching occurs. As mentionedabove, there are two components to switching activity. The first is

the data rate,/, whichreflects how oftenon average new data arrives ateach node.This data might
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Figure 2-6 : Interpretation of switching activity in synchronous systems

or might not be different from the previous data value. In this sense, the data rate/describes how

often on average switching couldoccur. Forexample, in synchronous systems/might correspond

to the clock frequency (see Figure 2-6).

The second component of activity is the data activity, a. This factor corresponds to the

expected number of transitions that will be triggered by the arrivalof each new piece of data. So,

while/determines the average periodicity of data arrivals, a determines how many transitions

each arrival will spark. For circuits that don't experience glitching, a can be interpreted as the

probability that a transition will occur during a single data period. For certain logic styles,

however, glitching can be an important source of signal activity and, therefore, deserves some

mention here [Ben94], Glitching refers to spurious and unwanted transitions that occur before a

node settles down to its final, steady-state value. Glitching often arises when paths with

unbalanced propagation delays converge at the same point in the circuit Since glitching can cause

a node to make several power consuming transitions instead of one (i.e. col) it should be avoided

whenever possible.

The data activity a can be combined with the physical capacitance C to obtain an effective

capacitance, CeJ^=aC/2, which describes the average capacitance charged during each 1/fdata
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period. This reflects the fact that neither the physical capacitance nor the activity alone determine

dynamic power consumption. Instead, it is the effective capacitance, which combines the two, that

truly determines the power consumed by a CMOS circuit:

This discussion provides the first indication that data statistics can have a significant effect on

power consumption. This is an important motivating force behind the power analysis techniques

that will be presented in subsequent chapters. As we shall see, the weakness of many existing high-

level estimation tools is that they ignore the effect of data statistics on power consumption. In

contrast, the estimation techniques presented in this thesis accurately account for dataactivity.The

precise mannerin which this is achieved is the topic of Chapter 4.

As with voltageand physical capacitance, we canconsider techniques for reducing switching

activity as a means of saving power. For example, certain data representations such as sign-

magnitude have an inherently lower activity than two's-complement [Cha94b]. Since sign-

magnitude arithmetic is muchmore complex than two's-complement, however, there is a price to

be paid for the reduced activity in terms of higher physical capacitance. This is yet another

indication thatlow-power design is truly a jointoptimization problem. In particular, optimization

of activitycannot be undertaken independently without consideration forthe impact on voltage

and capacitance.

2.3 Recurring Themes in Low-Power Design

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 have provided a strong foundation from which to consider low-power

CMOS design. Specifically, Section 2.1 derived the classical expression for dynamic power

consumption in CMOS. This led to therealization that three primary parameters: voltage, physical

capacitance, and activity determine the average power consumption of a digital CMOS circuit.

Section 2.2 then went on to describe each of these factors individually, while emphasizing that
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design for low-power must involve a joint rather than independent optimization of these three

parameters. The upcoming sections present specific power reduction techniques applicable at

various levels of abstraction. Many of these techniques follow a small number of common themes.

The three principle themes are trading area/performance for power, avoiding waste, and exploiting

locality.

Probably the most important theme is trading area/performancefor power. As mentioned in

Section 2.2.1, power can be reduced by decreasing the system supply voltage and allowing the

performance of the system to degrade. This is an example of trading performance for power. If the

system designer is not willing to give up the performance, he can consider applying techniques

such as parallel processing to maintain performance at low voltage. Since many of these

techniques incur an area penalty, we can think of this as trading area for power.

Another recurring low-power theme involves avoiding waste. For example, clocking modules

when they are idle is a waste of power. Glitching is another example of wasted power and can be

avoided by path balancing and choice of logic family. Other strategies for avoiding waste include

using dedicated rather than programmable hardware and reducing control overhead by using

regular algorithms and architectures. Avoiding waste can also take the form of designing systems

to meet, rather than beat, performance requirements. If an application requires 25 MIPS of

processing performance, there is no advantage gained by implementing a 50 MIPS processor at

twice the power.

Exploiting locality is another important theme of low-power design. Global operations

inherently consume a lot of power. Data must be transferredfrom one part of the chip to another at

the expense of switching large bus capacitances. Furthermore, in poorly partitioned designs the

same data might need to be stored in many parts of the chip, wasting still more power. In contrast,

a design partitioned to exploit locality of reference can minimize the amount of expensive global

communications employed in favor of much less costly local interconnect networks. Moreover,
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especially for DSP applications, local datais more likely to be correlated and, therefore, to require

fewer power consuming transitions. So, in its various forms, locality is an important concept in

low-power design.

While not all low-power techniques can be classified as trading-off area/performance for

power, avoiding waste, and exploiting locality these basic themes do describe many of the

strategies that will be presented in the remainder of this chapter. The organization of these

upcoming sections is by level of abstraction. Specifically, beginning with Section 2.4 and ending

with Section 2.9, they cover low-power design methodologies for the technology, layout, circuit,

gate, architecture, and algorithm levels, respectively.

2.4 Technology Level

At the lowest level of abstraction we can consider low-power design strategies in the context

of both packaging and process technologies.

2.4.1 Packaging

Often a significant fraction of the total chip powerconsumptioncan be attributed not to core

processing but to driving large off-chip capacitances. This is not surprising since off-chip

capacitances are on the orderof tens of picofarads while on-chip capacitances are in the tens of

femtofarads. For conventional packaging technologies, Bakoglu suggests that pins contribute

approximately 13-14pF of capacitance each (10 pF for the pad and 3-4 pF for the printed circuit

board traces) [Bak90]. Since dynamic power is proportional to capacitance, I/O power can be a

significant portion of overall chippower consumption. The notion thatI/Ocapacitance atthe chip

level can account for as much as 1/4to 1/2 of the overall system powerdissipation suggests that

reduction of I/O power is ahighpriority inmulti-chip systems. If thelarge capacitances associated
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Figure 2-7 : A Rockwell International avionics processorusing MCM packaging

with inter-chip I/O were drastically reduced, the I/O component of system power consumption

would be reduced proportionally.

Packaging technologycan have a dramatic impacton the physical capacitance involved in off-

chip communications. For example, multi-chip modules or MCM's (an exampleof which is shown

in Figure 2-7) offer a drastic reduction in the physical capacitance of off-chip wiring, hi an MCM,

all of the chips comprising the system are mounted on a single substrate, and the entire module is

placed in a single package. Utilizing this technology, inter-chip I/O capacitances are reduced to the

same order as on-chip capacitances [Ben90]. This is due not only to the elimination of the highly

capacitive PCB traces, but also to the minimization of on-chip pad driver capacitances due to

reduced off-chip load driving requirements. Thus, utilizing MCM technology, the I/O component

of system powerconsumption can be keptat a minimum, shifting the focus of poweroptimization

from I/O considerations to chip core considerations [Bur91].

Actually, low-poweroperation is only one of the advantages of MCM technology. In addition,
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MCM's with their reduced chip-level interconnect lengths and capacitances can significantly

reduce system delays resulting in higherperformance, which canthen be traded for lower powerat

the designer's discretion. Furthermore, this packaging technique raises the effective system

integration level several orders of magnitude over existing packaging technologies. For projected

submicron technologies, an 8"xl0" MCM canbe expected to house close to a billion transistors

[Bak90]. This will relax current silicon areaconstraints and allow much needed flexibility in

designing low-power architectures that trade area for power. So, both directly and indirectly

selection of a packaging technology canhaveanimportant effect on system powerconsumption.

2.4.2 Process

In addition to packaging considerations, process (or fabrication) technology plays an

important role in determining power consumption. This section presents two important process-

based techniques for reducing power consumption: technology scaling and threshold voltage

scaling.

Technology Scaling

Scaling of physical dimensions is a well-known technique for reducing circuit power

consumption. Basically, scaling involves reducing all vertical and horizontal dimensions by a

factor, £, greater than one. Thus, transistor widths and lengths are reduced, oxide thicknesses are

reduced, depletion region widths are reduced, interconnect widths and thicknesses are reduced,

etc. The first-order effects of scaling can be fairly easily derived [Bac84][Den74], Device gate

capacitances are of the form Cg = WLC0X. If we scale down Wy L, and tox by 5, then this

capacitance will scale down by S as well. Consequently, if system data rates and supply voltages

remain unchanged, this factor of S reduction incapacitance is passed ondirectly to power:

Fixedperformance, fixed voltage: P <* - (EQ 9)

To give a concrete example, at the 1994 International Solid-State Circuits Conference, MIPS
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Technologies attributed a 25% reduction in power consumption for their new 64b RISC processor

solely to amigration from a 0.8um to a0.64um technology [Yeu94].

The effect of scaling on delays is equally promising. Based on (EQ 2), the transistor current

drive increases linearly with S. As a result, propagation delays, which are proportional to

capacitance and inversely proportional to drive current, scale down bya factor of S2. Assuming we

are only trying to maintain system throughput rather than increase it, the improvement in circuit

performance can be traded for lower power by reducing the supply voltage. In particular,

neglecting V( effects, the voltage can bereduced by a factor of S2. This results in aS4 reduction in

device currents, and along with the capacitance scaling leads to an S5 reduction inpower:

Fixed performance,variablevoltage: P « — (EQ 10)

This discussion, however, ignores many important second-order effects. For example, as

scaling continues, interconnect parasitics eventually begin to dominate and change the picture

substantially. The resistance of a wire is proportional to its length andinversely proportional to its

thickness and width. Since in this discussion we are considering the impactof technology scaling

on afixed design, the local and global wire lengths should scale down by S along with the width

and thickness of the wire. This means that the wire resistance should scale up by a factor of S

overall. The wire capacitance is proportional to its width andlengthandinversely proportional to

the oxide thickness. Consequently, the wire capacitance scales down by a factor of S. To

summarize:

RW~S andCwoc- (Equ)

U^V^1 (EQ12)

This means that, unlike gate delays, the intrinsic interconnect delay does not scale down with

physical dimensions. So at some point interconnect delays will start to dominate over gate delays

and it will no longer be possible to scale down the supply voltage. This means that once again
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power is reduced solely due to capacitance scaling:

Parasitics dominated: P «= -z (EQ 13)
•j

Actually, the situation is even worse since the above analysis did not consider second-order

effects such as the fringing component of wire capacitance,which may actually grow with reduced

dimensions. As a result, realistically speaking, power may not scale down at all, but instead may

stay approximately constant with technology scaling or even increase:

Including 2nd-order effects: P « 1 or more (EQ 14)

The conclusion is that technology scaling offers significant benefits in terms of power only up

to a point. Once parasitics begin to dominate, the power improvements slack off or disappear

completely. So we cannot rely on technology scalingto reduce power indefinitely. We must turn to

other techniques for lowering power consumption.

Threshold Voltage Reduction

Many process parameters, aside from lithographic dimensions, can have a large impact on

circuit performance. For example, at low supply voltages thevalue of the threshold voltage (Vt) is

extremely important. Section 2.2.1 revealed that threshold voltage places a limit on the minimum

supply voltage that can be used without incurring unreasonable delay penalties. Based on this, it

would seem reasonable to consider reducing threshold voltages in a low-power process.

Unfortunately, subthreshold conduction and noise margin considerations limithow low Vt can

be set. Althoughdevices are ideally "off for gate voltages below Vt, in reality there is always

some subthreshold conduction even for Vgs <Vt. The question isespecially important for dynamic

circuits for which subthreshold currents could causes erroneous charging or discharging of

dynamic nodes. The relationship between gate voltage and subthreshold current is exponential.

Each 0.1V reduction in Vgs below Vt reduces the subthreshold current by approximately one order

of magnitude [Mul86]. Therefore, in order to prevent static currents from dominating chip power
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and to ensure functionality of dynamiccircuits, threshold voltagesshouldbe limited to a minimum

of0.3-0.5V.

Some researchers have considered operating circuits at threshold voltages that are much lower

still [Bur93][Liu93]. Forthese circuits, implementation is confined to static circuit styles and a

larger static poweris accepted forthe sake of reduced dynamic power. At these very low threshold

voltages, the question of tolerance in the Vt specification becomes an issue. At best, this voltage is

likely to vary lOOmV in either direction, which forces the researchers to rely on a negative-

feedback substrate biasing scheme to ensurechip functionality across processvariations [Bur94].

Unfortunately, dimensional and threshold scaling are not always viable options. Aside from

the drawbacks of interconnect non-scalability, submicron effects, and subthreshold conduction,

chip designers often don't have complete freedom to arbitrarily scale their fabrication technology.

Instead, economic factors as well as the capabilities of their fabrication facilities impose limits on

minimum lithographic dimensions. Forthis reason, in orderto achieve widespread acceptance, an

ideal low-power methodology should not rely solely on technology scaling or specialized

processingtechniques. The methodology should be applicable not only to different technologies,

but also to different circuit and logic styles. Whenever possible scaling and circuit techniques

should be combined with the high-level methodology to further reduce power consumption;

however, the general low-powerstrategy shouldnot require these tricks.The advantages of scaling

and low-level techniques cannot be overemphasized, but they should not be the sole arena from

which the designer can extract power gains.

2.5 Layout Level

There are a number of layout-level techniques that can be applied to reduce power. The

simplest of these techniques is to select upper level metals to route high activity signals. The

higher level metals are physically separated from the substrate by a greater thickness of silicon
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dioxide. Since the physical capacitance of these wires decreases linearly with increasing tox, there

is some advantage to routing the highest activity signals in the higher level metals. Forexample, in

a typical processmetal three will have abouta 30% lowercapacitance perunit area than metal two

[Rab95]. The DEC Alpha chip takes advantage of this fact by routing the high activity clock

network primarily in third level metal [Dob92]. It should be noted, however, that the technique is

most effective for global rather than local routing, sinceconnectingto a higher level metal requires

more vias, which add area and capacitance to the circuit. Still, the concept of associating high

activity signals with low physical capacitance nodes is an important one and appears in many

different contexts in low-power design.

For example, we can combine this notion with the locality theme of Section 2.3 to arrive at a

general strategy for low-power placement androuting. The placementand routing problem crops

up in many different guises in VLSI design. Place and route can be performed on pads, functional

blocks, standard cells,gate arrays, etc.Traditional placement involvesminimizing area and delay.

Minimizing delay, in turn, translates to minimizing the physical capacitance (or length) of wires.

In contrast, placement for powerconcentrates on minimizingthe activity-capacitance product

rather thanthe capacitance alone. In summary, highactivity wires should be kept short or, in a

manner of speaking, local. Tools havebeendeveloped thatuse this basic strategy to achieve about

an 18% reduction in power [Cha94][Vai93].

Although intelligent placement and routing of standard cells and gate arrays can help to

improve their power efficiency, the locality achieved by low-power place and route tools rarely

approaches whatcanbe achieved by a full-custom design. Design-time issuesand othereconomic

factors, however, mayinmany cases preclude theuseof full-custom design. Inthese instances, the

concepts presented here regarding low-power placement and routing of standard cells and gate

arrays may prove useful. Moreover, even for custom designs, these low-power strategies can be

applied to placement and routing at the block level.
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2.6 Circuit Level

Many circuit techniques can lead to reduced power consumption. In this section, we go

beyond the traditional synchronous fully-complementary static CMOS circuit style to consider the

relative advantages and disadvantages of other design strategies. In doing so, it is important to

remember that poweris not the only measure of merit. In addition, ease of design and issues of

robustness must be given equal weight. With this in mind, design styles that at first seem

advantageous for low-power, often lose their appeal. This section will consider five topics relating

to low-powercircuitdesign: dynamic logic, pass-transistor logic, asynchronous logic, transistor

sizing, and design style (e.g. full custom versus standard cell).

2.6.1 Dynamic Logic

In static logic, node voltages arealways maintainedby a conducting path from the node to one

of the supply rails. In contrast, dynamic logicnodes go through periods during which there is no

path to the rails, and voltages are maintained as charge dynamically stored on nodal capacitances.

Figure 2-8 shows animplementation of a complexboolean expression in both static and dynamic

logic. In the dynamic case, the clock period is divided into a precharge and an evaluation phase.

During precharge, the output is charged to Vdd. Then, during the next clock phase, the NMOS tree

evaluates the logic function and discharges the output node if necessary. Relative to static CMOS,

dynamic logic has both advantages and disadvantages in terms of power.

Historically, dynamic design styles havebeentouted for theirinherent low-powerproperties.

Forexample,dynamicdesignstyles often have significantly reduced device counts. Since the logic

evaluation function is fulfilled by the NMOS treealone, the PMOS tree canbe replaced by a single

precharge device. These reduced device counts result in a corresponding decrease in capacitive

loading, which can lead to power savings. Moreover, by avoiding stacked PMOS transistors,

dynamic logic is amenableto low voltageoperation wherethe ability to stack devices is limited. In
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Figure 2-8: Static and dynamic implementations of F=(A+B)C.

addition, dynamic gates don't experience short-circuit powerdissipation. Whenever staticcircuits

switch,a brief pulseof transient current flows from Vdd to ground consuming power. Furthermore,

dynamic logic nodes areguaranteed to have a maximum of one transition per clock cycle. Static

gates do not follow this pattern and canexperience a glitching phenomenon wherebyoutputnodes

undergo unwanted transitions before settling at their final value. This causes excess power

dissipation in static gates. So in some sense, dynamic logic avoids someof the overhead andwaste

associated with fully-complementary staticlogic.

In practice, however, dynamic circuits have several disadvantages. For instance, each of the

precharge transistors in the chip must be driven by a clock signal. This implies a dense clock

distribution network and its associated capacitance and driving circuitry. These components can

contribute significant power consumption to the chip. For example, the clocknetworkof the DEC

Alpha chip contributes 3.25 nF of capacitance to the design and is estimated to consume 7W or

23% of thetotal chip power at3.3V [Dob92]. In addition, with each gate influenced by theclock,

issues of skew become even more important anddifficult to handle.
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Figure 2-9 : Output activities for static anddynamic logic gates (with random inputs)

Also, the clock is a high (actually, maximum) activity signal, and having it connected to the

PMOS pull-up network can introduce unnecessary activity into the circuit. For commonly used

boolean logic gates, Figure 2-9 shows the probability that the outputs make an energy consuming

(i.e. zeroto one) transition for random gate inputs. In all cases, the activityof the dynamic gates is

higher than that of the static gates. We can show that, in general, for any boolean signal X, the

activity of a dynamically-precharged wire carrying X must always be at least as high as the

activity of a statically-driven wire:

dynamiccase: Pwl>e(0-»l) = Px(0) (EQ15)

static case: PWI>e (0 -»1) = P(X, =1|X,_, =0) Px (0) < Px (0) (EQ 16)

In addition to clock power and difficulty of design, the issue of robustness should not be

overlooked. A noise signal of anamplitude as small as Vt is all that would be required to turn on a

nominally off transistorand erroneouslycharge or discharge a dynamic node. Even if the threshold
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voltage has not been reduced by using a "low-power process" (Section 2.4.2) it still may only be

0.6-0.7V. A voltage drop of this magnitude on a dynamic node due to charge sharing, subthreshold

conduction, or capacitive coupling would not be unexpected and could lead to faulty operation

[Wes88].

In conclusion, dynamic logic has certain advantages and disadvantages for low-power

operation. The key is to determine which of the conflicting factors is dominant In certain cases, a

dynamic implementation might actually achieve a lower overall power consumption. For example,

a PLA implemented in fully-complementary logic would require huge PMOS trees to realizeboth

the input and output planes. Dynamic PLA's eliminate this large source of capacitance and can

operate at higher speeds and lower power. So in some specific cases, dynamic logic is, clearly, the

superior alternative. In most cases, however, the transistor savings are not nearly as dramatic.

Indeed, to achieve low voltage operation, designers of static logic are increasingly led to reduce

stacking of PMOS transistors simply to achieve reasonable rise times. As a result, there are fewer

gates with the complex PMOS trees for which dynamic logic is advantageous. So the power

required to switch the high activity clock network in dynamic circuits typically outweighs any

savings from reduced device counts. Furthermore, the savings in terms of glitching and short-

circuit power, while possibly significant, can also be achieved in static logic through other means

(discussed in Section 2.7). These arguments are supported by Lee in [Lee94] where he presents a

conventional static CMOS adder that is 47% more energy efficient than an equivalentdynamic

implementation. All of this, coupled with the robustness of static logic at low voltages gives the

designer lessincentive to select a dynamic implementation of a low-power system.

2.6.2 Pass-Transistor Logic

As with dynamic logic, pass-transistor logic offersthe possibility of reduced transistor counts.

Figure 2-10 illustrates this fact with an equivalent pass-transistor implementation of the static
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Figure 2-10 : Complementary pass-transistor implementation of F=(A+B)C.

logic function of Figure 2-8. Once again, the reduction in transistors results in lower capacitive

loading from devices. This might make pass-transistor logic attractive as a low-power circuit style.

Like dynamic logic, however, pass-transistor circuits suffer from several drawbacks. First,

pass transistors have asymmetrical voltage driving capabilities. For example, NMOS transistors do

not pass "high" voltages efficiently, and experience reduced current drive as well as a Vt drop at

the output. If the output is used to drive a PMOS gate, static power dissipation can result These

flaws can be remedied by using additional hardware - for instance, complementary transmission

gates consisting of an NMOS and PMOS pass transistors in parallel. Unfortunately, this forfeits

the power savings offered by reduced device counts. Also, efficient layout of pass-transistor

networks can be problematic. Sharing of source/drain diffusion regions is often not possible,

resulting in increased parasitic junction capacitances.

In summary, at the voltages attractive for low-power design, the reduced current drive of pass-

transistor logic networks becomes particularly troublesome. Low threshold processes can lessen

this problem, but it is at the expense of robustness and static power dissipation. Full transmission

gates can improve the situation, but require true and complement control signals, and also

eliminate the benefit of reduced transistor count As with dynamic logic, there may be situations in
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Figure 2-11: Asynchronous circuit with handshaking (after [Rab95])

which pass-transistor logic is more power efficient than fully-complementary logic; however, the

benefits are likely to be small relative to the orders of magnitude savings possible from higher

level techniques. Indeed, in a comparison of a fully-complementary CMOS adder to a

transmission gate adder, Lee reported that the pass-gate version was only 10% more energy

efficient than the conventional adder [Lee94]. So, again, circuit-level powersaving techniques

should beusedwhenever appropriate, but should be subordinate to higher level considerations.

2.6.3 Asynchronous Logic

Asynchronous logic refers to a circuit style employing no global clock signal for

synchronization. Instead, synchronization is provided by handshaking circuitry used as an

interface between gates (see Figure 2-11). While more common atthe system level, asynchronous

logic has failed to gain acceptance at the circuit level. This has been based on area and

performance criteria. It is worthwhile to reevaluate asynchronous circuits in the contextof low

power.

The primary power advantages of asynchronous logic can beclassified as avoiding waste. The

clock signal in synchronous logic contains no information; therefore, power associated with the

clock driver and distribution network isinsome sense wasted. Avoiding this power consumption
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component might offersignificant benefits. In addition, asynchronous logic uses completion

signals, thereby avoiding glitching, another form of wasted power. Finally, with no clock signal

and with computation triggered by the presence ofnew data, asynchronous logic contains asort of

built in power-down mechanism for idleperiods.

While asynchronous sounds likethe ideal low-power design style, several issues impede its

acceptance in low-power arenas. Depending on the size of its associated logic structure, the

overhead of the handshake interface and completion signal generation circuitry can be large in

terms of both area and power. Sincethis circuitry does not contribute to the actual computations,

transitions on handshake signals are wasted. This is similarto the waste due to clock power

consumption, though it is not as severe since handshake signals have lower activity than clocks.

Finally, fewer design tools support asynchronous than synchronous, making it more difficult to

design.

At the small granularity with which it is commonly implemented, the overhead of the

asynchronous interface circuitry dominates over the power saving attributes of the design style. It

should be emphasized, however, that this is mainly a function of the granularity of the

handshaking circuitry. It would certainly be worthwhile to consider using asynchronous

techniques to eliminate the necessity of distributing a global clock between blocks of larger

granularity. For example, large modules could operate synchronously off local clocks, but

communicate globally using asynchronous interfaces. In this way, the interface circuitry would

represent a very small overhead component, and the most power consuming aspects of

synchronous circuitry (i.e. global clock distribution) would be avoided.

2.6.4 Transistor Sizing

Regardless of the circuit style employed, the issue of transistor sizing for low power arises.

The primary trade-off involved is between performance and cost - where cost is measured by area

and power. Transistors with larger gate widths provide more current drive than smaller transistors.
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Unfortunately, they also contribute more device capacitanceto the circuit and, consequently, result

in higher power dissipation. Moreover, larger devices experience more severe short-circuit

currents, which should be avoided whenever possible. In addition, if all devices in a circuit are

sized up, then the loading capacitance increases in the same proportion as the current drive,

resulting in little performance improvement beyond the point of overcoming fixed parasitic

capacitance components. In this sense, large transistors become self-loading and the benefit of

large devices must be reevaluated. A sensible low-power strategy is to use minimum size devices

whenever possible. Along the critical path, however, devices should be sized up to overcome

parasitics andmeet performance requirements. Care shouldbe taken in this sizing process to avoid

the waste of self-loading [Bur94]. By following this approach, Nagendra et al. found that the

average powerdissipation of a signed-digit adder couldbe reduced by 36% with a delay penaltyof

only 0.3% [Nag94].

2.6.5 Design Style

Another decision which can have a large impact onthe overall chip power consumption is

selection of design style: e.g. full custom, gate array, standard cell, etc. Not surprisingly, full-

custom design offers the best possibility of minimizing power consumption. Inacustom design,

all the principles of low-power including locality, regularity, and sizing can beapplied optimally to

individual circuits. Unfortunately, this is acostly alternative in terms ofdesign time, and can rarely

be employed exclusively as adesign strategy. Other possible design styles include gate arrays and

standard cells.

Gate arrays offer one alternative for reducing design cycles at the expense of area, power, and

performance. While not offering the flexibility of full-custom design, gate-array CAD tools could

nevertheless be altered to place increased emphasis on power. For example, gate arrays offer some

control over transistor sizing through the use of parallel transistor connections. Employing the

sizing strategy of Section 2.6.4 might offer some improvement in gate array power over existing
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solutions. Furthermore, since most of the flexibility in gate array design lies inthe placement and

routing of gates, the techniques of Section 2.5 might prove useful - in particular, partitioning of the

circuit tomaximize locality coupled with minimizing the length of high activity wires.

Standard cell synthesis is another commonly employed strategy for reducing design time.

Current standard cell libraries and tools, however, offer little hope of achieving low power

operation. Inmany ways, standard cells represent the antithesis of a low-power methodology. First

and foremost, standard cells are often severely oversized. Most standard cell libraries were

designed for maximum performance and worst-case loading from inter-cell routing. As a result,

they experience significant self-loading and waste correspondingly significant amounts of power.

To overcome this difficulty, standard cell libraries must be expanded to include a selectionof cells

of identical functionality, but varying driving strengths. With this in place, synthesis tools could

select the smallest (and lowest power cell) required to meet timing constraints, while avoiding the

wasted power associated with oversized transistors [Bah94]. In addition, the standard cell layout

style with its islands of devices and extensive routing channels tends to violate the principles of

locality central to low-power design. Here, as in the gate array case, the place and route techniques

of Section 2.5 could go a long way towards alleviating this difficulty.

2.6.6 Circuit-Level Conclusions

Clearly, numerous circuit-level techniques are available to the low-power designer. These

techniques include careful selection of a circuit style: static vs. dynamic, synchronous vs.

asynchronous, fully-complementary vs. pass-transistor, etc. Other techniques involve transistor

sizing or selection of a design methodology such as full-custom or standard cell. Some of these

techniques can be applied in conjunction with higher level power reduction techniques. When

possible, designers should take advantage of this fact and exploit both low and high-level

techniques in concert. Often, however, circuit-level techniques will conflict with the low-power

strategies based on higher abstraction levels. In these cases, the designer must determine, which
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techniques offer the largest power reductions. As evidenced by the previous discussion, circuit-

level techniques typically offer reductions of a factor of two or less, while some higher level

strategies with their more global impact can producesavings of an orderof magnitude or more. In

such situations, considerations imposed by the higher-level technique should dominate and the

designer should employ those circuit-level methodologies most amenable to the selected high-

level strategy.

2.7 Gate Level

This philosophy should also apply to the gate level. Still, as in the case of the circuit level,

there are gate-level techniques that can be applied successfully to reduce power consumption.

Once again these techniques reflect the themes of trading performance and area for power,

avoiding waste, and exploiting locality. In this section we discuss a numberof gate-level

techniques and give some quantitative indication of their impact on power. In particular, this

section presents techniques for technology mapping, glitching and activity reduction, as well as

methods for exploiting concurrency and redundancy inthe context of low-power design.

2.7.1 Technology Decomposition and Mapping

Technology decomposition and mapping refers to the process of transforming a gate-level

boolean description of alogic network into aCMOS circuit. For agiven gate-level network there

may be many possible circuit-level implementations. For instance, athree-input NAND can be

implemented as asingle complex CMOS gate or as acascade of simpler two-input gates. Each

mapping may result in different signal activities, as well as physical capacitances. For example,

complex gates tend to exhibit an overall lower physical capacitance since more signals are

confined to internal nodes rather than to the more heavily loaded output nodes. The concept of

technology mapping for low-power is to first decompose the boolean network such that switching

activity is minimized, and then to hide any high activity nodes inside complex CMOS gates. In this
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Figure 2-12 : Input reordering for activity reduction
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way, rapidly switching signals are mapped to the low capacitance internal nodes, thereby reducing

power consumption. Making agate too complex, however, can slow the circuit, resulting in a

trade-off ofperformance for power. Several technology mapping algorithms for low power have

been developed and offer an average power reduction of 12% [Tiw93] to 21% [Tsu94].

2.7.2 Activity Postponement

While technology mapping attempts to minimize the activity-capacitance product, other gate-

level strategies focus on reducing activity alone. For example, an operation as simple as reordering

the inputs to aboolean network can in some cases reduce the total network activity (see Figure 2-

12) [Len93]. The basic concept is to postpone introduction of high activity signals as long as

possible. In this way, the fewest gates are affected bythe rapidly switching signals.

2.7.3 Glitch Reduction

Other gate-level activity reduction techniques focus on avoiding the wasted transitions

associated with glitching. Figure 2-13 shows two implementations of the same logic function. One

implementation employs abalanced tree structure, while the other uses acascaded gate structure.



(a) Balanced tree structure (b) Cascaded structure

Figure 2-13 : Cascaded versus balanced tree gate structures

If we assume equal input arrival times and gate delays, we find that the cascaded structure

undergoes many more transitions than the tree structure before settling at its steady-state value. In

particular, the arrival of the inputsmay trigger a transition at the output of eachof the gates. These

output transitions may in turn trigger additional transitions for the gates within their fan-out This

reasoning leads to an upper-bound on glitching that is 0(N2), where Nis the depth of the logic

network. In contrast, the path delays in the tree structureareall balanced, and therefore, each node

makes asingle transition and no power iswasted. This concept can beextended toderive optimum

tree structures for the case of unequal arrival times as well [Mur94]. Some studies have suggested

that eliminating glitching instatic circuits could reduce power consumption by as much as 15-20%

[Ben94].

Aside from the use of tree structures, there are other techniques for balancing path delays and

thereby reducing glitching. For example, gates can be sized down to increase the delay along fast

paths. Using this approach, Bahar et al. were able to achieve an average power reduction of about

28% [Bah94]. In addition to gate sizing, buffer insertion can be used to balance delays along all

reconverging paths as is done in wave pipelining [Won89]; however, the balancing requirements

are not as strict inthe low-power case since only paths with ahigh probability of transition activity

need be balanced [Van92].These examples demonstrate two forms of the same glitch reduction

strategy - path balancing.

to>
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There are other techniques that can be employed to achieve the same end. Recall that the

amount ofglitching in acircuit is related quadratically to the depth of the associated logic

network. As aresult, techniques which reduce logic depth can lead to reduced glitching activity.

For the case ofa16x16 Booth array multiplier, Lemonds and Shetti were able to reduce the power

consumption approximately 40% by inserting self-timed latches between the booth encoders and

the full-adder array [Lem94]. In addition, Monteiro et al. proposed an algorithm that automatically

retimes sequential logic, inserting flip-flops to minimize glitching activity [Mon93]. Using this

technique, he demonstrated that retiming for power can result in up to 16% less power

consumption than retiming for delay alone.

2.7.4 Concurrency and Redundancy

The final technique discussed in this section is the use of concurrency and redundancy at the

gate level in low-power design. The principal concept is to use concurrency and redundancy to

improve performance and then to trade this performance for lower powerby reducing the voltage

supply. In some sense, path balancing, which was found to be useful for reducing glitching

activity, can be thought of as a form of gate-level concurrent processing. Referring to Figure 2-13,

the path balanced tree stmcture is characterized by several logic gates computing in parallel, with

the gates in their fan-out combining the results. In contrast, for the linear, cascaded stmcture

computations must take place sequentially since the results from the initial stages are needed to

compute the output of the later stages. So by using concurrency, the tree stmcture achieves a

shorter critical path than the cascaded stmcture - quantitatively, logarithmic as opposed to linear.

This reduced critical path can be used to improve performance, or this performance can be traded

for power by reducing the operating voltage until the delay of the logarithmic structure matches

that of the linear stmcture.

Another instance of the use of concurrencyto reduce power is exemplified by a comparison of

ripple-carry and carry-select adders. The carry-select adder is subdivided into several stages and
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employs a dual carry chain in each stage: a zero carry chain and a one carry chain. In other words,

each stage computes results for both possible carry inputs. Then, when the actual carry input

arrives, the only delay is incurred by selecting the proper precomputed result. At fixed voltage, the

typical performance achieved by the carry-select adder is O(logN) or O(Jn) , whereas the ripple-

carry delay is O(N). As before, we can trade this increased performance for reduced power by

operating at a lower voltage.

The carry-lookahead adder uses concurrency as well as redundancy to achieve gains in

performance or, if desired, power. Rather than waiting for thecarry to ripple from the lower to the

higher bits, bits in the higher stages actually precompute the expected carry based on the primary

inputs. Thus, there is some redundancy inherent inthe computations of the carry-lookahead adder.

However, this redundancy allows the stmcture to achieve a logarithmic performance with word

length. As always, this performance can be used to implement ahigh-speed adder at fixed voltage

or a low-power adder at reduced voltage.

The majority of the techniques employing concurrency or redundancy incur an inherent

penalty in area, as well as in physical capacitance and switching activity. At first glance, acarry-

select adder with 50% more physical capacitance and activity than aripple-carry adder might not

seem low power at all. The key concept is to identify the design paradigm under which you are

working: fixed voltage or variable voltage. If the voltage is allowed the vary, then it is typically

worthwhile to sacrifice increased physical capacitance and activity for the quadratic power

improvement offered by reduced voltage. If, however, the system voltage has been fixed, then

there is nothing gained by employing acarry-select adder in place ofaripple-carry adder, unless

the slower adder does not meet the timing constraints. So inthis situation itsbetter to use the least

complex adder that meets your performance requirements. This falls under the category of

avoiding waste. Nagendra et al. performed some fairly extensive comparisons of the delay and

power attributes of various adder types [Nag94]. Some of the results of their survey for a5V

supply and a 1.2 um CMOS technology are summarized inTable 2-1.



AdderType

16 bit 32 bit

Delay
(ns)

Power

(U-W)
PDP

(pJ)

Delay
(ns)

Power

(U-W)
PDP

(pJ)

Ripple carry 30.59 49.0 1.50 63.41 98.4 6.25

Carry skip 25.36 60.9 1.54 38.75 121.2 4.70

Carry select 16.63 138.6 2.30 27.75 296.6 8.23

Brent and Kung 22.31 141.1 3.15 36.90 274.9 10.14

Elm 21.64 108.3 2.34 33.10 239.5 7.93

Signed digit 12.60 160.1 2.02 12.60 326.7 4.12

Table 2-1 : Worst-case delay and powerdissipation for various adders (after [Nag94])
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2.7.5 Gate-Level Conclusions

In summary, this section has discussed several gate-level techniques for power optimization.

The main concepts explored were reducing the waste associated with unnecessary activity and

trading power for performance through low-voltage concurrent processing. The gains reported by

low-power designers working at the gate level are typically on the order of a factor of two or less.

So while they should be exploited whenever possible, this should not be done at the expense of the

larger gains achievable at the architecture and algorithm levels, which will be discussed in the

following sections.

2.8 Architecture and System Levels

This chapter has repeatedly suggested that decisions made at a high level (architecture or

system) will have a much larger impact on power than those made at a lower level (e.g. gate or
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circuit). This section provides some evidence to support this claim. In the terminology of this

thesis, architecture refers to the register-transfer (RT) level of abstraction, where the primitivesare

blocks such as multipliers, adders, memories, and controllers. Computer scientists often refer to

this level of abstraction as the micro-architecture level. Having defined the terminology, this

section discusses architectural or RT-level techniques for reducing power consumption. These

techniques utilize the themes of avoiding waste, exploiting locality, and trading area/performance

for power. Specifically, they include concurrent processing, power management, partitioning,

selecting dedicated vs. programmable hardware, and selecting a data representation.

2.8.1 Concurrent Processing

Perhaps the most important strategy for reducing power consumption involves employing

concurrent processing at the architecture level. This is a direct trade-off of area and performance

for power. In other words, the designer applies some well-known technique for improving

performance such as parallelism or pipelining, and then swaps this higher performance for lower

power by reducing the supply voltage. There are, of course, limits to the benefits offered by

concurrent processing. Forinstance, the interconnect overhead associated with massively parallel

systems at some point outweighs the savings offered by reduced voltage. Still, the technique can

be extremely useful as long asthe proper balance is maintained.

Parallelism

As aquantitative example, consider the use of parallelism to perform some complex operation,

A (see Figure 2-14a). The registers supplying operands and storing results for A are clocked at a

frequency/. Further assume that algorithmic and data dependency constraints do not prevent

concurrency in the calculations performed by A. When the computation of A is parallelized, Figure

2-14b results. The hardware comprising block Ahas been duplicated N times resulting in N

identical processors. Since there are now Nprocessors, athroughput equal to that of sequential

processor, A, can be maintained with a clocking frequency N times lower than thatof A.That is,
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(b) Parallel:

Capacitance - NC
Frequency = f/N
Voltage - V/N (neglecting Vt)
Power ~ P/N2

Figure 2-14 : Voltage scaling and parallelism for low power

although each block will produce aresult only 1/Mh as frequently as processor A, there are Nsuch

processors producing results. Consequently, identical throughput is maintained.

The key to this architecture's utility as a power saving configuration lies in this factor of N

reduction in clocking frequency. In particular, with aclocking frequency off/N, each individual

processor can run Ntimes slower. Since to the first order, delays vary roughly linearly with voltage

supply, this corresponds to a possible factor of Nreduction in supply voltage. Examining the

power consumption relative to the single processor configuration, we see that capacitances have

increased bya factor of N(due to hardware duplication), while frequency and supply voltage have

been reduced by the same factor. Thus, since P«= cv2f, power consumption is reduced by the

squareof the concurrency factor, N:

N-way concurrency: P<* l/N2 (EQ17)
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The preceding analysis has considered only the first-order effects of concurrency on power

consumption. There are second-order effects that detract from the power savings that can be

achieved by using concurrent hardware. First, the discussion assumed that introducingN parallel

processors would allow a factorof N speedup in performance. Often, the algorithm being executed

on these processors does not contain this much concurrency. This is a problem that has been faced

for many years by programmers writing compilers for multi-processor systems. They have

developed several techniques for increasing the parallelism available in a given algorithm and

some of these will be presented in the section on low-power algorithms. In any case, this issue

tends to place an upper bound on the amount of parallelism that can be effectively exploited for

power reduction.

Another important second-order consideration is the effect of finite threshold voltage on

voltage scaling. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, performance degrades linearly with voltage

reductions only if Vdd» Vt. As the supply voltage approaches the threshold voltage, the

degradation is much more pronounced. As a result, a factor of N voltage reduction may actually

require more than N-way parallelism. For various values of Vt, Figure 2-15 shows the actual

power reduction that can be achieved by scalingthe supply voltage down from 5V and introducing

concurrency.The figure demonstrates that large values of Vt relative to Vdd can lessen the ability of

voltage scaling to reduce power. This provides anexcellent motivation for low-V, processes.

This strategy of low-voltage parallel processing was applied to the design of a programmable

color space converter as shown in Figure 2-16 [Lan90]. The processor can be used to convert a

pixel stream arriving at lOMhz from one color space (e.g. RGB) to another (e.g. YUV). The

computation is basically a 3x3 matrix multiplication. In this implementation, the nine required

multiplications were carried out on three parallel multipliers rather than on the single multiplier

that traditional implementations employ. This parallelism allowed the chip to operate at 2.5V. The

voltage reduction along with other low-power features incorporated into the design resulted in an

implementation that consumed 5.5x less power than an equivalent commercial component (the
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Bt281).

Hardware parallelism also has its disadvantages. For instance, complete hardware duplication

entails a severe area penalty. In addition, there is hardwareand interconnect overhead related to

signal distribution at the processor inputs and signal merging at the outputs. These contribute to

increased power consumption and tend to limit the utility of excessive parallelism. Also, the area

requirements of full parallelism canbe a limiting factor; however, the advent of MCM's should

help to minimize this concem. Still, other forms of concurrent processing offer some of the power

savings of parallelism at reduced cost.

Pipelining

Pipelining is another form of concurrent computation that can be exploited for power

reduction. An example of pipelining for low power is shown in Figure 2-17b. In this situation,
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rather than duplicating hardware, concurrency is achieved by inserting pipeline registers, resulting

in an /V-stage pipelined version of processor A (assuming processor Acan be pipelined to this

extent). In this implementation, maintaining throughput requires that we sustain clocking

frequency,/. Ignoring the overhead of the pipeline registers, the capacitance, C, also remains

constant. The advantage of this configuration is derived from the greatly reduced computational

requirements between pipeline registers. Rather than performing the entire computation, A, within

one clock cycle, only 1/Mh of A need be calculated per clock cycle. This allows a factor N

reduction in supply voltage and, considering the constant C and/terms, the dynamic power

consumption is reduced by N2. Thus, both concurrency techniques - pipelining and parallelism -

result in a first-order quadratic reduction in power consumption.

As with parallelism, pipelining incurs some overhead, though not nearly as much. In a

pipelined processor, for example, the pipeline registers represent an overhead in both power and

area. First, each register must beclocked, adding to the capacitive loading of the clock network.As

the pipeline depth increases, the area and capacitance associated with the pipeline registers

approaches that of the actual processor stages. At that point, further pipelining becomes

unattractive. Still, the overhead associated with pipelining is typically much less than that of

parallelism, making it auseful form of concurrent processing for power minimization.

As a demonstration of pipelining to reduce power consumption, two versions of a speech

synthesis filter as mightbe found in a speech coder or synthesizer were implemented (see Figure

2-18). Both employ the same basic multiply-accumulate datapath as shown in the figure. The first

was a reference version operating at 5V and containing no pipelining. The secondversion was

pipelined, allowing it to operate at2.3V. The pipelined version realized a power reduction of 4.2x.

Analysis shows that a low-V, process would allow further power reduction to an asymptotic limit

of 12.3x for a zero-V, process.

Still, pipelining has some of the same limitations as parallelism since not all algorithms are
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amenable to pipelining. In particular, the efficiency of implementing certain algorithms on a

pipelined processor suffers from so-called pipeline hazards. These hazards stem from the fact that

in a deeply pipelined processor, the prefetching and execution of an instruction begins before the

previous instruction(s) has completed.

The two main types of hazards are branching hazards and data hazards. The former occurs

when, while prefetching the next instruction, the wrong assumption is made about whether a

branch will be taken. If this occurs, the prefetched instruction(s) must be discarded, and

prefetching must begin again at the correct instruction. Adata hazard refers to anattempt to utilize

the result of a previous computation before that calculation has completed. Both of these types of
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Figure 2-19 : Pipelined-interleaved processorarchitecture (after [Lee86])

hazards can impede attempts to efficiently program a pipelined processor.

A possible solution to this difficulty involves interleaving theexecution of multiple programs

within a single pipeline [Lee86]. AsLee demonstrates, undercertain conditions, this pipelined-

interleaved (PIor k) processor behaves as N parallel processors sharing a single memory without

contention. Therefore, the n processor avoids the programming difficulties associated with

pipelined processors while occupying onlyslighdy more area(additional areais required to store

the states of the virtual processors). Figure 2-19 shows a high-level diagram of Lee's %processor

architecture. The architecture of this figure contains one refinement overLee's implementation.

That refinement is the ability to switch off the interleaving mechanism when desired, turning the

processor into a deeply pipelined, but not interleaved, processor. This capability is manifested in

the architecture by multiplexers, which allow the user to bypass the interleaving state registers

associated with the accumulator, the indexing registers, and the program counter. In summary,

pipelined-interleaved architectures combine desirable properties of both theparallel and pipelined

styles of concurrent processing and might represent an attractive alternative for a low-power
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programmable processor.

Concurrent vs. Time-Multiplexed Architectures

In concurrent architectures, several computations are performed simultaneously usingdistinct,

parallel hardware units. In contrast, a time-multiplexed architecture performs required operations

sequentially on asingle hardware unitovera large number of clockcycles. Bit-serial processing is

one example of a time-multiplexed design style. For instance, a bit-serial adder consists of a one-

bit full adder cell thatperforms anTV-bit addition onebit ata time overN clock cycles.

This form of processing has few advantages for low-power circuits. Consider, forexample, a

function, B, that operates on a word of N bits. In bit-serial form, this function would be

implemented by a single-bit processor, which would possess Wth the capacitance of the bit-

parallel case. Unfortunately, in orderto maintain throughput, the bit-serial processor must be

clocked ata frequency N times higher than the bit-parallel case. As in the pipelined and parallel

scenarios, then, the effects of the capacitive and frequency components in the dynamic power

equation cancel out. Unlike, those cases, however, the bit-serial processor cannot operate at a

reduced voltage supply. That is, due to the increased clocking frequency, the relative time allotted

for the calculation of a single result bit has not increased overthe bit-parallel case; therefore, no

Vdd reductions and, subsequently, no power reductions are possible. Clearly then, it is time-

concurrent rather than time-multiplexed architectures thatare attractive for low-power systems.

2.8.2 Power Management

Any power consumed by a system that does not lead to useful results is wasted. For previous

generations of chips where power was not a major concern this source of waste was typically

ignored. Designers of modem, low-power systems, however, mustgive serious consideration to

strategies for reducing the power wasted in their systems. Strategies for avoiding wasted power in

systems are often called powermanagement strategies. Some power management techniques
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available to designers include selective power down, sleepmode, and adaptive clocking/voltage

schemes.

Selective power down refers to deactivating processing modules that are not doing any useful

work. A selective power down strategy requires additional logic to monitor the activity of the

various modules within a system. Control lines signalling idle periods are then used to gate the

clocks to the various system modules. As a result, idle modules are not clocked and no power is

wasted. Some care must be taken in applying this strategy to dynamic circuits for which clocking

is used to maintain information stored on dynamic nodes. In these cases it is more sensible to slow

rather than stop the clock. In this way, power is reduced, but dynamic nodes are still periodically

refreshed. As a side note, this power-down strategy applies only to synchronous systems. As

mentioned in Section 2.6.3, asynchronous circuits provide this power-down functionality

automatically.

Sleep mode is an extension of the selective power-down strategy. Here, the activity of the

entire system is monitored rather than that of the individual modules. If the system has been idle

for some predetermined time-out duration, then the entire system is shut down and enters what is

known as sleep mode. During sleep mode the system inputs are monitored for activity, which will

then trigger the system to wake up and resume processing. Since there is some overhead in time

and power associated with entering and leaving sleep mode, there are some trade-offs to be made

in setting the length of the desired time-out period.

Selective clocking and sleep mode are becoming quite popular in the commercial

microprocessor arena. At ISSCC '94, Intel, MIPS Technologies, and IBM all reported

microprocessors that include selective power down and sleep-mode capabilities [Sch94][Yeu94]

[Bec94][Pha94]. IBM estimated that selective clocking saved 12-30% in the power consumption

of their 80MHz superscalar PowerPC architecture [Pha94]. In addition, Intel estimated that the

combination of both techniques resulted in an overall 2x reduction in average power when mnning
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typical applications on their design [Sch94].

Another power management strategy involves adapting clocking frequency and/or supply

voltage to meet, rather than beat, system performance requirements. Since the performance

requirements of a system typically vary over time as the task it is performing changes, it is

wasteful to run the system at maximum performance even when a minimum of compute power is

required. Adapting the clocking frequency or supply voltage of the system to reduce performance

(and power) during these periods can result in substantial power savings. Since it is difficult to

directly measure how much performance is actually required at a given point in time, some

indirect performance feedback scheme must be devised. This can be in the form of clock slow

down instruction issued by the software application. MIPS Technologies takes this approach in

their 64b RISC processor, achieving a 4x reduction in power through reduced clock frequency

[Yeu94]. Alternatively, adaptationcan be performed automatically through some built-in feedback

mechanism. Nielson and Sparso took this approach in designing a DSP processorwith an adaptive

voltage supply that reduced average power by 1.4-lOx [Nie94].The system contains FIFO's at the

inputs andoutputsand monitors dynamicchanges in the lengthof the queues to determine how the

system voltage should be scaled. As queues began to fill, the voltage is increased to boost

performance. In contrast, nearly empty queues trigger a reduction in voltage (and power)

accompaniedby a corresponding slackening off of performance.

To summarize, without carefulmanagement, large amounts of system power can be wasted by

continuing computations during idle periods. A power-conscious system will avoid this source of

waste either by powering down inactive modules or processors or by adapting the processing

powerof the system to meet, rather thanexceed, the current requirements. Strategies such as these

have been applied to many existing low-powersystems often leading to power savings up to lOx

with no loss of functionality or perceived performance.
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2.8.3 Partitioning

As mentioned previously, locality is a recurring theme in low-power design. Global data

transfers, references to large global memories, and driving global signals across the chip are all

power consuming tasks, and can often beavoided with architectural and system design techniques.

Partitioning is one powerful tool for maximizing locality. This section considers partitioning of

processors, memories, and controllers with theobjective of reducing power consumption.

A distributed processing strategy can often operate withmore power-efficiency than a single,

centralized general-purpose processor. For instance, the power associated with global data

transfers is substantially reduced. In addition, local processors can be optimized for a particular

subsection of the computational graph. In contrast, a uni-processor must have the generality

required toexecute all parts of the algorithm. This generality leads to overhead and inefficiency in

terms of performance and power. Use of apartitioned processing strategy relies onthe assumption

thatthe algorithm being executed can also be partitioned effectively. This issue is addressed in

Section 2.9.2.

Inconsidering the question of distributed versus centralized processing, one mustalso address

the issue of memory partitioning. As with processing hardware, adistributed array of small local

memories isoften more power efficient than ashared, global memory subsystem. In particular, the

energyconsumed in accessing a memory is approximately proportional to the number of words

stored in that memory. If this number can be reduced by partitioning thememory, then the total

power associated with memory accesses will also be reduced. For example, assume 10

independent processors need to access one piece ofdata each. A single, shared memory will need

tocontain 10 words and each access will take 10 energy units for atotal of 100 units of energy. On

the other hand, if each processor utilizes a local memory containing the one piece of data it

requires, then each of the 10 accesses will consume only one unitof energy for atotal of 10 units -

a factor of 10 savings in power. This example, though idealized, suggests the advantage of local or
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distributed memory structuresover global or sharedmemories.

A similar result holds true for controllerschemes. A centralized controller relies on a single

finite state machine, which must generate all required control signals for the chip and distribute

them globally. This global network of control signals and its associated interconnect capacitance

can consume a large amount of power. Under a distributed or local control scheme, however, only

a small number of global state bits must be distributed across the chip. The remainder of the

control signals can be generated locally with a corresponding reduction in interconnect

capacitance required to distribute these control lines.

, As a general rule, then, exploiting locality through distributed processors, memories, and

controllers can lead to significant power savings. Several low-power designers have already

recognized this fact. For example, as shown in Figure2-20, Lidsky demonstrated the benefits of

partitioning by implementing both a centralized and distributed version of a vector quantized

image encoder [Lid94]. Through partitioning of memories, processing, and control Lidsky was

able to achieve a 16.9x reduction in powerat the expense of less than a 2x increase in area.

2.8.4 Programmability

The previous section suggested that distributed processors, which can be optimized for

specific tasks, might consume less power than general-purpose, programmable processors that

must execute many different tasks. This observation was made in the context of distributed versus

centralized processing; however, it brings up the important issue of programmable versus

dedicated hardware. As an example, consider the implementation of a linear, time-invariant filter.

Such filters involve multiplication of variables by constants. All required constant multiplications

could be implemented on a single array multiplier. This is a programmable scenario since the

multiplier canbe programmed to execute anyof the different constant multiplications on the same

hardware. Alternatively, we canconsider implementing each of the constant multiplications on

dedicated hardware. In this case, since the multipliers each need to perform multiplication by a
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single, fixed coefficient, the array multiplier can be reduced to add-shift operations with an adder
required only for the 1bits in the coefficient and the shifting implemented by routing. For
coefficients with relatively few rS, this dedicated implementation can result in agreatly reduced
power consumption, since the waste and overhead associated with the programmable array
multiplier is avoided. This approach was taken by Chandrakasan for die implementation ofavideo
color space converter for translating YIQ images to RGB [Cha94a], The algorithm consists of a
3x3 constant matrix multiplication (i.e. nine multiplications by constant coefficients).
Chandrakasan not only replaced the array multipliers with dedicated add-shift hardware, but also
scaled the coefficients to minimize the number of1bits (and therefore addeis) in the algorithm.
The resulting chip consumed only 1.5 mW at 1.1V. As this example demonstrates, avoiding
excessive or unnecessary programmability in hardware implementations can lead to significant
reductions in power.

Programmability does, however, offer some advantages. For instance, dedicated hardware
typically imposes some area penalty. In the above case, the nine multiplications would each
require their own unique hardware blocks. In contrast, in aprogrammable implementation asingle
array multiplier could be used to perform all nine multiplications. Another advantage of
programmable hardware is that it simplifies the process of making design revisions and
extensions. The behavior of aprogrammable component can be altered merely by changing the
instructions issued by the software or firmware driving the device. Aversion of the chip relying
primarily on dedicated hardware, however, might require extensive redesign efforts.

2.8.5 Data representation

Another architectural decision that can impact power consumption is the choice of data
representation. In making this decision, the designer typically has several different alternatives

from which to choose: e.g. fixed-point vs. floating-point, sign-magnitude vs. two's-complement,
and unencoded vs. encoded data. Each of these decisions involves atrade-off in accuracy, ease of
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design, performance, and power. This section discusses some of the issues involved inselecting a

data representation for low power.

The most obvious trade-off involves deciding upon a fixed- or floating-point representation.

Fixed-point offers the minimum hardware requirements and, therefore, exhibits the lowest power

consumption of the two. Unfortunately, it also suffers the most from dynamic range difficulties.

Software data scaling offers some relief from this problem; however, itmust be incorporated into

the processor micro-code and, thus, has some runtime overhead. Floating-point, in contrast,

alleviates the dynamic range difficulties at the expense of extensive hardware additions. This

increased hardware leads to correspondingly higher capacitances and power consumption. As a

result, floating-point should be selected only when absolutely required by dynamic range

considerations. Even in these cases, block floating-point may offer sufficient accuracy with much

less hardware and power than a true floating-point implementation. At the expense of a small

amount of additional normalization hardware (and power), it accomplishes the data-scaling

process (for the most part) automatically. Thus, it achieves some compromise between dynamic

range and hardware overhead.

A related decision involves selection of the required word length for the datapath. Often

designers overestimate dynamic range requirements, building in quite awide safety margin by

using alarger word length than required bythe application. This peace of mind comes, however, at

the expense of performance and power. Therefore, acareful analysis of the required, rather than

thedesired, accuracy is essential for an efficient, low-power implementation.

Aside from issues of accuracy and word length, the designer must also select an arithmetic

representation for the data. For example, two's-complement, sign-magnitude, and canonical

signed-digit are all possible arithmetic representations for data. Two's-complement is the most

amenable to arithmetic computation and, therefore, isthe most widely used. In this representation,

the least significant bits (LSB's) are data bits, while the most significant bits (MSB's) are sign bits.
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As a result, the MSB's contain redundant information, which can lead to wasted activity (and

power) for data signals that experience a large number of sign transitions. In contrast, sign-

magnitude datauses a single bit to describe the sign of the data and so sign transitions cause

toggling in only one bit of the data [Cha94b]. Figure 2-21 shows the bit activities of both data

representations for streams of gaussian datawith varying temporal correlation, p. The figures

demonstrate that sign-magnitude eliminates a good deal of the activity associated with the sign-

extension region of the two's-complement representation. Unfortunately, the additional overhead
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required to perform computations in sign-magnitude representation typically outweighs any

benefits from reduced data activity. In some special cases, however, such as driving global data

buses with large capacitive loads, it may be worthwhile to convert to sign-magnitude

representation. For example, driving a 16-bit bus using the sign-magnitude data of Figure 2-21

requires anywhere from 4% (p=0.99) to 50% (p=-0.99) less power than would be needed for the

equivalent two's-complement data.

A related issue is that of data encoding. In some sense, the preceding discussion has focused

on avoiding waste in the chosen data representation. For example, the sign bits in two's-

complement represent a waste of the available word length. This issue can be partially addressed

through schemes for encoding data. For example, although it is typically not necessary to

differentiate between large values as precisely as small values, representations like two's-

complement that uselinear quantization do nottake advantage of this fact. Floating-point provides

one solution to this problem, but otherschemes such as logarithmic companding canbe used to

achieve similar results. Unfortunately, as with sign-magnitude, many computations (such as

additions) don't havestraightforward implementations in the logarithmic domain; however, some

computations actually become simpler and less power consuming in this domain: e.g.

multiplications translate to additions. Applications requiring alarge number of multiplications can

take advantage of this fact by using logarithmically encoded data. An example of one such

implementation is a low-power hearing aid implemented in the logarithmic domain to maximize

word length utilization and to reduce the power associated with required "multiply" operations

[Eng89]. Speech recognition based on Hidden-Markov Models is another example of a

multiplication-intensive algorithm that might benefit from this approach [Sto91]. Other techniques

for low-power data encoding have been proposed as well and offerupto a 25% average reduction

in I/O transitions [Sta94].

Clearly, there are many trade-offs involved in selecting a data representation for low-power

systems. It is unlikelythat any onechoice would be ideally suited for all applications. Instead, the
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Figure 2-22 : Implementation of PADDI-2 signal processing architecture

designer must undertake a careful analysis of the application requirements in terms of performance

and accuracy before selecting the appropriate representation. Moreover, it might be beneficial to

use different data representations in different parts of the systems at the expense of some data

conversion overhead.

2.8.6 Case Study: The PADDI-2 Architecture

A. Yeung has implemented an architecture that embraces many of the low-power themes

presented in the preceding discussion [Yeu92]. The implementation is shown in Figure 2-22. The

chip relies on a distributed processing scheme utilizing 48 nano-processors each containing a 16-

bit datapath, register files, and a small controller and instruction cache. Processors are locally

synchronous, but communicate witii each other through handshaking. When operated at low

voltage, thechip can implement a motion compensation algorithm consuming 100-1000 times less

power than a programmable uni-processor. The architecture achieves this performance by
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exploiting voltage scaling, parallelism, distributed processing, locality of reference, and automatic

power-down.

2.8.7 Architecture-Level Conclusions

This section has demonstrated the importance ofhigh-level optimization strategies in reducing

the overall system power. Whereas, the technology-, layout-, circuit-, and gate-level techniques of

Sections 2.4-2.7 demonstrated power savings of a factor of two or less, the architecture and

system-level techniques of this section can often result inorders of magnitude power savings. The

techniques discussed include power management, partitioning, using dedicated hardware, and

selecting an appropriate data representation. Perhaps the most important strategy involved trading

area/performance for power through concurrent processing at low voltages, since it offered a

quadratic reduction in power. It is applicable at the architecture level through module or block

pipelining and parallelism, as well as atthe system level through multi-processor platforms.

Up to this point, we have discussed low-power techniques related purely to the hardware

component of the system. Software and algorithmic considerations can also have an impacton

power consumption. The next section discusses some of the issues involved in optimizing

algorithms and software for low power.

2.9 Algorithm Level

Algorithms canhave botha direct and an indirect influence on system power consumption.

For example, algorithm complexity and operation count have a straightforward and direct impact

on power. Other issues such as available computational concurrency have a more indirect

influence on powerby determining how effectively the algorithm canbe mapped onto a "low-

power" architecture (e.g. a low-voltage concurrent processor). Thissection evaluates both types of



Algorithm
Coder

Complexity
Decoder

Complexity
Total

Complexity

VSELP 16.7 0.839 17.5

DoD CELP 24.7 1.04 25.7

LD-CELP 17.1 8.74 25.8
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Table 2-2 : Speech codercomplexitiesin Millions of Operations PerSecond (MOPS)

considerations, first addressing low-power algorithms directly, thendiscussing how algorithms can

be targetedtowards low-power architectures.

2.9.1 Low-Power Algorithms

Three primary factors directly affect the power consumed inexecuting an algorithm regardless

of thearchitecture chosen: complexity, regularity, and precision.

Complexity

The complexity of an algorithm can be measured in several ways. One simple measure of

complexity is the instruction oroperation count. Since each operation consumes power, this is a

useful metric for gauging the quality of"low-power" algorithms. For minimum power, the number

of operations in an algorithm should obviously be kept small. Unfortunately, higher performance

algorithms often require more operations. So, often there is some trade-off of performance for

power. This is notalways the case, however. Table 2-2 shows three speech coding algorithms that

achieve similarperformance [Lan91I; however, the VSELP algorithm achieves this level of

performance withabout 32% fewer operations and, therefore, might be more suitable for a low-

power implementation. Keep inmind, however, that notall types of operations consume the same
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amount of power. For instance, multiplies typically consume much more power than additions.

Thus, one must consider not only the total operation counts, but also the type of operations

required by the algorithm.

The number of data accesses and the data storage requirements of an algorithm are another

important measure of complexity. Accesses to memories and register files can be expensive in

terms of power. Therefore, algorithms which minimize not only operation count, but also memory

access and size requirements are often moreamenable to low-powerimplementation.

Regularity

Whilecomputational complexity affects thepower consumed in the datapath, the regularity of

an algorithm can affect the complexity and power consumption of the control hardware and the

interconnect network. For an ASICcomponent, a very regular algorithm will require fewer states

to describe its behavior. This translates directly to a smaller finite state machine and reduced

controller power. For a programmable processor, a regular algorithm leads to fewer power

consuming branch instructions, and in the case of loops, a higher success-rate for branch

prediction (where an incorrect branch prediction leads to wasted power). Moreover, regular

algorithms tend to have regular communication patterns as well. This makes for more efficient use

of interconnect networks, since thesame networks can oftenbe reused for many different parts of

the algorithm.This is an important point since extensive global communications networks can

contribute significantiy to overall chip powerconsumption.

Precision

As stated in Section 2.8.5, architectures withlarger word lengths consume morepower. Yet an

architecture must employ a large enough word length to satisfy the precision requirements of the

algorithm. Even algorithms that implement the same function sometimes have widely varying

word length requirements. For example, Table 2-3 shows five different filter structures that all

implement the Avenhaus bandpass transfer function along with the word length required to



Filter Structures Word Length

Cascade 13

Continued Fraction 23

Direct form II 19

Ladder 14

Parallel 13

Table 2-3 : Required word lengths forvarious Avenhaus filter structures
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achieve adequate precision [Ave93]. The word length varies widely from a minimum of 13 to a

maximum of 23 bits [Cro75]. Since word length can affect the performance and power ofthe final

implementation, the precision required to implement a given algorithm should be taken into

consideration when selecting a low-power algorithm. Indeed, variations in the complexity and

word length among these functionally equivalent algorithms result in about a 3x difference

between the lowest and highest power implementations (see Chapter 7).

2.9.2 Algorithms for Low-Power Architectures

From the previous section we recognize that issues such as the complexity, regularity, and

precision of an algorithm all have adirect effect on the power consumed by the resulting

implementation. Another more subde factor to consider is how well the candidate algorithm maps

onto the desired low-power architecture. Section 2.8 suggested several architectural styles (such as

concurrent and distributed processing). These architectures will only be low power if the

algorithms which they execute map efficiently onto the hardware. This imposes certain

requirements on algorithms that are intended to execute on low-power architectures. The two most

important requirements are concurrency and modularity.
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Concurrency

Concurrent processing can be used to reduce power consumption by trading performance

increases for lower voltage operation and, subsequently, power. This strategy is useless, however,

unless the algorithm executing on the architecture has enough available concurrency. The

bottleneck is set by the so-called sequential or recursive operations. That is, operations that

depend ontheresults of previous computations tocomplete.

For example, Chapter 6 will describe a hardware divider based on the Newton-Raphson

iteration. This unitrecursively executes the following iteration:

*i+l = Xt(2-xtb) (EQ18)

Notice that each new sample depends on the results of the previous sample. Even if several

parallel processors were available to perform several iterations simultaneously, they would be

wasteddue to the recursive nature of the algorithm.

Many techniques existto break this recursive bottleneck. For example, here we can use look

unrolling to expose additional parallelism in the algorithm:

xt+2 = [x,(2-x,b)] {2- [xt(2-xtb)]b} (EQ19)

Now two iterations can be performed simultaneously since the expressions for both jc,+1 and xt+2

require onlyxt as input. Additional applications of loop unrolling would allow the algorithm to

execute efficiently on a processor architecture with an evenhigher degree of parallelism.

Other algorithmic transformations can also help to increase the concurrency available in a

given algorithm. These include software pipelining, retiming, common subexpression replication

and elimination, and algebraic transformations. The compiler literamrc contains many references

to transformations for reducing critical paths and increasing concurrency, and some work has

specifically addressed the application of transformations to the power optimization problem

[Cha93].
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Modularity or Locality

Another important low-power architectural technique is to exploit locality through distributed

processors, memories, and control. Maximizing the modularity in an algorithm ensures that

efficient use can be made of this distributed processing structure. In particular, computational

graphs that are characterized by clusters of strongly connected computations with relatively few

global interconnections can be expected to map efficiently onto a distributed architecture. Thus,

exploiting architectural locality for low-power must be accompanied by a correspondingly

modular algorithm.

2.9.3 Algorithm-Level Conclusions

Designing low-power algorithms involves considering not only issues such as complexity that

directly affect power consumption, but also issues such as available concurrency that indirectly

affect power by determining how effectively the algorithm can be implemented on a"low-power"

architecture. The interaction betweenalgorithm (software) and architecture (hardware) is a strong

one, andoptimizationof the two levels cannotbe undertaken independently. Finally, the combined

effect of all high-level (architectural, algorithmic, and system) optimizations canhave a dramatic

(orders of magnitude) effect on powerconsumption.

2.10 Chapter Summary

This chapter has provided a comprehensive introduction to low-power digital CMOS design.

This included anintroduction to the powerconsumption mechanisms in CMOS circuits, aswell as

an overview of recurring themes in low-power design and a number of specific low-power

techniques for levels of abstraction ranging from the technology to the architecture, system, and

algorithm levels.

In this discussion it became clear thatthe dominant component of power consumption in
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CMOS circuits arises from the dynamic charging and discharging of parasitic capacitances, with

the power consumption given approximately by P=)&CV\J. Power reductions can be achieved

by reducing the physical capacitance, C, the activity, of, and the supply voltage, Vdd. Techniques

were presented for reducing these various factors, and these techniques tended to follow certain

recurring themes such as trading area and performance for power, avoiding waste, and exploiting

locality. Trading performance for power turned out to be a particularly important strategy.

Basically, it involved using (primarily) architecture- and system-level techniques such as

concurrent processing to improve performance and then trading this performance for lower power

by reducing the supply voltage. The quadratic dependence of power on voltage ensured that the

savings were substantial.

It also became clear that the largest power reductions were due to decisions made at the higher

levels of abstractions. While technology, layout, gate, and circuit optimizations may offer power

reductions of a factor of two atbest, optimization of architectures and systemswas shown to result

inorders of magnitude reductions in power consumption. Therefore, designers should concentrate

theirpoweroptimization effortson the higher levels.

It follows that CAD tools to aid low-power designers should focus primarily on these levels.

Unfortunately, nearly all efforts in low-power tools for analysis and optimization have been and

continue to be concentrated at the gate and circuit levels. These observations provide a strong

motivation for the high-level design methodologies and tools that are the focus of this thesis. In

that sense, this chapter has been useful notonly in providing anoverviewof the state of the art in

low-power digital design, but also inproviding asolid explanation as towhythe low-power design

tools presented in this thesis represent a significant contribution to the field. Before going into a

specific description of these tools, however, the next chapter will provide background about the

currently available low-power design tools.



CHAPTER 3

Power Estimation:

The State of the Art

Chapter 2argued that increasingly significant power reductions are possible as designers focus

optimizations on higher levels of abstraction. This provided a strong motivation for the

architectural power analysis tools that will be described in this thesis. This does not imply that

lower level tools are unimportant. On the contrary, each layer oftools provides a foundation upon

which the next level can be built. The estimation techniques used at one level can often be

abstracted to ahigher level and applied again in aslightly modified form. This building process by

definition must occur incrementally and, therefore, it makes sense to work up to architectural

power analysis bybeginning with the lower level techniques. One goal of this chapter, then, is to

present a comprehensive overview of the state of the art in power analysis at the circuit, gate,

architecture,and algorithm levels of abstraction.

Another aim is to further motivate the high-level power analysis techniques that will be

presented in the following chapters. Chapter 2 demonstrated that high-level tools would be the

most useful in terms of power optimization leverage, but it isnot clear yetwhat tools are available

in this domain. By providing an overview of all currently available power analysis tools, this

70
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chapterwill demonstrate the preponderance of low-level tools (circuit and gate level) and the lack

of high-level tools (architecture and algorithm level). Moreover, the few architectural and

algorithmic tools that do exist have several serious flaws and weaknesses. This chapter will

discuss these weaknesses providing the reader with a clear insight into how the high-level tools

presented in the following chapters improve upon the state of the art

3.1 Circuit-Level Tools

The circuit level refers to that level of abstraction for which the transistor is the primitive

element. This section will discuss the tools and techniques available for power analysis at the

circuit level. Interestingly enough, the majority of these tools were acmally designed for analog or

digital circuit simulation with performance analysis being the main consideration and power

coming into play only as an afterthought.

Within the confines of circuit-level power estimation there aretrade-offs to be made in terms

of estimation accuracy and speed. For example, transistor behavior can be modeled at the device

level or at the less detailed switch level. This sectionwill present tools of both types along with

their associated speeds and accuracies.

3.1.1 Device-Level Modeling

The device level is the most accurate anddetailed level of circuit modeling. Here, transistor

behavior is modeled using the full non-linear current, voltage, andcapacitance expressions. Very

few approximations are made and typically all components of power consumption - bothstatic and

dynamic - are analyzed. In fact, themain limitation onaccuracy is oftenduemoreto an incomplete

knowledge and modeling of parasitics and interconnect than to inaccuracies in the device models.

This problem canbe minimized if a circuit layout is available from which wiring parasitics can be

extracted.
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Within this category, some tools apply complex analytical device models. Others substitute

lookup tables for these expressions in an attempt to improve the simulation speed by sacrificing

accuracy. Still others combine the results from a hierarchy of simulators (from device level to

register-transfer level) to reduce the simulation time further still. Examples of each of these

strategies will be discussed in the following subsections.

Analytical Device Models

The most well known circuit simulator that uses fully analytical device models is SPICE

[Nag75]. The acronym SPICE stands for Simulation Program with Integrated Circuits Emphasis.

SPICE is a circuit simulator that models transistors at the device level. SPICE contains several

levels of models with varying accuracies; however, even the least detailed SPICE models offer

greater accuracy than most other tools that will be discussed in this chapter. Its creators designed

SPICE more for timing and functionality verification than for power analysis; however, since

SPICE keeps track of both node voltages and branch currents, it is possible to measure power

consumption during circuit simulation. Monitoring the branch current drawn from the voltage

supply gives an accurate picture of the instantaneous powerconsumption of the circuit, P=IddVdd.

Dummy circuits can be constructed to monitor average power consumption automatically

[Kan86][Yac89]. Figure 3-1 illustrates the concept of average power measurement using SPICE.

Element Iy represents a current-controlled current source, which suppliesa current proportional to

that flowing out of voltage supply Vdd. This current charges capacitor Cy resulting in a voltage

em - J 7dd <x) vdddx»e(Jual to me energy drawn from the supply up to time t. Dividing this energy

by t gives the averagepower consumption.

With devices modeled at such a low level, SPICE allows measurements of phenomenon that

cannot be capturedwith higher level modeling tools. For instance, SPICE accuratelymodels non

linear capacitances. In particular, the gate capacitance of transistors, though often assumed

constant, is acmally a function of the operatingregion and terminal voltages of the transistorin
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(a) Circuit under test (b) Energy measurement circuit

Figure 3-1: Circuit for measuringaverage power in SPICE

question [Wes88]. Moreover, the source and drain regions of CMOS devices contain parasitic

diodes that lead to a non-linear junction capacitance at these nodes as shown in Chapter 2. These

effects, modeledby SPICE, are often ignored by higherlevel poweranalysis tools.

Furthermore, SPICE allows measurement of certain components of power consumption that

cannot be capmred with higher level modeling tools. SPICEmodels not only the dynamic power

consumed in charging and discharging nodal capacitances, but also the dynamic power related to

short-circuit currents. Recall from Section 2.1.2, that for a brief time during input transitions, both

pull-up and pull-down devices are active causing a transient short-circuit currentto flow from Vdd

to ground. The magnitude of this power component really depends on the balance between input

and output rise times - the more disparate the rise times are, the more important this component

becomes. SPICE also models leakage currents, which arise due to reverse-biased parasitic diodes

intrinsic to the CMOS device structure.

There is, of course, a price to pay for this level of modeling accuracy - namely, simulation

time. Depending on the simulation platform, SPICE has a practical limit of several hundred to

several thousand transistors. Moreover, even at these levels simulations may run for several hours,

days, or even fail to converge altogether. Therefore, power simulation of large chips is simply not
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feasible. In addition, the requirement of a transistor-level netiist makes SPICE more useful as a

back-end power verification tool or as a tool for characterizing small modules than as a design

exploration aid. For these reasons, tools developers have introduced several less accurate but faster

simulators.

Table-Based Device Models

Some simulators use table lookup to speed the circuit simulation process. CAzM is an

example of a tool that follows this approach, replacing the analytical device models used by

SPICE with simplified piecewise-linearversions [Erd89]. These simplified models are stored as

tables, which give device currents and charge distributions as a function of terminal voltages. The

simulation process progresses through a series of tablelookups rather than by solving a set of non

linear equations. Through this strategy, CAzM achieves a speed-up of about lOx relative to

SPICE, while maintaining good accuracy. In fact, accuracies within 10% of SPICE are a

reasonable expectation.

While an improvement over SPICE, the speed of CAzM is still not sufficient for chip-level

design space exploration. One technique to speed up the simulation of large circuits is to employ

an event-driven approach.

Event-Driven Table Lookup

Epic DesignTechnology's PowerMill is anexampleof a transistor-level simulatorthat uses an

event-driven simulation algorithm to reduce analysis time [Den94]. Under this strategy, table

lookup is still used to determine device currents based on terminal voltages, but in addition

devices are only evaluated when they are active. An element is considered active when a

"significant" voltage change occurs on its terminals. The impact of this nodal event is evaluated

through a transient simulation of the node and its closest neighbors, where "closeness" is

determined by the channel-connected component concept [Ter83]. A one-step-relaxation (OSR)

approach is used to improve the simulationspeed, insteadof the simulate-to-convergence strategy
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used by mostcircuit simulators [Sal83]. Rigorous monitoring and control of step-size ensures

accuracy and convergence.

This event-driven table lookup approach makes PowerMill more than one hundred times

faster than SPICE for results within 5%. Still, faster analysis is possible if we abandon modeling

individual transistors and instead model typical patterns (or arrangements) of transistors.

Precharacterized Charging Patterns

Based onthis concept, Deng developed atiming simulator that can be used to evaluate power

consumption faster than tools which simulate individual devices [Den88]. TSIM uses

precharacterized delay models based on SPICE simulations. More specifically, during a pre-

characterization phase, SPICE is used to generate voltage waveforms for various charging

patterns (arrangements of PMOS transistors) and discharging pattemsof NMOS transistors. The

waveforms are then parameterized by transistor sizes, input rise/fall times, and node capacitances.

The resulting simplified waveform transition formulas are placed in alibrary for useby TSIM.

During simulation, TSIM decomposes more complex logic gates into combinations of the

PMOS and NMOS charging patterns. Applying the SPICE-based formulas, TSIM produces an

approximate voltage waveform for each of the circuit nodes. The current waveform is estimated as

the superposition ofashort-circuit and acapacitive component: / = Isc +Icap. The short-circuit

component depends on the overlap time between the input and output voltage waveforms, and is

calculated from precharacterized formulas in the aforementioned SPICE library. The capacitive

component is derived from the well-known expression, / = CV/T. In order to capture their

non-linear dependence on voltage, the device capacitances are again taken from the SPICE-

generated library data. Finally, the charge transferred during switching is distributed into

triangular current pulses, which are then summed to arrive at the final current waveform. From

this, peak and average current values can be derived.
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To sum up, TSIM follows anevent-driven strategy based on recognizing common patterns of

transistors in order to achieve a 100-1000x speed-up over traditional device simulators such as

SPICE. In order to achieve good accuracy it relies on SPICE-generated libraries of voltage and

current waveforms for typical pattems of NMOS and PMOS transistors. Accuracy is consistently

within 10% of SPICE; however, if we are willing to sacrifice slightly more accuracy we can

achieve even faster simulation times.

Hierarchy of Simulators

One technique to speed up the simulation of large circuits is to partition them into smaller

subcircuits, which can thenbe simulated independendy. PRITI takes thisapproach [Van93]. At its

core, PRITI still relies on device-level circuit simulation as performed by tools suchas SPICE and

CAzM. It does not, however, attempt to simulate large circuits as a single unit. Instead, PRITI

achieves efficient chip-level simulation by employing ahierarchy of simulators withvarious levels

of speed and accuracy. In particular, PRITI partitions large circuits into manysubcircuits called

combinational logic circuits (CLC's) whose inputs and outputs are delineated by registers. The

entire chip, consisting of these CLC modules, is then simulated at the RT level. This functional

simulation is quite fast and provides PRITI with the input data streams for theCLC's.

PRITI then spawns parallel circuit simulations for each of the CLC's using the RTL data

patterns. Since theCLC's are much smaller than the full circuit, theycan besimulated by aSPICE-

like tool in areasonable amount of time. Furthermore, if the user isonly interested in average and

peak power estimates, thenthe simulation need onlycontinue until these estimates converge.

Since CLC's are simulated separately, the required number of simulation cycles can be

independently optimized for each. In contrast, if the entire chip were simulated as a whole, the

slowest converging CLC would determine the required number of cycles for the entire chip.

In this way, PRITI provides an efficient simulation strategy for large circuits. Since at its

foundation, the simulation is still performed at the circuit ordevice level, a high degree of
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accuracy is maintained. While much faster than SPICE alone, the speed ofthis basically transistor-

level approach is still insufficient for high-level design space exploration. Moreover, the reliance

on a transistor-level netiist once again limits the applicability of PRITI to back-end verification

ratherthan high-level optimization.

Device-Level Summary

The majority ofdesigners today rely on device-level circuit simulation to analyze the power

consumption of their circuits. This level of abstraction is attractive since it offers ahigh level of

accuracy. SPICE-like simulators account not only for non-linear device currents and capacitances,

but also for leakage and short-circuit currents that can be important for certain circuits. This

accuracy comes at the expense of long simulation times even when intelligent speed-up and

partitioning strategies are applied. This penalty can be unacceptable for chips with many

thousands of transistors and has forced some designers to move from device- to switch-level

models.

3.1.2 Switch-Level Modeling

Switch-level models treat transistors as devices with only two modes of operation: on and off.

The "off" transistor istaken as aperfect open circuit, while an "on" transistor is typically modeled

byan effective linear on-resistance. Wires are typically modeled as perfect conductors having only

acapacitance attribute associated with them. As at the device level, wire capacitances can initially

be estimated and later back-annotated with extracted values when the layout becomes available.

The simplified switch-level model is faster to evaluate than a non-linear device model at the

cost of some loss in accuracy. This section presents several switch-level models which offer

various performance-accuracy trade-offs relative to SPICE. Deterministic simulation techniques

which give input pattern-dependent results will be presented, as will pattern-independent

probabilistic tools.
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Accumulating Nodal Transitions

Many switch-level simulators allow the user to estimate dynamic power consumption by

accumulating transition counts for circuit nodes and multiplying by physical node capacitances.

IRSIM (based on RSIM [Ter83]) is aswitch-level simulator distributed by Stanford University

that uses this technique [Sal89]. Like device-level simulators, it analyzes circuits described by

transistor-level netiists, but unlike those tools it relies on completely linear device models to

improve simulation speed at the expense of accuracy. The linear device models apply not only to

the transistors, which IRSIM models as switches with effective on-resistances, but also to the gate

and junction capacitors, which are modeled as fixed, effective capacitances rather than voltage-

dependent capacitances. The IRSIM model is further simplified by assuming two-level voltage

quantization. In other words, all nodes are assumed to be either at Vdd or ground rather than some

intermediate voltage.

IRSIM was originally developed as afunctionality and timing verification simulator, however,

realizing the growing importance of power as adesign constraint, the developers have added

power measurements capabilities into version 9.0 of the simulator. During simulation, IRSIM-9.0

keeps track ofthe charging and discharging ofall nodal capacitances. At the end of simulation,

IRSIM generates areport describing the total capacitance switched at each node as demonstrated

in Figure 3-2. This can be converted to an average power by multiplying by Vdd2 and dividing by

the simulation time. Thus, IRSIM can be used to measure the capacitive switching component of

dynamic power consumption. Unlike SPICE and PowerMill, it does not measure the short-circuit

nor the leakage components of power consumption.

The power measurement capabilities of IRSIM-9.0 are fairly rudimentary and, therefore, we

have developed an extended version of IRSIM-9.0 called IRSIM-CAP. IRSIM-CAP has an

improved measurement strategy for modeling glitching power, as well as additional commands to

support incremental power measurement. IRSIM-CAP achieves improved accuracy by modeling
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Figure 3-2 : Power measurement in IRSIM
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Figure3-3 : Glitchmodeling in IRSIM-9.0 and IRSIM-CAP
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power consumption based on a three- rather than two-level voltage quantization scheme (see

Figure 3-3). Rather than counting a glitch from low (L) to undefined (X) back to low (L) as a full

rail-to-rail transition, IRSIM-CAP will model it as a swing from ground to Vdd/2 and back to

ground. In most cases this three-level quantization scheme reflects acmal circuit behavior much

more closely than the two-level rail-to-rail model.

IRSIM-CAP includes several additional commands to aid the user in measuring power
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Figure3-4 : IRSIM-CAPversus SPICE afterparameter calibration

consumption. These additional commands include 'zeropower,' 'sumeffcap,' and 'capreport.' The

support for incremental powermeasurements ('zeropower' and 'sumeffcap') has proven to be

particularly useful. These commands allow measurement of the capacitance switched during a

small subset of the simulation rather than overtheentire simulation. This capability is useful for

efficiently characterizing module power consumption in response to several different input

transitions during a single simulation run. In addition, IRSIM-CAP contains support for power

binning ('capreport'), which allows the user to attribute power consumption to the various

modules inthe design hierarchy (e.g. capacitance switched incontrol as opposed to the datapath).

The power estimates of IRSIM-CAP are reasonably close to SPICE as shown by Figure 3-4.

The figure shows the capacitance switched by a 16-bit subtracter over 64 calculations. The root

mean square (rms) error for this IRSIM-CAP simulation is 13.1%. SPICE simulation took about

30 minutes on a Sun SPARCstation 10 while IRSIM-CAP required only 3 seconds - a speed

differential of about 580x. In this example, many of the inherent weaknesses of the linear RC

model used by IRSIM-CAP were overcome by proper calibration of the IRSIM-CAP device
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parameters to the SPICE device parameters. IRSIM-CAP commonly achieves average power

measurements within 15% of SPICE results. Thus, it is slightly less accurate than TSIM or

PowerMill, but is still a reasonable choice for manyapplications.

Extensions for Static and Short-Circuit Power Analysis

Many switch-level tools, such as IRSIM, ignore the static and short-circuit components of

power consumption. Tjarnstrom's LDS is an attempt to remedythis situation [Tja89]. Like IRSIM,

LDS is a switch-level simulator that can beused to estimate power consumption. It uses a linear

RC delay model and, therefore, is subject to many of the same inaccuracies as IRSIM. It does,

however, attempt to overcome one of the difficulties associated with switch-level power

simulation. Namely, LDS accounts not only for CV2/power, but also for short-circuit and static

power.

LDSaccounts for short-circuit currents by assuming that aconducting path existsbetween Vdd

and ground for input voltages between Vln and Vdd-Wlp\. This, coupled with information regarding

the input slope,allows an approximation of the energy consumed by short-circuit currents:

*=W,^ <B»0,
P n

where Kx is a constant that determines the duration of the conducting path and K2 determines the

influence of the inputslope, Sin. In particular, the larger the outputsloperelative to the input slope,

the smaller the short-circuit current:

1

"5,
K2 = — (EQ21)

l+K*-f

where Af3 is approximately equal to nine, based on empirical observations of short-circuit current

by Veendrick [Veen84].

LDS also attempts to account forstatic powerdissipation. When circuitinputs result in a static
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conducting path between Vdd and ground, LDS introduces a static powercomponent:

pmSr„ (EQ22)
So in a limited way, LDS attempts to account forcomponents of powerbeyond the traditional

capacitance charging and discharging power. These extensions are still subjectto the limitations of

linear device models. Still, they can provide first-order approximations, which might be useful for

some classes of circuits such as pseudo-NMOS or CMOS circuitswith slow signal transitions.

Pattern-Independent Power Analysis - The Monte Carlo Approach

So far, all the techniques discussed have been simulation based. That is, the user provides

some input vectors and the tool measures the response of the circuit to that data stream. In that

sense, the techniques produce pattern-dependent estimates of powerconsumption. In some cases,

typical input patterns are not readily available and it might be useful to have access to pattern-

independent estimates of power - e.g. the average power overall possible setsof inputs.

Huizer suggested a technique that can be used in conjunction with any of the simulation

approaches already mentioned in order to produce pattern-independent average powers within a

desired confidence interval [Hui90]. Basically, Huizer advocates a Monte-Carlo approach,

applying random input vectors to thecircuit and monitoring the standard deviation of the resulting

power estimates as they converge.

While this does, in some sense, produce pattern-independent results, it still requires simulation

overa large number of cycles. In addition, thepower consumption based on random inputs may be

far from that caused by more realistic inputs. Some techniques have been developed (both at the

circuit and gate levels) that avoid simulation altogether and compute the average power directly in

a single pass.
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Pattern-Independent Power Analysis - The Probabilistic Approach

Some tools, such as Cirit's LTIME, take a probabilistic approach to pattern independence,

relying on the notion that given the switching rates at the circuit inputs, the switching rates of the

internal nodes can becalculated [Cir87]. Thus, rather than monitoring actual transitions that occur

during a simulation, LTIME makes one pass through the circuit and propagates transition

probabilities to all nodes. The average power consumed bythe circuit is then approximated by:

p=\yl**XCuTiGi (EQ23)
where Cu is the effective load capacitance of transistor i, Tt is the probability that transistor i will

make a state transition from on to off orvice-versa, and G, is the probability that the source of

transistor/ connects to a supply rail.

LTIME makes several important approximations. First, while simulators account for the

temporal (sample to sample) and spatial (node to node) correlations of signals, LTIME assumes

independence in both dimensions when computing probabilities. This approximation can lead to

fairly large errors for circuits with a high degree of signal correlation such as those containing

reconvergent fan-out orfeedback. Reconvergent fan-out refers tocases inwhich alogic signal fans

out to two or more separate logic trees which later recombine to influence a single node. For

instance, in Figure 3-5, X influences Y through two separate paths. If we assume that X and X are

uncorrelated, thenwe estimate that Yconnects to ground with probability P(X)P(X)=0.25 (for a

uniformly distributed X). In reality, the correlated nature of X and X precludes Y from ever

connecting to ground. The difficulty of accounting for correlations turns out to be a recurring

problem for probabilistic estimators. Indeed, the issue will arise again when weconsider gate-level

probabilistic estimationtools in Section 3.2.Anotherweaknessof LTIME is that it assumesthat all

nodes make only asingle transition each clock cycle and, thus, does not account for glitching in

static circuits. These restrictions are fairly severe and limit the accuracy that can be achieved with

a tool such as this.
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Figure 3-5 : Effect of reconvergent fan-out on probability calculations

Switch-Level Summary

Switch-level modeling sacrifices some of the accuracy associated with device simulators for a

significant improvement in speed. The techniques at this level can be either deterministic (e.g.

simulation-based) or probabilistic strategies. In either case, the improvement in speed may still not

be enough to make feasible simulation of chips with many thousands (or millions) of transistors.

In addition, system memory requirements for such large simulations add another practical

limitation to the size chip that can be analyzed in practice.

3.1.3 Circuit-Level Summary

In summary, circuit-level power estimators can be divided into two levels of modeling

accuracy. The most detailed are the device-level simulators. SPICE, the most well-known of these,

is also the most accurate - modeling all importantpower consumption mechanisms including

leakage, short-circuit, and charging currents, as well as non-linear device currents and

capacitances. Unfortunately, this accuracy comes at the priceof long simulation times (hours to

days) for reasonable size circuits (hundreds to thousands of transistors). Simplifying the device

models (e.g. CAzM, PowerMill,TSIM) or employing a hierarchical simulation strategy(PRITI)

can improve the simulation times, as can moving from a device- to a switch-level transistormodel.
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At the switch-level, event-driven simulation, two-level voltage quantization, and linear device

modelscanimprovethe speed by two to three orders of magnitude. Examples of switch-level tools

for power simulation include IRSIM and LDS.The linear RC models used by most switch-level

tools, however, do imply some sacrifice in accuracy, but with proper calibration to SPICE

parameters, errors can be limited to about 10-15%. While fast compared to SPICE, even switch-

level tools are too slow at chip-level complexities to be particularly useful for poweroptimization.

It is possible to improve simulation times by moving from a simulation approach to a probabilistic

approach. Tools following this strategy (e.g. LTIME) make a single pass through the circuit,

propagating switching probabilities to all internal nodes.These switching probabilities can then be

used to determine average powerconsumption independent of the input pattems.

Although probabilistic techniques may bring the speed of the powerestimation process up to a

reasonable level for some large circuits, they still rely on a transistor-level netiist as input. As a

result, the entire design must be completed beforethe tools canbe applied. This precludes the use

of these tools for power optimization at the architecture or system levels, which were shown in

Chapter 2 to be where the largest winswere possible. So in somesense, the issueof speed is beside

the point. No matter how fast a circuit-level power estimation tool is, a designer will not use it to

decide whether, for example, a RISC or CISC architecture is betterfor low-power. Nevertheless,

transistor-level tools are currently the main source of powerestimates for chip designers. This is

primarily due to a lack of good higher level tools, although some progress has been made at the

gate level as we shall see in the next section.

3.2 Gate-Level Tools

While traditional poweranalysis techniques focus on the circuit level, in the past few years

several gate-level tools for power estimation have arisen. A gate or stage (as it is sometimes

called) is usuallydefined as a channel-connected subnetwork of transistors. Typically, a stage

consists of a complex CMOS gate with all the pass transistors following it. This section will
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analyze three basic strategies for gate-level power estimation. The various estimation strategies

are based on equivalent inverter reductions, precharacterized cell libraries, and boolean logic

network evaluation. For each of these basic categories several tools will be presented. As before,

some tools will be simulation-based, butthemajority rely onprobabilistic approaches. As withthe

probabilistic circuit-level tools, the issue of correlations due to reconvergent fan-out and feedback

will present the primary difficulty forthese techniques.

3.2.1 Equivalent Inverter Reduction

Some techniques estimate the power a gate consumes by reducing it to an equivalent inverter

representation. Internal node capacitances are typically lumped at theoutput along with wiring

capacitance, and the power of the resulting inverter is then analyzed. This section presents four

techniques for power analysis that all rely in some sense onreducing gates to equivalent inverters

for power analysis. The individual techniques differ primarily in how they account for the

switching activity of the gate. Some ignore the activity issue by calculating the worst-case power

regardless of the gate inputs. Others attempt to account for signal and transition activities through

probability propagation techniques.

Worst-Case Power Consumption

Rather than average power consumption, some tools, like Tyagi's Hercules, focus on finding

an upper bound forpower [Tya87]. For a given input transition, Hercules estimates the worst-case

average and the maximum current flow. Although Hercules takes transistor-level netiists as input,

the tool immediately partitions the netiist into stages (or gates) to reduce thecomplexity of the

current estimation process. Starting from the transistor netiist specified by the user, Hercules uses a

depth-first search to identify all stages that can be affected by the given input signal. Reducing

each stage to an equivalent inverter, Hercules calculates worst-case peak and average currents

based on a SPICE-generated database indexed by rise/fall time ratios. Short-circuit currents are

modeled with additional SPICE tables, also indexed byrise time ratio. Since each stage is treated
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independently and computations are done without regard to acmal signal values, Hercules can

only give worst-case peak and average values. This leads to fairly inaccurate results with

overestimates of peak and average power by as much as 100% and 25%, respectively.

Improving Upper Bounds

We can improve upon the upper bounds provided by the Hercules strategy by considering

which input transitions specifically will lead tothe largest currents. CEST is an attempt to achieve

this end [Cho90]. Like Hercules, CEST divides the transistor netiist into stages. A branch-and-

bound algorithm is used to determine the input transitions that lead to worst-case currents. The

complexity ofsuch an algorithm grows rapidly with the number ofinputs, so heuristics are applied

to solvethe problem approximately butefficiently.

As with Hercules, the currents in each stage are estimated by reducing to an equivalent

inverter and looking up data provided in SPICE-generated tables. The current estimation portion

of CEST processes about 100 gates per minute on aVAX-750. Combining this with the branch-

and-bound heuristics for determining worst-case inputs increases run times to about one gate per

minute for a 100 gate circuit with 14 inputs. Thus, the more accurate results of CEST come at the

expense of longer run times.

Probabilistic Simulation for Expected Current Waveforms

The previous two techniques find the worst-case power consumption that could be caused by a

single input transition. In some cases it is desirable to produce an estimate of the entire current

waveform that acircuit might exhibit over time. CREST produces just such an expected current

waveform [Naj90][Naj91b]. At each instant in time, this waveform is the weighted average of all

possible current values that could occur at that time. In other words, different possible input

streams will lead to different current consumption waveforms. The expected current waveform is

just the average ofthese individual wavefomis, each corresponding to adistinct input wavefonn
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Figure 3-6 : Interpretationof probability waveforms (after [Naj90])

possibility. CREST also produces a current variance waveform, which gives a better indication of

peak current than the expected current alone.

Rather than exhaustively simulating for all 22n input transitions of an ninput circuit, CREST

uses probabilistic simulation to directly derive the current waveforms in a single simulation run.

CREST accomplishes this by simulating the circuit for input probability waveforms rather than

explicit input waveforms. For example, the four explicit waveforms of Figure 3-6 can be

represented by a single probability waveform, where the static waveform values represent signal

probabilities and the waveform edge weights describe zero-to-one transition probabilities.

Given the input probability waveforms, event-driven simulation is used to derive the

probability waveforms for all internal nodes. As with the previous two tools, the input netiist is

transistor level, but is immediately partitioned into stages or gates. A probabilistic event appearing

at a gate input triggers the evaluation of the mean and variance of the expected output current

pulse (which is approximated as triangular). As with the previous tools, this evaluation is based on

an equivalent inverter reduction of the gate. Unlike those tools, however, the size and duration of
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the current pulse are derived from analytical expressions rather than from table lookup.

As mentioned above, handling temporal and spatial correlations can be a problem for

probabilistic tools. CREST accounts for the temporal correlation between successive signal values

through the notion of transition probabilities. Signal correlations separated by more than one time

step are not accounted for. To some extent, CREST also handles spatial correlations between pairs

of signals. For this it employs the notion of the supergate [Set85]. The idea is to encapsulate

correlated signals within a tightly coupled group of gates classified as a supergate. The inputs to

the supergate are assumed independent and exhaustive simulation is performed on its component

gates to account for internal correlations explicitiy. The exhaustive nature of this simulation sets a

practical limit of about 10 on thenumber of gates within a supergate.

The developers of CREST report errors of 10-20% relative to SPICE with speedups of two to

three orders of magnitude. The largest circuit reported was a 34-bit ALU with 1839 transistors for

which CREST required 145 seconds on aVAX-11/780 (594x faster than SPICE). If asingle

current estimate rather than awaveform is sufficient, the following technique can be used to

provide faster results.

Effective Frequency Propagation

Whereas the previous approach relies on waveform simulation to predict power consumption,

Martinez presented amethodology for power estimation based on direct propagation of an activity
measure he refers to as effective frequency [Mar89]. The paper focuses on estimating rms rather

than average currents, although the concepts are applicable to both instances. The focus on rms

currents stems from the fact that Martinez was primarily interested in evaluating electromigration

effects in metallization networks, and rms current is adirect measure ofenergy flow in wiring.

The rms currents are estimated as afunction of transistor width, output load, and frequency.
The current waveform during the switching of aCMOS gate is assumed to be triangular. This
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leads to the following approximation for rms current flow during a full cycle (charging and

discharging) of gate operation:

[~2 2
!RMS ~ *tJNRMS + IPRMS (EQ 24)

!NRMS = XJnpJUff)'* (EQ25)

IPRMS = RplppJ«rf)/l (EQ26)

where/is an effective switching frequency and Rn and Rp are empirical SPICE-based correction

factors. The peak currents {Inp and lpp) as well as the rise and fall times (tr and tj) can be derived

from circuit parameters such as device dimensions and transconductance, k'WIL, and loading

capacitance, C:

'«, =VL*;(WV^),,. l„=yfe;W/L)p (EQ27)
vddc vddc

<f=-f-> 'r^-T- <EQ28>
lnp 'pp

Complex gates with series and parallel transistors are handled by reducing to an equivalent

inverter with an effective WIL values. For example, series transistors have an effective

W/L = [(L/W) j+(L/W) 2]_1 while parallel transistors reduce to W/L = (W/L) l+(W/L) 2.

The above equations determine current flow during switching events. It is alsonecessary to

determine how often theseevents occur. For this, Martinez employs a technique he refers to as

propagation of effective frequency. Figure 3-7depicts the frequency propagation mechanism for a
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NAND gate. The effective output frequency is generalized as feff =flD2...Dn, where fj is the

highest input frequency and the Dt are duty cycles of the remaining inputs. Similar equationscan

be derived for other logic gates.

The main source of error in this technique relates to the independence assumption inherent in

the frequency propagation strategy. In particular, correlations between input signals can lead to

significantly lower output frequencies than predicted by the simplified formulas discussed above.

For example, consider a NAND gate with inputs A and A both with frequency// and 50% duty

cycles. In this case, the equations will predict an output frequency of 0.5/7 when the actual

frequency should bezero. Sowe see again that correlation can lead toerroneous activity estimates.

Equivalent Inverter Reduction Summary

Equivalent inverter techniques can be used to estimate power consumption atthe gate level of

abstraction. The strategy applies to the estimation of maximum orworst-case current, as well as

average or typical currents. Deriving circuit activity isthe main difficulty and can be accomplished

through simulation orprobability propagation.

Notice that although the above approaches use partitioning to produce agate-level

representation of the circuit, they still require atransistor-level netiist as input. Furthermore,

reducing agate to an equivalent inverter involves several approximations. For example, lumping

the internal capacitances at the output assumes that internal nodes are always completely charged
or discharged, which is rarely the case. Amore accurate picture ofgate power consumption can be
formed using aprecharacterized library based approach to power estimation.

3.2.2 Precharacterized Cell Libraries

The tools of the previous section took transistor-level netiists as input and then partitioned
them into gates or stages prior to power analysis. If, instead, the designer selects gates directly
from alibrary of pre-existing cells, the power analysis process can be simplified and made more
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accurate. Under this paradigm gates can be characterized prior to power analysis. Then, the power

analysis tool need only perform anumber oftable lookups during the acmal estimation process.

This section describes two variations ofthis basic approach.

Reference Waveform Extrapolation

One possible strategy is to simulate adesign at the gate level and then extrapolate an expected

current from reference waveforms stored in a hardware database. SIMCURRENT takes this

approach, relying on two databases describing various properties of precharacterized library cells

[Jag90]. The first database contains SPICE-derived current waveforms for two reference gates -

one inverting and one non-inverting (e.g. NAND and AND). This database contains waveforms

for various output loading conditions, Q^. The second database contains entries for each gate in

the cell library. Specifically, for each gate the database contains an entry for the switching

capacitance of the unloaded gate. This intrinsic gate capacitance, Cw, canthenbe used to weight

the reference-gate currentwaveforms from the first database to producean estimated waveform

for the gate under consideration. The calculation is decomposed into capacitive load and short-

circuit current components as follows:

hoad = (lrJ -hJ ItT-^- (EQ29)^ ref\loaded ref\unloaded)CL{ref)

Kr ~ hJ ^ SW (EQ30)" "f\unloadedCsw{rer)

where Q, includes loading due to other gates and to wiring capacitance.

Since the short-circuit current component is contained in the reference waveforms, it must be

subtracted out in (EQ 29) when computing the load current. This approach gives about three

orders of magnitude improvement in speed over SPICE with results within 10%.
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Reference Energy Extrapolation

PowerPlay operates on principles similar to SIMCURRENT, but differs in the assumed shape

ofthe estimated current waveforms [Kro91]. SIMCURRENT bases its waveform shapes on a

database ofreference waveforms from SPICE simulation. PowerPlay uses reference energies and

assumes arectangular shape for the current pulse. As aresult, PowerPlay still gives good average

current results, but does not produce as accurate an instantaneous current waveform as

SIMCURRENT. PowerPlay is, however, about lOx faster than SIMCURRENT and four orders of

magnitude faster than SPICE.

Precharacterized Cell Libraries Summary

SIMCURRENT and PowerPlay are both logic simulators with extensions to allow power

analysis. Both tools assume that gates in the design have been taken from a library of available

cells. For each cell, adatabase entry accurately describes the gate's power consumption and is

usually derived from SPICE simulation ofeither the gate itself or areference gate. The resulting

tools are more accurate than equivalent inverter approaches, but have the limitation that arbitrary

transistor networks are not allowed since gates must be selected from alibrary of possible cells. Of

course, this library can beextended as new gates are designed.

SIMCURRENT and PowerPlay are both power simulators. Given specific input waveforms,

they produce estimated current waveforms. This requires simulation over a long sequence of

transitions. Execution time can be reduced by using aprobabilistic approach to power estimation.

In this scenario, the entire input sequence is characterized byasingle set of input transition and

signal probabilities. A probabilistic tool can then propagate these input probabilities throughout

the circuit and produce an average power estimate in a single pass. SIMCURRENT and

PowerPlay cannot employ this approach because they do not know the functionality of the

component gates a priori (i.e. users are free to add gates of arbitrary function to the library). This

means that the tools cannot know how probabilities should be propagated through the gates. If we
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restrict the library elements to a small number of known gates - e.g. the common boolean logic

functions: NOT, (N)AND, (N)OR, X(N)OR, etc. - then we open the possibility of applying the

faster probabilistic estimation techniques.

3.2.3 Boolean Logic Networks

Whereas the previous gate-level tools depended on transistor-level representations either

implicitly (library-based) or explicitly (equivalent inverters), power estimation tools based on

boolean logic representations tmlyoperate at the gate level of abstraction. The main advantage of

restricting the input to boolean gates is that gate-level probability propagation formulas can be

defined in a relatively compact way since the possible gate functions are very well defined. This

also simplifies the task of dealing with reconvergent fan-out and feedback since the situations

giving rise to signal correlations will be more limited as well. Also, the approximation of lumping

internal capacitances at the output node is, in general, more accurate for basic gates than for

complex gates.

Deterministic Boolean Simulation

One method of estimating average power is to simulate the boolean network while keeping

track of switching oncapacitive gate outputs. ENPOWER is an example of a tool that uses this

deterministic approach to power analysis [Kal94]. Since ENPOWER is a simulator it does not

suffer as probabilistic tools do from inaccuracies relating to temporal and spatial signal

correlations. The downside is that simulation must proceed over enough cycles to ensure

convergence of the power estimates. The exact length of this convergence time will vary from

circuit to circuit, increasing with the number of reconvergent fan-out and feedback paths. The tool

provides amechanism for automatically terminating a simulation after adesired convergence

criterion has been reached.

Power consumption isestimated based purely on capacitive charging considerations:
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p=\{XC{r^)yldd (EQ31)
where C, is the total parasitic capacitance of gate i (including estimated wiring capacitance)

lumped at its output and Tt is the output transition activity for gate i. The results from ENPOWER

are typically within 10% of the switch-level tool IRSIM.

Transition Density Propagation

We can also estimate transition counts without simulating by directly propagating transition

density through the network. The DENSIM power estimator adheres to this strategy [Naj91a].

Najm defines transition density of a circuit node as its "average switching rate" - that is, the

average number of nodal transitions per unit time. If a module has outputs, y,-, and inputs, xt, then

the formulas for propagating transition density through the module are as follows:

Dfy =X/>(|f)Z)U') (EQ32)
Wnere|: =:yl-ieyUo (EQ33)

In this formula ^ is one ifatransition at xwill cause asimultaneous transition at y. The signal
probability of this propagation indicatoris then used to weight the density of input transitions.

This model ignores correlations among the module inputs, which are assumed independent.

Correlations within a module are modeled, so making modules larger can increase accuracy. The

boolean differences of (EQ 33) are calculated using binarydecision diagrams (BDD's) [Bry86],

which tends to limit the practical size of modules. Also, gates within a module are taken to be

zero-delay and this canintroduce anunderestimate of transition density since glitching will not be

taken into account. Furthermore, input transition times are assumed independent and, thus, the

output transition density tends to be overestimated since in real circuits inputs often transition

almost simultaneously. Overall, DENSIM gives results within 20-30% of logic simulators such as

ENPOWER, but at a 10-1000x improvementin simulation speed.
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Figure 3-8 : Gate-level power estimation for sequential circuits

Symbolic Simulation under a General Delay Model

Ghosh attempts to improve upon DENSIM by introducing a general delay model that allows

him to account for glitching within a probabilistic framework [Gho92]. In addition, his tool

correctly treats correlations introduced by reconvergent fan-out and feedback paths in sequential

circuits. The tool operates by constructing symbolic boolean equations for transitions at each node

in the network based on the previous and current values of the primary inputs: <Io, It>. Glitches

are accounted for by performing a symbolic simulation of the boolean equations under a general

delay model. Correlations between next-state, NS, and present-state, PS, lines in sequential circuits

are handled by prepending the next-state logic in front of the symbolic simulation equations as in

Figure 3-8. All primary inputs are assumed uncorrelated, however, amounting to the assumption

that arbitrarily long after start-up all states areequally likely.

Though not as fast as DENSIM, Ghosh's tool is still 2-100x faster than gate-level power

simulators and gives results well within 10% of those tools. The use of BDD's tends to limit the

size of circuits that canbe analyzed. This is a common limitation of many gate-level probabilistic

estimators.
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Event-Driven Probabilistic Simulation undera General Delay Model

The symbolic simulation approach requires building of symbolic equations and BDD's for

each module in the network in terms of the primary inputs. This leads to excessive memory

requirements. To avoid this we can consider using an event-driven probabilistic simulation

approach as proposed by Tsui [Tsu93]. In this approach, Tsui borrows the notion of probability

waveforms from CREST (see above). The simulator then propagates probabilistic transition

events and signal probabilities through the logic network. Tsui improves on CREST by keeping

track of correlations between reconvergent signals. Like Ghosh, Tsui also addresses the issue of

glitching by adopting a general delay model. The result is a tool that is about lOx faster than

Ghosh's technique while introducing anadditional error typicallywell below 5%.

Boolean Logic Network Summary

The tools presented in this section take aboolean logic description of a network as input. No

transistor-level implementation is implied, so different technology mappings can be represented

simply by altering the size of the physical capacitances lumped at the gate outputs. The usermust

recognize, however, that this lumped capacitance is an approximation thatmay be fairly inaccurate

for circuits where the internal nodes don't fully charge ordischarge withall output transitions.

3.2.4 Gate-Level Summary

Several tools for gate-level poweranalysis have recently become available. Some of these

tools require a transistor-level circuit description as input. This network is then partitioned into a

gate-level representation. Power analysis proceeds by reducing the gates to equivalent inverters

for which power consumption can be easily estimated. The requirement of a transistor netiist as

input to a large extentdefeats the purpose of gate-level tools since the design must be complete

down to the circuit level before the tools canbe applied.

Other techniques allowthe userto specify the networkat the gate level using elements from a
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precharacterized cell library. Since the utilized gates are characterized individually this approach

can be fairly accurate. One drawback is that if we don't restrict the types of cells that can be

included in the library thenthe functionality of the library elements cannot be assumed a priori

and, consequently, probability propagation techniques are difficult to apply. Instead, tools are

forced into the slower simulationstrategy.

By restricting the gate selection to the common boolean logic functions, we facilitate

probability propagation techniques. In addition, separating the gate-level description from any

assumed transistor-level implementation allows the tools to be applied to several technology

mappingsby merely changing the lumped physical capacitances at the gateoutputs.

Just like circuit-level power estimators, the gate-level tools are useful for certain purposes.

Most notably, for parts of a chip that will be designed using logic synthesis techniques, the gate-

level is probably the appropriate level of abstraction. The gate level might also be appropriate for

comparing various adder structures that canbe described by a gate-level netiist (e.g. ripple-carry

vs. carry-lookahead) as was done in Section 2.7. In short, any gate-level power optimization

strategy is most easily analyzedwith a gate-level powerestimation tool.

Recall, however, thatChapter 2 madeit clear thatoptimization at the circuitandgate levels of

abstraction offered limited improvements (<2x) in power. Therefore, while gate- and circuit-level

powerestimation tools are useful for certain purposes, they will not allowdesigners to achieve the

large, global power reductions thathigh-level tools can facilitate. So, ideally, CAD tools should

support architectural and algorithmic design space exploration. Gate- and circuit-level tools,

which require a completed design as input, do not satisfy this criterion.

3.3 Architecture-Level Tools

In the terminology of this thesis, architecture refers to the register-transfer(RT) level of

abstraction, where the primitives are blocks such as multipliers, adders, memories, and controllers.
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Power estimation at this level offers two primary advantages over lower level tools. First, the input

isaregister transfer level (RTL) description ofthe design. This implies that the designer can begin

to obtain power estimations and make optimizations and trade-offs very early in the design flow.

Second, the functional blocks in an RTL description are of a large enough granularity that the

complexity of an architectural description (even for a large chip) is relatively low compared to the

corresponding gate- orcircuit-level descriptions. This allows architecture-level tools to operate

much faster than lower level tools.

This section presents two primary techniques for architecmral power analysis. The first

technique is based on the concept of gate equivalents and two tools using this approach will be

discussed and compared. The next technique is aprecharacterized cell library approach similar to

that discussed at the gate level, but here the library contains adders and multipliers, for example,

rather than OR's and AND's. While an important step toward high-level power analysis, these

approaches have several weaknesses which limit their usefulness and accuracy. The following

sections will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.

3.3.1 Gate Equivalents

The complexity of achip architecture can bedescribed roughly in terms of gate equivalents

(GE's). The gate-equivalent count specifies the average number of reference gates (e.g. 2-input

NAND's) that are required to implement aparticular function (e.g. 16-bit counter). The power

required for that function can then beestimated bymultiplying the approximate number of gate-

equivalents required by the average power consumed by each gate. Several architecmral power

analysis strategies follow this basic approach. Two specific examples willbe described here.

Class-Independent Power Modeling

The first approach is to estimate chip area, speed, and power dissipation based oninformation

about the complexity of the design in terms of gate equivalents making no distinction about the
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functionality of different blocks (i.e. class independent). This is the technique used by the Chip

Estimation System (CES) [MU191]. The chip is first broken down into blocks such as counters,

decoders, multipliers, memories,etc. Eachof these functional blocks is then assigned a complexity

in terms of Gate Equivalents (GE's). The number of GE's foreach unit type canbe specified in a

library or provided by the user. Each gate equivalent is assumed to dissipate an average energy,

Etyp* when active. The activity factor, Aint, describes theaverage percentage of gates switching per

clock cycle and is allowed to vary from function to function. The result is the following estimate

for chip power consumption:

/>= £ GE.t{Etyp +CiVld)fA\nt (EQ34)
ie {fn's}

The capacitive load, Q,, contains components dueto fan-out loading aswell as wiring. The wiring

capacitance canbe obtained from an estimate of the average wire length. This is provided by the

user and cross-checked by using a derivative of Rent's Rule [Lan71].

This technique for power estimation relies on several approximations. First, all power

estimates are basedon the energy consumption of a single reference gate. This does not take into

account different circuit styles, clocking strategies, or layout techniques. Moreover, activity

factors are assumed to be fixed regardless of the input patterns. The typical gate switching energy

is characterized based on the assumption of a completely random uniform white noise (UWN)

distribution of the inputdata. This UWN model ignores howdifferent inputdistributions affectthe

power consumption of gates and modules. The result is the same estimate of average power

regardless of whether the circuit is idle or at maximum activity. Clearly, this is a very rough

approximation.

Class-Dependent Power Modeling

Svensson and Liudeveloped another technique for architectural power analysis that employs a

similar modeling strategy [Sve94]. Their approach attempts to improve themodeling accuracy by
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applying customized estimation techniques to the different types of functional blocks: logic,

memory, interconnect, and clock.

The logic component of power is estimated in a manner quite similar to CES. The basic

switching energy is based on a three-input AND gate and is calculated from technology

parameters (e.g. gate width, tox, and metal width) provided by the user. The total chiplogic power

is estimated (as before) by multiplying the estimated gate equivalent count by the basic gate

energyandthe activity factor. The activity factor is provided by the user and assumed fixed across

the entire chip.

The memory power computation is divided into a separate calculation for the cell array, the

row decoders, the column decoders, and the sense amps. The power consumption of each of these

components is then related to thenumber of columns (Ncoj) and rows (Nrow) in thememory array.

Under most conditions, the precharging of the bit lines is found to dominate the power

consumption and is given by:

Ncol
Pbitlines ~ — (Lcofwlre +NroWCcell) VddVswing (EQ &)

where Cwire is the bit line wiring capacitance per unit length and CceU is the loading due toasingle

cell hanging off the bit line.

As in CES, the interconnect length and capacitance is modeled by Rent's Rule. The clock

capacitance is based on the assumption of an H-tree distribution network. Activity is modeled

using a UWN model.

Like CES, this tool requires very little information in order to produce an estimate of chip

power. Basically, justa few technology parameters, thechip area, and the count of gate equivalents

are required. The disadvantage is that the estimate does not model circuit activities accurately and

is, therefore, fairly rough. An overall activity factor is assumed for theentire chip and, in fact,

must be provided by the user. In reality, activity factors will vary throughout thechip. So even if
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the user provides an activity factor that results in a good estimate of the total chip power, the

predicted breakdown of power between modules is likely to be incorrect. This is evidenced by

Svensson and Liu's analysis of the DEC Alpha chip [Dob92]. The chosen activity factor gives the

correct total power, but the breakdown of powerinto logic, clock, memory, etc. is less accurate.

Thus, this tool has many of the same weaknesses that limit CES.

3.3.2 Precharacterized Cell Libraries

Svensson and Liu use a separate powermodel for logic, memory, and interconnect. Powell and

Chau took this decomposition one step further suggesting a Power Factor Approximation (PFA)

method for individuallycharacterizing anentire library of functional blocks [Pow90]. Instead of a

single gate-equivalent model for "logic" blocks, the PFA method provides for different types of

"logic" blocks such as multipliers, adders, etc.

The poweroverthe entire chip is approximated by the expression:

p = X K<G^ {EQ36)
16 {all blocks)

where each functional block / is characterized by aPFA proportionality constant k,, ameasure of

hardware complexity G,, and an activation frequency/. The paper considers three specific

examples: multipliers, I/O drivers, and memories.

The hardware complexity of the multiplier isrelated to the square of the input word length, N2.

The activation frequency is simply the frequency with which multiplies are performed by the

algorithm, fmult. Finally, the PFA constant, Kmult, is extracted empirically from past multiplier

designs (taken from ISSCC proceedings) and shown to be about 15 fW/bit2-Hz for a 1.2 urn

technology at5V. The resulting power model for themultiplier is:

Pmul, = KmulfPfmult (EQ 37)

Similar formulas can be derived for other functional blocks.
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Figure 3-9 : Errors in modelingpowerof 16x16array multiplier

The PFA method improves uponthe previous techniques in that it provides a general strategy

forcharacterizing different functional blocks. The power modelscanbe parameterized in terms of

whatever complexity parameters are appropriate for that block. For example, in the case of the

multiplier the square of the word length was appropriate. For the memory, the storage capacity in

bits is usedand for the I/O drivers the word length alone is adequate.

The weakness of the model again relates tothe way itmodels activity. ThePFA constant KmuU

is intended to capture the intrinsic internal activity associated with a multiplyoperation. Sincethis

is taken tobeaconstant, there is theimplicit assumption that the inputs donotaffect themultiplier

activity. As mentioned in the previous section this is rarely the case. It being impossible, however,

to characterize the module for all possible input streams, purely random inputs - that is to say,

independent uniform white noise (UWN) inputs - are typically applied when deriving the PFA

constant k.

This is the chief source of error in existing architectural power modeling techniques such as

thePFA method. Figure 3-9displays theestimation error (relative to switch-level simulation) for a
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16x16 multiplier. Clearly, when the dynamic range of the inputs doesn't fully occupy the word

length of the multiplier, the UWN model becomes extremely inaccurate. Granted, good designers

attempt to maximize word length utilization. Still, errors in the range of 50-100% are not

uncommon [Lan93][Lan94], In any case, the figure clearly suggests a flaw in the UWN model.

The Dual Bit Type (DBT) model, presented in Chapter 4, addresses this deficiency and, as a

previewof later results, its modeling error for the multiplier hasalso been included in Figure 3-9.

3.3.3 Architecture-Level Summary

This section has presented existing techniques for architecture-level poweranalysis. The first

class of techniques operates based on acomplexity measure called gate equivalents. Each function

is characterized by a gate-equivalent count, which describes the approximate number of reference

gates (e.g. 2-input NAND's) required to implement the function. The average power for thechipis

then estimated by multiplying the gate-equivalent count by the average power consumed per gate.

This technique gives fairly rough estimates as it does not take into account anything about the

internal construction of the unit. In addition it assumes a whitenoise activity model, which may

not reflect the acmal signal activity. The second class of techniques is based on precharacterized

libraries of RTL modules. Since each module is characterized individually, the power estimates

can bemuch more accurate. This requires, however, that all functional blocks betaken from a pre

existing library. In addition, theblocks are still characterized using uniform white noise inputs, so

activity factors will still beinaccurate. The main weakness, then, of existing architecmral power

analysis strategies is that they do not accurately model the activity stemming from acmal data

signals. Instead, theyassume purely random activity factors that can give inaccurate results. If this

is the case, we might expect it to be even more difficult to get good power estimates at the

algorithm level where even less information is available to the tool. This problem and its current

solutions will be discussed in the next section.
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3.4 Algorithm-Level Tools

The task of algorithmic power estimation is to predict how much power (on average or as a

lower bound) will be consumed byexecuting agiven algorithm. The challenge is that this estimate

must be produced with very little knowledge about what architecmre orhardware platform the

algorithm will be executed upon. This makes the task nearly impossible since the same operation

can take vastly different amounts of power when performed on different pieces of hardware. All

techniques proposed thus far for algorithmic power estimation operate by making some

assumptions about the class of architectures with which the algorithm will be implemented. By

narrowing down the class ofapplications considered (e.g. DSP algorithms), the developers hope to

improve the validity of these assumptions. With some basic architecmre assumed, algorithmic

power estimation reduces to architecmral power analysis using the same gate-equivalent and

library-based techniques.

3.4.1 Gate Equivalents

In [War84], Ward et al. took on the problem of estimating the power consumed by DSP

algorithms using agate-equivalent power model. The basic approach is to consider only those

operations that are likely to dominate the power for DSP applications. Specifically, Ward considers

ALU operations, multiplications, background/foreground memory accesses, and multiplexing.

For each of these operations, Ward assumes an approximate gate-equivalent count for the

hardware implementation:

GEALU = 16# (EQ38)

GEmmliB 10W2 +30W+80 (EQ39)

geram = 0.3WW, GER0M = 0.03WV (EQ40)

GEla,ch = ION (EQ41)

G£m«Jr = 4^+3 (EQ42)
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whereN is the wordlengthof the appropriate operation and W is the numberof words stored in the

background memoryelement. Afterconverting algorithmic operations into gate-equivalent counts,

power consumption is estimated by multiplying with a technology dependent power per gate

conversion factor. For example, Ward quotes 1.5 mW/gate for a 1984 bipolar technology.

This approach allowsthe designer to make some trade-offs in algorithm selection, but suffers

from several drawbacks. First, there is the implicit assumption about exactly how the operations

will be implemented in hardware. Moreover, since theestimates are based on the gate equivalent

model of power consumption, the technique inherits all the weaknesses of that approach as

discussed in the previous section. The model is useful in that it requires very little information in

order to get some basic classification of algorithm power consumption; however, it is vital thatthe

user understand its limitations.

3.4.2 Precharacterized Cell Libraries

Just as it is possible to build an algorithmic powerestimation strategy on top of the gate

equivalent model, it is also possible to envision an approach based onthe precharacterized library

models discussed previously. This approach has been taken by Powell and Chau [Pow91]

(developers of thePFA method). LikeWard, their approach focuses onDSP filtering applications

and assumes an underlying architectural model. The algorithm is assumed to be implemented on

an array of similar oridentical multiply-add (MA) based processing elements (PE's) whose power

is dominated by an array multiplier. Theother components of power consumption considered are

memory and I/O power. The PFA models for these components are coupled withthe following

algorithmic parameters to yield an overall power estimate for thealgorithm:

fsamp =overall I/O sample rate
A = number of PE'sthatcan fiton a singlechip
L =number of PE's available to implement algorithm
Ns =number of PE's required toimplement algorithm
Nw = number of words transmitted between PE's
Q =number of bitsin internal word length
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C = number ofcoefficients (multipliers) perPE
S = number of stateregisters per PE (EQ43)

Directly applying the PFA method to the three dominant power components using these

parameters yields:

pmui, = KmunCQ2Hsfmult (EQ44)

ON2
Pmem = *,.„(C2 +S2) -jffsamp (EQ 45)

pi/o = K//o [QWW (A-1 + ^_1) + Q1 (EQ 46)

Using these foimulas, high-level algorithmic and architecmral parameters canbe used to analyze

trade-offs that will affect power consumption.

As with the Ward technique, the advantage is the ability to get early power estimateswhile

requiring very little detailed information from the user; however, trying to make intelligent

estimates of powergiven so little information is quitedifficult. Narrowing the application domain

to DSP as both techniques do, simplifies the problem to some extent by allowing some

assumptions about the implementation architecture. Still, even within the range of DSP

applications there is quitea bit of flexibility in implementation style (e.g. bit-serial, bit-parallel,

pipelined, parallel, dataflow, Von Neumann, etc.), so giving a single power number for each

algorithm is a little misleading. Designers using these estimation techniques must be aware that

theresults should onlybeused to generate arelative (rather than absolute) ranking of algorithms in

terms of intrinsic power consumptioa

3.4.3 Algorithm-Level Summary

From thisdiscussion we seethat current strategies for estimating power atthe algorithm level

consist of assuming some architecture and applying architecmral power analysis techniques. For a

very restricted application domain this strategy may produce at least some classification of

algorithms in terms of power but, in general, theresults can bemisleading. For example, evenDSP
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filtering algorithms can be implemented on many different architectures ranging from off-the-shelf

DSP's to dedicated custom hardware, which might all result in very different power consumptions.

A possible solution to this problem might be to have algorithmic estimators for several

different target architectures. The results of each could be combined to map out a region rather

than a point in the implementation space. For instance, the PE-based tool described here could be

used to plot a point in the design spacecorresponding to a processing-element implementation of

the proposed algorithm. Likewise, some other tool, targeted say at bit-serial DSP architectures,

could be used to plot an additional point - and so on.

The remaining difficulty is that even within a specific class of architectures there may still be

many different ways to implement the same algorithm. For example, it may be possible to

implement an algorithm on a single time-shared PE or on several parallel PE's. Both

implementations would perform the same task on the same class of architecmre, but would very

likely consume different amounts of power. The power associated with interconnect would

certainly be different. Also, from the discussions of Chapter 2, we know that the parallel

architecmre might be able to run at a much lower voltage and, thus, at lower power than the uni

processor. Consequently, even when a class of target architectures has been specified it is still

difficult to give a single figure of merit for algorithm power consumption.

Once again the solution is to extend the goal of algorithmic power estimation from one of

producing a single figure of merit to one of producing a range of area, performance, and power

(ATP) figures corresponding to different possible implementations of the algorithm. So in the case

of the PE-based architectures, a useful algorithmic ATP exploration tool would produce a

continuum of power estimates for particularPE architectureswhile varying the supply voltage and

degree of parallelism. R. Mehra has developed just such a design space exploration tool [Meh94],

which will be described further in Chapter 7.

In addition, rather than focusing solely on a single level of abstraction, a tmly useful low-
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power design environment would contain tools appropriate to each of thevarious levels of design.

Chapter 7 will describe how the architecmral power analysis tools described in this thesiscanbe

coupled with the algorithmic powerestimation and exploration tools from other researchers to

produce just such anenvironment and methodology for low-power design.

3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented an in-depth overview of the current state of the art in power

estimation. The most accurate power analysis tools discussed were at the circuit level. The

majority of these were simulators (e.g. SPICE), which designers have been using for many years

as performance analysis tools. Therefore, designers are comfortable with these tools and rely

primarily onthis level of modeling for evaluating circuit power consumption. Unfortunately, even

with switch- rather than device-level modeling, these tools are either too slow orrequire too much

memory to handle large chips.

For this reason, gate-level power estimation tools have begun to gain some acceptance. At this

level, faster, probabilistic techniques have begun to gain a foothold; however, this speedup is

achieved at the expense of accuracy, especially in the presence of correlated signals.

Unfortunately, many custom datapath ormemory modules containing complex CMOS networks

and pass transistors don't have a straightforward representation in terms of gates. The issue of

generality coupled with that of accuracy has prevented gate-level power estimation tools from

gaining wide acceptance.

In some sense, this is all a moot point since Chapter 2 tells us that the biggest wins in low-

power design do not come from circuit- and gate-level optimizations. Instead, architecmre,

system, and algorithm optimizations tend to have the largest impact on power consumption.

Therefore, tool developers should be focusing on high-level analysis and optimization tools for

power. We have seen in this chapter that while there are many tools for circuit- and gate-level
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power estimation, there are very few at the architecture level and above. Furthermore, the tools

that do exist are subject to weaknesses that limit their accuracy. In particular, the assumption of

uniform white noise signals leads to unrealistic estimates of circuit activity. So while these high-

level tools have the advantage of being very fast and being useful at a very early stage in the

design process, they also have the disadvantage that the results they provide may be somewhat

inaccurate. This inaccuracy prevents designers from relying on the information provided to them

by high-level tools. As aresult, it has been difficult for these tools to gain acceptance.

We have developed a new model for architecmral power analysis that addresses these issues.

The solution combines the speed of RT-level power estimation withthe accuracy more commonly

associated with circuit- orgate-level tools. The concept behind this new model will bepresented in

Chapter 4.This will befollowed by Chapters 5 and 6, which describe two distinct implementations

of the model - one targeted for DSP applications and one for more general-purpose architectures.

Finally, Chapter 7 will describe an integrated CAD environment including tools for analysis and

optimization at several levels of abstraction and supporting a top-down methodology for low-

power design. This discussion will include a case study that demonstrates how the tools and

methodology can be applied to realistic low-power design problems.



CHAPTER 4

Architectural Power Analysis

The previous chapters have demonstrated two important facts. First, low-power design

strategies should address high-level issues before dealing with lower level concerns. Chapter 2

made this point clear by demonstrating that circuit- and gate-level techmques typically have less

than a2ximpact on power, while architecture- and algorithm-level strategies offer savings of 10-

lOOx or more. The point was also made that power-conscious design space exploration tools are

the key to efficient and successful low-power design. Chapter 3made itclear, however, that power

analysis tools are available primarily at the gate and circuit levels, not at the architecmre and

algorithm levels where theycould really make an impactThe architecmre-level tools that doexist

were shown to have serious limitations, mainly related to inaccurate handling of activities. This

chapter addresses these issues, presenting novel techniques for fast and accurate architecmral

power analysis.

Figure 4-1 gives an overview of the power analysis strategy that we propose in this chapter.

The inputs from the user are adescription ofacandidate architecmre at the register-transfer level

and a set of data and instruction inputs for which a power analysis is desired. Rather than
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attempting to find a single model fortheentire chip, wetake theapproach of identifying four basic

classes of components: datapath, memory, control, and interconnect. The modeling of power

consumption foreach class is addressed ina separate section ofthis chapter. Fordatapath analysis,

Section 4.1 introduces a new word-level data model known as the Dual Bit Type (orDBT) model.

The model allows a more accurate accounting of activity than the traditional UWN models

described in the previous chapter. Indeed, error rates for the DBT method are on the order of 10-

15% relative to switch-level simulation, while UWN errors may be50-100% or more. Section 4.2

extends this model to handle memory elements (e.g. registers, register files, and SRAM's). An

architecmral model for control path power consumption is presented in Section 4.3. This model

handles activity more accurately than the gate-equivalent models of Chapter 3 and is, therefore,

referred toas the Activity-Based Control, orABC, model. Section 4.4 describes techniques for
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estimating the physical capacitance of interconnect (while producing chip area estimates as aside

effect) and for combining this withthe appropriate activity measures to estimate control and data

bus power consumption. The chapter concludes with Section 4.5 which brings together the four

classes of models, describing how they can be integrated to achieve architecmral power analysis

for entire chips. This section also describes how the complexity and activity parameters required

by the DBT and ABC models can be derived.

4.1 Datapath

The datapath is the part of a chipthat performs the numerical computations required by an

algorithm. Adders, multipliers, shifters, and comparators are examples of typical datapath

modules. This section will describe a technique for analyzing the power consumption of datapath

modules atthe architecmre level. This is done by producing ablack-box model of thecapacitance

switched in each module for various types of inputs. If desired, these capacitance estimates can be

converted to an equivalent energy, E=CV2, or power, P=CV2f.

Theblack-box capacitance models are easily parameterized. For example, the user can specify

precisely how the physical capacitance of each module should scale with its"size" orcomplexity.

This allows the model to reflect the fact that a 16-bit adder will contain roughly twice thephysical

capacitance of an 8-bit adder.

Unlike previous attempts at architecmral power analysis, themodel accurately accounts for

activity as well as physical capacitance. Instead of having a single capacitive coefficient based on

auniform white noise assumption, the model employs several coefficients, each corresponding to

adifferent input type. Asaresult, the effect of the input statistics on module power consumption is

reflected in the estimates. More specifically, the technique accounts for two classes of input bits

and, therefore, is referred to as the Dual BitType or DBT model.

The following sections describe the DBT model in more detail. Section 4.1.1 tells how
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capacitance models can be parameterized to scalewith module complexity. Section 4.1.2 describes

the capacitive coefficients that allow the model to accurately handle a wide range of input

activities. Next, Section 4.1.3 outlines a library characterization strategy for deriving the

capacitive coefficients. Section 4.1.4 shows how the model can be applied in practice to analyze

datapath power consumption. Finally, Section 4.1.5 presents results demonstrating the flexibility

and accuracy of the black-box modeling technique.

4.1.1 Complexity Model

Intuitively, the total power consumed by a module should be a function of its complexity (i.e.

"size"). This reflects the fact that larger modules contain more circuitry and, therefore, more

physical capacitance. For instance, at a fixed computation rate one would expect a 16x16

multiplication to consumemore powerthanan 8x8 multiplication. Underthe DBT model, the user

can specify arbitrary capacitance models foreachmodule in the datapath library.

For example, consider modeling the capacitance of a ripple-carry subtracter. The amount of

circuitry and physical capacitance an instance of this subtracter will contain is determined by its

word length, AT. In particular, anTV-bit subtracter will be realized by N one-bit full-subtracter cells

as shown in Figure 4-2. The total module capacitance should, therefore, be proportional to the

word length as shown here:

CT = CefJN (EQ47)

In this equation, C^is acapacitive coefficient, which describes the effective capacitance switched

for each bitof the subtracter. A detailed discussion of thecapacitive coefficients willbe postponed

until the section on modeling activity.

Many modules besides the subtracter also follow a simple linear model. For example, ripple-

cany adders, comparators, buffers, multiplexers, and boolean logic elements all obey(EQ 47).The

DBT method is not, however,restricted to linear capacitance models.
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As an exampleof a non-linearmodel,considerthe arraymultiplierdepicted in Figure4-3. The

size of this module grows quadratically withthe inputword length. Specifically, if the two inputs

have word lengths Nj and N2, respectively, then the multiplier will require NjN2 full-adder cells.

We refer to modules in whichthe inputs are laid out in a grid with a cell at each intersection as a

bit-meshed, as opposed to bit-sliced, module. The appropriate capacitance model for a bit-meshed

module is given by:

CT = CefJN1N2 (EQ48)

The flexibility of the DBT modeling strategy allows the user to specify evenmorecomplex

capacitance models when necessary. Take thecase of the logarithmic shifter depicted in Figure 4-

4. This module consists of several stages, each capable of performing successive shifts by powers

of two, conditional on the binary value of the SHIFT input. If theunit is capable of performing a

maximum shift by Mbits, then the shifter will require L = |~log2 (M + 1) "| stages. The capacitance

model for the log shifter is a function of three parameters: the word length, N, the maximum shift

value, M, andthenumber of shiftstages, L. Theexactcapacitance model is givenby the following
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equation:

CT = C0N +CjL+C2NL +C3N2L + C4MNL (EQ 49)

Referring to the figure, the CqN term reflects the capacitance of the output buffers. Likewise,

theC}L term represents the overhead capacitance of the decoders anddrivers forthe L shift control

signals. Since there are NL cells in the shift array, the capacitance model also contains aC2NL

term. The last two terms correspond to the amount of routing in the array. Since all cells in the

array contain inter-bit routing, these two terms are proportional to the total number of cells, NL.

This must be multiplied by the average number of wires passing through each of the cells. For

shifters where the word length, N, is significantly larger than the maximum shift value, M, the

number of wires intersecting mostof the cells will be proportional to M. For shifters where N is

comparable toM, the number of wires intersecting most of the cells will be N. In summary, since

the amount of routing crossing each cell can range between Nand Mand since there are NL cells,

the total capacitance expression includes aterm for each case: C3N2L and C4MNL.

Since this complex capacitance model has several terms, it also requires several capacitive

coefficients. This doesnot pose a problem for the DBT model.The solution is to use vectorrather

than scalar arithmetic. In other words, instead of ascalar capacitive coefficient, C^ we refer to a

capacitive coefficient vector:

C«//= [c0C{ C2C3C^ (EQ50)

Similarly, rather than asingle complexity parameter (e.g. N), we use acomplexity vector:

N= [n LNLN*L MNL] (EQ51)

The result is the following vector capacitance model:

CT = Ce//N (EQ52)

In summary, the capacitance models used bythe DBT method are extremely flexible. The user

orlibrary developer can specify precisely how various complexity parameters affect the total
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capacitance of each module. Typical models range from simple linear expressions involving a

single parameter and capacitive coefficient tocomplex functions ofmulti-term complexity vectors.

4.1.2 Activity Model

The previous section described how to model the effect of module"size" on capacitance

through a complexity parameter, N. In that discussion, N was weighted by an effective

capacitance coefficient Ceff. This section describes how Ceff can be used to model activity, as well

as physical capacitance.

The details of any activitymodel depend on several factors. First, the data representation

influences the activity. For example, fixed-point and floating-point data exhibit different activity

patterns. Likewise, two's-complement and sign-magnitude data each require slightlydifferent

modeling techniques. Signal statistics will also influence model selection. Stationary signals, for

instance, must be treated differently than signals whose statistics vary over time. Finally, the

activity model also depends on the types of logic families tobeaccommodated. For example, the

activity of dynamic logic families can bedescribed by signal probabilities alone. This is because in

dynamic logic all signals are precharged to aknown state each clockcycle. This more or less

eliminates the influence of the previous signal value on the current power consumption of the

dynamic circuit. Since static logic does not return to aknown state each cycle, its activity depends

on transition probabilities as well.

We will begin by making some initial assumptions about data representation, signal statistics,

and logic styles. This will allow us to develop abasic activity model, which can then be extended

to other more general forms. Since fixed-point two's-complement is oneof themostcommon data

representations we will use this as our foundation. Initially, we will also assume that signal

statistics are stationary over time. Finally, since the transition probabilities needed for analyzing

static logic contain all the information required to derive signal probabilities, we will develop an

activity model capable ofhandling the more general and difficult static logic case. Dynamic logic
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Figure 4-5 : Bit transition activity fordata streams with varying temporal correlation

will be included as a subset of tliis more general model.

The Dual Bit Type Data Model

The key to modeling activity, as well as physical capacitance, is the use of several effective

capacitance coefficients, Ceff. Traditional architectural modeling techniques use a single

coefficient for each module. The coefficient is usually derived for uniform white noise inputs.

Therefore, activity due to anything but random input transitions is poorly modeled. The solution is

to use many effective capacitance coefficients - one for each type of input transition being

modeled.

It remains to be seen what types of data (aside from uniform white noise) should be modeled.

Figure 4-5 shows diebit transition activity for several different two's-complement data streams. In

particular, each curve corresponds to a gaussian process with a different temporal correlation,

P =
cov(X,_,,*,)

a-
(EQ 53)

where XlA and Xt are successive samples of the process and a2 is the variance.
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The uniform white noise model assumes that all bits have a zero-to-one transition probability

of 0.25. This value can be derived by recognizing that for uniform white noise, zero and one bits

are equally likely, and allbits are spatially, as well astemporally independent. Mathematically,

UWN bit activity: P(0->1) = P(0) P(l) = 0.52 = 0.25 (EQ54)

Comparing this to the figure, the UWN model appears to work well for the least significant

bits (LSB's) in all cases up to a low-end breakpoint BPO. Intuitively, this is not surprising. The

LSB's tend to cycle rapidlywith small changes in data word value.This cycling has a randomizing

effect on the bits which, as a result, begin to look like uniform white noise bits. Actually, the

uniformity of least significant digits is a well-known statistical phenomenon, and a detailed

discussion of the topic is given by Preece in [Pre81].

In contrast, for two's-complement the MSB's down to the high-end breakpoint BP\ are sign

bits and, in general, their behavior differs markedly from the data bits. Among the sign bits,

P(0 -»1) represents the probability that the data will transition from a positive to a negative

value. As a result, positively correlated signals(p>0) experience lower activity in the sign region,

while negative correlation(p<0) leads to increasedsign activity as shown in Figure 4-6.

As a minor point, the UWN and sign bit regionsdo not quite cover the entire rangeof bits. A

small intermediate region separates the two constant activity regions. It is not necessary to create a

new bit type to model this region. Instead, linear interpolation of the sign and UWN activities

models the intermediate region quite well.

The positions of the model breakpoints depend on how many bits are required to represent the

numbers in the data stream; the unused bits will be devoted to sign. A discussion of how to derive

the breakpoint positions will be presented in Section 4.1.4. For now, suffice it to say that analytical

expressions can be found that express the breakpoints of a stationary data stream as a function of

word-level statistics such as mean (p,), variance (o2), and correlation (p):
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Figure 4-6 : Activity for positively andnegatively correlated waveforms

BPX = log2(|n| + 3o)

BPO = \og2ct + ABP0

ABP0 = log2[Vl-p2 + lp|/8]

Since thesign bit activity is so different from the LSB, or UWN, bit activity, thecapacitance

model should account forboth types ofbits. Inother words, rather than having a single capacitive

coefficient for UWN bits, there should also be capacitive coefficients for different sign bit

transitions. Thefirst step indetermining these coefficients is to specify what types ofbittransitions

need to be characterized.

Figure 4-5 demonstrated that the activity of any two's-complement data stream can be

characterized bytwo types of bits: UWN and sign. This implies that a data template such as that

shown in Figure 4-7acan be associated with any datastream. The data template classifies bits in

the data stream as either u or s for UWN and sign bits, respectively. Thequalifier "template"

refers to the fact that no specific valuefor the signbits (i.e. + or -) is indicated.

(EQ55)

(EQ 56)

(EQ57)
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Figure 4-7 : Templates for identifying databit types

Since the ultimate intent is to classify data transitions - which cause capacitive switching -

rather than static values, the concept of a transition template illustrated in Figure 4-7b will also

prove useful.The SS indicates a transition from one signvalue to another (possibly equal) value.

Similarly, UU suggests that the LSB bits all transition from their current random values to some

new random values. As before, a transition "template" does not imply any particular signvalues;

however, a transition ID can be used to denote a specific sign transition. For instance, the

transition template of Figure 4-7bencompasses the four possible transition ID'sof Figure 4-7c.

To summarize, the activity of datapath signals cannot be adequately described by using a pure

UWN model. This sectionhas proposed a Dual Bit Type (DBT) model that reflects the distinct

behaviors of both the LSB's and the MSB's. The LSB's arestill modeled as UWN bits; however,

the MSB's are recognized as sign bits. Terminology was presented for identifying these bit types,

as well as the possible transitions they can make. The next section will describe how the

capacitance switched within amodule for these various data transitions can be capmred by using

several effective capacitance coefficients, rather than just one.

Capacitive Data Coefficients

The DBT method accurately accounts for different types of input statistics by having a

separate coefficient for each possible transition of both the UWN and the sign bits. The
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Figure 4-8: Transition templates and capacitive coefficients for one-input modules

terminology of the previous section, which was used to distinguish possible input transitions can

also be used to categorize the required capacitive coefficients. For example, consider a bit-sliced

module with asingle data input as shown inFigure 4-8a. Themodule can besplit into tworegions

based ontheinput bittypes. TheLSB region experiences random (UWN) input transitions and the

effective capacitance of this region can, therefore, be characterized by a single capacitive

coefficient, C^. The MSB region, incontrast, experiences sign transitions and will require several

capacitive sign coefficients, Css, to reflect its effective capacitance. Since there are four sign

transitions that fit this template, there must also be four distinct coefficients.

The reason for taking this exhaustive approach to enumerating coefficients is to ensure the

generality of the modeling technique over a wide range of module types and implementation

styles. Formany modules, some of the coefficients are redundant; however, since the redundant

coefficients vary from case to case, trying to eliminate them could lead to alarge number of special

cases, complicating the model and limiting its generality. For instance, consider static and

dynamic implementations of an arithmetic negation unit (Out =-In). For the static version, C++

and C__ are redundant since only sign transitions would lead to power consumption in the sign

region. For the dynamic version, however, power consumption would depend on the current sign
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of the output and not on whether an input transition occurred. For a positive result, the output

wouldprecharge to 1 and then evaluate to 0. So evenif no input transition occurred, powerwould

still be consumed, and in this case C++ and C__would not be redundant. So, coefficients that are

redundant in one instance may not be so in another. Therefore, using an exhaustive set of

capacitive coefficients keeps the model as general as possible. Returning to the one-input module,

we conclude that its effective capacitance is completely characterized by a tableof five coefficients

(see Figure 4-8b).

The number of coefficients that are required will depend on how manyinputs the module has.

Theone-input module discussed above requires five coefficients since only five types of input bit

transitions are possible. A two-input module, on the other hand, must be characterized for

transitions on more than onedatastream. This situation is illustrated byFigure 4-9a. Forthiscase,

theLSB region seesrandom (UWN) transitions onboth inputs. Thetransition ID for thisregion of

themodule is written uu/UU, where the "/" separates the transition IDfor INj from IN2. The

effective capacitance ofthe module inthis region will be described by the coefficient C^/^.

In the sign region, the module transition template has threecomponents (SS /SS/SS) rather
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Table 4-1: Capacitive coefficients for two-input modules
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than the two that mightbe expected. This is because the output sign can affect the capacitance

switched in the module, and for some modules the sign of the inputs does not completely

determine the output sign. For example, consider characterizing the effective capacitance of a

subtracter. Subtracting two positive numbers could produce either a positive oranegative result. If

the transition template for themodule only includes inputs, then a particular transition might be

classified as ++/++. This makes it appear as though the module undergoes no activity even

though it is possible that the output does make a sign transition (e.g. positive to negative).

Specifying the output sign (e.g. ++/++/+-) avoids thisambiguity. For this reason, the transition

template for the sign region of atwo-input module should contain an entry for theoutput, as well

as the inputs.

Expanding the module transition templates yieldsa maximum of 65 different transition ID's -

eachof which must have a characteristic capacitive coefficient (see the uu/uu and SS/SS/SS

entries of Table 4-1). Not all of these transition ID's, however, are feasible for everymodule
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function. For example, given two positive inputs, an adder cannot produce a negative output.

Therefore, capacitive coefficients corresponding to transition ID's of the form +D/+D/-Dand

D+/ •+/ D- are not allowed. For an adder, it so happens that only 36 of the maximum 65

capacitive coefficients are feasible; the remaining table entries can be set to zero. Othermodules

require a different subset of coefficients - the specific subset being determined by the function the

module implements.

In Figure 4-9aon page 124 the situation was simplified by assuming that the breakpoints of

the two inputs aligned perfectiy. In reality, the inputs might have different statistics thatcause the

number of UWN bitsand sign bits required by each of the inputs to be different The general case

of misaligned breakpoints is shown in Figure 4-9b. Relaxing breakpoint alignment creates the

possibility of a third module region with oneUWN input and one sign input. This increases the

number of capacitive coefficients and transition templates required to fully characterize the

module to 73 as shown in the bottom rows ofTable 4-1.

Recall from the previous section that capacitive coefficientscan be either scalars or vectors

depending on the number of complexity terms in the capacitance model. For models with more

than one term, the capacitive coefficients described here would also be vectors ratherthan scalars.

For instance, the logarithmic shifter described above would require five coefficient vectors to fully

characterize the effective capacitance (one for each table entry inFigure 4-8b on page 123). Each

of these vectors in turn would consist of five scalar coefficient elements. For example,

cou =[c0 uo Clmj C2vv C3 OT C4 uq] for the uniform white noise coefficient.

The number of capacitive coefficients required tocharacterize amodule grows rapidly with

the number of inputs. Consequently, approximations mustbeused for datapath blocks with more

than two inputs. As an example, consider amultiplexer with three ormore inputs. We can derive

an approximate model for such aunit byrecognizing that the selected input alone fully determines

the output data and, therefore, has a larger impact on module power consumption than the inputs
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that are not selected. As a result, treating a multiplexer as a module with a single, effective input

(i.e. the selected input) is a reasonable approximation. This is analogous to the common gate-level

practice of lumping all capacitance at the output and considering only output transitions in

determining power consumption. Using similar approximations, the DBT model can be extended

to handle modules with more than two inputs. This is typically not a major concern since most

common datapath elements have two inputs or less (e.g. multipliers, shifters, adders, subtracters,

comparators, etc.). Also note that this section has focused on bit-sliced modules. Bit-meshed

modules require a slightly different approach. The exact differences will be described in Section

4.1.5 when the modeling of an array multiplier is discussed.

In summary, there are two types of bits (sign and UWN) that both have quite different

activities. As a result, theeffective capacitance of amodule will be different depending on the

exact input transitions that themodule experiences. To accurately account forthis effect, the DBT

model uses distinct capacitive coefficients for each type of data transition that canoccur.

Multi-Function Units and Capacitive Control Coefficients

If aunit performs only asingle function (e.g. an adder), then its power can be described bya

single set of capacitive coefficients. Some units, however, are able to perform multiple functions,

which may each consume different amounts of power - e.g. an ALU which can perform add,

subtract, and shiftoperations. In this case, a single setof coefficients is insufficient. Instead, we

must have aunique set of capacitive coefficients for each distinct function that the unit may be

called on to perform. This minor extension allows the DBT model to handle input data transitions

for multi-function modules in much the same manner as has been described above. This strategy

works well for most cases; however, sometimes the number of functions aunit can perform

becomes unwieldy. For example, one could view a 32-bit shifter as having 64different functions:

shift left by one, two, three, etc. and shift right by these same amounts. Techniques for handling

such cases will be described in Section 4.1.5.
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Having a table of capacitance coefficients for each function is not in itself sufficient to fully

model the power consumption of a multi-function module. We also have to consider power

consumed during transitions from one function to another. Using a table of coefficients for each

function would only handle the case of data input transitions for a given functioa A multi-function

module, however, will have control as well as data inputs as illustrated by Figure 4-10. The control

inputs together form an instruction to the module which tell it what function to perform. For

example, an ALU may have several encoded control bits whose values determine whether the

module will implement an add, subtract, shift, or logic operation. As long as these control lines

remain fixed, the module will execute the same function, and data transitions can be handled in the

manner already described using the set of capacitive coefficients corresponding to the current

instruction. When a control input makes a transition, however, the state of the module can be

affected just as if a data transition had occurred. This change in state is most often accompanied by

some energy consumption as the internal nodes of the module transition to their new values.

Therefore, in order to analyze the total power consumption of a module we must consider

capacitance switching initiated by control transitions, as well as data transitions.
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This capacitance can be modeled byadding capacitive control coefficients that describe the

average amount of capacitance switched in the module when the control inputs transition to anew

instruction. Since atransition involves an initial and final value, itmay seem that amodule with N

functions would require N2 coefficients to characterize all possible instruction transitions.

Technically, this is tme, however, from apractical standpoint, it is primarily the final instruction

that determines the power consumption since the module outputs are being recomputed for this

new instruction, not the previous one. So, asufficient set of capacitive coefficients for amulti

function module would consist ofacapacitive control coefficient for each instruction, as well as a

table of capacitive data coefficients for each instruction. As an example, Figure 4-11 shows the

coefficients required for an ADD/SUB unit.
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To summarize, the capacitance switched under various types of input activity can be

accurately modeled by using atable of effective capacitance coefficients rather than the traditional

single (UWN) coefficient. Separate coefficients can be used to characterize transitions on data

inputs as well as control inputs (for multi-function modules). These coefficients can be plugged

into the capacitance models described in Section 4.1.1 in order to accurately model the effect of

complexity and activity onmodule power consumption.

4.1.3 Library Characterization Method

The preceding discussion assumes the existence of capacitive coefficient tables, but does not

describe how to produce them. Library characterization refers to the process of generating

effective capacitance coefficients for each module in the datapath library. This is a one-time

process, not required during power analysis, but instead performed whenever a new cell is added

to the library.

The procedure consists of several steps(seeFigure 4-12)but canbe automated so asto require

very little intervention on the part of the user. Pattern generation is the first step in the three-stage

process. During this phase, input pattems for various UWN, sign, and control transitions are

generated for the module being characterized. Next, simulation is used to measurethe capacitance

switched for these input activity patterns. In orderto characterize the influence of complexity, as

well as activity, the module may be characterized for several complexity parameter values (e.g.

word length, number of shift stages, etc.). Then, during coefficientextraction, the capacitance

models are fit to the simulated capacitance data to produce a set of "best fit" capacitive

coefficients.
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Pattern Generation

The input patterns applied during characterization must embody all important types of input

transitions. This includes both data (UWN/sign) and control (instruction) input transitions. The

pattern generation problem can be simplified by handling data and control separately.

Data pattern generation is performed assuming fixed control inputs. In order to fully

characterize a module, the data stream must include patterns for each transition ID discussed in

Section 4.1.2. So for aone-input module, the UU transition ID requires a random data stream.

Similarly, the SS transition template requires inputs corresponding to the following sign

transitions: positive to positive (++), positive to negative (+-), negative to positive (-+), and

negative to negative (—). Figure 4-13 shows what a data stream used to characterize a module

(with aword length of 16 bits) might look like. Notice that input patterns containing aUWN

component must be simulated for several cycles to allow the average capacitance switched to



Setcontrol=INSTl:
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Figure 4-13 : Sample data input patterns for 16-bit one-input module

converge during simulation. Also, the data stream must be repeated for all possible instmctions of

multi-function units.

Similar input pattems can be generated for two-input modules. This can be done in a manner

that minimizes the overall simulation length by, whenever possible, using the previous data values

as the initial data types for the next transition ID. For example, if the current data values have signs

given by +/+/+, then the next transition ID characterized should be of the form +D/+D/+Dto

avoid having to insert an initialization step into the simulation. The full characterization sequence

for the SS/SS /SS transition template of an adder is given in Figure 4-14.

Notice that as mentioned previously, the transition ID's for two-input modules include an

output sign specification. In order to control the output sign, the "sign" inputs cannot always be

limited to all O's (for positive) or all l's (for negative) as was done for the one-input module. For

example, a multiplier must be characterized for (+) x (-) = (-), but using all 0 or all 1 inputs

would produce:
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Figure 4-14: Sign characterization sequence for an adder

(000...00) x (111...11) = (000...00) (EQ58)

The solution is not to require sign inputs to have all O's or all l's, but instead to allow a small

number of non-sign bits that can be used to manipulate the output sign. For instance, the correct

multiplier signs can be generated by:

(000...01) X(111...11) =(111...11) (EQ59)

In general, the specific data patterns required to exercise amodule depend only on the function

that the module realizes. For instance, the feasible input and output sign combinations for any

multiplier, regardless ofits internal construction, can be characterized by the data patterns ofTable

4-2.

For multi-function units, the input pattems must include control, as well as data transitions. In

particular, input patterns exercising the various possible instruction transitions must be generated.

Recall, however, that characterization ofinstruction transition energies depends primarily on the

final instruction value. This simplifies the pattern generation process since itmust only generate a

transition to each instruction regardless of the initial instruction. This means that all control

coefficients can be characterized by asingle pass through the instruction set. A sample input

sequence for an ALU with add, subtract, and shift functionality isshown inFigure 4-15.



Sign Pattern INj IN2 OUT

( + ) X ( + ) a ( + ) 0 0 0

(+) x (-) = (-) 1 -1 -1

(-) x (+) = (-) -1 1 -1

(-) x (-) = ( + ) -1 -1 1

Table 4-2 : Sign pattems and corresponding data values for multiply function

Data Pattern
Generation

Data Pattern
Generation

Data Pattern

Generation
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Figure 4-15 : Pattern generation for multi-function units

To summarize, the inputs patterns should exercise all important combinations of sign, UWN,

and instruction transitions. This will allow all required effective capacitance coefficients to be

represented during simulation. The algorithm for generating minimal length input pattern

sequences is relatively straightforward and an automatic pattern generation tool (APG) that

performs this task for many common datapath functions and modules has been implemented.

Simulation

Once generated, the input patterns are fed to a simulator from which module switching

capacitances are extracted. Any simulator may be chosen, depending on the accuracy desired and
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the time allotted to characterization. Chapter 3gave adetailed discussion ofthe speed/accuracy

trade-offs involved in this decision. Switch-level simulators offer, perhaps, the best combination of

speed and accuracy. Allresults presented here were derived using IRSIM-CAP, which isaversion

of IRSIM-9.0 [Sal89] with improved capacitance measurement capabilities. As stated in Chapter

3, IRSIM-CAP is three to four orders of magnitude faster than SPICE with its average power

estimates usually differing by only 10-15%.

Ideally, the simulation would be based on anetlist extracted from an actual implementation of

the function being characterized. In this way, design parameters such as device sizes, as well as

technology parameters including gate capacitances and device transconductances are

automatically incorporated into the resulting model.

Unfortunately, transistor-level netlists of the hardware module are not always readily

available. In these cases, logic synthesis tools can beused to produce a gate-level mapping of the

function. The UWN and sign-bit input patterns, discussed above, can then be applied to this

boolean network using one of the many existing gate-level simulators with capacitance

measurementcapabilities described in Chapter 3.

Characterization does not have to be based on simulation. If physical implementations of

library modules are available, characterization can be performed by applying the input patterns to

the actual chip whilemeasuring incremental power consumption. This would, of course, be the

mostaccurate technique; however, since library cells are notcommonly fabricated individually on

chips, simulation must in most cases suffice.

In any case, it is interesting to note that since each module is characterizedas a multi-bit unit

(e.g. a 16 or 32-bit adder) glitching within the module can actually be accounted for during

characterization. This is an improvement over many gate-level tools that employ a zero-delay

model and, therefore, ignore glitching. Ofcourse, the DBT model will only account for glitching if

the simulator used during characterization models this phenomenon.
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Coefficient Extraction

The simulation step producesan output file containing effective switching capacitances for the

entire series of applied input transitions. It only remains to extract the capacitive coefficient values

that make the capacitance model best fit the measured data. This can be achieved using a variety of

model fitting techniques such as linear least-squares regression, which minimizes the mean-

squared error of the model. This amounts to solving the following matrix equation for the

capacitive coefficient vector, Ceff> that minimizes themodeling error, e:

CMtm = PC,//+e (EQ60)

where Csim is a vector of simulated capacitance observations, P is a matrix of complexity

parameter values corresponding to each observation. Since for each module, there are several

effective capacitance coefficients (e.g. Cun, C++, C+_, etc.) the equation must be solved several

times - once for each capacitive coefficient vector.

The first step in solving these equations is to form the parametermatrix, P. Each row of the

matrix corresponds to a different value of the complexity vector, N, described in Section 4.1.1.

For example, assume the logarithmic shifter described in that section was characterized for word

lengths Ne {S, 16,32} and numberof stages Le {1,3,5} , implying Me {1,7,31} . Plugging these

values into the complexity vector, N= [# LNL tfiL MN{^ ,the parameter matrix would be given

by:

P =

N LNLl^L MNL

8 1 8 64 8 "
8 3 24 192 168

8 5 40 320 1240

16 1 16 256 16

16 3 48 768 336

16 5 80 1280 2480

32 1 32 1024 32

32 3 96 3072 672

32 5 160 5120 4960

(EQ61)
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Thismatrix and thevector, Csim, of corresponding capacitance observations then feed directly into

aleast-squares regression algorithm to produce the best-fit coefficient vector, Ceff.

To review, during coefficient extraction the mass of raw capacitance data produced by

simulation is used to derive values for any coefficients in the capacitance model. The coefficient

values should be chosen to makethe model best fit the simulated data. This can be accomplished

using a number of model fitting algorithms - for example, least squares regression would be a

suitable choice. As with pattern generation and simulation, the coefficient extraction process has

been automated and is performed by a tool called ACE (Automatic Capacitance Extractor).

Library Characterization Summary

Characterization is the processused to generate tables of capacitive coefficients for library

modules, which can then be used to evaluate effective capacitances during power analysis.

Characterization consists of three phases: pattern generation, simulation, and coefficient

extraction.

The accuracy obtained by characterization depends on the suitability of the chosen capacitance

model, as well as the number of observations used in fitting the model; however, as an

approximate figure, the logarithmic shifter described here can be modeled with an rms error of

only 9.9%. Of course, other sources of error, aside from model characterization, such as

inaccuracies in the capacitance simulations, contribute to the overall error of the DBT technique,

which is more on the order of 10-15%(relative to switch-level simulation).

4.1.4 Power Analysis Method

The capacitive coefficient tables produced by library characterization can be used to analyze

the powerconsumed by datapath modules. This section describes the specifics of the DBT power

analysis method. The first step in the process is to split the module under analysis into UWN and

sign bit regions. This is followed by a region-by-region analysis of the effective capacitance
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switched within each region. These two topics are discussed in the subsections entitled, "Regional

Decomposition" and "Effective CapacitanceComputation," respectively.

The DBT analysis method requires several inputs. First, a pointer to the library element being

analyzed must be provided. This gives the analysis tool access to the parameterized capacitance

model and the capacitive coefficient tables that characterize the module's power consumption.

Next, to accurately account for activity, the power analysis tool will require several module input

statistics. These include the mean, variance, and correlation of the data inputs, which affect the

placement of breakpoints during regional decomposition. In addition, sign and instruction

transition probabilities are required to weight the appropriate capacitive data and control

coefficients during the effective capacitance computation. Techniques for calculating these

parameters will be discussed in Section 4.5.

Regional Decomposition

Once its activity parameters are known, a module can be decomposed into sign and UWN

regions. This allows the poweranalysis tool to account for differences in the behavior and activity

levels of these regions. The decomposition strategy utilizes the breakpoint formulas, i.e. (EQ 55)-

(EQ 57), presented in Section 4.1.2.

Consider the caseof a one-inputmodule as depicted in Figure 4-8 on page 123. The task of

regional decomposition reduces to figuring out the number of signbits, Ns, and the number of

UWN bits, Ny. Linear interpolation of power consumption for thesmall intermediate region can be

achieved by attributing half of the Nx intermediate bits to the sign region and half to the UWN

region:

Nz = BPl-BPO-l (EQ62)

N8= (N-BP1)+^ (EQ63)
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Figure 4-16 : Relationshipbetween bit and word values

tfu= (BP0+l)+^ (EQ64)

Similar decomposition formulas can bederived for the two-input case ofFigure 4-9onpage 124.

These expressions show thatthe size of themodule regions depends on the positions of the input

breakpoints. Section 4.1.2presented the breakpoint formulas but did not explain howthey were

derived. This section undertakes that task.

First, consider thehigh-end breakpoint, BP\. Thebits between BP\ andtheMSB are all sign

bits. Therefore, the high-end breakpoint corresponds to the maximum number of non-sign bits

required to represent all likely values of the data word. The range of likely values is illustrated by

Figure 4-16, which shows the probability density function (PDF) fora gaussian variable Xt. The

shaded curve denotes theprobability that a particular value of Xt will occur. This probability is

highest at themean (u,) and decays to almost zero within three standard deviations (3a). So the

most common values of Xt fall within the range Rx = [u.-3o, u,+3o]. Since the largest likely

magnitude of thesignal, then, is luJ+3o, themaximum number of non-sign (data) bitswill be:

BP\ = log2(|uJ + 3a) (EQ65)

Theline segments at thebottom ofFigure 4-16 provide a graphical interpretation of this result.
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Each set of line segmentscorresponds to a bit of Xt. For a given bit Usolid segmentscoincide with

ranges of Xtwhere bit i is one (Xt[i]=l). In contrast, unshaded segmentscorrespond to a bit value

of zero (Xt[i]=0). The length of these segments is 2', corresponding to the place value of the bit.

With this in mind, the high-end breakpoint occurs when the length of the line segments is

comparable to lu.l+3o, the magnitude of the maximum likely value of Xt (e.g. bit N-2 in this

figure). At thisbit,Xt[BPl]=l for all negative values inRx and Xt[BPl]=0 for all positive values in

Rx. In other words, BP\ corresponds to the least significant "sign" bit.This graphical criterion of

comparing the length of the line segments (2') to IuJ+3g is another way of arriving at (EQ 65).

When XtA and Xt are uncorrected (p=0), a similar approach can be used to determine the

lower breakpoint (BPO). Instead of comparing segment lengths (representing place value) to

Iu,I+3g, however, we nowcompare to a alone. A UWN bitshould be basically uncorrelated with

other bits of Xt, approximately obeying P(0)=P(1)=0.5. For line segments of length o orsmaller,

many Xt[i]=l and Xt[i]=0 line segments occur within the range Rx. Summing the areas under the

PDF curve foreach of these regions reveals nearly equal likelihood for zero and one bit values.

For line segments of length o orlonger, however, this no longer holds. Inthat case, very few line

segments will span Rx and bit probabilities will start to depend on u.. In summary, BPO occurs

whenthelinesegment length (2') approaches the standard deviation (a):

BPO = l0g2O (EQ66)

By assuming uncorrelated signals, wewere able to arrive at (EQ 66) using aone-dimensional

analysis. A precise analysis, however, requires abivariate approach since the breakpoints of

P(0->1) depend on bothXM[/] and Xt[(\. Figure 4-17 illustrates the two-dimensional situation.

The figure shows the joint PDF of XtA and Xt suspended above abitgrid. The bitgrid contains

rectangular strips corresponding to the values of XtA and Xt for which XM[/]=0 and X,[/]=l,

respectively. These strips intersect at shaded squares representing 0->l transitions of biti.

In the one-dimensional case ofFigure 4-16, we determined BPO bycomparing 2', the length of
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Figure 4-17 : JointPDFwith bitgridappropriate to theLSB region (p=0)
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Xt[i]=l line segments, to o, the standard deviation of Xt. In the two-dimensional case, instead of

line segments corresponding to 1 bits, we have shaded squares corresponding to 0-»l bit

transitions. In addition, the one-dimensional measure of distribution "spread"a, is replaced by the

notion of a unitvariance contour (i.e. a circle of radius o for p=0 andan ellipse for p*0).

So, by analogy, to determine BPO for the two-dimensional case, we must compare the "size"

of thegridsquares (2'x2') with the"size"of theellipse. Foruncorrelated samples, thetwoaxes can

be treatedseparately. So, comparing 2' to radius o we arriveonce againat (EQ 66).Relating this to

Figure 4-17, sincesquares of the bit gridaremuchsmaller than the o-ellipse, bit i must fall within

theLSB region. Similarreasoning can be usedto re-derive (EQ65) forBP\. Graphically, a bit i in

the MSB region would produce a graph similar to Figure 4-18, with a bit grid of size comparable

to a 3a-ellipse.

The importance of a two-dimensional analysis becomes clearwhen XtA andXt are correlated

as in Figure 4-19. For this example, the significant correlation (p=0.8) compresses the a-ellipse,
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and skews it from the (XM, Xt) axes. The effect is to reduce the apparent "size" of the ellipse,

causing breakpoint BPO to occur at lower bits. One measure of the ellipse "size" is the conditional

standard deviation ofXt given XtA\ <s(Xt\Xt_x) =aVl-p2 as shown in the figure. But as Ipl->1,

this expression approaches zero, and the ellipse collapses into its horizontal centroid: Xt=pXtA.

Even though the ellipse no longer has width in the Xt dimension, its axis is skewed and can still

traverse awide range of Xt values - possibly intersecting many squares of the bit grid.

Consequently, the"size" measure of theellipse musthaveacomponent based on the length of

the centroid measured along the Xt axis. Since the centroid follows X^pXtA and extends from

XtA=-G to XM=o\ it spans a range of Xt valuesof length2lplo. Experimentation has shown that

this range of values becomes significant when the centroid intersects eightor more Xt[i]=l strips.

This occurs for 2'=lplo/8.

Combining these two measuresof ellipse size yields a' = a [Vl-p2 +lp|/8] - where the first

term dominates for small correlations (wide ellipses) and the second term dominates for large

correlations (narrow ellipses). Comparing to (EQ 66), the effect of correlation on the low-end

breakpoint can be handled as an offset given by:

ABPO = log2[7l-p2 +|p|/8] (EQ67)

At this point,we have derived all necessary equations for determining the breakpoints of the

DBT data model. Although the derivation of these equations utilized gaussian random variables

for the purposes of illustration, the resulting breakpoint formulas are fairly independent of the

underlying distribution. Altering the distribution merelyintroduces a small multiplicative constant

to the o termsin the aboveequations, but the effect of this is minimized by the logarithmic form of

the breakpoint equations.

In summary, this section derived breakpoint formulas for the input streams of datapath

modules. These important expressions determine how themodulewill be decomposed into regions

of various bit types during power analysis and are summarized below:
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BP\ = log23o (EQ68)

BPO = \og2a+ ABP0 (EQ69)

ABPO = log2[Vl-p2 +lp|/8] (EQ 70)

The first step in the DBT power analysis process is to apply these formulas to derive the input

breakpoints and to decompose the module under analysis into UWN and sign bit regions. Figure 4-

8 on page 123 and Figure 4-9 on page 124 show how the positions of the input breakpoints relate

to the size of the various module regions, and as an example expressions for the one-input case

were given in (EQ 62)-(EQ 64).

Effective Capacitance Computation

The output of the module decomposition process is a list of regions contained in the module

along with their relative sizes (e.g. Nv, Ns, etc.). This information can be used to calculate the

effective capacitance switched during an average access of the module by analyzing the effective

capacitance foreachregion independently and thensumming the results. The effective capacitance

of an individual region, r, of Nr bits can be computed by first calculating what the capacitance

would be if the regionoccupied all N bits of the module. Then this number can be scaled by the

fraction of the module whichthe region actually occupies: N,JN.

In computing the effective capacitance of region r we must remember that a region is

described by a transition template and, therefore, actually embodies several different transition

ID's. For example, the capacitance switched in anSS region will havecontributions from ++,+-,

-+, and -- transitions. The effective capacitance associated with any one transition ID, call it i\

would be the probability that transition j occurs multiplied by the capacitance switched when it

does occur. From the previous sections we knowthat thiscapacitance is equal to the product of the

associated capacitive coefficient vector C, and the complexity vector N. To sum up, the effective

capacitance switched by amodule during an average access is given by:
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This general formula applies to the cases of both one- and two-inputbit-sliced modules. For

example, when applied to the case of one-input modules, this general formula leads to the more

specific expression:

Cr =£[Cro-N]+^
sse

Y P(ss)CMN

Similarly, theexpression for a two-input bit-sliced moduleis given by:

cT =

N +̂ [I P(uu/ss)Cro/ss.N] +
Luu/ss JLuu/ss J

**-f\ £ P(ss/uu)Css/ro-N]+^r £ P(SS/ss/ss)Css/ss/ss.Nl
Lss/uu J Lss/ss/ss J

As a final note, all of these formulas reflect the average capacitance switchedduring a single

access or computation of a datapath module. If the total capacitance switched over a number of

computations is desired, then the above formulas must be weighted by the total number of input

datatransitions, NDT, that occur duringthat period:

T = DT'^TImulti-cycle *" *Isingle-cycle
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(EQ 71)

(EQ72)

(EQ73)

(EQ74)

To summarize, given the required complexity and activity parameters, analysis of module

power consumption using the DBT model occurs in two stages. In the first step, the module is

decomposed into UWN and sign regions of various sizes.Then, the effective capacitance of each

region in the module is computed using the appropriate capacitance models and capacitive

coefficients, which are stored in a hardware database.
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Transition

Templates
Capacitive Coefficients (fF/bit)

uu/uu 264

uu/ss 203 351 342 115

ss/uu 118 316 315 199

ss/ss 0 190 273 21 302 0 124 0 363 171 0 0 4 0 0 0

0 236 0 347 107 254 242 107 0 375 0 0 348 184 0 0

0 0 461 405 0 0 305 0 51 218 318 71 307 0 129 0

0 0 0 16 0 0 366 486 0 230 0 319 5 169 152 19

Table 4-3 : Capacitive coefficients for 1.2 urn subtracter

4.1.5 Results

The DBT model applies to a wide variety of hardware units. The following case studies

present results achieved for a representative subset of those modules.

Subtracter

The ripple-carry subtracter (and adder) are staples of any hardware library. Therefore, it is

critical thatany proposed modeling techniques perform well on these units. Before the power

consumed by the subtracter can be analyzed, we must specify a capacitance model andderive a

table of capacitive coefficients. For a linear unit, such as this, the appropriate capacitance model

was derived in Section 4.1.1:

CT = CefJN (EQ75)

The table of coefficients (in fF/bit) resulting from the characterization of the subtracter ina 1.2 |im

CMOS technology is given in Table 4-3.

To test the overall accuracy of the DBTmodel, thetime-multiplexed inputstream for a 16-bit

subtracter in a sub-band speech coding filter was captured, applied to a switch-level simulator
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Figure 4-20 : Subtracter: IRSIM-CAP vs. DBT model

(IRSIM-CAP), and also analyzed using the DBTmethod (see Figure4-20). The results are quite

good, with the DBT model achieving an overall error of only 0.14%. We might suspect that some

error cancellation is occurring here and, indeed, when we split the error into its UWN and sign

region components we get +5.1% and -12.9%, respectively. This degree of accuracy is achieved

based purely on an architecture-level model - that is, without any low-level run-time simulation

nor any direct knowledge of the internal construction of the unit.

Logarithmic Shifter

The subtracter obeysa very simple linearcapacitance model. The case of a logarithmic shifter

illustrates what can be achieved for more complex models.The complexity parameters for this

example were presented in Section 4.1.1 and are: the word length, N; the maximum shift value, M;

and the number ofshift stages, L=Tlog2(M+l)l The value, 5,ofthe SHIFT input also affects the

power consumption. This influence can be handled in two ways. Since, technically, SHIFT is a

control input, the technique suggested in the preceding text would be to consider each SHIFT



Transition

Templates
Capacitive Coefficient Vectors (fF per unit complexity)

uu [29.05 -113.7 19.883 -0.006 0.241 -0.200]

ss [ 5.87 64.1 -0.610 -0.045 0.166 0.204]

[62.52 -133.3 62.229 0.142 1.046 -0.458]

[63.55 -65.0 5.783 -0.118 0.166 0.050]

[ 4.82 170.2 -4.412 -0.013 0.139 0.171]

Table 4-4: Capacitivecoefficients for 1.2 urn logarithmicshifter
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value as a different instruction and have a separate coefficient table for each case. This is not

practical, however, since there may be 16, 32, or more possible values of S. Anothersolution

would be to addS as an additional capacitance model parameter along withN, M, andL. This is a

preferable solution since only onecoefficient table would be required. With this addition, thenew

capacitance model for the shifteris givenby:

or equivalently:

CT = CqN + CvL +C2NL +CjWL+C4MNL +CSSNL

CT = Ks-tf IN

where the new coefficient and parameter vectors forthe shifter are given by:

Ceff =[C0 C, C2 C3 C4 C5] T (EQ 78)

and N= [n LNL N*L MNL SNl] (EQ79)

Table 4-4presents the capacitive coefficient vectors corresponding to this model fora 1.2 um

implementation of theshifter. In addition, Figure 4-21 shows the fit of theextracted DBTmodel to

simulation results fora leftshift over a wide range of parameter values. The rms error over all

cases is only 9.9%.

(EQ 76)

(EQ77)
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Array Multiplier

The array multiplier is a two-dimensional bit-meshed block. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the

capacitance model for the block is quadratic:

CT = Cefp{N2 (EQ80)

Since the cellsof a bit-meshed module bring together all combinations of input bits, INjfi] and

IN2[/], all input regionpairs are represented in the regional decomposition of the unit. So if each of

the two inputs contains a UWN region and a sign region, then the bit-meshed module will

decompose into a total of four regions as illustrated by Figure 4-22. The figure demonstrates that

the capacitive coefficients of Table 4-1 on page 125 still applyto the bit-meshed caseeven though

their interpretation differs.

The coefficients for a 1.2 jim array multiplier are given in Table 4-5. Given these effective

capacitance coefficients along with the requisite activity andcomplexity parameters, the following

generalization of (EQ 71) can be used to calculate the total effective capacitance for a single

multiplication operation:
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Transition

Templates Capacitive Coefficients (fF/bit2)

uu/uu 253

uu/ss 10 299 254 272

ss/uu 5 317 254 262

ss/ss 0 0 0 0 0 98 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0

0 141 0 0 397 0 0 0 0 0 0 158 0 0 355 0

0 0 82 0 0 0 0 126 311 0 0 0 0 311 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 333 0 0 317 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4-5 :Table of capacitive coefficients for 1.2 u,m array multiplier
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(EQ 81)

As a demonstration of model accuracy, the power of a multiplier within an LMS noise

cancellation filter was analyzed using IRSIM-CAP, as well as the DBT and UWN models. IRSIM-

CAP placed the average capacitance switched per cycle at40.2pF, while the DBT model predicted

41.9pF - an error of only 4.2%. In contrast, the UWN model putthemultiplier capacitance at

64.8pF - asubstantial overestimate of61.2%. Figure 3-9 from Chapter 3is repeated here as Figure

4-23 to provide the reader with additional multiplier results.

4.1.6 Limitations and Extensions

As stated from the outset, some ofthe details ofthe DBT model depend onassumptions about

data representation, stationarity of statistics, and logic style. Still, the model does provide

important insights into the key factors that must be considered when deriving any activity model.

Moreover, many of the assumptions can be relaxed through relatively simple extensions to the
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For instance, although the DBT model was originally developed for two's-complement

representation, we could certainly consider extending it to other representations such as sign-

magnitude. As shown in Figure 4-24, this could be done by considering three, instead of two,

activity regions: aUWN region, aone-bit sign region, and azero-activity intermediate region. In a

similar fashion, one could consider extending the DBT model to handle other data representation
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such as floating point.

Stationarity of signal statistics was another assumption, implicit particularly in the breakpoint

equations. If, in fact, data statistics such as mean, variance, and correlation adapt over time, the

validity of the model could be affected; however, often even non-stationary signals exhibit

stationarity during short segments of time. Therefore, one technique for handling changing

statistics is to use a windowing approach. In other words, the analysis period couldbe segmented

into several time windows, during which the signal statistics are approximately stationary. The

DBT analysis techniques could then be applied to the successive windows and the results over all

windows could be averaged.

It is also reasonable to expect different logic families to require modifications in the modeling

strategy. For example, here we haveassumed a logic style forwhich dynamicpowerconsumption

dominates over static. This is a good assumption for most CMOS logic families, but there are

instances in whichmodeling static power might prove useful. A possible solution to this dilemma

would be to characterize modules not only for capacitance switched, but also for static current

flow. This static power component could be parameterized asa function of module complexity and

added as an additional term to the overall powerestimation equations. This strategy, of course,

would require a characterization tool capable of modeling static powerconsumption (e.g. SPICE,

PowerMill, etc.).

So, while there are limitations to the DBTmodel, many of them can be overcome by fairly

simple extensions. The current DBT model is not necessarilyan end in itself, but a foundation

upon which more general datapath poweranalysis strategies canbe built.

4.1.7 Datapath Summary

To review, previous attempts at architectural datapath power models have left room for

improvement in terms of accuracy. These inaccuracies can be attributed to the fact that standard
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UWN-based models ignore the influence of sign bits and signal correlations on power

consumption. The Dual Bit Type (DBT) model presented here addresses this concern by

accounting for both LSB and MSB (sign) behavior. Underthis model, datapath library cells can be

characterized for both types of bits. This process results in a table of effective capacitance

coefficients, which allow the power analysis process to be reduced to little more than a series of

table lookups. In addition, the DBT power analysis method uses parameterizable capacitance

models that accurately reflect the effect of complexity, as well as activity on module power

consumption. Aside from the coefficient table, the inputs to the analysis process are a small

number of word-level statistics describing the databeing fed to the module - in particular, mean,

variance, correlation, and sign transition probabilities.

4.2 Memory

VLSI chips, of course, consist of more than just computational elements - datamust also be

stored and retrieved in memory units. Memory can either be foreground or background.

Foreground memory usually consists of registers and register files, which areused to store small

amounts of frequently accessed local data for rapid retrieval. Background memory typically refers

to larger, denser, and slower storage units such as RAM's and ROM's, which may contain more

global data or instructions. Memories form animportant part of any realistic system, sometimes

consuming 50% or more of the chip area and power [Dem90][Lip93][Wuy94]. Consequently,

there is a strong motivation to accurately account for memory power consumption, as well as

datapath (execution unit) power.

In this section, we develop a model for estimating the powerconsumed by registers, register

files, and memories. As with the datapath elements, this model should account for the statistics of

the data being read or stored. Also, the model shouldbe parameterizable in terms of the key

complexity parameters applicable to storage units - specifically, word length and storage capacity

(in words). We should also be able to account for thecontrol or function inputs to the module such
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as Address, Read, Write, etc.

The DBT model, which has already beenapplied to computational modules, satisfies all these

criteria. With relatively few modifications, we can extend themodel to account for memory units

as well. The primary difference between datapath and memory modules is that memories have

state, whereas datapath modules typically do not. Circuits with state are sometimes referred to as

sequential, while those without are called combinational. State in sequential circuits will require

an extension of the DBT model to account not only for the previous and current value at the

module inputs, but also for values that mayhavebeenstored manycycles in the past

Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 contain the details required to apply the DBT model to memory

modules. In particular, Section 4.2.1 describes howthe model can be parameterized to account for

the complexity of the memory. Section 4.2.2 then tells how the DBT activity model, with its

capacitive data and control coefficients, can be modified to account for state. Finally, Section 4.2.3

presents results showing the accuracy of memorypowermodeling using the DBT method.

In each of these upcoming sections we shall consider the problem of modeling three types of

storage units: registers, register files, and memories. The form of these units is shown inFigure 4-

25. Inthis figure, Wis thestorage capacity of the units in words, while N is thelength of thewords

stored in the memories.

4.2.1 Complexity Model

The capacitance switched during an access to amemory module willbe affected by thesize, or

complexity, of the module. Therefore, thecapacitance formula must be parameterized in terms of

the appropriate complexity measures. For the single register (Figure 4-25a), the only parameter

required is the word length, N. As with many of the datapath elements already discussed, we

expect thetotal module capacitance to scale linearly with word length. Thus, for thelone register

CT = CefJN (EQ82)
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A register file offers a slightly more complex example. Such a unit contains a total of W

registers with Nbits each. In determining the appropriate capacitance model for the register file we

refer to Figure 4-25b. When we read from orwrite to a register, we activate the input buffers, the

output buffers, and asingle register inthe file. Each of these contains AT bits. Wetherefore expect a

capacitance term proportional to N. We also must broadcast the data across theentire register file

traversing Wwords for each bit. Thisgives us a WN term in the overall capacitance expression. In

addition, there might be some control overhead for each of the Wregisters in the file giving rise to

a Wterm in the formula and, perhaps, aconstant overhead term for theentire file. Weighting each

of theseby acapacitive coefficient, givesus anaggregate capacitance modelof:

CT= C0 + CXW + C2N + C3WN (EQ 83)

or in vector notation:

CT = Ceff-N (EQ84)

where Ceff =[c0 C, C2 C3]T and N=[x wNWIj\T .

Background memories such as SRAM's, DRAM's, and ROM's have a capacitance model

identical to theregister file withsome slight difference in interpretation. The dominant term comes

from charging and discharging thebit lines. The number of bit lines is proportional to the word

length of the memory, N, and the length of each bit line is proportional to the number of words

contained in the memory, W. Therefore, the capacitance switched during the charging of thebit

lines is proportional to WN. Another component of power consumption stems from the word line

driver, column decode, sense amplifier, and outputdriver circuitry. Each of these terms is

proportional to the number of columns in the memory and, therefore, the capacitance model

should contain a term proportional to N. In addition, there arethe row decoders to consider.While

typically implemented in a logarithmic tree structure, the final driver stage should dominate the

power and contains W elements. Again, we include a constant overhead term. The result is a

capacitance model identical to thatof the register file:
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CT= C0 + C{W+ C2N + C3WN (EQ 85)

This model assumes a memory partitioned into a single block of cells. Often, memories will be

partitioned into several blocks, with only a subsetpowered-up for any one access. In this case, the

form of the model remains the same, but the interpretation of the W and N parameters must be

modified. Specifically, W shouldbe interpreted as the numberof rows in the activememory block

and N should be interpreted as the number of columns in the same block. Aside from this slight

modification, the overallcapacitance model remains unchanged.

These parameterized capacitance models account for how the total memory power scaleswith

the size of the unit. Alone, however, they do not account for the effect of the input activity seenby

the module.

4.2.2 Activity Model

As with the datapath model, we must consider how to model the activity associated with two

types of memory inputs: data and control.

Data Inputs

Since memories contain state, power consumption can be affected not only by inputs

presented to the moduleat the current and previous clockcycles,but also by data thatwas stored at

some point further in the past. As the capacitive coefficients used by the DBT model are intended

to reflect transitions in thedata associated with amodule, state information should be represented

in these coefficients. The precise interpretation of state is determined by the function currently

being performed: e.g. Read or Write. Therefore, a memory will have two sets of capacitive

coefficients - one for the Read function and one for the Write function. In this section we consider

both cases.

Consider first the simplest unit: the register. It is a single input module and will have

capacitive coefficients ofthe form CTiJi ,where TtA is the bit type (u, +, or -) ofinterest before a
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transition and Tt is the bit type after the transition. But when we say"the bit type of interest" it

remains to beseen to what signal we are referring: the input, thevalue stored in the register, orthe

output. This depends on whether the register is engaged in aRead oraWrite operation. During a

Read, capacitance is switched when the value previously at the module output is replaced with the

current value stored in the register. Consequently, theTtA entry in thecapacitive coefficient should

be interpreted as the bit type ofthe previous output value. Similarly, Tt would represent the bit type

of the new value being driven to the output - that is, the current value stored in the register. For a

Write operation, the interpretation is different. Here capacitance is switched when the valuein the

register at the previous cycle isoverwritten bywhatever value isnow sitting at the input. Here, TtA

should beinterpreted as the current register value (i.e. the state), while Tt reflects the input bitthat

will overwrite it. If transition ID's and capacitive coefficients are interpreted in this manner, the

DBT model can be applied to a register just as successfully as any of the previously discussed

datapath modules.

The register file can be handled in a similar fashion. The only difference is that the module

now contains many stored values rather than a singlevalue so we must make a distinction as to

precisely which register is being accessed. For example, in the context of aRead operation the bit

type, rM, should refer tothe value atthe output before the Read occurs, while Tt should reflect the

value stored in whichever register is being read. Likewise, for aWrite operation, TtA would

correspond to the previous value stored inthe register of interest and Tt would describe the input

value which is about to be written into that register. So basically, the onlydifference between the

register and register file is that for the file we must always explicitly refer to the register being

accessed, while for a single register this is implicit. Care does have to be taken, however, when

gathering activity statistics tobe used inpower estimation. For example, the activity for aWrite to

a register cannot be ascertained merely by looking at the previous and current inputs to the file

since the previous Write may have been to another location entirely. Instead, the activity analysis

must follow the above strategy, taking into account memory location, when determining what the
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"previous" and"current" data values really are.

Memories can be handled in a manner identical to register files. In this case, however, the

index to the register being accessed is replaced by a row address. Aside from this, the

interpretationof the capacitive coefficients is the same.

From this discussion, we see that the Dual Bit Type model applies equally well to both

datapath modules and data storage units. The capacitance models for the storage units can be

parameterized to reflect the impact of word length and storage capacity on the total module

capacitance. Also, thecapacitive coefficients can betailored to handle thestate of these sequential

componentsand properly accountfor temporal correlation andsignal activity.

Control Inputs

While we now know how to handle data transitions, we have yet to discuss the effect of the

control inputs.The control inputs of a memory module determinethe function that the module will

perform (e.g. Read or Write) and the location or address that the function will access. As with the

datapath modules already discussed, the value of these control signals modify the operation

performed by themodule and, therefore, can have an effecton power consumption. Likewise,

transitions on the control lines of storage modules can initiate internal state transitions just as

transitions on the data inputs can. We already discussed howtheeffectof control inputs can be

modeled for multi-function datapath modules. This section now reviews that discussion in the

context of memory modules.

For a simple register, the primary control signal of interest is the LOAD signal. Based onthis

flag, the module can perform two functions: Write and Retain. The Write function stores a new

data value in the register and, typically, propagates the new value to the output (performing an

implicit Read operation). Therefore, aregister should have one set of capacitive coefficients which

characterizes the Write (and implicit Read) function. The Retain function would also have an
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associated set of capacitive coefficients that would be characterized with the LOAD line

disasserted. It may at first glance appear thatno capacitance would be switched in this mode, since

no input data transitions can propagate through the register; however, data input and clock

transitions will switch the input capacitance of the module and, therefore, some powercanbe

consumed in the Retain mode. In summary, for static values of the control inputs, the register is

handled like any other multi-function datapath module.

Transitions on the LOAD signal, however, are handled differently than control transitions for

multi-function datapath modules. The majority of energy consumed by a register is due to

overwriting previously stored values or driving new values onto the outputs.These energies are

characterized by the Write and Retain data coefficient sets. Therefore, it is not worthwhile to have

a separate control coefficient table for characterizing the energy due to transitions on the LOAD

signal. Instead, we model the capacitance by using the datacoefficients alone.

The R/W control inputs for the register file and memory canbe handled exactly as the LOAD

signal for the register. The only additional control signal to consider is the address input, which

describes what register or memory location is being accessed. When the address lines are fixed,

theirvalue typically does not affect the energy consumed by a Read orWrite operation. In other

words, the power consumption would be the same whether we write a value into address 5 or 10.

When the address lines makea transition, thecapacitance switched is in most cases dominated by

reading orwriting thenew memory location in the array and notby the address decoding. Thus, as

in the case of the register, we need not be concerned with modeling control input transitions.

Capacitive data coefficients, oneset for each module function, are usually sufficient to accurately

model memory power consumption. The state issue is handled by properly interpreting the

"previous" and "current" data values when gathering memory activity statistics and determining

transition ID's as described in the previous section. If this turns out to be insufficient, the

techniques described for modeling control input transitions for multi-function datapath modules

can be applied equally well to the memory modules.
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4.2.3 Results

This section validates the preceding discussion by presenting results forboth a foreground

memory module - namely, a registerfile - and a background memory module - an SRAM. In

particular, Figure 4-26 shows the results of a comparison between the DBTmodel and switch-

level simulations for register files of varying sizes. For the Read operation, themaximum error is

only 5.7%, and it is even lower forthe Write operation at about 4.2%. Similarly, for the SRAM

Read and Write operations, the memory model provides estimated capacitances within 7.7% and

0.63% ofIRSIM-CAP, for memories ranging insize from 16x4 to 128x32 (see Figure 4-27).

4.2.4 Memory Summary

In conclusion, memory accesses can consume a substantial portion ofthe total power budget

for many applications. This section demonstrated that the DBT method is capable ofmodeling

memory power consumption as well as it handles datapath modules. The state associated with
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memories can be handled by a change in how the bit types of the transition ID's and capacitive

coefficients are interpreted. The resulting models are quite accurate and reflect the effectof both

storagecapacityand data activityon memory powerconsumption.

4.3 Control Path

The control path refers to those components in a system that determine or control the macro-

behavior of the restof the system. Controllers direct thesequence of operations to be executed by

the datapath, they initiate memory accesses, and they coordinate data transfers over interconnect.

In order to accomplish this, the typical controllersteps through a series of states, where the exact

sequence of states and outputcontrol signals is determined by the presentstate and the primary

inputs to the controller, which often correspond to status flags from the datapath. Figure 4-28

shows a sample state transition graph (STG) and the associated finite state machine (FSM)

controller that implements it.Thenodes in theSTG correspond to states, andthe edgescorrespond
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to transitions between states. The edges are labeled with the input condition that initiates the

particular transition. The output control signals can be a function ofthe state, the inputs, orboth.

Equivalently, this STG can be represented by a control (or state) table. This representation

contains the same information, but lists the possible input and present state values and their

associated output and next state values in tabular form. In either case, if the outputs are a function

only ofthe state, the controller is referred to as aMoore machine; otherwise, it is called aMealy

machine.

A typical partitioning of a controller, as shown in Figure 4-28b, consists of some

combinational logic to generate the next state and the outputs, as well as astate register to store the

present state and feed itback to the input ofthe combinational logic block. The implementation of

the combinational logic can take many forms. For instance, the functionality can be implemented

in random logic using standard cells. Alternatively, the block can be implemented as array logic in

the form of a ROM or a PLA.
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The task of architectural controller power analysis is to produce an estimate of the final

implementation power given only the target implementation style and adescription of the state

machine to be realized, say, in the form ofan STG or control table. It is also possible to envision

algorithm-level power prediction where estimates are based solely on the STG without any

information about how the controller will be implemented. This is adifficult problem since the

power that the controller consumes depends strongly on the target implementation style. For

example, aROM-based implementation will most likely consume adifferent amount of power

than astandard cell implementation. Therefore, at the algorithm level it isprobably most useful to

provide the user with a range of possible power consumptions. This can be accomplished by

invoking target-specific architectural power analysis techniques for several available

implementation styles. So, inany case, the problem reduces toone of estimating controller power

consumption assuming theimplementation style has already been specified.

Still, this does notsolve thedifficulties entirely. Even if theimplementation styleis known, the

exact circuit-level or gate-level implementation of the controller depends on the STG being

realized. This makes the task of controller power estimation more difficult than datapath

estimation. Since the circuitry of the datapath modules was known a priori, the physical

capacitance of the modules was in effect fixed. The only variable was activity, which was handled

by characterizing the modules for various types of input transitions. In contrast, the physical

capacitance of a controller depends on the STG being realized, as well as the state and control

signal assignments being used. This is not only the case for random logic controllers, but is also

true for ROM- and PLA-based controllers. For example, the binary encoding of the state and

control signals will determine the number of ones and zeros in the input and output planes of a

ROM or PLA. This, in turn, determines the presence or absence of transistors in the array and

alters the physical capacitance of the controller.

One obvious solution would be to synthesize the controller from the finite state machine

description at"run-time" (i.e. during poweranalysis) anduse a gate-level powerestimationtool on
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the resulting implementation. This may be reasonable for small controllers, but at some point the

time required to synthesize, extract, and simulate a large controller would become prohibitive.

Moreover, this merely sidesteps the issue ofhow to perform true architecture-levelpower analysis

for controllers. Instead, we would like some technique for characterizing classes of controllers

purely at the architecture level.

Since it is impractical to characterize each class of controller for all possible control table

contents, we need to employ an approximation that will allow us to assume a "data-independent"

physical capacitance. A sensible first-order approximation is to characterize each class of

controller for random control tables. This will result in a fixed, average physical capacitance for

the controllerthat is somewhere between the extremes of an"empty" control table (all zeros) and a

"full" control table (all ones). Under this approximation, the physical capacitance of the controller

is now independent of the "data" stored in the control table.

Then control modeling can proceed in a mannerquite similar to datapath modeling. In

particular, for each implementation class (e.g. ROM, PLA, random logic) prototype controllers of

different complexities can be synthesized a priori and characterized for various activity levels.

This will result intarget-specific models that, like the datapath models, account for both physical

capacitance and activity. The exact form of the models will be target-specific; however, the

complexity and activity parameters used by the models are fairly independent of the target

platform. Therefore, the discussion of controller power modeling will be divided into two parts.

Section 4.3.1 will describe target-independent parameters that influence controller power

consumption, while Section 4.3.2 will present target-specific power models. This willbe followed

by Section 4.3.3 which will discuss techniques for characterizing the power models and Section

4.3.4 which will review the controller power analysis method being proposed here. Since the

method accounts explicitly for the effect of activity on power consumption we will refer toit as the

Activity-Based Control model, or ABC model.
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4.3.1 Target-Independent Parameters

The first step in developing amodel for architectural controller power analysis is to determine

what high-level factors influence the power regardless of the target implementation style. For the

datapath, two influential classes of parameters were recognized: complexity parameters and

activity parameters. The same distinction can be made for controllers. These two classes of

parameters and their influence oncontroller power are described in the following two subsections.

Complexity Parameters

From previous discussions, we know that the size or complexity of a module directly

influences its physical capacitance and, therefore, its power consumption. The complexity of a

controller can be measured in several ways depending on how it is implemented. For a ROM

implementation, the complexity might be measured in terms of the height and width of the

memory array. For a PLA implementation, the complexity metric might include the number of

product and sum terms in the AND (input) and OR (output) planes. The same measure might be

used for random logic implementations.

In order to perform architecture-level power analysis for controllers it is important to identify

which high-level parameters will affect complexity. Ideally, these parameters should be fairly

general and apply in some form or another to all target implementation styles. Also, since we are

discussing complexity and not activity, the parameters should be independent of the particular

input, output, and state values of a given FSM and relate more to the overall complexity of the

STG. Three basic parameters fit these criteria: the number of states in the FSM, the number of

inputs, and the number outputs.

Intuitively, the number ofstates, S, orequivalently, the number ofstate bits, Ns - [" log2S~|, in

an FSM should have some relationship to the complexity of the final implementation. If there are

many states, a large number of outputs and next state possibilities must be stored (ROM) or

generated (PLA, random logic). Fewer states will require correspondingly less storage and/or
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logic. There are, of course, degenerate cases where alarge number of states can be implemented

with a relatively simple controller. For example, even a controller with 1000 states could be

implemented with only a 10-bit counter if the states progressed sequentially; whereas, a random

progression of states might require a large amount of logic to implement. Notice, however, that

exploiting the degeneracy of the STG requires a particular implementation style (in this case a

counter). If the controller had been implemented as a ROM, any sequence of states would have

resulted in the same complexity. So in a discussion of target-independent complexity parameters,

it is best to neglect degenerate cases and use the state count as an initial measure of controller

complexity.

Similarly, the number of primary controller inputs, NPI, can be used as a generic measure of

complexity. Referring back to Figure 4-28b, we see that the controller inputs feed the

combinational logic block in the same manner as the present state lines. So in terms of controller

complexity, the distinction between the number of controller inputs and the number of state bits is

a somewhatartificial one. Consequently, anaggregate inputcomplexity measure, 7V/=Ns+/v*/>/, can

be used to remove the unnecessary distinction. Both setsof lines together form the STG "address"

that must be decoded in some manneror another by the combinational logic block. Therefore, the

total numberof inputs, Nj, is the appropriate inputcomplexitymeasure for the controller.

As mightbe expected, the number ofprimary controller outputs, NP0, is equally important in

determining the complexity of the controller. Givenadecoded state/input "address", there must be

some logicor memorycells thatprovide the required outputs. The moreoutputsignals there are,

the more computations there are to be performed. As a result, we would expect the controller

complexity to grow with the numberof outputcontrol signals. Since next statevalues must alsobe

produced, the aggregate output complexity, N0=Ns+NP0, provides a more complete measure of

the output-planecomplexity.
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Figure 4-29 : Two-level logic template andits associated complexity parameters

The situation is summarized by Figure 4-29, which is useful for visualizing how the various

parameters discussed here can affect implementation complexity. The figure contains a template

for the canonical sum-of-products implementation of some arbitrary combinational control logic.

The input plane decodes the primaryinputs and presentstate bits to produce a number of product

terms, or min-terms, which are then summed by the output plane to generate the primary outputs

and next statebits.The complexity of the entirestructure depends on the numberof productterms,

as well as the number of sum terms. The number of sum terms is simply the total number of

primary and next state outputs, N0. The number of product terms, however, cannot be determined

from Nj alone unless exhaustive "address" decoding is used (as in a ROM). In other cases, an

additional parameter, NM, describing the number of min-terms in the controller is required.
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Techniques for estimating Ny will be discussed in future sections. For now, suffice it to say that

since the STG is assumed given, it is always possible to perform a trivial state assignment and

logic minimization step (i.e. espresso [Bra84]) to provide a fairly accurate min-term estimate.

Together, Nf, NM, and N0 provide a reasonable estimate of the input- and output-plane

complexities.

Activity Parameters

As has been mentioned in previous chapters, complexity (or equivalently, physical

capacitance) is not the only factor determining power consumption. If the capacitance is not

switched, no poweris consumed. Activity refers to the frequency with whichswitching occurs. At

the architecture level we would like to treat the combinational logic and state register blocks of

Figure 4-28basblack boxes. With this in mind, theactivity of the controller can bestbe described

by three external activity measures: the state activity, the input activity, and the output activity.

The state and input activity, tell us something about how much switching will occur in the

input plane, or"address" decoding, portion of the combinational logic. In a ROM-based

implementation this would correspond to the row decoder activity, while for a PLA-based

controller this refers to the AND-plane activity. For static logic, the transition activity, a7, is an

intuitive measure ofcircuit activity in the input plane and is equal to the fraction of input or state

bits that switch each cycle. For dynamic logic, the signal probabilities of the inputs - that is, the

probability that an input bit isone (Pj) or zero (l-Pj) - tend to have more of an impact on circuit

activity. The reason for this was discussed in Section 4.1.2 and boils down to the fact that

precharging negates the influence ofthe previous signal value on current power consumption. In

summary, the input-plane activity can be adequately described by two activity parameters: the

fraction ofinput bits that are one, Ph and the fraction ofbits that switch, a7, during an average

clock cycle. The input-plane activity tells only half of the story, however - wealso need tohave

someestimate of the output-plane activity.
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The output activity provides this measure. Note that the "outputs" ofthe combinational logic

block include both the controller outputs, as well as the next state bits. At first glance it might

appear that the output activity can be derived directly from the state and input activities; however,

if we measure the input and state bit activities merely by the expected number of transitions on

those bits each cycle, then we have made an implicit independence assumption. In reality the input

signals and state lines may be correlated, which could have an impact on the activity in the

combinational logic block. Only if we explicitly account for all input correlations can we actually

propagate the correct activity through thecombinational logic to the output plane. As we saw in

Chapter 3, this exact propagation of probabilities toaccount for reconvergent fan-out and feedback

isadifficult and expensive task. Therefore, it ismore economical tomeasure the output activity in

terms of signal probabilities (P0) and transition activities (o^) directly. Section 4.5.2willdescribe

techniques for acquiring the necessary activity factors through functional simulation.

So far this section haspresented several parameters thatcanaffectthe powerconsumption of a

controller implementation through either its physical capacitance or its switching activity. The

physical capacitance was related to complexity parameters such as the numbers of states in the

FSM, the number of inputs, and the number of output signals. In addition, the activity of the state,

input, and output bits were parameters that described the switching activity of the controller. These

parameters will influence the power of the controller regardless of the implementation style. The

exact manner of influence, however, will vary from implementation to implementation. Precise

target-specific models for estimating controllerpower is the topic of the next section.

4.3.2 Target-Specific Capacitance Models

The purposeof the capacitance model under the ABC method is to predict how the effective

capacitance of a particularcontroller class will scale with changes in complexity and I/O activity.

This relationship differs for each targetimplementation style much like the DBT model of a shifter

differs from that of an adder. This section illustrates how to construct an ABC capacitance model
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through three casestudies: a ROM-based controller, a PLA-based controller, anda random logic

controller. While the case studies presented here provide examples of how to compose ABC

capacitance models for some specific controller implementations, the same concepts are readily

applicable to other design styles.

ROM-Based Controllers

One technique forimplementing the combinational logic portion ofanFSM is with a ROM as

illustrated by Figure 4-30. The power consumed by this ROM-based controller will be affected by

the complexity or size of the ROM, as well as the activity associated with the ROM input and

output planes. The taskof estimating the power consumed by a ROM-based controller, then,

reduces to finding a model that relates the appropriate complexity and activity parameters to the

average capacitance switched within the ROM each clock cycle. As with the datapath modules, the

exact form ofthe model can vary from implementation to implementation. In other words, just as a

barrel shifter and alog shifter might have different capacitance models, aROM employing astatic

row decoder might have a different capacitance model than one using dynamic decoding. To

address this issue, we again take a library-based approach, allowing the user, if he desires, to
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define a uniquecapacitance model for eachROM implementation in the library. If no ROM's are

available the model could either be based on some assumed typical structure or on measurements

taken from data books or previous implementations.

For the purposes of illustration, we will demonstrate the modeling procedure using the

prototype ROMstructure of Figure4-31.The capacitance model appropriate to this structure is:

CT = C0 +Cftl"'+C2P0N02N> +CzPoN0 +C4NQ (EQ 86)

The terms in this expression relate to powerconsumed in the input plane (address decoding) and

the outputplane (bit lines). Each termwill be explained in the following discussion.

Starting with the input plane, we mustdetermine the appropriate measures of complexity
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(physical capacitance) and activity. The widthof the input plane is proportional to the numberof

address inputs, Nf. For aROM-based controller this is the sum of thenumber of primary inputbits

andstatebits for the FSM. The heightof the input plane is proportional to the numberof addresses

that can be formed from Nj bits - specifically, 2N'. The complexity of the input plane is the product

of the width and height: N,2N'. The physical capacitance inthe input plane iscomposed of the gate

and drain capacitances of the decoding transistors and the wiring in the block. Since ROM's

employ full address decoding, the number of transistors in the input array is not related to the

control table contents in any way. Instead, the input-plane capacitance relates only to the

complexity measure N{2N'.

After complexity, the next concern is activity. For the prototype ROM underconsideration, the

address decoding is implemented dynamically with all address lines precharged high. In addition,

since true and complement address lines are present, halfof the lines will always remain high and

theother halfwill discharge. So for this particular case, theactivity statistics of the inputs will not

affect the ROM power consumption, and the capacitance switched in the input plane during an

access is given by C^N^'.

In the output plane, the power consumption is dominated by charging and discharging the bit

lines. The number of bit lines is proportional to the number of output bits, N0. The physical

capacitance of each bit lineis contributed by wiring and by transistors placed in thememory array

for each 1 stored in the output plane. Under the aforementioned approximation that theoutput

plane is filled withrandom data - halfzeros and halfones - the physical capacitance of thebit lines

is simply proportional to the height of the array, 2N'. The combined complexity term, N02N',

describes the total physical capacitance in the output plane. Next, consider the activity on thebit

lines. The bit lines in this particular memory design are precharged high and then discharge

conditionally for 1 output bits (Note: for this ROM, the bit lines carry complemented data).

Therefore, thecapacitance should be proportional to P0, the average fraction of 1 output bits. So

the capacitance switched in theoutput plane will be C2PoN02N'.
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The values onthe bit lines must besensed and driven to the outputs. The complexity of this

circuitry is proportional to the output width, N0. As in the output plane, activity considerations

introduce a C3/>0W0 term; however, since the sense circuitry in this memory produces both true

and complemented signals, there must also be an activity-independent term, C4N0.

Combining all these terms yields the ROM capacitance model of (EQ 86), where C0, Ch C2,

C3, and C4 are capacitive coefficients dependent on the exact circuitry and technology used by the

ROM. Just as for the datapath and memory models, these coefficients are extracted through a

library characterization process that will be described in Section 4.3.3.

The precise form ofthe capacitance model can bespecified by the user or library designer and

may differ from one ROM implementation to another. Forthe ROM example discussed here,

Figure4-32 shows the results of a comparison between switch-level simulations and the above

model aftercharacterization in a 1.2 um technology using random control tablecontents. The rms

error over all cases is about 2.5% and the maximum error is 4.5%. Thearrows in thefigure denote

results for controllers of fixed complexity for which the output signal probability, P0, varies from

zero to one. The fact that power consumption varies significantly with P0 is a strong argument in
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NM

favor of a modeling strategy (such asthe ABC technique) whichaccounts for activity.

PLA-Based Controllers

Conceptually, the structure of a PLA is quite similar to thatof a ROM. Both have input and

output planes that implement the product and sum functions, respectively, of a two-level sum-of-

products logicexpression. The principle difference between a PLA and a ROM is that the input

plane of the ROM performs a full decoding of all possible addresses, while a PLA uses logic

minimization to reduce the amount of decoding required. As a result, the heightof the input and

output planes in a PLA will actually be less than 2N'. Instead, the height will be given by the

number of unique min-terms, NM, in theminimized sum-of-products output expressions.

Consider the PLA of Figure 4-33. As done for the ROM, this section will first present the
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appropriate capacitance model and then describe how each term arises. Note that different PLA

designs may require slightly modifiedcapacitance models.This particular PLA has a static input

plane anda dynamic output plane and obeys the following model:

CT = C^N^u +ClP0NQNM +C2PoN0 +C3NoNM + C4NM (EQ 87)

Beginning with the input plane, the physical capacitance is proportional to the number of rows

and the number of columns. The number of columns is just the total number of inputbits, Nj. As

stated above, however, the number of rows is, NM, since only a partial address decoding is

performed in a PLA. Since this PLA uses static rather than dynamic decoding, input transitions

lead to power consumption and the appropriate activity parameter is a7. Combining the activity

and complexity measures for the input plane gives rise to the CQci.fN^lM term.

The output plane complexity is the productof the number of rows, NM, and the number of

output columns, N0- For this PLA, the bit lines are dynamically precharged. During evaluation,

any l's in the output table cause the corresponding bit line to discharge. Then, during the

following precharge phase, these lines are returned to Vdd. Therefore, theoutputsignal probability,

/*0, is the appropriate activity parameter. Combining factors, the effective output plane

capacitance term is C^qNqN^, . Theoutput drivers contribute an additional term: C2P0N0.

Notice that the output plane transistors connect to virtual rather than true ground. Virtual

ground is separated from trueground by clocked ground switches. Opening these ground switches

during precharge allows the bit lines to rise to Vdd even though the min-termoutputsmay still be

asserted. A side-effectof this configuration is that the virtual ground plane charges to Vdd each

cycle, regardless of the output signal values. Charging the physical capacitance of the ground

plane and ground switches give rise to the activity-independent terms: C3N0NM and C4NM,

respectively.

As in the ROM case, the precise values of the capacitive coefficients C0-C4 are derived during

library characterization. Forcompleteness, this characterization ranges over different values of
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Figure 4-34 : PLA-based controller IRSIM-CAP vs. ABC model

both the complexity and activity parameters. Notice that while the ROM had a single activity

parameter, P0, the PLA discussed here requires an input activity factor, a7, as well. Other PLA

implementations mightrequire still different activity parameters. The important thing is that the

user orlibrary designer has the freedom to choose themodel appropriate to each implementation.

Themodel resulting from characterization of the PLA discussed here (in a 1.2 u,m technology)

is compared to switch-level simulations in Figure 4-34, again for random controller contents. The

model has an rms and maximum error of 2.5% and 6.3%, respectively. As in the ROM case, the

arrow notation is used to denote regions where the power for a fixed-complexity controller varies

solely due to changes inthe input activity, a7, and the output signal probability, P0.
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Random Logic Controllers

A controller implemented in random logic consists of two or more levels of boolean gates,

which realize the next state and output tables of the FSM. Such a controller would typicallybe

implemented in standard cells. Since this form of implementation is much less regular than a PLA

or ROM structure, it is more difficult to come up with a precise capacitance model. Still, the

activity and complexity parameters that influence the model remain the same. For example, a

standard cell controller implemented in static logic could be modeled by:

CT = CQalNlNM +C,a0NoNM (EQ 88)

This expressioncontains two components - one relating to the input planecapacitance andthe

other relating to the output plane. Since this example is based on static logic, the appropriate

activity measures area/ and oc^, respectively. For the input plane, the complexity is given by the

product of the number of inputs to that plane, Nj, and the number of outputs that plane produces,

Ny. The same is true for the outputplane, except in this casethere are A^ inputsto the plane and

N0 outputs.

Thus, for both cases the complexity is given by the product of the number of inputs and

outputs for the given logic plane. The explanation for this is two-fold. First, since a certain amount

of logicis associated with each output, the total power consumption should be proportional to the

number of output bits. The numberof inputs also has an influence on the power consumption,

albeit a more subtle one. Multi-input logic functions are often implemented by several two-input

gates. This is illustrated by Figure 4-35 which shows the decomposition of an AMnput AND into

AM two-input AND's. In this way, the capacitance of the computation is proportional to the

numberof inputs. Even if the function is implemented by a single multi-inputgate, however, the

numberof transistors, and hencethe physical capacitance, in that gate will be proportional to the

fan-in. This reasoning culminates in the simpleexpression of (EQ 88).

The two capacitive coefficients are derived during a characterization phase and will be a
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Figure 4-35 : Decomposition of AMnputAND into 2-input AND's

function of the standard cell library being used and, to some extent, the logic minimization,

placement, and routing tools being applied. A comparison of the characterized model to switch-

level simulations for a 1.2 u,m cell library is shown in Figure 4-36. The results are for control

tables with random contents that have been minimized using espresso and synthesized using MIS

[Lav90] andthe LagerIV siliconassembly system [Bro92], While the agreement is not as good as

the ROM and PLA models, the rms error is still a respectable 15.1%.

4.3.3 Characterization Method

Before the controllercapacitance models can be used, circuit- and technology-dependent

values of the capacitive coefficients must be measured. The measurement process that produces

these coefficients is known ascharacterization. Characterization of the controller models is quite

similar to the datapath and memory characterization procedures thathave already been discussed.

For a given classof controller, the idea is to actually measure the capacitance switchedwithin

implementations of various complexities for different input and output activities. The resulting

capacitance observations, which should span a wide range of the complexity-activity parameter

space, are then used to find capacitive coefficients that give the capacitance models the best fit to

the measured data. Like the previously discussed characterization methods, the process occurs in

three distinct phases: pattern generation, simulation, and coefficient extraction.
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Pattern generation refers to producing the data that will be used when taking the capacitance

measurements. As in the datapath case, this includes generating input streams thatwill span a wide

range of activity parameters. Unlike datapath modules, however, the physical capacitance and

output behavior of controllers also depends on the data (i.e. control table) stored in the module.

This data must be generated in a way that results in a representative "average" physical

capacitance for the controller. In addition, the control table must be constructed in a way that

facilitates precise control over the outputactivity. This allows the module to be characterized over

a wide range of output activities, as well as input activities.
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Figure 4-37 : STG and control table forT flip-flop

During simulation and coefficient extraction, the capacitance switched for the generated data

patterns is measured and fit to capacitance models such as those derived in the previoussection.

The process is identical to that used for datapathand memory cells with the distinction that the

parameter matrix nowincludes activity, as well as complexity factors. The resultof the process is

a capacitive coefficientvector specific to a controllerclass (e.g. ROM, PLA, standard cell), a

circuit style, and a technology.

Pattern Generation

Controller characterization requires twodistinct setsofdatapatterns. The first is thesetof data

patterns stored in the control table (or STG) that the FSM implements. The second is the set of

input patterns that areapplied to thecontroller during simulation. Thissection discusses how each

of these data sets canbegenerated. Inboth cases, the pattern generation process lends itself well to

automation.

Thebehavior of any FSM canbe represented byan STG, or equivalently, a control table. The

control table specifies for each present state and input pattern what the next state and output

pattern should be. Forexample, Figure 4-37 shows the STG and control table for a T flip-flop,
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which remains in thesame state for a 0 input and toggles state for a 1 input. In thistable, theinput

bits form an "address" input, which references a data value specified in thecorresponding row of

the output plane.

The physical capacitance of the controller can be affected by the data patterns stored in the

inputand output planes since for some implementation styles (e.g. PLA and standard cell), the

presence or absence of a 1 can result in an increase or reduction in the number of transistors or

gates in the design. Since it would be inefficient to characterize for all possible STG's, the goal of

pattern generation is to produce a control table that results in some sort of average physical

capacitance. A good approximation is to use a random output table.The values should be chosen

from three possibilities: zero (0), one (1), anddon't-care (X). The don't-care value arises since in

real designs individual controlleroutputs may not affect the system behavior for all states. One

technique for generating a"random" output table would beto first uniformly sethalfof theoutput

bits to X. The remaining bits can then be sethalfto zero and half to one, again using a uniform

distribution.

Since the ROM stores the entire inputand outputplane, regardless of contents, the don't-care

values do nothave an effect - they should simply be stored as half zero and halfonejust like the

rest of the bits. The don't-care values do, however, have an effect on the PLA and standard cell

implementations. Specifically, thecontrol table can be fed into alogic minimization program (such

as espresso) to produce a PLA table or set of boolean equations with inputand output planes that

are somewhere betweencompletely full and completely empty. The resulting implementations

should, therefore, have physical capacitances near some "average" value between the two

extremes. The effect of this random control table selection process is to remove most of the data-

dependency from the physical capacitance of a controller. Instead, the physical capacitance will

depend primarily on the complexityof the controller (in terms of numberof states, inputs, and

outputs) and not on the particular STG being implemented. This greatly simplifies the

characterization process, reducing it toadifficulty closer to that of datapath ormemory modeling.
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The second phase of pattern generation entails producing input streams that exercise the

controller over a full spectrum of activities. Unfortunately, if the output plane is completely

random, there is noway todeterministically control the output activity from the inputs. Achieving

the desired level of control overactivity will require some modification of the output plane. In

order to provide the bestmodel fitoverthe widest range of parameters, the patterns should allow

activities all the way from 0% to 100%. This can be provided by characterizing for three evenly

spaced activity levels: 0, ^, and 1. This in turn can be accomplished by correct sequencing of three
basic patterns: 00...00, 01...01, and 11...11.

In different situations, activity can be interpreted either as a signal probability, Plt0 (i.e. the

fraction of l's in the data) oras atransition probability, aI/0 (i.e. the fraction of bits that switch

between successive data sample). The three data patterns suggested here can be combined to

produce activity levels of0, ^, and 1regardless of the interpretation of"activity."

The input and output activity of an FSM can both becontrolled by employing these three basic

bitpatterns. First, the input activity can be controlled byusing the patterns as input "addresses" to

the combinational logic block of the controller. Likewise, the output activity can becontrolled

independently by storing the same three data patterns ateach of these three "addresses." Since,

three data values cannot be stored ata single address, however, acouple of the address bits must

deviate from the specified patterns and can be used to map the three data patterns to unique (but

very similar) addresses.

This scenario isdepicted inTable 4-6 for acontroller with eight input "address" bits and eight

output "data" bits. The left-most column provides a convenient label for each (address, data)

activity pair. For example, A(0,0) corresponds to anall-zero address and an all-zero data field.

Also, notice that the two least significant address bits are used to map the three different data

values to unique locations while still approximately maintaining the desired address activity level.

For example, this allows data values 00000000, 01010101, and 11111111 to all be mapped



Label
Address Map
A[7:2] A[1:0]

Data

4(0,0) 000000 00 00000000

4(0,1) 01 01010101

4(0,1) 11 11111111

A(\,0) 010101 00 00000000

4(1,1) 01 01010101

4(1,1) 11 11111111

4(1,0) 111111 00 00000000

4(1,1) 01 01010101

4(1,1) 11 11111111

Table 4-6 : "Address/data" patterns for generating desired controller activities
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to addresses with mostly zero bits: A(0, 0)=00000000; A(0, 1)=00000001; and 4(0,

1)=00000011, respectively. Likewise, these same data values can be mapped to addresses with

activity 1 using 4(1, •) and activity 1using 4(1, •). Thus, while the output table is filled

primarily withrandom data, it also contains nine deterministic values that allow precise control of

input and output activity during characterization. These few non-random values should not

adversely affect the physical capacitance of the controller, especially since the ratio of zeros to

ones in the values is still 1:1.

Using this strategy, input and output activities can be controlled fairly independently. For

instance, desired input and output signal probabilities can be chosen from nine possibilities,

(Pi>P0) e (°' 2'1J x {°»2' ^ ' simPlv DV accessing address 4(/>/, P0). It is also possible to

generate any of nine desired transition activities of the form (a,, a0) e {0, \, 1} x {0,\, 1} by
accessing the correct sequence of addresses. In particular, if the address sequence 4(a/°, a0°) -»
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4(0,0) / 4(1,0) 4(1,0)

4(0,1) 4(1,1) A(l,l)

4(0,1) 4(1,1) 4(1,1)

Figure 4-38 : Graphical representation of controller I/O activity patterns

4(a/, a0l) satisfies a7 = la/^a/l and a0 = \ao°-ao\ then the approximate desired input and

output activities (ot/, a0) will be realized. For example, 4(1, 0) -> 4(1, 1)yields a transition

activity ofapproximately (a7, a0) =(0,1). Using the data ofTable 4-6, the input address would go

from 01010100 to 01010101 (close to zero switching activity) and the output data would go

from 00000000 to 01010101 (1 activity).

Desired address sequences can be represented graphically by associating the ordered activity

pairs with acoordinate system as shown in Figure 4-38 for the transition 4(1,0) -> 4(1,1). This

graphical representation will be used to describe pattern generation for the three examples of

controllers modeled in the previous section: ROM, PLA, and standard cell.

Pattern Generation: ROM-Based Controller

The only activity parameter present in the ROM capacitance model of (EQ 86) on page 173

was the output signal probability P0. Therefore, the ROM must be characterized for only three

activity parameter values: P0e {0, r, 1} . Any input transition that terminates at address A(D,

P0) will satisfy this criterion.Figure 4-39a-c show the input transitions that characterizeP0 = 0,
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(a)Po = 0 (b)PQ=1/2 (c)P0 = 1

Figure 4-39 : Address sequences forgenerating desired ROM activities

^, and 1, respectively. In each figure, the simulated capacitance observations for each transition

shown would be averaged together to produce the overall switching capacitance for that activity

value. In this case, 27 initial observations must be averaged together to produce each of the three

final observations.

Pattern Generation: PLA-Based Controller

The PLA modeled by (EQ 87) on page 177 has both an input activity and an output activity

parameter. The input activity is a transition activity, a7, while the output activity is a signal

probability, Pq. Mixing of signal and transition probabilities is not a problem. Figure 4-40a-c

show the input patterns for (a,, P0) e {(0,0) ;(0, ij;(0,1)} .As the figure demonstrates, these
cases are characterized by inputs that remain fixed at addresses having the desired output

probabilities. In this case, the aggregate capacitance observation for each activity pair is taken as

the average of three individual observations.

Figure 4-40d-f show the pattern sequences for an input transition activity of 1: i.e.

(altP0) e {(-, 0J;f r, rJ;f r, 11} .Transitions with an input activity of 1are any that traverse
between adjacent columns. As before, all transitions that terminate on nodes corresponding to a

particular output probability are averaged together. For example, the four transitions in Figure4-
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(d) (a,, P0) = (1/2, 0)
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(b)(oc/,P0) = (0,1/2)
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(0 (a/, Po) = (1,1)

Figure 4-40: Address sequences for generating desired PLA activities
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40d are averaged together to produce the (a7, P0) =(1,0) capacitance observation. Similarly, the

transitions ofFigure 4-40e-f contribute to the (1,1) and (1, 1) observations, respectively.

Finally, Figure 4-40g-i depict the six input address transitions required to produce the

(a,,P0) e {(1,0);^1,-J;(1,1)} capacitance observations. These transitions all skip two
columns instead ofone since an input activity of 1and not 1 isdesired.

Taken all together, 27 input transitions are required to produce the9 capacitance observations

that fully characterize the PLA-based controller for different activity levels.

Pattern Generation: Random Logic Controllers

The capacitance model for the random logic, standard cell controller also has two activity

parameters. Forthis controller, however, both parameters are transition activities: (ot7, a0). The

input sequences that characterize the standard cell controller for all activity permutations are

shown in Figure 4-41.

Simulation

The simulation phase is identical to that used for characterizing datapath and memory

modules. A module corresponding to a given set of complexity parameters (e.g. number of inputs,

min-terms, and outputs) is synthesized and simulated for the data patterns generated by the

aforementioned procedure. The simulation can be performed with either a circuit- or gate-level

tool depending on the time the designer wishes to allow for characterization and the accuracy

desired. The output of the simulation process is a number of capacitance observations

corresponding to different input and output activity levels. A set of these observations is produced

for each controller class and complexity being characterized. From these observations capacitive

coefficients are extracted.
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0 0 0

0 0 0

(a) (a/, a0) = (0, 0)

oo

(d) (a/, a0) = (1/2, 0)

(9)(a/.ao) = (1,0)

(b)(a/,ao) = (0,1/2) (c)(a/,ao) = (0,1)

(e) (a/( a0) = (1/2,1/2) (f)(a/,a0) = (1/2,1)

(h)(a/,ao) = (1,1/2) (i)(a/,ao) = (1,1)

Figure 4-41: Address sequences for generating desired random logic activities
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Coefficient Extraction

Simulation produces effective switching capacitances for asequence ofcharacteristic input

and output transitions. Coefficient extraction refers to the process of deriving best-fit model

coefficients from the raw simulation data. This can be achieved using techniques such as least-

squares regression, which minimizes the mean-squared error of the model. As for the datapath

modules, this amounts to solving the following matrix equation for the capacitive coefficient

vector, Ceff:

Csim = PCe//+e (EQ89)

where Csim is avector of simulated capacitance observations, P is a matrix of parameter values

corresponding to the observations, and e is the modeling error.

The primary difference is that the controller parameter matrix P contains activity, as well as

complexity parameter values. Forexample, assumethe ROM-based controllermodel of (EQ 86)

was characterized for complexity parameters, tye {£7,8} and N0s {8116,32} , and activity

parameter, P0e {0, r, 1} . Then the parametermatrix would be given by:

1 NflN' PoN02N> P^o N0
P = (EQ 90)

with one row for each (N,,N0, P0) e {6,7,8} x {8,16,32} x {0, r, 1} . Similar constructions

would be performed for PLA, standard cell, or other controllerclasses being characterized.

The result of solving the regressions would be capacitive coefficient vectors for each of the

controller classes being characterized. These coefficients can then be used to evaluate effective

controller capacitances during power analysis.
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4.3.4 Power Analysis Method

The capacitive coefficients produced by library characterization can now be used to analyze

the power consumed by controller modules. This analysis requires several inputs. The first input

needed is a pointer to the hardware database entry corresponding to the target controller

implementation (e.g. ROM-based, PLA-based, etc.). This allows the analysis tool to access the

appropriate capacitance model andcoefficients.Othernecessaryinputs include the complexity and

activity parameters used in the capacitance models. These can be derived from the structural and

behavioral descriptions of the design being analyzed(as will be discussed in Section 4.5).

Giventhese inputs, the appropriate target-specific capacitance modelcan be evaluated:

CT = Ce//N (EQ91)

This will produce an estimate of the average capacitance switched during asingle evaluation of the

combinational logic portion of the controller.

Aside from the combinational logic, the state register also contributes to the overall power

consumption of the controller. Since Ns state bits must be stored, the capacitance model for the

state register will have the following basicform:

Cj8 =a5CyV5 (EQ92)

where as is the activity of the state bits.

The total capacitance switched in the controller module is the sum ofthe combinational logic

capacitance and the state register capacitance:

n nCL ~rezCT = CT + CT (EQ 93)

If many accesses are involved, the total capacitance switched over anumber of input control

transitions, NCT, can becomputed using the following expression:
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CHmu,ti.cyclc =;VCr-Cr|singiecycic (EQ94)

4.3.5 Results

The preceding discussion presented ageneral strategy for estimating controller power

consumption at the architecture level. Three implementation styles were used as examples, and

results were presented showing that the corresponding models correctly track the influence of

complexity and activity on power consumption. In order to automatically synthesize and test a

large number of controllers, random control table contents were used in gathering the results. In

this section we present data from a more realistic example to demonstrate that the models still

behave well for real controllers.

The example we will use is a global controller for a low-power speechrecognition front-end

currently underdevelopment by S. Stoiberof U. C. Berkeley. The statemachine contains over 100

states, 10 inputs, and25 outputs. The majority of the control table entries are redundant, making

the FSM a good test of how well the estimation models can handle non-random control table

contents. We will return to discuss thiscontroller example (as well asothers) moreiully in Chapter

6. For now we merely quote results from that discussion.

ROM, PLA, and standard cell implementations of the controller were synthesized in a 1.2um

technology down to the layout level. The layouts were extracted and switch-level simulations of

power consumption were compared to RT-level ABC estimates as shown in Table 4-7. All

predictions were within 30% of the actual power consumption. Moreover, the models properly

ranked the power efficiency of the different implementation styles. This suggests that the ABC

model behaves reasonably for realistic controllers and that architecture-level estimates can be used

to make ATP trade-offs very early in the controllerdesign process.



Implementation
Average power (u.W)

Actual Estimated Error

ROM 702 677 -3.6%

PLA 249 236 -5.2%

Standard cell 79 102 +29%

Table 4-7 : Summary of results forspeech recognition controller
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4.3.6 Control Path Summary

Previous attempts at architectural controller power modeling have had several weaknesses.

Those based on statistical modeling of benchmark examples are fine for a narrow range of

applications and controller architectures that fit in with the synthesized examples, but they do not

provide avision as to how the techniques can be extended to amore general setting. Other models,

such as those based on gate equivalents (see Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3), are more generally

applicable but less accurate in that they take into account complexity but not activity. The Activity-

Based Control (ABC) model presented here explicitly accounts for activity and provides ageneral

framework for modeling different controller structures. Three specific examples - based on

ROM's, PLA's, and random logic -were presented in this section, but the same general techniques

could be used to model other implementation styles. Analyzing controller power consumption

under the ABC model is very simple. It amounts to plugging the appropriate activity and

complexity parameters into an equation that weights these parameters by technology-dependent

capacitive coefficients derived during aone-time precharacterization process. The result is an

accurate architecture-level power estimate that reflects both the physical capacitance and the

circuit activity of the controller being analyzed.
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4.4 Interconnect

The final class of component in a typical chip is interconnect. In this context, interconnect

refers to any wiring used to distribute signals (including clocks) from one part of the design to

another. This wiring can be eitherlocal or global. An example of local interconnect would be the

interconnect from an adder to a shifter within adatapath block. Global interconnect includes clock

distribution networks, global control signals, and data buses. This section addresses the problem of

estimating the power consumed in charging and discharging the capacitance associated with

interconnect wiring.

In general, the task of power estimation for all classesdiscussed thus farhas decomposed into

estimating a physical capacitance and combining it in some manner with an estimated measure of

switching activity. The same approach applies to the interconnect class.

4.4.1 Interconnect Activity

First, consider the activity component of interconnect power consumption. The activity of a

wire depends on the type of signal that wire carries: data or control. The activity of a data signal

can be described by the DBT model of that data stream. Using this model, the total capacitance

switched during a series ofNDTdatatransitions (i.e. bus accesses)on a bus driven by static logic is

given by:

static: CDBT =NDT[±CJtv+ P(+-)CWNS] (EQ95)

where Cw is the physical capacitance of the wires, Nn is the number of UWN bits in the data

model, Ns is the number of sign bits, and P(+-) is the probability of a positive to negative

transition between two successive samples in the data stream.

For a control wire driven by static logic, the appropriate activity is given by the ABC

parameter a, the fraction of bits in the control signal that transition. The total control bus
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capacitance switched overaseries of Nqt transitions in thevalue of thecontrol word is:

static: CABC =Ncr[jaC>] (EQ96)

where N is the number of bits required to represent all values that the control word can assume.

Equations (EQ 95) and (EQ 96) apply to static buses. Some buses, however, use precharged

logic. In other words, each clock cycle they are precharged to Vdd and then the 0 bits discharge

during an evaluation phase. For these precharged buses, the appropriate DBT effective capacitance

equation is:

dynamic: CDBT =Nclk [\cjlv+P(+) CJVS] (EQ 97)

where Nclk is the number of clock cycles being evaluated and P(+) is the probability that a data

sample is positive. Similarly, the ABC capacitancemodel becomes:

dynamic: CABC = Nclk[(\-P)CJf\ (EQ98)

where P is the ABC signal probability parameter.

All of these interconnect capacitance models depend on the availability of DBT and ABC

activity parameters. Section 4.5 will describe howthese parameters can be derived for a given

chip. The capacitance models also rely on an estimate of the average physical capacitance of each

wire in the design. Techniques for estimating this capacitance will be discussed in the following

sections.

4.4.2 Physical Capacitance

Ideally, the physical capacitance of the interconnect network is known. If this is the case, it can

beback-annotated onto the architectural description and used directiy to compute the interconnect

power. In most cases, however, the goal is to estimate the powerof an architecture before the

design has been mapped to layout; therefore, it is unlikely that the physical capacitance of the
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wires would be know a priori. Some way of estimating the capacitance based on known

architectural parameters is required.

From Chapter 2, we know that the main factors determining the physical capacitance

associated with awire are its width, its length, and the thickness of oxide separating it from the

substrate. The oxide thickness, in turn, depends on the layer of metal used to route the

interconnect. For certain signals, it is known before layout what layers will be used for routing.

For example, in athree-level metal process, the designer might desire to route the clock primarily

in level three metal to reduce clock capacitance. In such cases, the oxide thickness used for

estimation can bechosen in accordance with these constraints. Typically, however, it is notknown

before layout whichlayers will beused to route which signals. In thesecases, it makessense to use

some sort of average oxide thickness estimate. For instance, in a two-level metal process it is

probably reasonable to assume that signals will be routed half in metal one and half in metal two.

Once the average oxide thickness isdecided upon, the area and perimeter capacitance parameters

for an average wire can bedetermined as described inChapter 2.

Given these parameters, it remains to determine the expected width and length of the

interconnect wires. For width, estimates can again be made based onthe design rules of the target

technology and any agreed upon sizing techniques. For example, wires in the clock network,

which can experience quite large transient currents, will often be larger than minimum width to

avoid resistive drops and susceptibility to electromigration failure. In most cases, however, wires

will be sized to the minimum allowed bythe design rules inorder to reduce wiring capacitance.

Therefore, a minimum width approximation can often be used for signals that have no default

width specification.

The last factor determining the capacitance associated with routing asignal isthe length of the

wire used. Wire length is an even more important factor than width since length contributes not

only to parallel-plate capacitance, but also to fringe capacitance. Unfortunately, the wire length is
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more difficult to estimate accurately at the architecture level than the width or oxide thickness.

Whereas, reasonableestimates can be made for width and oxide thickness based purely on design

rules and accepted practices, wire length depends more intimately on design-specific layout

considerations. The next section describes previous work in wire length estimation and the two

sections which follow describe our strategy for estimating local and global wire lengths.

4.4.3 Previous Work

Averagewire length estimationhas received a good deal of attentionin the past. The primary

works are those of Feuer [Feu82] and Donath [Don79], although Sorkin [Sor87] also provides

some interesting insight into the problem. Feuerand Donathboth base their derivations on Rent's

Rule [Lan71], which relates block count in a regionto the number of external connections to the

region. In both cases, the derivations result in expressions relating average interconnect length for

a square array placement to some power of the block count within a region. Converting from

normalized length units to physical units gives rise to expressions for average lengths which are

proportional to a power (p<\) of the region area. Sorkin confirms this general rule noting that

empirical data support average lengths proportional to the square root of thechiparea (i.e. p=l/2).

Donath also introduces the notion of hierarchical design partitioning and placement. Our

estimation techniques rely heavilyon this notion, aswell as the empirical observations of Sorkin

resulting in anintuitive, yet fairly accurate, strategy for interconnect analysis.

4.4.4 Hierarchical Interconnect Analysis

Inthe following sections we describe our approach to wire length estimation. The input to this

process is the structural RTL description of thechipbeing analyzed, which is provided by the

designer. The description can be hierarchical as shown in Figure 4-42. The current level of

hierarchy being analyzed is referred to as the complex and consists of anumber of blocks joined by

an interconnect network. These component blocks can beof four basic types. A composite block is
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used to introduce further hierarchy into the design and consists of a collection of sub-blocks with a

structure similarto thatof the complex. Although eachcomposite blockin the hierarchy may have

the same structural composition as the complex, the term complex is used only when referring to

the level of hierarchy currently being analyzed. Theotherthreeblock types arenamed for the type

of structures within the block:datapath, memory, and control.

The wire length estimation process begins with the composite complex at the top level of

hierarchy. In order to analyze the interconnect at this level, however, each of the blocks in the

complex mustfirst be analyzed. Forcomposite blocks, this is achieved by recursively invoking the

estimation process with thecomposite block as thenew complex. Datapath, memory, andcontrol

blocks are handled by dedicated analysis strategies. Anadvantage of this hierarchical approach is

that it preserves valuable partitioning clues supplied by the designer. Analyzing a flat description

results in a single average wire lengththat will be used for all nets in the design. In an actual

implementation wire lengths vary, with shorter, local wires confined to blocks in the lower levels

of hierarchy and longer, more global wires more frequent at the higher levels. The hierarchical
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strategy employed here, therefore, allows more accurate estimates of interconnect length. Sections

4.4.5-4.4.8 describe the interconnect analysis strategies for eachof the four possible block types:

composite, datapath, memory, and control. Finally, Section 4.4.9 discusses how to analyze a clock

distribution network.

4.4.5 Composite Blocks

The objective of interconnect analysis for a composite complex is to estimate the average

length of global data and control wires. The actual length of these wires depends on the exact

placement and routing of the blocks in the complex. Since we are interested in earlyestimates of

wire length (prior to place and route), this information is not available. Instead, the task of

architecture-level interconnect analysis is to predict what theaverage wire length is likelyto be for

a"good" placement of the complex. One waytoachieve this end would beto perform asimplified

floorplanning and placement step and to use the results of this process to approximate the wire

length; however, if this process is deemed too expensive there are otherreasonable alternatives.

The approach advocated here relies on the widely accepted empirical observation that the

"quality" of a"good" placement often differs from a random placement by aconstant factor, k

[Don79][Sor87]. In this context "quality" is measured by average wire length. So a"good"

placement is one in which blocks joined by many wires are kept close together. If theaverage wire

length for random and "good" placements really differ by aconstant factor, the task of wire length

estimation is greatly simplified. Specifically, if we can ascertain the average wire length for a

random placement, we can extrapolate the results for a "good" placement by applying a

conversion factor. It isawell-known fact that the average wire length for arandom placement ona

square array (such as Figure 4-42) is 1/3 the side-length of thecomplex [Pre88]. This suggests that

the average wire length fora"good" placement is:

£ = k— (EQ99)
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The exact value of the k factor will depend on the characteristics of the placement and routing

tools being used; however, an oft-quoted conversion factor isapproximately 3/5. In other words, a

"good" placement is typically alittle less than a factor of two better than arandom placement.

Since thisvalue results in the formula L = Ja/5, it has beencalled the"1/5 rule" in the literature

[Sor87].

While (EQ 99) is straightforward and intuitive, it does require that the area of the complex be

known. The area of acomposite complex is the sum the areas of the component blocks and the

areaoccupied by routing:

A = Aw + AB (EQ100)

AB = ]T A; (EQ101)
ie {Blocks}

The topicof area estimation for datapath, memory, and control blocks will be covered in Sections

4.4.6-4.4.8.

Composite blocks are handled recursively using formulas that will now be derived. The

component of area related torouting depends on the total number of wires inthe complex (Nw), the

average pitch at which they are routed (Wp), and their average length (L):

AW = NJWPL< (EQ102)

Taken simultaneously, (EQ 99)-(EQ 102) result in aquadratic expression thatcan be solved to

yield:

k*NwW +J(k2NwWp)2 +36k2AB
L = ^—^ —•£ (EQ103)

This result can thenbe substituted back into (EQ 102) and (EQ 100), if desired, to arrive at the

total area for the complex.

In summary, the above derivation led to expressions which can be used to estimate the area

and average interconnect length of acomposite complex using ahierarchical analysis strategy.
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4.4.6 Datapath Blocks

The previous section considered area and interconnect estimation for composite blocks. In this

section, we discuss how these tasks can be performed for datapath blocks. Datapath blocks contain

computational modules such as adders, comparators, and shifters. Asinacomposite block, a

datapath block may contain several of these elements joined together by some interconnect

network. The primary difference between the two types ofblocks is the placement and routing

strategy. Since data often flows through adatapath in afairly linear fashion, datapath blocks often

employ aone-dimensional placement. Figure 4-43 shows arepresentative placement for asingle

bit-slice ofadatapath block. In the figure, LDP denotes the length ofthe datapath block and WBS

represents the width of the bit-slice. For an W-bit datapath, Nof these bit-slices would be tiled

together vertically to yield atotal datapath width ofWDP=NWBS.

From the figure we see that the length ofalocal interconnect within the datapath is composed
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of ahorizontal component and avertical component:

L = Lx + Ly (EQ104)

Consider first the length of the horizontal component. As with thecomposite complex, the average

length of a local interconnect within a datapath complex depends on the precise placement of the

two modulesthe wireconnects. Onceagain, we canuse ak factor (specific to the datapath tiler) to

allow us to convert from anaverage length for a random placement to one fora"good" placement.

Considering first the horizontal component of the interconnect length, we have Lx = LDP/3 for a

random placement and:

*->npLx =k-y (EQ 105)

for a "good" placement.

The length of the datapath, LDP, in turn is given by the sum of the length of the modules within

the complex and the length of the routingchannels separating the modules:

LDP =LR+ X L« (EQ106)
i6 {Blocks}

In this equation the length of the modules within the datapath complex is known and can be read

from a hardware database. The length of the routing channels is not deterministic and must be

estimated.

The total length of the routing channels will dependon the numberof vertical tracks required,

as well as the pitch, Wp, atwhich the wiring will be placed. Since both the inputs and theoutputs

of the modulesmay have to be routed in the channels, the numberof tracks required will be close

to the total number of I/O terminalson all the modules. This may also be read from the hardware

database:

lr =WP X Niot <EQ107>
ie {Modules}
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Combining (EQ 105)-(EQ 107) gives us the average horizontal component of interconnect length

in the datapath complex.

There is also a vertical component to local interconnect in the datapath. In orderto connect the

terminals of two modules in the datapath, the wire must first be routed vertically from the

terminals to the selected feedthrough. The length of the vertical wiring component is given by:

WLy =2k-j2 (EQ108)

where the factor of 2 reflects the fact that vertical routing segments are required at each end of the

wire, and WBs is the width of a datapath bit-slice, which can be ascertained from the hardware

database. Combining Lx and Ly gives usour average interconnect length, L.

Aside from average interconnect length, the other piece of information desired from datapath

analysis is the area, A, of the complex. This information will be used when estimating the area and

average interconnect length of the composite complex at the next level up in the hierarchy. The

areaof the datapath can be approximated as:

A = WDpLDp = NWBSLDp (EQ109)

To review, this section has presented an interconnect analysis strategy for a linear placement

of a datapath complex. The primary results of the analysis are an estimate of the average length of

a local interconnect within the datapath and an estimate of the area of the datapath block. The

calculations were based on raw area data for the primitive modules (e.g. adders, shifters, etc.),

which is stored in a hardware database. A few examples of these primitive datapath area models

will now be described. Note that all dimensions are based on hardware units taken from a 1.2 um

CMOS library. The same characteristic parameters, however, would apply to any library. Only the

parameter values would differ.
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Subtracter

Unlike power, the area of primitive datapath modules is a deterministic function of their

complexity parameters. Thus, the area data can be entered into the hardware database from direct

measurement of layout dimensions. If no layout exists, estimates from past designs orbased on

logic synthesis results can be used instead.

The width and length of asingle bit-slice of the 1.2 umsubtracter used inthis chapter are:

WBS = 38.4u.m (EQ110)

L = 124.2|im (EQ111)

Therefore, the full N-bit subtracter would have dimensions:

W = NWBS (EQ 112)

L = 124.2|nm (EQ113)

Logarithmic Shifter

The logarithmic shifter has dimensions based on two parameters: word length, N, and number

ofstages, riog2(M+l)l, where Mis the maximum shift value possible. The dimensions ofthe 1.2

um shifter are:

WBS = 38.4nm (EQ114)

W = NWBS (EQ115)

L = (66flog2 (M +1) 1) u.m (EQ 116)

Register File

Often, foreground memory such as registers and register files are designed as bit-sliced

modules and, therefore, may be included with other modules within adatapath block. For this type

of module, storage capacity, Nw, and word length, N, are thecomplexity parameters that determine

its dimensions:

WBS - 3SA\im (EQ117)
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W = NWBS (EQ 118)

L = (37.2p.m)N^ (EQ119)

Array Multiplier

Unlike the previous modules, the array multiplier is typically not designed as a bit-sliced unit,

but ratheras an array block (as the name implies). When this is the case, the multiplier will not be

tiled with other datapath modules in a datapath block, but insteadwill be placed individually as an

independent block in some composite complex. Therefore, the required area parameters are just

the total width andlength of the block as a function of the inputwordlengths, N\ and N2:

W = (77A\im)Nl (EQ120)

L = (81.0UJT1)N2 (EQ121)

4.4.7 Memory Blocks

Background memories such as RAM's are similar to array multipliers in that they are stand

alone blocks that are placed within a highercomposite complex. Since the powermodels for

memories already account for internal wiring, interconnect analysis is not required, per se, for

these modules. All that is required is to provide area estimates that can be used by the parent

composite complex when making its own interconnect and area estimates. The complexity

parameters for theRAM are thesame as for theregister file - Nand Nw. The area model for the 1.2

um SRAM used in Section 4.2.3 is:

W = (165 + 30.67V) \im (EQ 122)

L = (217.2+ 10.2NW) [im (EQ 123)

4.4.8 Control Blocks

The final type of block that may occur in acomposite complex is acontrol block. The power

model for these blocks was described in Section 4.3 where it was recognized that the target

implementation type of the controller (e.g. ROM, PLA, random logic) had a large impact onthe
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power consumption. The same is true for thearea of thecontroller. As was thecase for thememory

blocks, it is not necessary to perform aninterconnect analysis on a controller block since internal

wiring is already included in the powermodels when these blocks are characterized. So, once

again, all that is required are areamodels for the three basic classes of controllers.

As with the power models, these area formulas will all depend on the same basic complexity

parameters: the number of inputs to the combinational logic block of the controller (Nj), the

number of outputs (N0), and the numberof min-terms (NM). Since activity does not come into

play, the area models forcontroller blockswill, in general, be morestraightforward thanthe power

models.

ROM-Based Controllers

Referring back to Figure4-31 on page 173,the width of the ROM (measured in the horizontal

direction) is proportional to the number of input bits as well as the number of output bits. The

length of the ROM (measured vertically) is proportional to the number of words stored in the unit,

2N'. Constant overhead terms representing control logic and timing circuitry are also included in

both the width and length terms:

W = W0 + Wfl, + W2N0 (EQ 124)

L = L0 +L,2W' (EQ125)

For the 1.2 um ROM described in Section 4.3.2, thecoefficients have the following values: (W0,

Wh Wj) = (96.6,9.6,21.6) urn and(Lq, Lj) = (150,1.2) um.

PLA-Based Controllers

The form of the PLA expressions is identical to thatof the ROM with one minorexception.

Recall that PLA's, unlike ROM's, do not employ full address decoding. This means that the total

number of rows inthe PLA will be equal not to 2N>, but to the number of min-terms, NM, inthe

minimized two-level logic expressions:
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W = W0 + WlNl+ W2N0 (EQ 126)

L = L0+L,WM (EQ127)

For the 1.2 um PLA of Section 4.3.2, the coefficients have the following values: (W0, Wh W2) =

(69.9,9.6,5.8) um and (L0, Lx) = (94.3,6.2) um.

Random Logic Controllers

As with the power models, the random logic (or standard cell) implementations present the

most difficult area estimation challenges. This is because neither the user-provided complexity

information, nor the behavioral information (i.e. symbolic control table contents) allow us to

determine what logic decomposition andtechnology mapping will be used to implement the FSM

in random logic. Moreover, many standard cell place and route routines are non-deterministic,

adding another degree of difficulty to the problem. The solution proposed here takes the same

statistical modeling approach that was used to build up the ABC capacitance models for the

controller. In other words, the user or library designerproposes an area model that describes how

the standard cell implementation area should vary with changes in the complexity parameters.

Then, during characterization, actual implementationareas areused to extract best-fit coefficients

forthe area model, just as is done forthe capacitance model.

Forexample, a reasonable standard cell area model might be:

A = C0NM +CXN0 +C2N,NM +C3NMNQ +C4NfN^0 (EQ 128)

Inthis expression, there are terms for thenumber of min-terms, CqNm, and thenumber of outputs,

C\N0, which give us a partial measure of wiring and logic complexity in the input and output

planes. There are also terms that track growth in the total number of decomposed (e.g. 2-input)

gates required in the two planes: C2NjNM and C3NMN0. Finally, a third order term C4NjNMN0

reflects the total wiring complexity of the standard cell block. The fit of the model for controllers

synthesized from a 1.2um standard cell library is shownin Figure 4-44.The rmserror forthe data

points in the figure is 8.1 %and the maximum error is 16.2%. The results were gathered for random
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Figure 4-44: Standard cell implementation area vs. model forvarious complexities

control table contents which were minimized withespresso and synthesized with MIS and Lager

IV. Other authors have developed more detailed models for standard cell area estimation, butthey

generally require more information than is available at the architecture level (i.e. prior to state

assignment, logic minimization/decomposition, and technology mapping) [Kur89].

4.4.9 Clock Distribution Network

Aside from data and control signals, interconnect is also used to distribute theclock signal to

synchronous blocks in the chip. Switching the capacitance associated with the clock distribution

network consumes powerand, therefore, interconnect analysis must include an estimate of the

total length of wire used to distribute the clock within each composite complex in the hierarchy.

For this purpose, letus assume the clock distribution network shown in Figure 4-45.

In the figure, Ais the total area of the composite complex and AB is the area occupied by the

NB blocks in the complex. The formulas needed toestimate these areas for a composite complex

were given in Section 4.4.5. Given these values, the figure suggests that the width of the routing
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W.chl
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Figure 4-45 : Sample clockdistribution network in composite complex

channels in the complex is given by:

JA-JA,
(EQ 129)

This can be used to estimate the total length of wiring usedin the clockdistribution network:

Ldk = 2*ctt (JNb-D(Ja +WchjN~B) (EQ 130)

where kclJc is an empirical scaling factorused to relate the distribution strategy assumed in the

model to the actual strategy used by a particular clockrouting tool.

4.4.10 Results

Thepreceding sections havepresented various strategies formodeling areaandinterconnect at

thearchitecture level. This section presents results verifying that these models provide reasonable

results.

As a first example, we will consider the simple microprocessor depicted in Figure 4-46. The
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Figure 4-46 : Microcoded instruction set processor

Block
Actual

(mm2)
Predicted

(mm2)
Error

(%)
Instruction memory 0.16 0.16 0%

Instruction regs 0.05 0.04 -20%

Micro sequencer 0.08 0.14 +75%

Micro store 0.13 0.11 -15%

Data memory 0.25 0.25 0%

Datapath 0.57 0.52 -9%

Wiring/overhead 0.90 0.74 -18%

Total 2.14 1.96 -8%

Table 4-8 : Predicted vs. actual area for simple microprocessor chip

example will be discussed in more detail inChapter 6; for now, we consider only the accuracy of

the area and interconnect models used to analyze this example. Table 4-8 gives the area analysis

for the design, showing that the estimated area is within 8% of the actual area. The estimated areas

ofthe various blocks typically err by less than 20%. The micro sequencer is anotable exception. In



Item Actual Predicted Error

Vertical routing tracks 17 20 +18%

DP length devoted to routing channels 96 um 84 pm -13%

DP length devoted to cells 762 pm 762 pm 0%

Total DP length 858 pm 846 pm -1.4%

Average wire length 237 um 185 pm -22%

Average wire capacitance 39.5 fF 32.6 fF -17%

Table 4-9 : Predicted vs. actual results formicroprocessor datapath
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the architectural description, this unit was defined as three distinct standard cell control blocks,

while in the final implementation they were merged into a single block. This explains the

overestimate and demonstrates the important point that architecture-level estimates are always

subject to limitations imposed by an imperfect knowledge of the final implementation details.

Based on the area estimates, the average interconnect and clock length are estimated at554

pm and 2174 pm.The actual lengths are 595 um and 2796 um, implying estimation errors of -7%

and -22%. Todemonstrate that themodels are valid for other design examples, ahardware divider

(also tobediscussed in Chapter 6)was analyzed as well. The predicted area is4.68 mm2 versus an

actual implementation area of 4.40 mm2 - an error of 6%. The measured interconnect and clock

wire lengths are 858 um and 2124 pm, while the predicted lengths are 856 pm and 2861 um for

errors of-0.2% and 35%, respectively.

Since datapath blocks use a linear (rather than array) placement strategy, their interconnect

models must be verified separately. To this end, Table 4-9 gives themodeling results for the

microprocessor datapath. In this case, the average interconnect capacitance for the datapath is

predicted to within 17% of the actual value.

In general, since the placement and routing strategies for bit-sliced datapaths are fairly well-
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defined and regular, we expect the datapath interconnect models to be more consistently accurate

than the composite models, which may beexpected to work well in some cases butnotas well in

others. Theimportant point demonstrated by these examples isnotthat theinterconnect models are

perfect, but that they behave reasonably for practical design examples.

4.4.11 Interconnect Summary

To review, this section has described the tasks involved in analyzing the interconnect and

clock distribution networks of a chip given its RTL description. The primary objective of

interconnect power analysis reduces to estimating the average length of interconnections in the

design. The approach taken here was hierarchical in order to take advantage of partitioning clues

provided by the designer. This makes wire length estimates more accurate, allowing a distinction

to be made between local and global interconnects. At each level of hierarchy, the length of the

wiresdepended largely on the area of the block being analyzed. Therefore, a large portion of this

sectionwas devoted to developingRT-level area estimation techniques for the different classesof

components in a typical chip.

Once ascertained, the length of the wires in the chip can be used to estimate the power

consumed in driving the interconnect and clock networks. This power depends not only on the

physical capacitance (i.e. length) of the wires, but also on the activity of the signals. The activity

appropriate to each wire can be determined by looking at the driving module. If it is a datapath or

memory block, the DBT activity model can be applied, and if it is a control block, the ABC

activity model can be used. While the interpretation of the DBT and ABC activity parameters has

been discussed in previous sections, no means of deriving these parameters for an actual design

has yet been presented. This topic is the primary focus of final sectionin this chapter.
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4.5 Chip-Level Power Analysis Method
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The previous sections have presented models and methods for analyzing the power

consumption ofthe four basic classes ofcomponents within achip: datapath, memory, control, and

interconnect. This section describes how these module-level techniques can be combined to

achieve power analysis at the chip level. Figure 4-47 shows the sequence ofsteps involved in the

power analysis process. First, the user must provide aregister-transfer level descriptions of the

chip architecture in terms ofboth its structure and its behavior. The structural description is simply

ahierarchical RTL netlist that describes the entities used in the design and how they are

interconnected (see Figure 4-48). The behavioral description tells how the individual modules and
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Figure 4-48 : RT-level structural description of chip

buses work together to achieve the desired functionality.

Given these architectural descriptions, the nextstep is to derive the complexity and activity

parameters that are required by the DBT and ABC power analysis models. Once this is

accomplished, interconnect analysis is performed using areamodels stored in the hardware

database to produce hierarchical estimates of area and average wire length. Finally, the power of

individual modules and buses is analyzed by combining the complexity and activity information

with the appropriate capacitance models and coefficient tables (also stored in the hardware

database).

The area and power analysis phases of this process have already beendescribed in previous

sections of this chapter. It only remains to describe how the complexity and activity parameters,

which arethe inputs to these analyses, can be derived. Section 4.5.1 will describe how to calculate

thenecessary complexity parameters, while Section 4.5.2will focus on activity parameters.
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4.5.1 Complexity Analysis

Intuitively, the complexity of an entity corresponds to its "size". Since the exact complexity

parameters required and the method for calculating them differ depending on whether the entity

falls under the DBT orABCmodels, each type will bedealt with individually.

DBT Complexity Parameters

The DBT model recognizes two types of entities: modules and buses. The most important

complexity parameter, shared by both of these entities, is their word length, N. For example, adata

bus may consist of 32 bits (W=32) or an adder may contain 16 bit-slices (7V=16). Individual

modules may have additional complexity parameters. For instance, the complexity ofaregister file

is described not only by the length of the words it contains, but also by the number of words

stored. Similarly, alogarithmic shifter has acomplexity parameter describing the number ofstages

it contains.

For each module, its associated set ofcomplexity parameter values must be specified by the

user in the structural description of the architecture. Inother words, whenever theuser instantiates

alibrary element, not only must the nets towhich itconnects be enumerated, but also the "size" of

the unit must be specified by assigning values to the complexity parameters associated with the

module. The word length parameters for buses can then be ascertained by looking at the modules

to which they connect.

So the analysis ofDBT complexity parameters consists ofstepping through the various DBT

entities in the structural description ofthe architecture and reading off the values specified by the
user in the argument list of each module.
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ABC Complexity Parameters

Aside from the DBT parameters, we must also consider how to derive the necessary ABC

parameters for the control buses and modules. Since determining the complexity ofcontrol buses

is themost straightforward of thetwo, we will deal with it first.

As in the DBT case, the key complexity parameter for acontrol bus is the number of bits that

it contains since this will, in part, determine how much physical capacitance gets switched during

a control word transition. Recall that in order to maintain a high level of abstraction, all control

signals are specified as enumerated types that assume symbolic, rather than binary, values. For

example, if acontrol bus carries the function input to an ALU, the type of the bus might be defined

as:

ALU.TYPE b {ADD, SUB, SHIFT, CMP} (EQ 131)

The number ofbits required to carry an enumerated data type such as this one isdetermined by

the "size" of the enumerated types involved. For example, if an enumerated type, T, can take on 171

different values then, the word length, N, (in bits) required to represent this signal in abinary

encoding is:

N = |~log2|7l] (EQ132)

For the ALU example, the number of bits required for a control bus of ALUJTYPE is:

N= flog2|ALU_TYPE|l = P°g24l = 2 (ECM33)

This formula assumes abinary encoding of enumerated types. Not all control signals, however, are

encoded in this fashion. For a"one-hot" encoding strategy, the appropriate complexity formula

would simply be N = |7l. Other encoding schemes can also be envisioned. One way to handle

these variations would be to have the user associate an encoding style attribute with each ABC

data type orentity. Alternatively, the complexity analysis routines could simply assume adefault

encoding.
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The complexity parameters for control modules can be calculated by applying a similar

strategy. Recall that two important complexity parameters for these modules are the number of

input bits (including state), Nj, and the number of output bits, N0, associated with the

combinational logic block ofeach controller. The total input and output widths can bedetermined

by computing the width of each of the input and output fields individually and then summing

them. In other words:

Ni= X Nii= X [log2|DNPUT_TYPE.|]
16 {Inputs} is {Inputs}

No = X No( = X pogjOUTPUTTYPEj
ie {Outputs} «e {Outputs}

(EQ 134)

(EQ 135)

The final complexity parameter that is required for ABC combinational logic blocks is the

number of min-terms, NM, in the minimized control table. This parameter is more difficult to

estimate since the amount ofminimization that can be performed depends on the binary encoding

of the control table, which is probably not available at this stage ofdesign. It is more likely that the

control table is specified in terms ofsymbolic values as shown in Figure 4-49. We can approximate

NM, however, by assuming some binary mapping (e.g. random), performing logic minimization,

and using the number ofmin-terms inthe minimized table. Tools fortruth table minimization such

as U. C. Berkeley's espresso are fast, efficient, and readily available [Bra84].
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In summary, the complexityparameters for the DBT and ABC modelscanbe determined from

the structural and behavioral descriptions of the architecture in question. The most important

parameter for both models is word length, and it applies to bothbusand module entities. The ABC

model also requires a min-terms parameter which describes the "size" of the control table after

redundancies have been eliminated. Finally, the user is free to add complexity parameters to

individual modules when appropriate as long as their values are specified when instantiating the

module.

4.5.2 Activity Analysis

Afterdetermining the complexity of an architecture, the next step is to analyze the switching

activity it undergoes. This activity depends on the behavior of the architecture, as well as its

structure, so these two views, which the user must provide, are among the inputs to the activity

analysis process. In general, the activity will also depend on the input vectors (data and

instruction) being applied to the design, so a typical input stream must also be supplied by the

designer.

We can imagine two strategies for deriving the necessaryactivity statistics depending on how

closely tied the behavioral and structural descriptions are. In some cases, the behavioral and

structural views of a design may be fairly independent For instance, when dealing with DSP

applications it is quite common to represent the behavior of an algorithm by a signal flowgraph as

shown in Figure 4-50, which specifies the desired functionality independent of the structural

implementation. In such a case, it might be beneficial to derive the signal activity from this data

structure. This algorithmic activity could then be translated to an architectural activity by a set of

bindings - i.e. a mappingbetween the behavioral and structural representations. Fora one-to-one

mapping of operations to hardwareunits the two activity measures would be identical; however, in

the case of time-multiplexed resources, the activity seen at the inputs to sharedmodules would be

some combination of the flowgraph signal activities.The use of dual representations in the context
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of DSP applications will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

In other contexts, it might be more useful to employ a more tightly coupled and unified

representation for the architecture. In this case it is not necessary to derive the activity statistics

from the behavioral description first, and then map them to the structure. Instead, the required

activity parameters can be derived from a direct simulation of the architecture as a whole. For

instance, the chip might be represented byasimulatable VHDL description with both astructural

and abehavioral component. This strategy will be developed more fully in Chapter 6.

Regardless of the representation, two sets of parameters must be derived. These parameters

are the DBT activity parameters used to analyze datapath power consumption and the ABC

parameters used to predict control path power consumption. Strategies for generating both sets of

parameters will be discussed in the following two sections.

DBT Activity Parameters

The activity parameters for the Dual Bit Type model are word-level statistics that help to

determine the relative activities ofthe UWN and sign regions ofdatapath modules and buses. In

particular, these statistics include: mean (p), variance (o2), correlation (p), and sign transition
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probabilities.We can consider several possible techniques for deriving these parameters including

statistics propagation, transfer function evaluation, and functional simulation. We will see that the

first two techniques are useful for aspecific class of applications, but are of limited general

applicability. In contrast, functional simulation will be shown to be a general and efficient

technique for deriving activity statistics.

Reminiscent of gate-level methodologies, we first consider a propagation approach.

Specifically, given the statistics of the inputs to an operation, we calculate the statistics of its

outputs. At the gate level, the appropriate statistics were bit-level signal and transition

probabilities. At the architecture level, however, these are replaced with the word-level statistics

enumerated above. As with the gate level, propagation is only practical if the allowed set of

operations is restricted. For example, in DSP applications two common operations are additions

and constant multiplications.

Figure 4-51a-b present the appropriate propagation equations for these two key operations,

where p^ is the correlation between successive samples of data stream X. As atthe gate level, the

issue of reconvergent fan-out tends to complicate matters by introducing correlations between

module inputs, which are not handled by these equations. We can, however, overcome this

difficulty by abstracting techniques similar to thoseapplied at the gate level. Onesuchtechnique is

the Correlation Coefficient Method in which pair-wise signal correlations are stored and used to

improve the accuracy of probability calculations, while higher order correlations are ignored

[Erc89]. Applied to the RT level, the revised propagation equations for the adder are given by

Figure 4-5lc. The issue of feedback is moredifficult but can be addressed by approximating the

portion of the flowgraph containing feedback by an equivalent non-recursivestructure [Lan93].

Still, handling reconvergent fan-out and feedback by these propagation techniques introduces

several approximations into the statisticscalculation. These approximations can be avoided if the

exact transfer function, H(z), from the primary inputs to each internal node in the flowgraph is
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Figure 4-51: Activity propagation through typical DSP operations

known. Since these transfer functions account for all reconvergent fan-out and feedback

structures, no approximations are involved. Given these transfer functions, evaluation of the

desired statistics reduces to aseries of numerical integrations:

P = //(0)p/fl

c2 =̂ f l"O'co)|2Sin0co)d©

P =

ij" |//0'co)|25l./I0'to)cos((B)rfa)

(EQ 136)

(EQ 137)

(EQ 138)

where Sin(j(o) isthe power spectrum ofthe primary input to the flowgraph.

The problem then reduces to one of generating the necessary symbolic transfer functions,

H(z), from the primary input to each node in the flowgraph. This can be accomplished by

representing the flowgraph as asetof network equations inmatrix form:
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[A +r-lB]h = U (EQ139)

where h isavector of nodal transfer functions, U is avector of input sources, and A and B are

matrices ofconstant coefficients describing the topology of the flowgraph in question. The transfer

functions can be found by solving for the symbolic matrix inverse, [A +z-'B] -». Techniques to

solve this set of symbolic equations are readily available in the literature [Bel75][Kad81],

Both parameter propagation and transfer function evaluation have several limitations. First,

both techniques produce mean, variance, and correlation statistics, butdo notdirectly provide the

sign transition probabilities which are also required for DBT power analysis. These probabilities

can bederived indirectly, however, by assuming adistribution for the signals involved. Noting that

many typical DSP signals are closely approximated by Gaussian processes, the multivariate

normal distribution is perhaps thebestchoice for adistribution. Unfortunately, calculating the sign

transition probabilities for a two-input module requires the evaluation of a quadrivariate (i.e.

fourth-order) normal distribution function. While approximate techniques for evaluating such

distribution functions have beendeveloped, they are often relatively expensive [Gup63]. Another

disadvantage of the propagation andtransfer function approaches is that they both apply to a very

restricted set of applications. Specifically, DSP applications - and even more specifically, linear

time-invariant (LTI) DSP applications.

Functional simulation provides a more widely applicable strategy for deriving DBT activity

parameters. Given a set of typical input vectors (dataand instruction) for the chip, the design is

simulated at the functional (orRT level). During this simulation, the required statistics, including

sign transition probabilities, areaccumulated directly. Actually, we can achieveeven faster activity

analysis by using behavioral, rather than functional, simulation and subsequently mapping the

behavioral activities to the physical structure. This approach will be described more fully in

Chapter 5, but hasthe disadvantage thatwe losecertain timing information thatmay affect power

consumption. Therefore, functional or RT-level simulation is, in general, the more desirable
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approach.

As at the gate level, the drawback of simulation is that it must be carried out over a long

enough sequence of data samples to allow the statistics to converge to their true values. This

allows reconvergent fan-out and feedback to exert their influence on the activity of the design. The

exact number of simulation cycles required depends on the particular design being analyzed;

however, it is possible to monitor the activity statistics for convergence and then to terminate the

simulation once the desired confidence interval is reached. This approachwas developed in detail

by Van Oostende in [Van92]. He states that most designs require much less than 100 cycles to

adequately converge. Since functional simulation is much faster than gate-level simulation, run

time is not an important concern and is typically on the orderof secondsor minutes. The relative

speed stems from the significant reduction in the numberof components at the architecture level,

as well as the move from bit-level to word-level computations.

The output of the simulation process is a set of activity parameters that can be fed into the

DBT power analysis models. The mean, variance, correlation, and sign transition probabilities

allow the tool to compute the average capacitance switched during a single invocation of each

module. Anotheroutputof the simulation process is acountof the numberof times each moduleis

accessed. In general, this amounts to keeping track of the number of data and control transitions,

NDT and Ncj, at the inputs of each module. For asynchronous system, this access count may be

less than orequal to the number of clock cycles simulated; or, in the presence of block-level

glitching, it may actually be higher.

All of these activities are specific to the data and instruction input vectors that were supplied

by the user. In this way, the designer can characterize how much power his architecture consumes

for various data and instruction streams. Such a characterization might prove useful at the

algorithm level in designing "low-power" software that consumes the least amount ofpower while

achieving adesired functionality on a givenprocessor.
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To summarize, activity propagation, symbolic transfer function evaluation, and functional

simulation are all techniques that can be used to derive the activity statistics required for DBT

power analysis. The propagation and transfer function strategies are most applicable to the domain

ofDSP applications, while functional simulation is ageneral scheme that can be used on any target

architecture. The widespread applicability and efficiency of functional simulation make it the most

useful technique for deriving DBT activity parameters in the vast majority ofcases.

ABC Activity Parameters

We must also consider techniques for deriving the activity of the control signals and the logic

which generates them. The activity of a control word (which may take on symbolic values) is

described bythree parameters: the number oftransitions itmakes during the simulation (NCT) and

the average signal and transition probabilities (a, P) for the control bits during a single symbol

transition. While only these parameters are required when analyzing interconnect power

consumption, the ABC model for controller blocks requires two sets of activity parameters: one

for inputs andone for outputs. In particular, we need to know the number of number of transitions

the input word tothe control module makes (again, NCT), as well as the input activities (ay, Pj) and

output activities (a0, P0) associated with each controller module. Similarto the datapath case, this

activityinformation canbe derived by either activity propagation or simulation.

First, consider activity propagation asa means of deriving ABC activity statistics. Since the

control tables can be viewed as a sum-of-products boolean logic network, activity propagation

through a controller is identical to the gate-level probability propagation problem dealt with in

Chapter 3.The solutions suggested in that chapter, therefore, can be applied equally well to this

problem. This propagation requires a binary mapping of all control signals and experiences the

samedifficulties in handling correlated signals due to reconvergent fan-out and feedback. So, as in

the DBT case, it is in most cases best to rely on functional simulation as a means of deriving

activity statistics. The following discussion will address simulation-based activityderivation for
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control buses and then extend the concepts to cover controller modules.

Power consumption on control wires is triggered by transitions of the control signals.

Therefore, during functional simulation we must monitor the control transition count, NCT, for

each control word. We must also monitor two other ABC activity parameters. The first is the signal

probability, P. This is the probability that a bit in the binary representation of the control word is

one. If a binary encoding for the control signals is provided by the user, then this probability can

be computedexactly; however, if symbolic valuesare used, as is likely the case,we must estimate

the signal probability. If we assume a random encoding, the probability shouldbe approximately

one-half, P = 1/2. The next activity parameter is the transition activity, a. This is the average

fraction of bits in the binary representation that toggle whenthe control wordtransitions from one

value to another. Again, if binary values are not provided, we can assume that during an average

transition half of the bits will toggle, a = 1/2.

These strategies can be extended to handle activity derivation for controller modules. For this

case, there are two important sets of (a, P) activity parameters: one for inputs and one for outputs.

The input and output words may consist of several individual signals bundled together. In order to

come upwith an overall activity for the controller, the individual activities of these signals must be

combined in some manner. For example, atransition of the controller input word is defined to

occurwhen anyof the component inputsignals transition, sincethis will initiate a re-evaluation of

the combinational logic block. Using this rule, NCT for the module can be accumulated during

functional simulation. Each input transition should also trigger an update ofthe two other pairs of

activity parameters: (a7, Pj) and (o^, P0). Ifwe assume arandom encoding, we again expect half

of the input and output bits to be one, so P, = P0= 1/2. As for the transition activities, the

following expressions apply:
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where / refers to the individual enumerated-type signals that make up the input and output words.

The input activity equation, (EQ 140), can be explained as follows: hiL is the number of bits that

switch onaverage when input i makes atransition. This is then weighted by the total number of

transitions that input i makes, NCT_, to yield the number of bits within input / that toggle over the

entire simulation. This is then summed across all of theindividual inputs to yield the total number

of bits that switch in the full input word during the simulation. Dividing this by the number of

controller inputtransitions, NCT, and the total number of inputbits, Nj, results in the fraction of

input bits that toggle during a typical input transition - that is, a7. (EQ 141) is subject to a similar

interpretation.

To review, the ABC activity parameters can be derived using functional simulation of chip

behavior at the same time that the DBT parameters are being accumulated. The ABC activity

parameters depend on the encoding of the control words as binary values. If the user specifies the

actual mapping, then simulated activities will be quite accurate; however, more likely the user will

specify abstract symbolic types for the control signals and state machine control tables. In this

case, a random assignment can be assumed in order to allow estimates of the control signal

activities to be formed. The ABC activity parameters include a count of the control word

transitions that occur during the simulation period, as well as the average signal and transition

probabilities for the bits forming the control words.

4.5.3 Chip-Level Summary

This section has focused on strategies for deriving the parameters required by the DBT and

ABC power analysismodels. These include complexity parameters, as well as activity parameters.

A structural description of the chip in RTL format is required to ascertain the complexity (e.g.

word length, storage capacity, etc.) of the DBT components. A behavioral description of the
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design is also required and provides information necessary to extract the complexity of the control

path, as well as the activity of the entire chip - datapath, memory, control, and interconnect.

4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced a comprehensive collection of techniques for analyzing the power

consumption of chips at the architecture or RT level of abstraction. Specific strategies for

analyzing the powerof the fourmain classes of chip components: datapath, memory, control, and

interconnect were described. For the first two classes, a new model called the Dual Bit Type (or

DBT) model was developed and was demonstrated to provide excellent results, with power

estimates typically within 10-15% of results from switch-level simulations. As shown in Chapter

3, previous attempts at architectural poweranalysis have been less accurate with error rates

approaching 100% in some cases. This can beattributed primarily to weaknesses in the waythese

tools model circuit activity. The DBT model achieves itshigh accuracy by carefully modeling both

physical capacitance and circuit activity. The key concept behind the technique is to model the

activity of the most significant (sign) bits and least significant (UWN) bits separately.

The DBT model applies only to parts of the chip that manipulate data. A separate model was

introduced to handle power estimation for control logic and signals. This model is called the

Activity-Based Control (ABC) model, and as the name implies, it too improves upon

contemporary techniques by accurately reflecting the effect of activity on control path power

consumption. The method relies on the observation that although the implementation style ofthe

controller (e.g. ROM, PLA, random logic, etc.) can heavily impact the power consumption, it is

still possible to identify anumber of fundamental parameters that influence the power

consumption regardless of the implementation method. These parameters can be classified as

either complexity or activity parameters. Using these target-independent parameters, the library

designer is free to choose acapacitance model specific to the target implementation style. The

flexibility and accuracy of the modeling technique was demonstrated for ROM, PLA, and random
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logic based controllers. The random logic controller was the most difficult to model

deterministically, but the ABCmodel was still able to provide results with an rms error of only

15% relative to switch-level estimates.

In a chip, datapath, memory, and control blocks are joined together by an interconnect

network. The wires comprising the network have capacitance associated with them and, therefore,

driving data and control signals across this network consumes power. The precise amount of

power consumed depends on the activity of the signals being transferred, as well as the physical

capacitance of the wires. The DBT and ABC models provide the activity information for control

and data buses, but the physical capacitance depends on the average length of the wires in each

part of the design hierarchy. This chapter presented a strategy foraverage wire length estimation

that relied on obtaining good estimates of chip area. The area estimation problem was tackled for

four types of blocks: datapath, memory, control, and composite. The estimation process was

defined hierarchically, allowing the analysis to make use of partitioning hints provided by the

designer in his structural chip specificatioa

To a large extent, the accuracy of all the component models presented in this chapter depends

heavily on how accurately the complexity and activity parameters of the chip can be estimated.

The final section of this chapter dealt with this issue, proposing the use of RT-level functional

simulation toderive required activity parameters. Other techniques such as parameter propagation

and transfer function evaluation were also discussed, but were shown to have several drawbacks

including difficulty handling correlations due to reconvergent fan-out and feedback. Moreover,

they were applicable primarily to a small subset of algorithms and architectures (e.g. DSP),

whereas the application domain of the functional simulation strategy is basically unlimited.

This chapter has introduced many concepts that we feel represent significant advances in the

state of the art in power analysis. As yet, however, these concepts have only been presented in a

fairly abstract context. No unified power analysis tool that implements these various models has
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been described. Until the accuracy and utility of such atool is proven, the ideas presented here are

of more theoretical than practical interest. The next several chapters will remedy this situation. In

particular, Chapter 5 will present a first implementation of an architectural power analysis tool

called SPADE, which uses several of the strategies developed in this chapter. The intended

application domain for SPADE is DSP systems. A more general power analysis tool called SPA

will be described in Chapter 6. SPA provides a full implementation of all the power analysis

models presented in this chapter. Finally, Chapter 7 will describe how architectural and higher-

level power analysis tools can be used to facilitate acoherent methodology for low-power design.

The chapter will introduce the notion of algorithmic power estimation and will provide acase

study that demonstrates the large power savings that are made possible byCAD-assisted design

space exploration.



CHAPTER 5

SPADE: A Stochastic Power

Analyzer with DSP Emphasis

The first implementation of anarchitectural power analysis tool to be discussed is SPADE - a

Stochastic Power Analyzer with DSP Emphasis. Asthe name implies, SPADE istargeted towards

DSP applications, within this domain, SPADE implements several of the power models described

inthe previous chapter. The purpose of this chapter is todiscuss implementation details of SPADE

that differ from what has been discussed so far, as well as to demonstrate how architectural power

analysis can be applied to real-world design problems.

The organization of the chapter isas follows. Section 5.1 will describe the HYPER high-level

synthesis environment inwhich SPADE resides. With this background, Section 5.2 will go on to

describe how SPADE performs architectural power analysis. This section is divided into

subsections on datapath, memory, control, and interconnect, and for each class of component it

will describe how the analysis models used by SPADE differ from the models of Chapter 4.

Finally, Section 5.3 will present the results of applying SPADE to several practical designs of

varying complexity. This section will demonstrate the accuracy SPADE provides bycomparing its

results to switch-level simulations of laid-out and extracted chips. It will also show how SPADE

231
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can beused to evaluate the efficacy of power optimization strategies that cannot be analyzed with

existing architectural power analysis tools.

5.1 The HYPER Environment

SPADE resides in the HYPER environment - ahigh-level synthesis framework targeted at

datapath-intensive DSP applications. This includes applications ranging from filtering and

compression for speech and video to equalization and coding for telecommunications. Such

algorithms are typically implemented on clusters of heavily-pipelined datapaths with execution

directedby a relatively simple controller.

As an example, Figure 5-1 shows the computational structure for aViterbi processor, which

might be used in speech recognition applications [Rab91]. This algorithm embodies the

aforementioned characteristics, requiring alarge amount ofcomputation that is applied in avery

regular way. Therefore, implementation ofthe Viterbi typically consists ofacomplex datapath, but

a very simple controller. The designer of this processor might consider several different

implementation platforms, ranging from ahighly time-multiplexed, Von Neumann architecture to

a concurrent, pipelined processor. In the end, the complexity of the algorithm coupled with the

real-time requirements result inafairly high throughput constraint, and this precludes asignificant

degree of resource sharing. The opposite extreme, consisting of fully pipelined and dedicated

hardware, while meeting the real-time requirements, might not represent the optimum

implementation in terms of silicon real-estate (cost). Unfortunately, the vastness of the global

design space and time-to-market considerations often prohibit the designer from seeking out the

optimum middle-ground solution.

This is precisely the motivation for the HYPER high-level synthesis system. HYPER

automates the task of design space exploration, allowing the user to rapidly synthesize several

distinct algorithmic and architectural alternatives, and then to select the optimal solution. In order
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to achieve this objective, HYPER relies on several layers of tools.

Figure 5-2 contains an overview of the HYPER design environment. Initially, the user

specifies their algorithm in the Silage high-level, applicative language [Hil85]. At this point, the

user has access to several classes of tools:

♦ Parsing: Takes in Silage in textual format and produces an internal data structure known

as the Control-Data Flow Graph (CDFG).

• Simulation: Verifies functionality of CDFG through behavioral simulation. May be
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Figure 5-2 : Overview of HYPER environment (from [Rab91])

applied at any stage in the design flow.

♦ Module Selection: Selects an appropriate hardware library element to implement each

operation based on area, timing, and power constraints. This is the first step in defining

the processor architecture.

• Transformations: Provides a library of behavioral and structural manipulation routines

targeted at improving various cost factors such as area, speed, and power. This library
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includes retiming, pipelining, and loop unrolling, as well as many algebraic transforma

tions such ascommutativity, distributivity, and associativity.

• Estimation: Derives minimum and maximum hardware resource bounds and provides

approximate area, delay, and power values for the current flowgraph. These estimates

are based on algorithmic rather than architectural considerations.

• Allocation, Assignment, and Scheduling: Given a minimal resource allocation as a start

ing point, iteratively converges to a fully-specified architecture in which each operation

is assigned to a particularhardware unit and time slot

• Hardware Mapping: Generates a finite state machine to control the datapath and emits a

description of the architecture in a format suitable for silicon compilation or for archi

tectural power analysis using SPADE.

• Architectural Power Analysis: Using SPADE, estimates power that the givenalgorithm

will consume when executed by the candidate architecture.

The precise ordering of these tasks willaffect the final implementation. The HYPER paradigm

calls for an exploratory approach to the design problem. At each stage, estimations are used to

determine the placement of thecurrent implementation in the ATPdesign space. Theseestimations

provide clues to the designer regarding bottlenecks of the current solution. Using thesehints, the

designer can select from a number of basic moves or transformations in order to incrementally

improve the solution. So while the designer is free to manually guide the selection of a final

architecture, the time-consuming transformation and estimation tasks are automated. For more

information about the HYPER system, the reader is referred to the following references:

[Rab91][Rab93][Pot93].

Figure 5-3 shows the graphical user interface for HYPER in themidst of performing power

analysis using SPADE. In the figure, the main text window lists power estimates produced by

SPADE. Bar charts are also produced summarizing the information graphically and giving a

breakdown of average capacitance switched per sample by hardware class (e.g. Exu, Control,
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Figure 5-3 : Graphical user interface for HYPER and SPADE
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Memory, etc.) and by cell type (e.g. adder, shifter, SRAM, etc.). In addition, SPADE generates a

profile of power consumption versus time for each cell inthedesign. The remainder of this chapter

discusses the inner workings of SPADE and the results that it can achieve.

5.2 Architectural Power Analysis using SPADE

After completing the hardware mapping step, the user will have two complementary

descriptions of his target application: behavioral and structural. At this stage, the designer is able

to invoke SPADE in order to ascertain the power that will be consumed when the candidate

architecture executes the algorithmic behavior. SPADE is anRT-level poweranalysis toolbased on

the techniques of Chapter 4. Recall thatthe models introduced there require two types of input

parameters: complexity and activity. The complexity parameters are available in a fairly

straightforward manner from the structural description, however, the activity parameters must be

derived from an analysis of the combined behavior andstructure making up the architecture.

There are two ways of accomplishing this analysis. The first is to simulate the architecture

itself(functional simulation) while gathering thenecessary busand module activities directiy. The

advantage of this is that it captures timing information suchas time-multiplexing of signals and

block-level glitching, which might affect power consumption. The second alternative is to

simulate the algorithm alone (behavioral simulation) and then to derive the physical bus activities

from thealgorithmic signal activities. The advantage of thisapproach is that behavioral simulation

is even faster than functional simulation. The disadvantage is that we lose valuable timing

information that, in general, is difficult to recover.

So for mostcases, functional simulation of the architecture is the more desirable approach.

Indeed, this was the strategy chosen for the generic architectural poweranalysis tool SPA, which

will be described in the next chapter. The class of architectures and algorithms covered by

HYPER, however, is restricted and well-defined enough to allow some of the timing information
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to be reconstructed given only the results of a behavioral simulation and a set of behavioral/

structural bindings. Therefore, SPADE opts for this faster, though less general technique as will be

detailed in the following sections.

5.2.1 Activity Analysis

There are two important categories of activity. The first is the activity associated with the

hardware modules, while the second is the interconnect orbus activity. These two components are

actually closelyrelated sincethe modules taketheir inputs from buses (global or local). Therefore,

by examining the statistics of the bus data, SPADE can determine both the module and

interconnect activity.

Since the edges of the behavioral flowgraph (CDFG) correspond to signals, it might appear

that the behavioral view provides all necessary data statistics. This is not the case, however, since

we are interested in bus statistics and the CDFG edges do not correspond to physical buses. In

reality, we must consider both the behavioral and the structural views simultaneously in order to

determine bus statistics. This process requires two steps. In the first step, simulation of the CDFG

provides flowgraph signal statistics for a given set of input vectors. Next, scheduling and

assignment information can beused to map the flowgraph signals onto the physical buses. This

two-step process results in the desired bus statistics.

The distinction between flowgraph signals and bus signals is illustrated by Figure 5-4. Since

more than one CDFG operation may be bound to the same hardware module, the inputs seen by

the module will be atime-multiplexed version of the flowgraph signals. Inother words, at each

clock cycle during a sample period, a different signal from the CDFG might be active on a

physical bus. The behavioral simulation of the CDFG provides the statistics of the CDFG signals,

which give us the statistics of the buses, registers, and memories, at each clock cycle. So instead of

having asingle set of bus statistics averaged over the entire simulation period, we have awhole

sequence of statistics for eachbus.The impactof this on the DBT model will be discussed in the
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5.2.2 Datapath and Memory

After deriving the activity parameters required by the DBT model, SPADE then proceeds to

evaluate the powerconsumed by the datapath and memory elements. It does this by stepping

through each of the architectural entities and applying theDBT power analysis method.

The methodis similar to that described in Chapter 4. That discussion, however, assumed that

the activityof a bus or module is described by one set of aggregate statistics - mean, variance,

correlation, andsign transition probabilities - thatapplies over the entiresimulation lifetime. Since

these statistics determine the location of the model breakpoints, a single set of "average"

breakpoint locations were used to determine regional decompositions at allpoints in time.

In SPADE, however, the (possibly varying) statistics of a databusareknown on a clock cycle

by clock cycle basis. Thismeans thata single databusundergoing a transition mayhavedifferent
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Figure 5-5 : The effect of non-stationary statistics on the DBT model

Transition

Templates
Capacitive Coefficients

UU Qro

SS ctt c- c- c__

Transition

Templates
Capacitive

Coefficients

US cu+ c„.

SU c+u C-B

(a) Original coefficients (b) Additional non-stationary coefficients

Table 5-1: Capacitive coefficients for one-input modules with non-stationary statistics

breakpoints atclock cycle / than it did at /-l as illustrated by Figure 5-5a. The result is atransition

template withpossibly three regions: a sign region, a UWN region, and ahybrid region in which

bits may transition from a UWN value to a sign value or vice-versa. This, in turn, means more

transition ID's and, consequently, more capacitive coefficients to cover the new transition

possibilities. Table 5-1 shows the full setof capacitive coefficients used by SPADE to characterize

buses or one-input modules.



Transition

Templates

Capacitive
Coefficient

Counts

UU/UU 1

UU/SS 4

SS/UU 4

SS/SS/SS 64

Transition

Templates

Capacitive
Coefficient

Counts

UU/US 2

uu/su 2

us/uu 2

su/uu 2

us/su 4

su/us 4

us/us/xs 8

su/su/sx 8

us/ss/xs 16

su/ss/sx 16

ss/us/xs 16

ss/su/sx 16

(a) Original coefficients (b) Additional non-stationary coefficients

Table 5-2 :Capacitive coefficient for two-input modules with non-stationary statistics
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Consider the effect of this extension on the regional decomposition of atwo-input module. As

Figure 5-5b demonstrates, the new input breakpoints can add as many as two additional regions to

the module. So instead ofamaximum ofthree regions, amodule with misaligned breakpoints may

now have upto five regions. Again, this introduces new transition ID possibilities, and the number

of capacitive coefficients required for two-input modules expands as shown inTable 5-2.

This discussion describes how SPADE handles the case of two signals multiplexed onto the

same bus over two successive clock cycles. Additional multiplexing during subsequent clock

cycles can behandled without any additional coefficients by applying this strategy onacycle-by-
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cycle basis foreachclock cycle in anaverage sample period.

Aside from these distinctions, datapath power analysis under SPADE follows the methodology

described in Chapter 4.

5.2.3 Control Path

HYPER relies on a fixed and well-defined control model. The sequence of states for an

implementation is generated by a central global controller whichbroadcasts the current state to all

processors in the system. Control signals for each processor cluster are then generated locally

based on these global state lines. This distributed configuration is illustrated byFigure 5-6. The

fact that HYPER is targeted towards a fixed application domain and employs a fixed hardware

model for the control path simplifies the power analysis task. In particular, the full-blown ABC

model isunnecessary; instead, astatistical modeling approached based onapriori characterization

of a number of representative benchmarks works well in this situation.

The model (developed byMehra) relates the power consumed byseveral previously designed

controllers to parameters such as the number of states in the finite state machine (FSM) and its
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Figure 5-7 : Predicted controller capacitance vs. switch-level simulation (after [Meh94])

output control signal activity [Meh94]. For the global FSM, Mehra found that the effective

capacitance follows the model:

'FSM = ON,,a,« +P (EQ 142)

Likewise, thecapacitance switched by the local controllers was found to be expressed by:

CLc = Po +Pi*,„„ +PA»««+ hBf (EQ 143)

where Ntrans is the number oftransitions on the control signals. The bus factor, Bp is the ratio of

the total number of point-to-point connections in the flowgraph to the number of physical buses -

inother words, Bfisan estimate of the number ofaccesses per bus.

The coefficients for both models were extracted from asetof 46 benchmarks representing a

wide cross-section of DSP applications. The resulting aggregate model is depicted in Figure 5-7.

The average and maximum modeling errors for the benchmark set are 12% and 41%, respectively.

5.2.4 Interconnect

The physical capacitance of interconnect can be determined from the structural information

produced by the hardware mapper. Since SPADE operates before placement and routing of the
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chip, however, estimates of interconnectcapacitance must be used in placeof actual values. Since

interconnect length is related to chip area as discussed in Chapter 4, area estimates can be used to

approximate wire lengths:

l-4 (EQ144)

In Chapter 4, the proportionality constant, k, was said to be approximately equal to 3/5. If desired,

k canbe customized for HYPER, by fitting it to the results of several benchmarkexamples.

The fairly strict floorplanning model (see Figure 5-8) employed by HYPER, makes the task of

estimating area relatively straightforward. Mehra proposed the following empirical model

[Meh94]:

A = a{ +OjA^ + <X2Nbi(sNbusAact (EQ 145)

where Aact is the total active area of the chip (read from the hardware database), Nbits is the

average word length of the buses, and Nbus is the number of buses. The second term in the
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equation accounts forthe area of the processing elements, while the third term account forthe area

of the bus channel. In this term, NbitsNbus is proportional to the width of the routing channel, and

Aact isproportional to the length ofthe channel. The length isproportional toA^ because HYPER

uses a linear floorplanning strategy in which additional processing clusters add directly to the

length of the design. The correlation of the actual implementation area to the predicted area is

shown inFigure 5-9. The average and worst-case errors are 17% and 44%, respectively. Ofcourse,

if the routed chip isavailable, back-annotated capacitances could be used in place ofestimates.

5.3 Results

The previous sections have described the environment and operation ofSPADE. The purpose

of this section is to demonstrate the usefulness and accuracy of the proposed approach on some

realistic examples. In particular, the first goal will be to verify that SPADE and the power analysis

models ofChapter 4 provide accurate results. This will be accomplished bycomparing the power
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figures from SPADE to switch-level simulations ofextracted chip layouts. In addition, this section

will show how SPADE can be used not merely to provide back-end verification of power

consumption, but also to optimize architectures for low power. Finally, the examples will

demonstrate how SPADE can facilitate the development ofnew techniques for low-power design.

The remainder of the section is divided into three parts. Each part demonstrates a distinct

application of SPADE. For instance, the first example shows how SPADE can be used as a pure

analysis tool and will demonstrate accuracy close to that of switch-level tools. The second

example focuses on theuseof SPADE asan architectural exploration and optimization tool, taking

a design through several revisions to reach the desired low-power solution. Finally, the third

example indicates how SPADE can aid researchers and designers alike in the development of new

low-power design techniques suchasthosedescribed in Chapter 2.

5.3.1 Analysis Example

In this example, we will analyze the power consumed by a noise cancellation chip. The chip

uses an adaptive least mean squares (LMS) algorithm. Such a chip would be used in voice

communications for situations where interference due to background noise greatly hinders speech

intelligibility. For example, the voiceof a pilot communicating withthe control towercan oftenbe

overpowered by the background noise from the aircraft engines. In this situation, noise

cancellation techniques are critical to reduce interference from background noise and increase

overall speech intelligibility.

A diagram depicting theLMS noise cancellation scheme is given in Figure 5-10. The chip

requires twosignals as input. The primary input is simply thenoisy speech signal, which mightbe

acquired by amicrophone suspended near the pilot's mouth. The second is known as the reference

noise input and is a sample of the ambient noise source (i.e. the background engine noise). The

noisy speech signal is the superposition of clean speech with a version of the reference noise that

has been filtered by some channel representing the effects of signal absorption, reflection, phase
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reversal, etc. as the noise signal travels from the reference source to the primary input location.

The noise canceller operates by adapting an internal channel filter to match as closely as possible

the physical noise channel. The reference noise can then be filtered through this channel and

subtracted out from the corrupted speech to produce clean speech. For further information on

noise cancellation schemes the reader is referred to an excellent overview provided by Widrow

[Wid75].

The noise canceller provides agood test of SPADE since it requires operations that are

representative of awide range of DSP applications. First, the chip contains achannel filter and,

therefore, must employ adders, multipliers, and memory elements. Also, the chip must adapt the

coefficients ofthis filter to match the noise channel. This adaptation loop requires control logic and

also makes the algorithm non-linear. As aresult, this example fully exercises the SPADE power
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analysis models and provides ameaningful verification of their accuracy.

In order to apply SPADE, we must first synthesize acandidate architecture using HYPER. A

Silage description of the algorithm is the input to the HYPER system. The application also

requires audio inputs, which must be provided by the userto SPADE so that it can estimate the

impact of input statistics on power consumption. For this example, speech and noise inputs

sampled at 8 KHz were supplied to SPADE. This sampling rate also represents the real-time

throughput requirements of the chip.

The estimation features of HYPER indicatethat at a standard 5V supply, the critical path of

the algorithm is only 468 ns while the sampleperiod is 125 us. This suggests that the performance

of an implementation at 5V would be wasted. This performance can instead be traded for lower

power by reducing the supply voltage. Assuming we are designing this chip as partof a portable

system, it might be wise to selecta standard battery voltage (such as 1.5 V) asthe new Vdd. At this

voltage, the critical path grows to 2.83 u.s. This is still much less than the available time, but

remember that the critical path is the minimum time in which the algorithm can possibly be

executed. To actually achieve this performance often requires the use of extensive hardware

resources (i.e. parallelism). Since we only needto meet the 125 u.s throughput constraint, however,

we cansave area by time multiplexingoperations ontoa minimalset of units - in this case,a single

multiplier, adder, and subtracter as illustrated in Figure 5-11. When this is done the algorithm

requires 41 clock cycles to sequentiallyexecute all operations. This implies a clock period of

around 3 u,s.

The results of invokingSPADE to analyze the power consumption forthis architecture (given

speech and reference noise inputs) are showninTable 5-12. The average capacitance switched per

sample is 3372 pF. This can be converted to an average power of 60.7 u,W by multiplying with the

square of the supply voltage and dividing by the sample period. As mightbe expected, mostof the

power (43.7%) is consumed by the execution units - primarily, the multiplier. The control logic,
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3.07 mm

Figure 5-13 : Implementation of LMS noise canceller in 1.2pm technology

interconnect, and register files are the next most significant components, each comprising 15-20%

of the overall power budget. Results such as these are extremely useful as feedback to the

designer, indicating to which portions of the design he should devote the greatest optimization

efforts.

In order to verify that these results are accurate, the noise canceller was mapped down to a

layout, extracted, and simulated using the switch-level tool IRSIM-CAP (discussed in Chapter 2).

The chip plot for the noise canceller is shown in Figure 5-13. Figure 5-14 shows a comparison of

the switch-level results to the predictions obtained using SPADE. Each entry in the bar chart

represents speech and noise inputs with differing statistics. In general, increasing indices

correspond to input streams with increasing signal power (i.e. variance). The average error is only

4.5% and all SPADE estimates are witliin 16% of switch-level measurements. For reierence, the

power predicted by the uniform white noise model is also included in the figure. Since this model

ignores signal statistics, it predicts the same power consumption for all data streams and errs by
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21-169% in its estimates.

SPADE's accuracy iseven more impressive when we consider the relative speed ofRT- versus

switch-level power analysis. The HYPER front-end required one minute on a Sun SPARCstation

10 to synthesize the target architecture. From this point, SPADE took 40 seconds to predict the

power consumption. Generating a layout and extracting a circuit simulation file, however, required

24 minutes and switch-level simulation for 64 samples another 67 minutes. This means that by

using an architecture-level tool such as SPADE, designers can obtain power estimates 56xfaster

while sacrificing only 16% in accuracy. This facilitates thorough design space exploration in a

reasonable amount of time. An example of how SPADE can be applied to this exploration and

optimization process will now be described.
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5.3.2 Optimization Example

SPADE allows the designer to efficiently explore the design space, searching for low-power

solutions. This example will demonstrate a design flow that employs SPADE to minimize the

powerconsumedby a Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF) [Jay84]. A quadrature mirror filter takes an

input signal and splits it into two bands: a low-pass band, //^((o), and a high-pass band, ///#>(©),

as shown in Figure 5-15. QMF filters are often used in sub-band coding algorithms. Sub-band

coders split the frequency band into several sub-bands. Each of these sub-bands is then coded

independently taking advantage of the individual properties of each bandto achievethe highest

possible level of compression. At the receiver, the sub-bands are decoded and summed to produce

the output signal. QMF filters areoften used in sub-band codersbecause they have nice symmetry

properties that circumvent the aliasing distortion most filters with overlapping pass-bands would

experience when their outputs were summed (see Figure 5-15).

In this example, four implementations of the QMF filter will be analyzed and the ATP

characteristics will be compared. The sample ratechosen for the designs would, in general, depend

on the application. For the purposes of this example, we select a sample period of 0.3 ^s or about



Hardware Class
Initial

(mW) @ 5V
Shift-Add

(mW)@5V
Retimed

(mW) @ 1.5V
Pipelined

(mW)@ 1.25V

Bus 208.9 46.3 5.60 4.48

Exu 51.4 10.8 1.28 0.57

Register File 27.4 30.2 5.57 1.17

Control 25.2 27.8 2.90 0.34

Multiplexer 16.7 23.3 3.70 0.00

Clock Wiring 15.3 6.9 1.39 0.25

Buffer 3.9 4.2 0.57 0.23

Total Power 348.8 149.5 21.0 7.0

Area 95.9 mmz 17.2 mmz 24.4 mmz 115.41111^

Table 5-3 : SPADE power/area predictions for QMF example

3.33 MHz.
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The first version is a direct implementation of the algorithm thatdoes not employ any low-

powerdesign techniques. The power and area predictions provided by SPADE are shown in the

"Initial" column of Table 5-3. Four costly array multipliers are required to meet the throughput

requirements of the algorithm at5V and this leads to a large die size of 95.9 mm2. The sheer size

of the chip necessitates long, highly capacitive global buses. The power consumed indriving these

buses represents 73% of the total power budget for the chip.

In the second version of the design, the expensive array multipliers are replaced by shift-add

operations, reducing the chip area to a morereasonable 17.2 mm2. The "Shift-Add" column of

Table 5-3 shows that the bus power has been drastically reduced by a factor of 4.5x. In addition,

the SPADE estimates show that replacing the array multipliers with shifters and adders has

reduced the execution unit power by4.8x. In general, whether ornotarray multipliers orshift-adds

are more efficient depends onthevalues of theconstant coefficients being used. Overall, theshift-

add version of the chip consumes 57% less powerthan the initial version, while at the sametime

occupying 82% less area.
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For both of these designs, the critical path is approximately 0.3 \xs at 5V, permitting no

reduction in voltage supply. If we can modify the algorithm, however, to reduce the critical path,

then we can consider trading some ofthis increased performance for lower power by scaling down

the voltage. Retiming is one technique for reducing the critical path of an algorithm. Basically,

retiming minimizes the critical path byshuffling flowgraph delays in amanner that exposes more

concurrency within the algorithm. The retiming operation isavailable to the HYPER user through

the transformation library. A third implementation of the QMF example was generated by

applying retiming, which reduces the critical path to 60 ns at 5V. This allows us to lower the

supply voltage of the implementation to about 1.5V while still meeting the sampling rate

constraint. The "Retimed" column of the table shows results from SPADE revealing that trading

performance for power in this case yields a 7.1x reduction in power. Notice that, based on

SPADE's area estimates, the additional hardware required toexploit the concurrency increases the

implementation area from 17.2 mm2to 24.4 mm2.

While going from 349 mW to 21 mW is already a significant improvement in power, it is

worthwhile to explore other architectural possibilities that might yield even lower power

consumptions. For instance, a fourth version of the filter can be generated by applying the

algorithmic pipelining operation (also available in the transformation library). By inserting four

pipeline stages, the algorithm can be made completely parallel. If each operation is given its own

dedicated hardware unit, then all required operations can be performed concurrently in asingle

clock cycle. This represents the minimum possible critical path for the algorithm and allows the

voltage supply to be further reduced to 1.25V. The "Pipelined" column of Table 5-3 shows that

SPADE confirms an additional power reduction of 3x for an overall reduction of50x. A graphical

summary of the SPADE power breakdown is given inFigure 5-16. The power of the pipelined

version (shown inblack inthe figure) is so low compared to the original implementation that the

power bars for most of its components are barely visible inthe scale of the figure.

It is worthwhile to analyze the SPADE results in more detail to determine how much of an
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Figure 5-16 : Graphical breakdown of power consumption as predicted by SPADE

impactthe various optimizations haveon power. Table 5-4 indicates that the overhead involvedin

exploiting parallelism can involve a significant penalty notonly in area, butalso in power. In our

example, overhead causes the retimed design to achieve a7.1x reduction in power over the shift-

add design, instead of the 11.1x that would be expected from pure voltage scaling considerations.

Interestingly enough, justtheopposite occurs when going from the21 mW retimed filter to the

7mW pipelined design. Here, the power savings ismore than would be expected from the voltage

reduction alone. This can be explained by recalling some of the other low-power concepts

presented in Chapter 2. The pipelined design can be thought of as a distributed processing

architecture employing adedicated hardware unit for each required operation. This means that the

entire algorithm can be executed inasingle clock cycle, eliminating the need for complex control.

In addition, since operations aren't multiplexed onto the same hardware units, signal correlations

are preserved, reducing the switching activity. Fully 54% of the power saved by pipelining can be
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Design Version Influencing Factors Resulting
Power (mW)

Impact on
Power (A%)

Initial Array multipliers 348.8 -

Shift-Add Area/interconnect reduction 149.5 -57%

Retimed Voltage reduction (5V -»1.5V) 13.5 -91%

Overhead of parallel hardware 21.0 +56%

Pipelined Voltage reduction (1.5V -» 1.25V) 14.6 -30%

Architectural factors:

Distributed architecture

Partitioned memories

No control/muxes necessary

9.4 -36%

Increased correlations (locality) 7.0 -26%

Table 5-4 : Impactof various optimizations on power

attributed to a distributed architecture and improved signal correlations - the other46% is due to

voltage reduction. Note that while SPADE is able to model these effects, traditional UWN-based

estimators are not.

Unfortunately, while the pipelined design consumes the least power, it is also the largest

design, occupying 115.4 mm2 of silicon real-estate. Selection ofwhich design version to actually

implement would depend on how much area the designer is willing to trade for lower power. The

SPADE power and area estimates can aid the designer in this selection process. While the

pipelined example at7 mW consumes less power than the 21 mW retimed design, it is at the cost

of a 4.7x area increase. As a result, the retimed example, which is still 17x lower power than the

initial solution and requires only 24.4 mm2 isprobably amore desirable solution.

To verify that SPADE provided accurate area and powerestimates, this versionof the filter has

been synthesized (down to layout), extracted, and simulated. The chip plot is shown in Figure 5-

17. The predicted area of24.4 mm2 is within 9% ofthe actual 26.8 mm2 area. Acomparison ofthe
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5.21 mm

Figure 5-17 : Layoutof retimed QMF filterdesign

SPADE power predictions to switch-level simulation using IRSIM-CAP is given in Figure 5-18.

The figure shows the average power consumed by the chip for data streams corresponding to

increasing input signal powers. SPADE's estimates are within5% to 14% of IRSIM-CAP for all

data streams. Estimates based on the white-noise model are also included. For some cases, the

white-noise estimates are accurate (within 11% of switch-level); however, unlike the SPADE

results, the white-noise estimates do not track signal statistics and, therefore, err by as much as

71 % for some of the data streams.

Since SPADE can provide such accurate results, it is reasonable to use architecture-level

predictions tomake high-level design decisions, rather than mapping candidate architectures down

to the transistor level to get power estimates. In the case of the QMF filter the savings in design

time would be significant. The tliree filter versions described here were synthesized and analyzed

with SPADE in 5 minutes on a Sun SPARCstation 10. In contrast, generating and simulating the
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Figure 5-18 : Comparison ofSPADE to IRSIM-CAP for retimed QMF
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retimed version at the layout level took 3.2 hours. Laying out and analyzing all four designs using

low-level power analysis tools would have required 13 hours ormore.

In summary, SPADE can be used to allow a thorough exploration ofthe ATP design space in a

reasonable amount of time. Itexhibits good absolute accuracy, but more importantly it correctly

tracks the relative impact of complexity and activity on power consumption. This sets SPADE

apart from previous attempts at architectural power analysis.

5.3.3 Development Example

SPADE is useful not only for analysis and optimization ofpower consumption, but also for the

development ofnew power reduction techniques. Specifically, ifadesigner comes up with some

novel low-power design strategy, he can use SPADE to rapidly and thoroughly test the concept on

many examples. In this way, he can discover how effective the technique actually is, as well as

what its limitations are.
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Figure 5-19 : FIR filter for demonstrating activity minimization andpostponement

Toillustrate this point, this section will walk through theevaluation of two low-power design

techniques. In Chapter 2, these techniques were referred to as activity minimization and activity

postponement The ideabehind activity minimization is to minimize the sign transition activity on

buses andmodules by maximizing the correlation of the signals multiplexed onto theseentities.

Since samples of a signal that are close together in time oftendisplay the highest correlation,

assignment ofsignals based ontemporal locality isone specific method ofactivity minimization.

Activity postponement refers to the notion that when signals are being combined in a

computational tree, the highest activity signals should beintroduced as late aspossible. This helps

the activity for the majority of the tree to remain low. One useful measure of activity in data

streams is the variance (actually, ji+3o) of the samples. As the breakpoint formulas of Chapter 4

indicate, the larger the mean or variance, the more high activity UWN bits are present. Lower

variance signals, onthe other hand, have more sign bits, which tend to have lower activity (for

positively correlated signals). Therefore, one strategy for activity postponement would be to

introduce the data with the lowest mean and variance into the computational tree first and to

introduce thehighervariance (andactivity) signals later.

SPADE can be used to study the efficacy ofthese two low-power techniques. For the purposes

ofthis study, consider the FIR filter structure ofFigure 5-19. The filter consists ofadelay line with
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10 taps. The taps weight the delayed input signals by coefficients ranging from 2° to 2"9. The

outputs of the taps are then summed by an adder tree to produce the filter output. For easy

reference, the tap outputs will be indexed byexponent. In other words, the output of the 2"' tap will

be referred to as Xr Notice that for a zero-mean input with a positive temporal correlation (a

segment of classical music was used for this example), the most highly correlated signals are those

with the closest indices (e.g. XiA and X-). Also notice that the variance of the taps is largest for tap

0 and gets smaller as the tap index increases. This filter provides agood example for testing our

low-power techniques since we can alter the correlation and variance of our adder tree simply by

changing the order in which we combine the various taps.

With this background, we begin the study by setting a "worst-case" reference point. In

particular, we try to combine the taps in a manner that minimizes the correlation of the signals

being fed to the adders. One wayto destroy correlation is to time-multiplex signals onto the same

hardware. So for our first architecture we choose a single adder and register and perform

accumulation-based summing. Now we must assign signals to the adder inputs. First, consider

inputone of the adder. We would like the signal stream applied to this input to have as little

correlation as possible. This can be achieved by keeping the tap indices of successive signals far

apart: for example, XQt X4, X8, X2, X6, etc. A similar arrangement can be used for input two;

however, in choosing input twowe must also consider howto keep the variance of additions high

throughout the sequence. This can be achieved by pairing alow-variance signal on input one with

a highvariance signals on inputtwo.This overall assignment strategy is summarized in Table 5-5.

The table also gives theSPADE estimates for the average capacitance switched per sample while

performing each addition. These numbers will be used as a worst-case reference in order to

quantify howmuch power can be saved by the proposed activity minimization and postponement

techniques.

Wenowconsider improving thecorrelation of thedata by assigning signals soasto maximize

temporal locality (i.e. correlation). The maximum correlation can be achieved by scheduling



Time Input 1 Input 2 Output Capacitance (pF)

0 X0 X9 X09 3.57

1 X4 x5 X45 3.23

2 x8 Xi X18 3.10

3 X2 X7 X27 2.15

4 x6 x3 X36 1.90

5 X09 X18 X0189 3.40

6 X45 X27 X2457 2.98

7 Xoi89 X36 X013689 2.81

8 X2457 XQ13689 X0123456789 2.23

Total: 25.4
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Table 5-5 : Version 1: low correlation, high variance (reference)

signals separated by the fewest number of taps to successive time slots - for instance, input one

could be assigned X0, Xh X2, x3> x4* etc- We mustalso schedule signals for adderinput two. In

order to test the effectof activity minimization independent of activity postponement, we do not

attempt to minimize variances for this design version. This can be achieved, while still

maximizing correlations, by scheduling input two with the data stream: X9, X8, X7, X6, X5, etc.

Table 5-6 contains the complete addition sequence along with the capacitance estimates from

SPADE. The estimates reveal that this first application of activity minimization has yielded a

significant 21% reduction in capacitance and, therefore, power.

The correlation can be improved still further by going from using a single time-multiplexed

adder to having a dedicated adder for eachaddition. This ensures that the inputs to eachadderat

each successive time slot are always maximally correlated. Once again, to test the effects of

activity minimization alone, input two is assigned so as to maximize adder variances. Table5-7



Time Input 1 Input 2 Output Capacitance (pF)

0 X0 X9 X09 3.40

1 Xi x8 X18 1.84

2 x2 X7 X27 1.75

3 x3 x6 X36 1.76

4 x4 x5 X45 1.78

5 X45 X36 X3456 1.65

6 X27 X18 X1278 2.65

7 X1278 X09 Xoi2789 2.45

8 X3456 X012789 Xoi23456789 2.85

Total: 20.1

Table 5-6 : Version 2: highercorrelation, high variance
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gives the assignment, as well as the SPADE results. Remember, each addition isnow performed on

its own dedicated adder. SPADE indicates thatthe power of this version is 10% lowerthanthe

previous version, with an overall reduction due to activity minimization of 29%. The use of

dedicated hardware can be thought of as trading area for power - notthrough voltage reduction,

but rather through activity reductioa

A final version of the adder tree can besynthesized to test the impact of activity postponement.

For this version, we preserve the maximum correlation by still using nine dedicated adders;

however, we order the adder tree such that the lowest variance (and activity) signals are merged

first, while the highest variance signals are postponed as long as possible. This results in the adder

tree of Figure 5-20 and the SPADE estimates ofTable 5-8. Thus, activity postponement offers an

additional power reduction of 8.3%.

In summary, SPADE has allowed us to analyze the impact of two low-power techniques.



Adder Input 1 Input 2 Output Capacitance (pF)

0 X0 X9 X09 1.86

1 Xi x8 X18 1.75

2 x2 X7 x27 1.74

3 x3 x6 X36 1.67

4 x4 x5 X45 1.56

5 xo9 Xi8 X0189 2.26

6 x27 X45 X2457 2.21

7 X0189 X36 X013689 2.43

8 X013689 X2457 X0123456789 2.48

Total: 18.0

Table 5-7 : Version 3: highestcorrelation, high variance

Xq X-\ X2 X3 X4 X5 Xq Xj Xq Xq

Figure 5-20 : Minimum activity adder tree (version 4)
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Adder Input 1 Input 2 Output Capacitance (pF)

0 x8 X9 X89 1.17

1 x6 X7 X67 1.28

2 X67 X89 X6789 1.53

3 x4 x5 X45 1.58

4 X2 x3 X23 1.89

5 X23 X45 X2345 2.26

6 X2345 X6789 X23456789 1.90

7 X0 Xi X01 2.26

8 X01 X23456789 X0123456789 2.64

Total: 16.5

Table 5-8 : Version 4: highest correlation, lowest variance

Version Cap(pF)
Incremental

A%
Overall A%

1 25.4 - -

2 20.1 -21% -21%

3 18.0 -10% -29%

4 16.5 -8.3% -35%

Table 5-9 : Summary of results for activity minimization and postponement
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Specifically, through some simple tests we showed that for this example, activity minimization and

postponement together can yield an overall 35% reduction in power consumption (see results

summary ofTable 5-9). SPADE allowed usto rapidly quantify the types of improvements that can



Version DBT (pF) UWN(pF) UWN Error

1 25.4 39.4 55%

2 20.1 39.4 96%

3 18.0 39.4 119%

4 16.5 39.4 139%

Table 5-10 : Comparison of DBT and UWN results
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be gained by these two low-power design techniques. It is interesting to note that architecture-

level power analysis tools that employ a UWN model of activity could not have been used to

evaluate these strategies. Table5-10 compares the resultsof the UWN model to those of the DBT

model (SPADE) for each design version discussed above. The UWN model is oblivious to the

power trade-offs offered by the different versions, predicting the same power consumption for

each. The error exhibited by the UWN technique varies from a low of 55%, for this example, to a

high of 139%. This provides yetanother motivation for the activity-sensitive power models of

Chapter4 and for tools that implement thesemodelssuch as SPADE.

5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has described SPADE, a tool for architectural power analysis. The tool has been

integrated into the HYPER high-level synthesis system which is targeted towards datapath-

intensive DSP applications. SPADE fully implements the DBT model described in Chapter 4,

providing extensions to allow for a more accurate handling of time-multiplexed hardware

resources. SPADE also takes advantage of the constrained application domain and architectural

style of HYPER to simplify estimation of controller-related power consumption. Specifically,

rather than the ABC model, SPADE employs abenchmarking approach where controller power
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consumption is modeled statistically based on results from previous designs. In addition, SPADE

takes advantage of HYPER's fixed fiooiplanning strategy to simplifyand improve the accuracy of

its interconnect estimates.

The results achieved by SPADE for several examples were presented in this chapter. These

results show that it is possible for architecture-level power estimates to come well within 20% of

switch-level estimates from extracted layouts. They also gave an indication of how high-level

power estimation can be effectively applied to the task of power optimization. Some of the

optimizations discussed, such as those dealing with activity postponement and minimization,

could not be analyzed by any otherexisting architectural poweranalysis tool.

The main limitation of SPADE is that it resides in an environment which is best suited for DSP

applications and architectures. While this is an important class of design problems, it prevents

SPADE from havingtruly widespread applicability. Furthermore, SPADE uses behavioral rather

than functional simulation to gather activity statistics and, therefore, cannot model certain timing

effects that sometimes influence power consumption. The next chapter will present a general

Stochastic Power Analyzer (SPA) that does not suffer from these constraints. SPA fully

implements all of the power analysis models of Chapter 4 and can, therefore, beused to provide a

more complete verification of those techniques. The topic of SPADE and HYPER, however, will

be revisited in Chapter 7, which describes acomplete high-level methodology for CAD-assisted

low-power design.



CHAPTER 6

SPA: A Stochastic Power Analyzer

The last chapter discussed SPADE, an implementation of the power analysis techniques

presented in Chapter 4 targeted towards datapath-intensive DSP applications. While SPADE is

useful for certain situations, it lacks the generality that would allow it to be useful in mainstream

designs. This is nota weakness of the power analysis models discussed in Chapter 4; rather it is an

artifact of the specific implementation and environment of SPADE. This chapter addresses these

concerns, presenting a more generic architectural power analysis tool called SPA. This tool has

several key advantages over SPADE. Most importantly, the user is not constrained to any fixed

architectural model, but instead is free to specify an arbitrary architecture in the form of an RTL

netlist. This allows SPA to handle designs ranging from DSP ASIC's to general-purpose

microprocessors.

The description of SPA will be broken into several sections. First, Section 6.1 describes the

SPA environment, including the required inputs, the sequence of steps performed during power

analysis, and the outputs produced. Next, Section 6.2 compares and contrasts the power analysis

models used by SPA to those described in Chapter 4. Finally, Section 6.3 presents results

267
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Power/Area Models

Parser

i*NL

RTL ^
Netlist

-

Code

Generator

e.g. VHDL

Simulator(ADL/CDL)
Statistics

Instruction/Data Stream

Figure 6-1: SPA power analysisenvironment

demonstrating SPA's speed, accuracy, and flexibility.

6.1 Environment

i

SPA
Power
Area

Poweranalysis under SPA consistsof several phases. Figure 6-1 depicts the entire process

flow including required inputs and resulting outputs. This section will briefly describe each stepin

the process, highlighting key points for later, more detailed discussions.

The primary input to SPA is anRT-level description of the architecture under consideration.

Conceptually, this description consists of the information displayed in Figure 6-2. In particular, it

contains a (possibly hierarchical) description ofblocks used in the chip, as well as the interconnect

network joining these blocks. Currently, SPA uses a textual architectural description language

(ADL) for this purpose; however, the same information could be provided by a graphical

schematic capture interface. We chose not to use VHDL as the primary input because of the

overhead associated with writing a VHDL description of an architecture.

SPA also must be told how the blocks interact in order to produce activity estimates. This

information is embodied in the control path of the chip. Using a control description language
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Figure 6-2 : Graphical representation of RTL netlist

(CDL), the control flow of the design canbe described asa set of control tables. Foreach control

module, these tables specify how the next state and outputs of themodule relate tothepresent state

and inputs. In orderto maintain a relatively high level of abstraction, CDL allows the user to

specify control signals and states as enumerated (symbolic) types rather than bit vectors. For

example, instructions to an ALU can take the form of "ADD", "SHIFT", or "CMP" rather than

some obscure binary codes.

With the structure and behavior of the architecture fully defined, the first task is to translate

these description into asetof internal data structures. Two parsers, one for ADLand one for CDL,

perform this task, generating a graph-based representation of the architectural netlist called ANL.

Both parsers were written by A. Abnous, a fellow U. C. Berkeley researcher.

The next step in the process is to derive the activity statistics for the design. This is

accomplished by a functional simulation of the architecture. Many RT-level simulators would be

suitable for this task; currently, the activity statistics are basedon VHDL simulation results since

this is a widelyaccepted and available standard. A code generator translates ANL to VHDL, and

the VHDL System Simulator™ (provided by Synopsys) is invoked. If the chip requires data or
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instruction inputs, these must be supplied by the user. In this way, the user is able to characterize

the power consumption of an architecture undervarious instructions and operating conditions.The

result of the functional simulation is a set of activity parameters for each module and bus in the

architecture.

This information is then fed to the core power analysis tool, SPA, along with the parsed ANL

description. SPA then steps througheachdatapath, memory, control, and interconnectentity in the

design, applying the appropriate poweranalysis models using the simulated activity parameters.

Finally, SPA dumps its results, categorizing area and power consumption in terms of the four

classes of components (see Figure 6-3). This points the designer to the most power-intensive

portions of the implementation and providesuseful guidance for further optimizations.

In summary, the SPA environment consists of several tools working in unison to realize the

process flow of Figure 6-1. The user specifies the architectural structure and macro-behavior in

ADL and CDL, andalso specifies any data and instruction inputs to the chip.This information is

then used to spawn a VHDL simulation that captures the activity statistics of the design.

Combining this activity information with the ANL description, the powermodelsof Chapter 4 are

applied to produce estimates of chip powerconsumption.

6.2 Architectural Power Analysis using SPA

This section describes the details of how SPA performs architectural power and area analysis.

First, Section 6.2.1 describes how the required DBT and ABC activity statistics are derived. Then,

Sections 6.2.2-6.2.4 give those details regarding datapath, memory, control, and interconnect

analysis in SPA thathavenot already been presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6-4: Activity monitors in VHDL simulation
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6.2.1 Activity Analysis

Recall from Chapter 5 thatSPADE gathers signal statistics during behavioral simulation and

then maps them onto the hardware toget physical bus activities. The disadvantage of this approach

is that possibly important timing information is obscured, such as the amount of block-level

glitching and the effect of time-multiplexing of resources. A further disadvantage of the approach

isthe large amount of data that must bestored since there may behundreds or thousands of signals

inthe behavioral flowgraph. Since most architectures are time-multiplexed, they often have many

less physical buses than there are signals. SPA takes advantage of this fact by simulating the full

architecture (not just the behavior), and directly accumulating the required architectural activity

statistics, while accounting for the influence ofblock-level timing onhardware activity.

The activity statistics needed by the DBT and ABC models are accumulated during RT-level

VHDL simulation. This is achieved by a collection of activity monitors that are attached to the

buses and modules inthe VHDL description as shown in Figure 6-4. The bus activity monitors are

automatically inserted by the code generator during the ANL to VHDL translation. Since the

module instances are just pointers to masters in some hardware library, the module activity
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monitors can be placed inside the VHDL models of each cell when it is added to the hardware

library.

The DBT variables accumulated for buses and one-input modules with input signal Xare as

follows:

OTC =Count of transitions ondata inputs
iTC =Count of transitions oninstruction (control) inputs
EX = Average orexpected valueof X
EXX =Expected value of X2
EXqX, = Expected value of product of successive samples ofX
STC[0:3] =Counts for sign transition occurrences: ++, +-, -+, — (EQ146)

Asample ofthe VHDL code that might be used toaccumulate these variables during simulation is

shown in Figure 6-5. From these variables all desired activity parameters including mean,

variance, correlation, and sign transition probability can bedetermined. Forexample,

\l = EX (EQ147)

a2 = EXX- (EX)2 (EQ148)

EX0Xt-(EX)2
P = 53 (EQ149)

Similar statistics are gathered for two-input modules with the addition ofstatistics such as joint

input/output correlations and sign transition probabilities. DBT statistics accumulation also

includes monitoring the control (or instruction) inputs to datapath and memory entities. The

appropriate activity parameters are the number of instruction transitions thatoccur (JTC) and the

destination instruction of each transition.

In addition to DBTactivity parameters, several activity parameters must be accumulated for

ABC buses and modules. The monitoring strategy isidentical tothe DBT case (Figure 6-4). Since

the encoding of control signals and states is notnecessarily known at this level of abstraction,

these monitors simply count symbol transitions on control buses and estimate the following

parameters assuming a random encoding of control bits:



procedure Update_DBT_Statsl(INST_TRAN: boolean;
Xt: real; stats: inout SPA_Statsl) is

variable T: real;
variable STC_INDEX: integer;

begin

— Bail out if data is tri-stated
if Xt=TRI_STATED then return; end if;

— Update current I/O values
stats.Xt := Xt;

— Accumulate previous/current-sample statistics
T := stats.DTC;

if (not INST_TRAN and T>=1.0) then
stats.EXOXt := stats.EXOXt * (T-1.0)/T + stats.XO*stats.Xt/T;

end if;

— Accumulate current-sample statistics
T := stats.DTC + stats.ITC;

stats.EX := stats.EX * T/(T+1.0) + stats.Xt/(T+1.0);
stats.EXX := stats.EXX * T/(T+1.0) + stats.Xt*stats.Xt/(T+1.0);

— Ascertain current sign values
if stats.Xt>=0.0 then stats.XSt:«0; else stats.XSt:=l; end if;

— Accumulate instruction and sign transition counts
if INST_TRAN then

— Increment instruction transition count
stats.ITC := stats.ITC + 1.0;

else

— Compute index into sign transition count array
— and increment sign transition count
STC_INDEX := stats.XS0*2 + stats.XSt*l;
Stats.STC(STC_INDEX) := stats.STC(STC_INDEX) + 1;

— Increment data transition count
stats.DTC := stats.DTC + 1.0;

end if;

— Update previous sample values
stats.X0 := stats.Xt; stats.XSO := stats.XSt;

end;

Figure 6-5 : VHDL code for gathering the DBT activity statistics ofone signal

274
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procedure Update_ABC_Stats(Xt: integer; stats: inout ABC_Stats) is
begin

— Update current control value
stats.Xt := Xt;

— Update the bit transition count. NOTE: For a random encoding,
— each transition will cause half of the bits in the control
-- word to transition.

if (stats.Xt /= stats.XO) then stats.BTC := stats.BTC + 0.5; end if;

— Update the bit signal count - that is, the number of 1 bits.
— NOTE: For a random encoding, half of the bits in the control
— word will be 1.

stats.BSC := stats.BSC + 0.5;

— Increment control transition count

stats.CTC := stats.CTC + 1.0;

— Update previous control values
stats.XO := stats.Xt;

end;

Figure 6-6 : VHDL code for gathering the ABC activity statistics of one signal

CTC = Count of transitions on control word

BTC =Count of transitions on control bits (as fraction of total wordlength)
Used to calculatebit transitionprobability,a

BSC =Count of 1 control bits (as fraction of totalwordlength)
Used to calculatebit signal probability, P (EQ 150)

A sample of the VHDL code that might be used to gather these statistics during simulation is

shown in Figure 6-6. From these variables all desired activity parameters (a, P) can be

determined:

BTC« = ^ (EQ151)

BSC

p = cfc (EQ152)

At the endof the functional VHDL simulation, the DBT andABC parameters foreach bus and

module in the architecture are dumped into a statistics file. This file canthen be accessed by SPA

during poweranalysis of the individual design entities. This analysis process is the subjectof the

next several sections.
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(CAP (* (/ N N_TOT) (+ CO (* CI W) (* C2 N_TOT) (* C3 W N_TOT) )))
(CAP-COEFFS (LOOKUP FUNCTION

((READ (LOOKUP TRAN_ID
((UU ( (87 51 35 8) ))
(SS ( (88 43 17 3) (88 43 51 3)

(89 43 58 23) (88 43 17 3) )))))
(WRITE (LOOKUP TRAN_ID

((UU ( (99 30 65 10) ))
(SS ( (104 43 38 3) (104 43 92 32)

(104 43 92 3) (104 43 38 3) ))))))))
(BITSLICE-WIDTH 64)
(BITSLICE-LENGTH (* 62 W))
(AREA (* 64 62 W))

Figure 6-7 : DBT capacitance/area models for register file in hardware database

6.2.2 Datapath and Memory

A side-effect of the behavioral simulation and structural mapping approach taken by SPADE

is that the variation of statistics from clock cycle to clock cycle due to time-multiplexing of

resources is known. In contrast, SPA simulates the architecture directly and, therefore, the

statistics it accumulates are aggregate or average bus statistics overthe entire simulation lifetime.

This means that, unlike SPADE, SPA does not have to worry about DBT breakpoints changing

over time. Instead, it can apply the DBT models directly as described inChapter 4.

The power analysis of each module requires three inputs. The first is a setof complexity

parameters for the module, which are available from the structural description. The second is the

set of activity parameters for the module, which can be read from the statistics file produced

during VHDL simulation. The third is the module capacitance model and its associated table of

coefficients, which can be read from ahardware database indexed by the type of module. For

instance, sample entries for aregister file are shown in Figure 6-7. The output of this stage of

power analysis isalist of power consumptions for each memory, datapath module, and bus.



Input/output transition probabilities

(CAP (+ (* CO ITP NI NM) (* Cl OTP NM NO)) )
(CAP-COEFFS (30.940 1.832))
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Figure 6-8 : ABC capacitance model for standardcell controller

6.2.3 Control Path

Since SPADE operates under the assumption of a fixed application domain and architectural

model, it was possible to obtain reasonable estimates of controller powerconsumption based on a

statistical model fit to a number of benchmark examples. SPA, however, must cover a wider range

of implementation possibilities; therefore, it is less suited to a benchmarking approach. Instead,

SPA employs the full ABC model of Chapter 4 for the task of estimating the power consumed by

control logic and signals.

Each type of controller module (e.g. ROM, PLA, standard cell) has an entry in the hardware

database. These entries include capacitive coefficienttablesand capacitance models similarto the

datapath modules. As an example, the capacitance entries for a standard cell control module are

shown in Figure 6-8. The power of each control module is estimated by plugging in the

appropriate complexity and activity parameters. The activity parameters are available in the

statistics file produced by theVHDL simulation, and thecomplexity parameters are derived using

the strategy presented in Section 4.5.1. Giventhe activity and complexity parameters, controller

power analysis in SPA proceeds preciselyasdescribed in Chapter4.

6.2.4 Interconnect

Interconnect analysis under SPA proceeds as in Chapter4 with few variations. The structural

ADL provides the hierarchical description used to estimate the lengthof an average interconnect
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wire within each subsection of the design. This provides the physical capacitance of the wires

forming the interconnect network. The DBT and ABC statistics derived using the simulation

strategy of Section 6.2.1 then provide the activities associated with these wires. The combination

of these factors results in an effective capacitance for the control and data buses throughout the

design, which can be usedto estimate the average power consumption associated with driving the

interconnect and clock distribution networks.

6.3 Results

In this section we present results gathered using the SPA power analysis tool. These results

demonstrate the accuracy offered by SPA, as well asitsbenefits overexistingpoweranalysis tools.

To some extent, however, the effectiveness of the power analysis techniques developed in this

thesiswas already demonstrated by the results presented for SPADE in Chapter 5. Therefore, the

primary focus of this section will be to reveal the specific benefits that SPA offers over SPADE -

namely, flexibility and generality.

This sectionis divided into three examples. The examples demonstrate how SPA canbe used

to analyze thepower of widely differing applications and architectural styles. The first example is

a Newton-Raphson iterative divider, which will show SPA's applicability to datapath-intensive

applications. The second example undertakes the analysis of a control-intensive design -

specifically, a finite-state machine that implements the global control function for a speech

recognition front-end. The final case study is a programmable instruction set processor that

demonstrates SPA's ability to handle areal-world example containing significant datapath and

control components. As the microprocessor employs on-chip instruction and data memories, this

example will also serve as averification of SPA's efficacy for memory-intensive designs and will

show how SPA can beused toevaluate the impact ofdifferent instruction and data streams onchip

power consumption.
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6.3.1 Datapath Intensive: Newton-Raphson Divider

The first example we consider is that of a hardware divider based on the Newton-Raphson

iteration. Such a divider might be used to implement floating-point division in a microprocessor.

For instance, Texas Instruments employed a similar iterative division algorithm in their TI 8847

processor.

Using Newton's technique we can find the zeroof a function/(*) by performing the following

iteration [Pat90]:

/(*,)
*i+l =xi~JT^ (EQ153)

where xt asymptotically approaches the zero of the function as i increases. In order to use this

iteration to perform adivision wemustreinterpret the division as finding the zero of a function. If

we let f(x) = \/x - b then the zero of this function occurs at Mb. If wemultiply this zero by a,

then we have effectively computed a divided by b. Substituting this function for/(x) in (EQ 153)

we arrive at the following iteration:

\/x-b
*• +1 =*,• - _l/x2 =*,• (2 -*,-*) (EQ 154)

In summary, the Newton algorithm for implementing iterative division is as follows [Pat90]:

♦ Set x0«\/b using table lookup.

♦ Iteratively compute xi+l =*• (2-*,.&) until convergence (n steps).

♦ Compute a/b = axn.

The number of iterations, n, required depends on the number ofbits of precision desired. Since

each iteration step approximately doubles the number of correct bits, and since the inverse table

we will employ is correct to about one bit, four iterations are enough to compute aquotient to 16

bits of accuracy.
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Figure 6-9 : Architecture for Newton-Raphson divider

Figure 6-9 shows an architecture which can implement the above algorithm. It contains an

eight-word register file that holds the \/b lookup table, as well as several other registers that store

the dividend, the divisor, andintermediate results. The dominant feature of the datapath is a 16x16

carry-save array multiplier.

Excerpts from the ADL and CDL descriptions for this design are shown in Figure 6-10a-b.

The high-level symbolic specification style employed by CDL greatly simplifies the task of

specifying the divider behavior. Feeding these descriptions into SPA along with a stream of

desired division operations results in the power/area predictions of Figure 6-lla-b. The power

estimates are given for a voltage supply of 1.5V and a clock rate of 5 MHz. As expected, the

datapath (Exu) dominates over the other components.

To verify the accuracy of these predictions, the dividerhas been implemented down to layout

as shown inFigure 6-12. Thetotal area of the final implementation is4.40 mm2. SPA's estimate of
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(cell datapath)
(class DATAPATH)
(library low_power.hwlib.all)

(terminal din (direction in) (class data) (type data))

(terminal a_fn (direction in) (class control) (type Counter_Fn_Type))

Note: word length
x

(instance areg counter (parameters 16) (nets din a a_fn CLK))
(instance breg counter (parameters 16) (nets din b b_fn CLK))
(instance inv_table regfile (parameters 8 16)

(nets b binv binv_rd binv_wr CLK))
(instance mOmux mux2 (parameters 16) (nets binv p xi mO_sel))
(instance xireg counter (parameters 16) (nets xi mO xi_fn CLK))
(instance s sub (parameters 16) (nets two p yil))
(instance yireg counter (parameters 16) (nets yil yi yi_fn CLK))
(instance mlmux mux3 (parameters 16) (nets b a yi ml ml_sel))

(a) Excerpt from ADL description

(inputs (State_Typestate))
(outputs (Counter_Fn_Typea_fn) (State_Type next_state))

(output-table
; State 1 a b mO xi yi ml next

(LDB ) (NOP LD SELO NOP NOP SEL1 INV)
(INV ) (LD NOP SELO LD NOP SEL1 DIVOa)
(DIVOa ) (NOP NOP SEL1 NOP LD SELO DIVOb)
(DIVOb ) (NOP NOP SEL1 LD NOP SEL2 DIVIa)
(DIVIa > (NOP NOP SEL1 NOP LD SELO DIVlb)
(DIVlb (NOP NOP SEL1 LD NOP SEL2 DIV2a)
(DIV2a ; (NOP NOP SEL1 NOP LD SELO DIV2b)
(DIV2b ] (NOP NOP SEL1 LD NOP SEL2 DIV3a)
(DIV3a ] (NOP NOP SEL1 NOP LD SELO DIV3b)
(DIV3b ) (NOP NOP SEL1 LD NOP SEL2 MULT)
(MULT ) (NOP NOP SEL1 LD NOP SEL1 LDB)

(b) Excerpt from CDL description

Figure 6-10: Excerpts from description of divider architecture
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Figure 6-11 : SPA power and area breakdown for divider
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Figure 6-12 : Layout of Newton-Raphson divider in 1.2 urn CMOS teclinology
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4.68 mm is within 6% of the actual area. The layout has also been extracted and simulated at the

switch level using IRSIM-CAP. Figure 6-13 shows a comparison of the IRSIM-CAP and SPA

results for several different data streams each of which leads to a different level of hardware

activity. The error in the SPA powerestimates varies from as little as 0.2% to at most 27% withan

average error of 6%. The variation in power for the different data streams is another strong

reminder that data statistics can influence circuit activity (and, tlierefore, power consumption) to a

degree that cannot be ignored. Currently, SPA (and SPADE) are the only architecture-level tools

available that can resolve these differences.

Another advantage ofSPA can be seen by considering the time required to obtain architecture-

level versus switch-level estimates ofpower. Specifying the design in ADL and CDL required

approximately 15 minutes, while the time required to execute SPA including simulation and

estimation was only about 20 seconds on a Sun SPARCstation 10. In contrast, evenwithextensive

use ofexisting hardware libraries, die layout-level implementation of the divider required about 6

hours. Moreover, switch-level simulation took another 10 minutes. Therefore, for this example
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SPA offers results within about 25% of switch-level simulationat a time savings of 24x. Using

SPA, a designer could rapidly test several different divider alternatives in a short amount of time

while remaining confident that the power estimates are much more reliable than would

traditionally be expected from an architecture-level analysis.

6.3.2 Control Intensive: Global FSM for Speech Recognizer

One of the key advantages of SPA over SPADE is that it implements the full ABC model for

analyzing power consumption in control logic.This example will demonstrate the use of SPA to

aidin the design of a global finite state machine to beusedin the front-end of a speech recognition

system currently being developed by S. Stoiber at U. C. Berkeley. Since the speech recognition

chip-set is targeted at mobile applications, minimizing power consumption is a significant

consideration.

One of the most important tasks of a speech recognizer is the extraction of cepstral

coefficients. This task, in turn, consists of several sub-tasks such as queuing and windowing the

input speech, performing the Levinson-Durbin recursion, and inverting covariance matrices. The

complex interaction of these operations and the need for proper sequencing leads to a significant

control component within the chip. In fact, the global control module for the design has over 100

states, 10 inputsignals, and 25 output signals. Therefore, it will serve as a good verification of

SPA's ability to handle control-intensive designs.

Prior to invoking SPA, the user must firstdescribe the desired controller behavior in CDL. An

excerpt of this description is shown in Figure 6-14. Since CDL allows the useof symbolic, or

enumerated, types to specify the value of control fields, generating the description can be

performed at a fairly intuitive level. Also, since each field can represent acollection of many bits

(e.g. seven state bits become a single state field) the complexity of the overall description is

reduced. For example the 10 state and status inputs can be expressed in three fields and the 25

outputs in 9 fields.
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(output - cable
rst pstate clone 1 nstate gen_ccr pad stg_ctr f ft sym_ctr sym bin_ct r cb

( RST
- - ( INIT NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP )

( RUN GO_LP - ( ADD1_LP NOP NOP NOP GO NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN ADD1_LP

- ( ADD2_LP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN ADD2_LP

- ( OE_A_LP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN OE_A_LP

- ( OE_C_LP NOP WRITE NOP OEA NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN OE_C_LP NONE ( LD_A_LP NOP WRITE NOP OEC NOP NOP NOP
( RUN OE_C_LP SYMB ( LD_A_LP NOP WRITE NOP OEC NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN OE_C_LP BIN ( LD_A LP NOP WRITE NOP OEC NOP NOP NOP
( RUN OE_C_LP STG ( PP5_END NOP WRITE NOP OEC NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN LD_A_LP

- ( LD_C_LP CNT READ NOP LDA NOP NOP NOP
( RUN LD_C_LP

- ( LD_W_LP CNT READ NOP LDC NOP NOP NOP
( RUN LD_W_LP NONE ( PP8_LP NOP NOP CNT LDW NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN LD W LP SYMB ( PP8 LP NOP NOP CNT LDW NOP NOP NOP
( RUN LD_W_LP BIN ( PP8_LP NOP NOP CNT LDW NOP NOP NOP

LD_W_LP STG ( PP8_LP NOP NOP NOP LDW NOP NOP NOP NOP )
( RUN PP8_LP

- ( PP9_LP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP
( RUN PP9_LP

- ( GO_LP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP
PP5_END

- ( PP6 END NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP NOP )
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Figure 6-14 : Excerpt from CDLdescription of FSM behavior
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Figure 6-15 : Power and area results for three possible controller implementations

Given the CDL description, the designer can then use SPA to determine the optimum

implementation in terms of area and power. For example, Figure 6-15 shows the estimates

provided by SPA for three possible implementation styles: ROM, PLA, and standard cell. The

estimates are for a system clock of3.3 MHz and a supply voltage of 1.5V. The results show the

area and average power foreach candidate implementation.
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(a) ROM (b) PLA (c) Standard cell

Figure 6-16 : Three controller implementations in 1.2 p.m technology

In order to verify that these predictions are reliable, all three implementations have been laid

out, extracted, and simulated. The tliree chip plots are shown in Figure 6-16. The results from

these physical designs have been included in Figure 6-15 for comparison. There is good agreement

between SPA and the actual results as summarized in Table 6-1.

As might be expected, SPA performs best on the more regular structures. For these, the precise

binary contents of the control table have less of an effect on power and, tlierefore, it is possible to

make very good predictions at the architecture level. The standard cell case is more difficult since

the binary contents of die control table can significantly influence die logic minimization step, as

well as the activity of the controller during operation. SPA still provides reasonable results,

however, and more importantly it correctly tracks the influence of implementation style on area

and power as demonstrated by Figure 6-15. Thus, it can be confidently used to make area-power

trade-offs when implementing control-intensive designs.



Implementation
Average power (u.W) Area (mm2)

Actual SPA Error Actual SPA Error

ROM 702 677 -3.6% 1.07 1.31 +22%

PLA 249 236 -5.2% 0.378 0.334 -12%

Standard cell 79 102 +29% 1.16 0.956 -18%

Table 6-1: Summary of results for speech recognition controller
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Based on the SPA results the designer could immediately eliminate the ROM-based solution.

It consumesby far the most powerand is also very large. This is because the ROM does not take

advantage of redundancies in the control table (note the large number of repeated entries inFigure

6-14); instead, it performs a full decoding of all input"addresses." The trade-offbetweenthe PLA

and the standard cell implementation is moresubtle. Both implementations use logicminimization

to reduce the amount of input decoding required. The higherregularity of the PLA allows it to be

significantly smaller thanthe standard cell design, but the precharged nature of the unit leads to a

higher activity (and power consumption) than the static logic standard cell implementation. Based

on this information and a set of implementation constraints the designer could select the

appropriate candidate.

The time that can be saved by exploring these kinds of trade-offs at the architecture level is

significant. For this example, on a Sun SPARCstation 10, SPA analyzed the area and power of the

three controller implementations in about 2 minutes. In contrast, generating and extracting the

layout for the three controllers took about 5 hours. Simulation required another 30 minutes.

Without high-level tools such as SPA, it would not be practical to thoroughly explore all

implementation possibilities.
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6.3.3 Memory Intensive: Programmable Microprocessor

The previous two examples have demonstrated SPA's accuracy and flexibility by showing how

itcan be used to analyze both datapath- and control-intensive applications. Realistic designs,

however, often contain both significant datapath and control components simultaneously. In this

example, we tackle such a real-world design problem inthe form ofa programmable instruction

set processor. In order to make the example even more realistic we include on-chip storage in the

form ofinstruction and data memories. The results show that these memories represent a

significant portion of the total power budget for the design. Therefore, this case study

demonstrates SPA's usefulness not only for analyzing datapath and control power consumption,

but also for analyzing the often significant memory component ofpower.

Figure 6-17 depicts the high-level architecture ofthe simple microcoded processor under

consideration. The processor contains two on-chip memories: an instruction memory which holds

the program being executed and adata memory which contains program inputs and results. The
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data memory feeds a small 16-bit datapath capable of performing add, shift, and compare

operations. These basic operations can also be combined to realize more complex operations such

as multiplication. The processor control path consists of a program counter that is used to index

the instruction memory, the output of which is an eight-bit instruction containing four-bit opcode

and operand components. The operand portion of the instruction drives the microsequencer which

selects the next section of microcode to be executed by the architecture. This selection process is

also a function of thenextaddress (NA) and branch address (BA) fields of the current microword,

as well as the datapath status field generated by any compare operations. Finally, themicrostore

takes this microaddress and generates the next microword to be executed by the architecture. An

excerpt from the contents of the microstore isgiven inFigure 6-18a. Likewise, an excerpt from the

ADL description of the architecture is shown inFigure 6-18b. From these descriptions we see that

the processor can execute the following nine basic instructions: NOP, LDA, STA, ADD, SHR,

CMP, JMP, BLT, and BGE.

Given the ADL and CDL descriptions, SPA isable tomake predictions regarding the area and

power consumed by the proposed design while executing a given program on a given data stream.

SPA breaks down the area and power predictions in terms of the class of hardware unitwith which

it is associated. Figure 6-19 contains the breakdowns as predicted by SPA for amultiplication

program running on the processor with a 1.5V supply and a 10 MHz clock rate. A graph such as

this provides the designer with useful information. For instance, in this case SPA reveals that the

instruction and data memory accesses account for 47% of the total power consumption. This

information could be used by the designer to select an appropriate focus for his optimization

efforts.

SPA can also be used to analyze the influence of instruction stream on average power

consumption. For example, Figure 6-20 shows the average power while running three different

programs: a multiplication program (MULT), a fibonacci sequence generator (FIB), and a circular

queue (QUEUE). The power differs between these programs by as much as 38% making a
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(output-table
; State pc imem opr dmem tbufO muxO muxl mux2 ace tbufl NA_SEL NA BA

(NOP1) (INC READ LD NOP OE SELO SELO SELO NOP TRI SEL_OP - -)

(LDA1) (NOP NOP NOP READ OE SELO SEL1 SELO NOP TRI SEL_NA LDA2 _,
(LDA2) (INC READ LD NOP OE SELO SEL1 SELO LD TRI SEL_OP

- -)

(STA1) (INC READ LD WRITE TRI SELO SELO SELO NOP OE SEL_OP - -)

(ADD1) (NOP NOP NOP READ OE SEL1 SEL1 SELO NOP TRI SEL_NA ADD2
(ADD2) (INC READ LD NOP OE SEL1 SEL1 SELO LD TRI SEL_OP

- -)

(SHR1) (NOP NOP NOP READ OE SEL1 SELO SEL1 NOP TRI SEL_NA SHR2 _ \

(SHR2) (INC READ LD NOP OE SEL1 SELO SEL1 LD TRI SEL_OP
- -)

(CMP1) (NOP NOP NOP READ OE SEL1 SEL1 SELO NOP TRI SEL_NA CMP2 _,
(CMP2) (INC READ LD NOP OE SEL1 SEL1 SELO NOP TRI SEL_OP

- -)

(JMP1) (LD NOP NOP NOP OE SELO SELO SELO NOP TRI SEL_NA JMP2 _,
(JMP2) (NOP READ NOP NOP OE SELO SELO SELO NOP TRI SEL_NA NOP1 -)

(BLT1) (NOP NOP NOP NOP OE SELO SELO SELO NOP TRI SEL_LT NOP1 JMP1)

(BGT1) (NOP NOP NOP NOP OE SELO SELO SELO NOP TRI SEL_GT NOP1 JMP1)

(cell dpi)
(class DATAPATH)
(library work.types.all)
(library low_power.hwlib.all

(a) CDL description

(terminal dmem_OUT
(terminal D_BUS
(terminal SHIFT

(direction in) (class data) (type data))
(direction inout) (class data) (type data))
(direction in) (class data) (type data))

(terminal

(terminal
(terminal

(terminal

(terminal

(terminal

tbufO_FN
muxO_SEL
muxl_SEL
cmp_STATUS
acc_FN
tbufl FN

(terminal CLK

(direction in)
(direction in)
(direction in)
(direction out)
(direction in)
(direction in)

(class control)
(class control)
(class control)
(class control)
(class control)
(class control)

(direction in) (class elk)

Note: word length
x

(instance dpmuxO mux2 (parameters 16)
(nets ZERO acc_OUT mux0_OUT muxO_SEL))

(instance dpmuxl mux2 (parameters 16)
(nets ZERO D_BUS muxl_OUT muxl_SEL))

(instance cmpO logcomp (parameters 16)
(nets mux0_OUT muxl_OUT cmp_STATUS))

(type Trist_Buffer_Fn_Type))
(type Mux2_Sel_Type))
(type Mux2_Sel_Type))
(type LogComp_Status_Type))
(type Counter_Fn_Type))
(type Trist_Buffer_Fn_Type))

(type Bit))

(b) Excerpt from ADLdescription

Figure 6-18: Excerpts from architectural description ofmicroprocessor
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Figure 6-19 : Powerand area breakdowns for microprocessor
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Figure 6-21 : Implementation of programmable microprocessor in 1.2 urn CMOS

prediction tool such as SPA, which can account for the influence of instruction statistics on power,

quite valuable.

In order to confirm the accuracy of these predictions, the processor has been implemented

down to the layout level. The chip plot is shown inFigure 6-21. The SPA area prediction of 1.96

mm2 is within 8% of the actual 2.14 mm2 area. The extracted layout was also simulated at the

switch level for the three programs and die results are included in Figure 6-20. The errorin the

SPA estimates are -4.1%, 0.88%, and -2.4%, respectively. This demonstrates that SPA works well

for memory-intensive applications and also that it can accurately track the impact ofdiffering

instruction streams on powerconsumption.

SPA is also able to analyze the influence ofdata stream on power consumption. Figure 6-22

compares predicted and actual powers fora single program (MULT) operating onseveral different

data streams. For all data SPA is accurate to within 4% of the switch-level results. Even more

importantly, itproperly tracks the trend ofthe power fluctuations as data statistics vary.
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Figure 6-22 : Influence of data stream on power consumption
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These results suggest that one possible application of SPA would be to characterize processor

power consumption as a function of instruction and data statistics. The resulting models could then

be used to develop a software compiler targeted at the generation of "low-power" code.

SPA's main advantage is that it requires only a high-level description of an architecture. For

this example, the description took only about two hours to produce, whereas the layout-level

implementation and debugging required more than 25 hours. Furthermore, SPA was able to

analyze the chip power consumption in about one minute (on a Sun SPARCstation 10), including

parsing, simulation, and estimation times. In contrast, extraction and simulation of the layout

consumed about 45 minutes. These numbers are a clear indication that a high-level analysis tool

like SPA is the only practical alternative for a designer wishing to consider the area and power

efficiency of several architectural alternatives.
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6.4 Chapter Summary

The SPA architectural power analyzerextends the applicability of the DBT and ABC power

analysis models from the DSPdomain of SPADE to amuchwiderrange of digital applications and

systems.This chapter described the environment in which SPA resides, and also provided details

as to its operation. To summarize, SPA requires a structural and behavioral description of the

architecture being analyzed - currently provided by the ADL and CDL hardware description

languages, respectively. These inputs are parsed and fed to an RTL simulator (currently VHDL),

which derives the activity statistics for the design. The parsed structure, along with the extracted

activities, are then fed to SPA's core power analysis routines, which apply the analysis models

derived in Chapter 4. The results are area and power estimates for each bus and module throughout

thedesign hierarchy. The results can be categorized in terms of hardware classes such as Exu,

register, multiplexer, buffer, control, etc.

SPA was applied to several examples. The range ofdesigns chosen demonstrates the flexibility

ofthe tool, as well as its accuracy. As with the SPADE examples, the results presented here also

demonstrate specifically how the power analysis techniques developed in this thesis improve upon

the state ofthe art. Specifically, the results showed several cases for which SPA correctly predicted

the power savings, but for which existing architecture-level tools could not. The examples also

showed the time that can be saved by optimizing power using high-level analysis tools such as

SPA.

The next chapter will further address the issue of CAD-assisted power optimization. In

particular itwill present amethodology for low-power design, which relies heavily on high-level

power estimation. This will provide a final motivation for tools such as SPADE and SPA and will

also provide some initial indications as towhich directions will bemost fruitful for future research

into CAD for low power.



CHAPTER 7

A High-Level Methodology for

Low-Power Design

From the first, this thesishas advocated a practical approach to CAD - suggesting that design

methodologies should drive tool development. To this end, early on Chapter 2 presented a

collection of design techniques, which demonstrated the advantages of a high-level approachto

low-power design. This motivated the development in subsequent chapters of tools for

architectural power analysis. Through several examples these chapters demonstrated that it is

possible for high-level tools to provide good early estimates of power consumption. Most of these

results and examples focused on verifying the viability and accuracy of architectural power

analysis. Relatively few, however, considered where architecture-level optimizations fit in the

overall design optimization hierarchy, which spans from the algorithm level down to the layout

level. Moreover, as of yet no coherent design methodology has been explicitly proposed. This

chapter, then, returns to the driving issue of design, describing how power-conscious CAD tools

can facilitate a high-level low-power design methodology.

Section 7.1 will describe the proposed methodology in detail. The methodology echoes many

of the low-power themes described in Chapter 2 and advocates the same high-level approach

295
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focusing on algorithmic and architectural optimizations. The proposed design space exploration

strategy would be difficult to accomplish without the aid of power-conscious CAD tools. Section

7.2 will describe a possible CAD framework for low-power design that encompasses the necessary

analysis and optimization tools. Finally, Section 7.3 will show how the proposed methodology and

tools can be applied to a real-word design - in particular, the implementation of a low-power

digital filter. High-level optimization of this filter is shown to lead to more than an order of

magnitudesavings in power. This result is achieved by a thorough search of the area-time-power

design space, which would not have been practical without the assistance of high-level design

tools.

7.1 Low-Power Design Methodology

Chapter 2 showed that high-level optimizations often lead to orders of magnitude reductions

inpower consumption, while gate, circuit, and layout optimizations usually impact power by less

than a factor of two. We, therefore, propose adesign methodology (and associated set of tools) that

focuses on the algorithmand architecture levels of abstraction.

Since the key concept isto make decisions and optimizations starting with the highest level of

abstraction and then to work down from there, the designer should first explore the algorithmic

alternatives. There is rarely just one way to accomplish a task and, often, several different

algorithms can be used to achieve the same functionality. Moreover, these different algorithms

may have quite different complexities (i.e. required operation count, word length, etc.) and,

therefore, different power needs. For example, Chapter 2 showed aspeech coding example in

which different algorithms ofapproximately equal quality had complexities that differed by close

to 50%. Selecting the minimum power algorithm that satisfies the design constraints isconsistent

with the low-power design theme of avoiding waste. So, the first step in atop-down design

methodology isto use abehavioral power estimation tool to evaluate different algorithms in terms

of their intrinsic powerrequirements.
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Complexity is not, however, the sole predictor of power consumption. For example, Chapter 2

also emphasized that algorithmic concurrency was an important consideration, since itdetermines

how well the algorithm will map to the low-voltage concurrent processing architectures that were

advocated in that chapter. In some cases, an algorithm with slightly higher complexity may be

more amenable to, say, apipelined implementation. Since this implementation may be able to run

at alower voltage than anon-pipelined processor, the more complex algorithm may actually result

in alower power consumption than aless complex algorithm with lower available concurrency.

This suggests that the designer should not base his decisions solely on an algorithmic analysis.

Instead, thealgorithmic power estimates should only beused to narrow the search space. A tool is

also required that explores the possibility of trading area/performanceforpower through parallel,

low-voltage architectures.

Using this ATPexploration tool, the designer can further narrow the search space. The results

from this tool, however, still contain agood deal of uncertainty. Inorder to be fast enough to allow

a thoroughexploration of many algorithmic and architectural alternatives, the explorationtool is

forced to rely on a uniform white noise model for power analysis. As this thesis has repeatedly

demonstrated, results based on UWN techniques don't model activity well and can give quite

inaccurate results. Therefore, the algorithmic power estimation and exploration tools should be

used only for a relative classification of algorithms and architectures in terms of power. They

should not be relied upon to give accurate absoluteestimates of power consumption. Furthermore,

the designer should recognize that these tools will provide only a coarse classification of

alternatives.

So the appropriate strategy is to use the algorithm-level estimation and ATP exploration tools

to get a rough ranking of implementation possibilities. At this point, the designer should narrow

the search space down to a few promising candidates that seem to offer reasonably close

performance (i.e. within the confidence interval of the estimation tools). These candidates can then

be analyzed more carefully at the architecture level.
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At this level, the analysis tools can employ themore accurate DBT and ABC power models.

These afford the designer the higher resolution required to makea final selection of the optimum

solution. Moreover, these models allow the designer to analyze phenomenon that are transparent to

the higherlevel estimation tools. For example, once the basic architecture hasbeen selected, the

designer must still decide how to assign operations to physical hardware units. This assignment

affects the signal statistics and activityof the architecture and, therefore, its powerconsumption.

By assigning operations from a temporally and spatially local portionof the computational graph

onto the same processing elements (i.e. exploiting locality), maximum correlation and, therefore,

minimum power can be attained. The UWN model used at the algorithm level cannot analyze

these effects. Architectural power analysis must be used to make these kinds of refinements.

In summary, the methodology proposed in this thesis is a top-down approach to design

optimization. Beginning at the algorithm level, behavioral power estimators can begin to classify

alternative algorithms in terms of intrinsic power requirements as dictated by computational

complexity. ATP exploration tools can then be used to evaluate the suitability of algorithms for

implementation on low-power(e.g. low-voltage, concurrent) architectures. Finally, architectural

poweranalysis canbe used to verify design decisions made at the algorithm level and to explore

additional opportunities for power optimization that are transparent to UWN-based estimation

tools.

After an algorithmic and architectural selection have been made, the designer can proceed to

gate-, circuit-, and layout-level implementation of the system. Further power optimizations are

possible at these levels (see Chapter 2), but they should usually be considered subordinate to

higher level optimizations. As a final verification step, switch- ordevice-level analysis tools (such

as SPICE, PowerMill, orIRSIM-CAP) can beused tovalidate theresults of thehigher level tools.
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7.2 A CAD Environment for Low-Power Design

The above discussion suggests that low-power solutions can be found by exploring different

architectural and algorithmic implementation alternatives. It would be very difficult for adesigner

to explore these alternatives in areasonable amount oftime without the help ofhigh-level, power-

conscious CAD tools. The HYPER environment (first described in Chapter 5) contains all the

necessary tools to support this exploration process. Using these tools, HYPER automates the task

of design space exploration, allowing the user to rapidly synthesize several distinct algorithmic

and architectural alternatives and select the optimal solution. As described in Chapter 5, the

HYPER paradigm supports an exploratory approach to the optimization problem. At each stage,

estimations are used to determine the location of the current implementation in the area-time-

power (ATP) design space. These estimations provide clues to the designer regarding bottlenecks

of the current solution. Using thesehints, the designer canselect from a numberof basic moves or

transformations in order to incrementally improve the solution. So, while the designer is free to

manually guide the selection of a final architecture, the time-consuming transformation and

estimation tasks are automated.

As shownin Figure 7-1, HYPER employs three maintoolsto facilitate low-power design. The

first tool performs power estimation at the behavioral or algorithm level and will be briefly

described in Section 7.2.1. The second, a power exploration tool, allows the userto mapout area-

power trade-offs in the ATP design space and will be discussed in Section 7.2.2. Finally, the

architectural power analysis tool SPADE (described in Chapter 5) offers the higher degree of

accuracy required to select and refinethe final, optimum low-power architecture. SPADE relieson

user-defined test vectors to improve poweranalysis accuracy.
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Figure 7-1: HYPER low-power design environment

7.2.1 Algorithmic Power Estimation

The task ofalgorithmic, or behavioral, power estimation is to predict the power consumption

of achip given only the algorithm to be executed. This is not an easy task since the same

operations can consume varying amounts of power when performed on different pieces of

hardware. Still, it is possible to produce some sort of power estimates based solely on the

computational requirements of the algorithm. Mehra and Chandrakasan have developed

algorithmic power estimation techniques within the HYPER framework [Meh94][Cha93]. This

section describes the power estimation strategies for the four main classes ofchip components:

datapath, memories, control, and interconnect.

The datapath power consumption can be estimated by looking at the type and quantity ofthe

various operations required by the algorithm. For example, agiven algorithm may require Nm

multiplications, Na additions, and Nc comparisons. In order to estimate the total energy required to

execute the algorithm we need an estimate of the energy required per operation. To some extent,
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these characteristic energies will depend upon the final hardware implementation; however, some

rough estimates can be made based perhaps on results from previous designs or from existing

hardware libraries. We can then estimate the total datapath energy by weighting the operation

counts bythe appropriate energies: e.g. Ej^E^^EJ^J^E^.

In the case of HYPER, execution units are selected from acustom, low-power hardware

library [Bur94]. Therefore, the tool can base its estimates on the measured power consumption of

the appropriate library modules. Since the library is predefined, the power consumption of each

cell can be precharacterized as a function of its complexity, reducing the datapath power

estimation task to a series of table lookups.

The complexity parameters help determine the physical capacitance of the modules, butthey

do not describe the effect of data and control input activity on power consumption. Unfortunately,

without knowledge of the final architecture, we cannot determine the statistics of the inputs to the

hardware modules. Consequentiy, themodules are characterized for uniform white noise (UWN)

inputs. For some examples, the UWN models are sufficient; however, as we know from the

previous chapters, when data streams are correlated UWN estimation errors grow and results can

be off by 50-100% or more. These inaccuracies can be remedied at the architecture level of

analysis.

Memory power consumption can be estimated in a fashion similar to datapath modules. The

number of memory accesses (Reads and Writes) can be determined directly from the algorithm

specification. As with the execution units, the power consumed by each access can be

approximated based on published data, measurements from past designs, or information from a

precharacterized hardware database. The power estimator then weights the access counts by the

energy per access for both Read and Write operations. Memory power estimation differs from

datapath only in the parameters used to describe the complexity of the module, which include

storagecapacity (in words), as well as word length.
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While operation and memory access counts can help us to estimate datapath and memory

power consumption based solely on the algorithm description, it is difficult to estimate controller

power without more detailed implementation-specific information. Here, one has to rely on

experience from past designs to getreasonable power estimates. This information might take the

form of a database relating the power consumed by several previously designed controllers to

parameters such as thenumber of states in the finite state machine (FSM) and its output control

signal activity. This is precisely the approach HYPER has taken. A statistical model by Mehra

based on these high-level parameters was presented in Chapter 5 in the context of architecture-

level poweranalysis [Meh94]. The reader is referred to thatdiscussion for details. The samemodel

can be applied at the algorithm level. The only difference is that the model parameters such as the

number of states, Nstates, the number of transitions, Ntrans, and the number of accesses per bus, Bfy

are not known at the algorithm-level and must be estimated from the behavioral flowgraph alone.

The controller modeling error for the benchmark set ranges from an average of 12% to amaximum

of41%.

The final component ofpower consumption relates to interconnect. The physical capacitance

ofglobal buses can be determined from an estimate ofthe average wire length. This in turn can be

derived from the area of the chip. An architecture-level model for area and interconnect

(developed by Mehra) was also presented in Chapter 5. Once again, the parameters required by the

model were known at the architecture level; however, at the algorithm level they must be

estimated. It is possible to estimate these values based on an analysis ofthe data dependencies and

timing constraints ofthe algorithm [Meh94][Rab91]. When these estimates are employed instead

of actual parameter values, the average and worst-case modeling errors are 43% and 96%,
respectively.

The power estimate for the entire chip is obtained merely by summing the datapath, memory,

control, and interconnect components. Ifwe are to rely on this estimator when making high-level

design decisions we must establish some level ofconfidence in the results it produces. Note that
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relative accuracy is more important than absolute accuracy at this stage of design. Figure 7-2

shows the algorithm- and architecture-level energy estimates for nine versions of the Avenhaus

filter that will be presented in the upcoming case study. In general, there is good correlation

between the algorithmic and architectural estimates in spite of the lower absolute accuracy of the

algorithm-level tool.Therefore,estimatesat the algorithm level can be used for relative evaluation

of different designs. One must bear in mind, however, the limitations of the UWN model and make

only rough classifications thatare based on significant differences in algorithmic estimates. For the

examples of Figure 7-2, if the designer were to rely solely on the algorithmic estimates he might

assume that versions 1, 2, and 3 were lower power than versions 8 and 9. The architectural

estimates show thatjust the opposite is true. Therefore, when algorithmic estimates are closely

spaced, architectural analysis should be usedto produce amore fine-grain, reliable classification.

While behavioral estimation allows the designer to plota single pointin the ATPspace, the

next section describes a tool which allows him to explore a whole range of trade-offs between

area, time, and power.
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7.2.2 Design Space Exploration

Section 7.1 mentioned trading area-performance for power as a key low-power design

strategy. The basic concept was to scale down voltage andmake up for the loss in performanceby

employing techniques such as parallel processing. The HYPER environment provides an

exploration tool (developed by Mehra) that allowsthe designer to see this trade-offbetween area

and power graphically [Meh94].

The output of the tool is a set of exploration curves that plot the area and powerof an

algorithm as a function of supply voltage (see Figure 7-3). As shown in the figure, the area

increases for lower voltages since the longer circuit delays must becompensated for by additional

parallel processors. This parallel processing allows the design to meet the performance

requirements while operating at reduced voltage. The exploration curves, are produced point-by-

point by iteratively invoking the algorithmic power estimator over a range of operating voltages.

The curves can prove extremely useful to thedesigner in selecting the algorithm and architecture

that offerthebest compromise between area, performance, and power.

As the exploration curves are based directly on the behavioral power estimates discussed

above, they are subject to the same inaccuracies. For a finer grain classification of
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implementations, we must again rely on architectural power analysis.

7.3 Case Study: The Avenhaus Filter

Sections 7.1 and 7.2 presented an overall methodology for low-power design, as well as aset

oftools forming aCAD framework that supports this methodology. In this section we present a

case study that demonstrates the viability of the methodology, the tools, and the design

environment. This case study was carried out in cooperation with R. Mehra, a fellow U. C.

Berkeley researcher. The general approach taken here is suitable for awide variety ofapplications.

For the purposes of illustration, however, we will consider the specific task of producing alow-

powerimplementation of the Avenhaus filter [Ave93].

Using this example, we will proceed through asample design flow, at each stage highlighting

issues of particular importance. The process begins with a preliminary evaluation of the Avenhaus

filter, comparing the various structures that can beused to implement its transfer function. Next,

weexplore the design space at the algorithm level, applying several of the low-power strategies of

Chapter 2. After narrowing down the design space, we proceed to architecture-level analysis in

order toverify and refine our design decisions. We conclude with a review of the power savings

achieved at each stage of optimization.

7.3.1 Preliminary Evaluation

The Avenhaus, an eighth-order bandpass filter, can be implemented using several different

filter structures. The different structures considered here are thecascade, continued fraction, direct

form II, ladder, and parallel forms proposed byCrochiere [Cro75]. Each of these forms has avery

different computational form and, thus, might be expected to map to distinct points in the ATP

design space. Other studies have considered the algorithm-level area and performance trade-offs
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Critical

path (ns)
Max. sample
freq. (MHz)

Word

Length
Mult Add Energy (nJ)

Cascade 340 2.94 13 13 16 27.7

Continued Fraction 950 1.05 23 18 16 89.5

Direct form II 440 2.27 19 16 16 59.5

Ladder 1224 0.82 14 17 32 52.1

Parallel 306 3.27 13 18 16 36.1

Table 7-1: Complexity of the initial structures operated at 5V

for these structures [Pot93][Rab93], but to the best ofour knowledge this is the first attempt to

study the power aspects.

In the following, we shall assume that the designer is free to select the algorithm (i.e. filter

structure), apply any number oftransformations to it, and choose an appropriate supply voltage, as

long as he meets a throughput requirement of2.75 MHz, imposed by the surrounding system.

As a preliminary step inthe algorithm selection process, we can profile each filter structure in

terms ofseveral key parameters that are expected to influence power consumption (see Table 7-1).

The table shows the maximum throughput ofeach algorithm (in terms ofcritical path and sample

frequency) and the complexity (in terms ofrequired word length and operation count). It also

gives an estimate ofthe energy required per sample assuming astraightforward implementation of

each structure. To allow adirect comparison, maximum frequency and energy results are quoted

for standard 5V implementations with clocking frequencies set so that all operations finish within

a single cycle. Note that all estimates were produced using the behavioral estimator described in

Section 7.2.1.

As discussed in that section, the complexity ofan algorithm has amajor impact on the power
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consumed. Extra bits of word length contribute to larger physical capacitance and increased

activity. Likewise, higher operation counts contribute directly to increased activity and can also

necessitate increased hardware and routing, resulting in larger physical capacitance. This is

reflected in the table, which shows that the cascade and parallel implementations have among the

lowest operation counts and the smallest word lengths and, consequently, the lowest energies. This

relates directiy to the previously mentioned low-power theme of avoiding waste.

Complexity is not, however, the only factor determining power consumption. The minimum

operating voltage also has an important effect. Notice that, in their current forms, onlythecascade

and parallel structures can meet the 2.75 MHz throughput constraint at5V. The critical paths for

the other algorithms are much longer and, thus, they cannot realize the required sample rate even

at5V.

As yet, however, we haveonly considered thedirect implementation of each filter type. It is

quite possible that transformations such as constant multiplication expansion or pipelining could

reduce the critical path of one of the other algorithms, allowing it to operate at a much lower

voltage and power. Likewise, other transformations mightdrastically reduce the complexity of one

of the structures, making it the minimum power solution. In summary, at this stage the cascade and

parallel forms look promising, but moreexploration is needed beforemaking a final selectioa

7.3.2 Programmable vs. Dedicated Hardware

One transformation that can be very useful in power reduction is expansion of constant

multiplications into adds and shifts. Under this transformation, only additions and shifts

corresponding to l's in the coefficients are performed. In contrast, an array multiplier

implementation performs an addition for each bit of the coefficient even if it is a 0. Therefore, if

the coefficientshave a relativelylarge numberof 0's, it may be reasonable to use shift-addssince

the array multiplierwould perform unnecessary operations.
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Critical

path (ns)
Max sample
freq. (MHz)

Add Sub Shifts Energy (nj)

Cascade 361 2.77 38 23 51 43.5

Continued Fraction 1104 0.91 68 50 116 98.7

Direct form II 440 2.27 54 40 91 95.6

Ladder 1406 0.71 36 31 46 75.4

Parallel 437 2.29 40 30 63 61.3

Table 7-2 : Complexity of the structures afterconstant multiplication expansion

On the otherhand, the dedicated array multiplier has certain advantages. First, it performs

shifts by hard-wired routing, while theshift-add version uses programmable shifters, latching

intermediate results between stages. These shifters and latches contribute additional overhead and

can offset the gains from the reduced number of additions. Whether this overhead is dominant or

not depends on the particular value of the coefficients.

Forthecase of the Avenhaus filters, we see anincrease in energy after expanding constant

multiplications (see Table 7-2). Notice that while no multiplications remain, the number of

additions has increased substantially and a number ofsubtract and programmable shift operations

have been added. This increased complexity has a significant impact on the power consumed.

Moreover, the programmable hardware adds to power consumption through additional control

logic and signals.

Table 7-2 also reveals aconsiderable increase insome ofthe critical paths. This isa substantial

penalty since, as we have noted inChapter 2,ahigh speed design isalmost always desirable due to

its potential for allowing voltage reduction. Forthis example we, therefore, choose dedicated

multipliers over programmable shift-adds. Again, this may not always be the optimum decision;

the trade-offs must beevaluated on a case-by-case basis.



original 1 stage 2 stage 3 stage 4 stage 5 stage

Cascade 340 170 136 102 - -

Continued Fraction 950 850 - - - -

Direct form II 440 132 - - - -

Ladder 1224 612 432 324 252 216

Parallel 306 170 102 - - -

Table 7-3 : Critical paths(in ns) after pipeliningto different extents
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7.3.3 Critical Path Reduction and Voltage Scaling

Supply voltage reduction is an excellent way to reduce power consumption. As is apparent

from Table 7-1, however, not all the algorithms can meet the throughput constraint even at 5V.

Therefore, in their current forms we cannot consider reducing the voltage for any of these

structures below 5V. If we can reduce the critical paths, however, we open the possibility of

voltage reductions.

Flowgraph transformations provide a powerful tool for design optimization at the algorithm

level and can be used for critical path reduction. Transformations alter graph structures, while

preserving input/output relationships. The HYPER high-level design environment automates the

task of applying transformations. This allows us to explore the effect of many different

transformations on each of the candidate algorithms - a task that would not be practical for a

designer using a manual approach.

One important transformation for critical path reduction is pipelining. By allowing more

operations to occur in parallel, pipelining reduces the critical path of the design, enabling voltage

reduction while still maintaining the required throughput. As a result of pipelining, some of the

filter structures that could notmeetthethroughput constraint initially become feasible, while those

already feasible are ableto operate at lowervoltages. Table 7-3 shows the reduction in the critical
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Voltage (V)

Figure 7-4: Voltage reduction (and itseffect onenergy) after "optimal" pipelining

paths after pipelining.

But critical path reduction is only an indirect measure of improvement. We are actually

interested inthe minimum voltage and energy achieved after pipelining (as shown inFigure 7-4).

The curves in this figure were produced using the exploration tool discussed in Section 7.2.2.

These curves graphically illustrate that voltages (and energies) can be appreciably reduced for all

examples (except thecontinued fraction) by applying pipelining.

The results from the exploration curves are summarized inTable 7-4. Notice that the optimum

level of pipelining isnot always equal to the maximum amount of pipelining. This is due to the

overhead associated with pipelining. For example, plotting the exploration curves for the

maximally pipelined cascade (three stages) would reveal that it consumes aminimum energy of

5.1 nJwhich is higher than the two-stage version which consumes 4.4 nJ.

It is apparent that the cascade and parallel versions still yield the lowest power solutions.

Therefore, based on the results obtained from our high-level exploration tools, we can at this point

eliminate the continued fraction, direct form, and ladder implementations from consideration. We

do not eliminate the parallel form at this stage since it gives results close to the cascade, and the

error inherent in thehigh-level estimation tools does notallow us to resolve differences that are so
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# stages
Critical

path
Min.

voltage
Energy

(nJ)

Area

(mm2)
Cascade 2 136 1.75 4.4 157

Continued Fraction 1 850 - - -

Direct form II 1 132 2.00 12.3 374

Ladder 5 216 2.50 14.5 126

Parallel 2 102 1.50 5.3 411

Table 7-4 : Effect of"optimal" pipelining onthe energy and area ofthe designs
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Power isnot, however, the only consideration. As we reduce voltage we require more parallel

hardware tomeet the throughput constraints. So, while energy can be reduced by this technique, a

price has tobe paid interms ofarea. The area exploration curves ofFigure 7-5 illustrate this point.

Since the cost ofa component isdirectiy related to the amount ofsilicon real-estate it requires,

designers have a limited amount ofarea available tothem. For ourexample, inorder toachieve the

minimum energies, the designer would have to accept significant area penalties asshown in the

figure. But at a slightly higher operating voltage of about 2V, the area penalties are much less

severe. Moreover, the resulting energies at2V are not significantiy higher (see Figure 7-4). Forthe

purposes of this example, we choose to avoid the large area penalties byoperating at2V.

There are, of course, other power reduction techniques which the designer could explore

within the HYPER environment. Anumber of transformations for low power are described in

[Cha93]. But the purpose of this case study is topresent a general methodology and show how

high-level tools can be used to facilitate low-power design - not to enumerate all possible

implementations of the Avenhaus filter.
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Figure7-5 : Area- energy trade-off for the cascade and parallel versions
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So far, the optimization process has been limited to algorithmic exploration and analysis.

There are additional techniques at the architecture level for reducing power. Moreover,

architectural power analysis will allow us to verify and refine the decisions already made at the

algorithm level.

7.3.4 Architectural Exploration

Using algorithmic powerestimation and exploration tools, we have beenable to narrow down

the design space to two filter structures: acascade and a parallel form, both with two stages of

pipelining operating at 2.75 MHz and 2V. A detailed breakdown of theenergy estimates at the

algorithm level is given in Table 7-5. As described in Section 7.2.1, at this level we are unable to

account for the effect of signal statistics on power. So if we assume that we are filtering speech

data (which is highly correlated) we might expect some inaccuracy in the algorithmic power

estimates. In order to verify and refine these results, we now synthesize the selected structures

using HYPER and turn to architectural power analysis for more accurate energy estimates. The

results of this process are also contained inTable 7-5 (the meaning of the "Local Assignment"

column will be explained shortly).



Cascade Parallel

Algorithm Architecture
Local

Assignment
Algorithm Architecture

Exu 2.42 1.65 1.44 3.27 2.05

Registers 0.59 0.50 0.50 0.64 0.52

Control 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.73 0.73

Buffers 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.06

Mux - 0.18 0.18 - 0.21

Bus 1.01 1.04 0.29 1.31 1.31

Clock 0.31 0.25 0.25 0.38 0.33

Total 5.03 4.30 3.35 6.42 5.21

Table 7-5 : Energy breakdown (in nJ) for cascade and parallel filters
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For a speech input, we seethat the algorithmic power estimator did, indeed, overestimate the

execution unit power by47% for the cascade and 60% for the parallel; however, the total chip

power estimates were more accurate with 17% and 23% errors, respectively. The important point,

however, is that the errors inthe algorithmic power estimates were systematic overestimates rather

than random errors. This suggests that the relative classifications made during algorithmic design

space exploration were meaningful.

Notice that the cascade structure continues tobethe lowest power solution. Therefore, based

on these accurate architecture-level estimates, we are able to select the cascade filter as our final

low-power Avenhaus implementation. Some final optimizations are still possible, however, at the

architecture level.

For instance, assignment of operations to hardware units can have asignificant impact on

power. One possible assignment strategy involves assigning operations for maximum temporal
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and spatial locality so as to minimize activity as described in Section 5.3.3 of Chapter 5. This is

beneficial because signals that are local to a small portion of the data stream or filter tend to be

more highly correlated than widely separated signals. If we assign the operations on highly

correlated signals to the same hardware units, there is likely tobeless activity inthesign bits. This

in turn reduces the power consumption of the implementation. Note that the analysis of this effect

canonly be performed using an activity-sensitive technique such as the DBT model. The UWN-

based algorithmic estimator is not able to make this distinction. The results of assignment for

locality on the cascade are also shown in Table 7-5. The overall energy is reduced an additional

22%with no penalty in area or performance.

7.3.5 Gains from Design Space Exploration

The preceding case study demonstrates that design decisions atthe algorithm and architecture

levels may have a tremendous impact onthe power. Table 7-6 summarizes the impact of the

various optimizations that were performed. Selecting the correct algorithm (cascade) saved a

factor of three in power, relative to the worst case (direct form). Moreover, the direct form could

not even achieve the required 2.75 MHz sampling rate at 5V. If the algorithms were compared for

the same throughputs, the cascade would actually be even more than 3x better. The case study also

demonstrated that, perhaps counterintuitively, expanding multiplications into shifts and adds isnot

always beneficial and can actually increase the power consumption in some instances. Other

transformations on the flowgraph structure, such as pipelining, were found to offer power

reductions ofa factor ofmore than 6x. Finally, assignment for maximum locality enabled afurther

power reduction of 22%. AsTable 7-6 illustrates, coupling the algorithmic improvements with

architectural optimizations can allow us to achieve more than an order of magnitude power

reduction (27x for this example).
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Inputs Voltage (V) Energy (nJ)
Energy

reduction

Worst algorithm (direct form) UWN 5.0 >89.5 1

Best algorithm (cascade) UWN 5.0 27.7 3x

After constant mult, expansion on cascade UWN 5.0 43.5 2x

Pipelining (no area constraint) UWN 1.5 4.4 20x

Pipelining (with area 100 mm2) UWN 2.0 5.0 18x

Architecture-level estimate Speech 2.0 4.3 21x

Assignmentfor locality Speech 2.0 3.3 27x

Table 7-6 : Energy reductions from design spaceexploration

7.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented strategies for design space exploration at the algorithm and

architecture levels of abstractioa The HYPER high-level synthesis system and low-power design

environment was used as avehicle to describe the proposed tools and methodologies. The power

optimization methodology emphasized high-level techniques based on the recurring low-power

themes of trading area/performance for power, avoiding waste, and exploiting locality. The

efficacy of the methodology and supporting tools was demonstrated through acase study using the

Avenhaus filter structures. With algorithmic and architectural optimization strategies, power

savings of almost 30x were demonstrated.

In conclusion, the high-level design space is vast and presents the designer with numerous

trade-offs and implementation options. The multiple degrees of freedom preclude a manual

exploration of all avenues for power optimization. An exploration environment (such as HYPER)

provides the user with ameans for rapidly and efficiently searching the design space for solutions
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that best meet area, performance,and power criteria.

The current HYPER environment is interactive and primarily user-driven. In the future, one

can envision a fully-automated environment, which intelligently searches the design space

attempting to optimize some cost function based on area, performance, and power. In the next

chapter, we explore this and other directions for future research into CAD for low power.



CHAPTER 8

Directions for Future Work

As with most research efforts, the concepts presented in this thesis raised perhaps as many

questions as they solved. This chapter will discuss some of these issues, presenting directions for

future work in the area of low-power design methodologies and tools. This discussion will begin

by pointing out limitations of the power analysis models presented in the previous chapters and

suggesting improvements that could be madeto these techniques. Next, the discussion will turn

from models to tools, tackling thequestion of what typesof tools and CAD frameworks would be

useful for low-power designers today and in the future.

We begin by discussing possible improvements to the power analysis models. One drawback

of the DBTmodel is the large number of capacitive coefficients required to characterize amodule

with two or more inputs. Currently a separate coefficient is required for every possible sign

transition of the inputs and outputs. This grows exponentially with the number of I/O pins on the

module. It would be worthwhile to explore ways of reducing the amount of data required to

characterize eachmodule. One possibility would be to use a less detailed, less exhaustive measure

of sign activity - perhaps something similar to the activity parameters used by the ABC model. In
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addition, it would be useful to extend the DBT model to account for more than just two's-

complement data types. Although this is the most common data representation, it would not be

difficult to add generality by supporting sign-magnitude oreven floating-point formats.

There is also room for improvementin the ABC control model. The biggest approximation

madeby the ABC model stems from characterizing controllers for random control tables only.

This is equivalent to assuming that the physical capacitance of a controller is independent of the

specifics of the STG being implemented. Such approximations are difficult to avoid when

attempting to predict a single, average powerconsumption for an implementation. One solution to

the dilemma might be to attempt to bound the power consumption, estimating minimum and

maximum likely power consumptions for a given STG. Providing a range rather than a single

estimate might give the user a more realistic picture of the variability inherent in high-level

estimatesof controller powerconsumption.

Estimation of average interconnect length is subject to the same limitations. It might be

worthwhile in the future to look into ways of reducing this uncertainty. For example, an early

floorplanning and preliminary routing step might result in more reasonable estimates of

interconnectand clock network capacitances.

It might also be noted, that both the DBTand ABCmodels rely heavily on a library-based

approach to chip design. The need to precharacterize all modules in terms of power consumption

is, in fact, one of the major pitfalls of this approach. Even if the cell is available in alibrary, it is

not always trivial to determine the capacitance model appropriate to the cell and the precise

control and data input patterns that should be applied to the cell during characterization.

Techniques for encapsulating and automating this characterization process need further

exploration. Moreover, since not all designers and organizations employ extensive hardware

libraries, it would be quite useful to explore methods of power analysis that are less library-

dependent. Itmight even be possible, given a process technology and logic family, to come up
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with theoretical lower bounds for power consumption, perhaps relying onresults from information

theory.

We can also consider power analysis when even less information is available - for example, at

the algorithm level. Ideas for power analysis at this level of abstraction have been developed by

other researchers and some were presented in this thesis; however, they lack the ability to account

for activity statistics in any meaningful way. Since activity can play an important role in

determining power consumption, it might beworthwhile to lookinto developing activity-sensitive

algorithmic power estimators.

In addition to the possibility of future improvements in the power analysis models, it is

worthwhile to consider the future of CAD in low-power design. Specifically, whattypes of tools

and frameworks will the designer find mosthelpful in implementing high quality solutions in the

least amount of time. Ultimately, it may be possible for the designer to specify a desired

functionality along with a set of area, performance, and power constraints and have the tools

automatically synthesize a nearly optimal solution. There are, however, substantial obstacles

barring us from these goals. Good designers have abase of experience that mayalways allow them

to achieve results far superior to synthesized solutions. So the role of CAD for today and the

foreseeable future is not to force the designer towards a particular solution, but to allow him to

guide thedesign process, while automating tedious tasks and providing feedback on his progress.

This implies a focus ontools for analysis and exploration rather than optimization.

SPADE and SPA were designed to adhere to this philosophy; however, a comprehensive

design space exploration environment is still some distance in the future. It will take some effort to

seamlessly integrate area, performance, and power estimation intoa single environment, but this is

an important step since real designs must satisfy constraints in all three dimensions. The

environment should also take a system-level perspective to design. This will involve support for

exploration of design alternatives ranging from full-custom to ASIC's to off-the-shelf
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programmable processors. This will also require seamless handling of analog, as well as digital

components since almost all systems contain components of both types. An equally important, but

often overlooked, aspect of this environment will be the user interface. If the user cannot easily

and intuitively specify the system structure and behavior, it unlikely the tool will gain wide

acceptance. Likewise, some thought needs to go into how design information can best be

communicated back to the user. For instance, what types of graphsor tables would be most useful

to the designer at each phase of the design process. The user interface is often not considered an

"interesting" research problem, but it is certainlyof enormous practical importance.

Beyond a CAD framework foruser-directed designspace exploration, thereis at leastthe hope

of a synthesis tool for automated and global design optimization. While relatively little progress

has been made thus far towards this goal, it is nonetheless worthwhile to continue researchin this

area. The first step in the process will be to developstrategies andheuristics for low-powerdesign.

Tools such as SPA andSPADEcanmake animportant contribution to these efforts by allowing the

user to identify which techniques are most successful in reducing system powerconsumption.

This chapter has described several directions for future research in the area of low-power

design methodologies and tools. Some of thesewere simplyareas in which the research presented

in this thesis can be improved, whileothers addressed higher level issues such asthe place of CAD

in the future of low-power design. Regardless of what direction CAD for low-power takes,

however, the research presented here should provide a strong foundation uponwhichto build.



CHAPTER 9

Conclusions

As its primarycontribution, this dissertation has presented a novel technique for architectural

power analysis. Rather than attempting to find one model that fits all components of a chip, the

technique uses specialized power analysis strategies for different classes of hardware. For

example, datapath and memory elements are analyzed with the Dual Bit Type, or DBT,

capacitance model. This model improves on the stateof the artby modeling not only the noise-like

activity of the data bits, but also the activity of the sign bits. It was demonstrated that while white

noise techniques often err by more than 50%, the DBT model can be used to obtain results within

15% of switch-level simulations.

A high-level model for analyzing the control path power consumption was also presented.

Like the DBT model, its results accurately reflect the activity of the control signals and logic -

therefore, it is referred to as the Activity-Based Control, or ABC, model. Control power estimation

is a more difficult problem than datapath estimation since the contents of the controller are not

known during module precharacterization. Still, the ABC model achieves good results, often

within 20% of switch-level simulations.
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Interconnect/area analysis was another difficult task undertaken in this research. An approach

for average interconnect length estimation was described that combines ideas taken from existing

research with a hierarchical decomposition strategy to provide reasonableestimates of average bus

capacitance that reflect the relative locality of a bus within the design hierarchy.

Using these concepts, two chip-level power analyzers were implemented. The first was

targeted towards datapath-intensive DSP applications and was dubbed SPADE, which stands for

the Stochastic Power Analyzer with DSP Emphasis. SPADE resides within the HYPER high-level

synthesis environment. This environment allows the designer to rapidly synthesize several

different target architectures and efficiently mapout the area-time-power implementation space.

The HYPER environment does, however, limit the applicability of SPADE to DSP ASIC's. This

constraint was addressed by a second power analyzer, SPA, which allows theuser to specify fairly

arbitrary architectures and algorithms using high-level structural and behavioral description

languages. Both tools improve upon existing architectural power analysis methodologies by

accounting for thedependence of circuit activity onthe statistics of thedata and instructions being

processed.

As a result, derivation of activity parameters proved to be an important task for both power

analyzers. Both tools rely on simulation: SPADE translates the behavioral flowgraph to C for

simulation and then maps activity statistics to the architectural structure, while SPA performs RT-

level functional simulation of the architecture as awhole using VHDL. The accuracy of these tools

was verified against switch-level simulation with several examples. Typically, the tools exhibited

aggregate error rates of lessthan 20% whileoperating orders of magnitude faster than lower level

analysis tools - requiring seconds rather than hours to produce results.

A high-level low-power design methodology and CADenvironment that relies on these tools

was also presented. The proposed methodology reflects atop-down approach tolow-power design.

Beginning with the desired functionality of the chip, algorithm-level power estimators can beused
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to compare the intrinsic power efficiency of different algorithms that all achieve the same

functionality. A case study demonstrated that variations in power consumption can often reach 3x

for algorithms with identical functionality. The designer can also use high-level exploration tools

to map out trade-offs between area and power consumption for architectures employing various

degrees of parallelism and operating at differing voltage supplies. Once an approximate voltage

supply and degree of parallelism have been selected, the designer can perform a more detailed

comparison onthe most promising architectures using an RTL power analyzer such as SPADE or

SPA. These analyzers can also be used to guide architecture-level optimizations such as

assignment of operations to hardware units for maximum locality and minimum power. This

methodology was demonstrated to result in more than an order of magnitude reduction in power

consumption for the case study presented.

These high-level power optimization strategies and analysis tools are consistent with the

notion that high-level design decisions have the most dramatic influence on power consumption.

This was demonstrated through acomprehensive summary of power optimization techniques atall

levels of abstraction from technology to system. In this discussion, low-level techniques such as

technology scaling and circuit- and gate-level optimization were shown to typically offer a factor

of two or less improvement in power consumption. In contrast, architecture-, algorithm-, and

system-level strategies including selective power down, partitioning for locality, and low-voltage

concurrent processing were shown to offer one to three orders of magnitude reduction in power

consumption. This fact provides a motivation for the high-level power analysis tools and design

methodologies discussed in this work.

This motivation is strengthened by the fact that currently, power-conscious high-level CAD

tools are almost non-existent. Instead, tool developers have focused primarily on circuit-level, and

more recendy, gate-level power analysis tools. A comprehensiveoverview of the state of the artin

power estimation made evident this preponderance of low-level tools. The few architecture- and

algorithm-level estimation techniques that do exist were shown to be fairly inaccurate, especially
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in modeling the effect of activity on powerconsumption.

We, therefore, feel that the tools andtechniques developed as part of this research represent a

significant contribution to the field of high-level design for low power. First, they operate at the

architecture level and, therefore, take advantage of the fact that high-level design decisions have

the largest impacton powerconsumption. They are also much faster than circuit- or gate-level

tools and will allow designers to rapidly compare the powerconsumptionof several alternative

architectures in a thorough search of the area-power-performance design space. This efficiency

stems from two sources. First, the relatively small number of components atthe architecture level

of abstraction allows rapid analysis of designs. Second, since only an RT-level description of the

design is required, analysis can be performed veryearly in thedesign flow. In contrast, circuit- and

gate-level tools are moreuseful as a back-end verification of power consumption than as

exploration aids since the design must be more or less complete before these tools can be applied.

A truly useful design space exploration environment must allow the user to analyze

performance, as well as area and power. Therefore, the analysis strategies presented inthis thesis

should really be combined with performance estimation techniques; however, this thesis has

focused primarily on power (although area was also considered) since to alarge extent tools for

performance and area analysis already exist. This is not surprising since area and performance

have been the traditional measures ofdesign "quality" for many years. Only recentiy has power

entered the picture as an important design criterion. For high-performance systems, packing

increased functionality in the same die area has led to power-related reliability concerns, as well as

extremely expensive packaging requirements. Another motivation for lowering power

consumption has been the phenomenal growth of the portable consumer electronics market.

Devices such as cellular phones, lap-top computers, and personal digital assistants operate off

batteries and, therefore, must be extremely frugal with their power consumption. From all

indications, these trends will continue and even accelerate, making low-power design

methodologies and tools ofever increasing interest to the designers of today and oftomorrow.
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